South Pool Public Visioning Survey

Q1 Which age category best describes you?
Answered: 2,147

Skipped: 6

Under 18

19-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

Over 70
I prefer not
to answer
0%

10%
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80%

90%

100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Under 18

1.40%

30

19-20

2.42%

52

21-30

15.98%

343

31-40

27.90%

599

41-50

21.70%

466

51-60

12.72%

273

61-70

11.78%

253

Over 70

4.01%

86

I prefer not to answer

2.10%

45

TOTAL

2,147
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Q2 What is the ZIP Code of your primary residence?
Answered: 2,127
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Skipped: 26
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83702 (Boise
City)
83703 (Boise
City)
83704 (Boise
City)
83705 (Boise
City)
83706 (Boise
City)
83709 (Boise
City)
83712 (Boise
City)
83713 (Boise
City)
83714 (Garden
City)
83716 (Boise
City)
83605
(Caldwell)
83607
(Caldwell)
83616 (Eagle)

83617 (Emmett)

83634 (Kuna)

83636 (Letha)
83642
(Meridian)
83644
(Middleton)
83646
(Meridian)
83651 (Nampa)

83669 (Star)

83686 (Nampa)

83687 (Nampa)
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

83702 (Boise City)

6.30%

134

83703 (Boise City)

2.77%

59

83704 (Boise City)

8.18%

174

83705 (Boise City)

42.41%

902

83706 (Boise City)

11.19%

238

83709 (Boise City)

10.63%

226

83712 (Boise City)

2.87%

61

83713 (Boise City)

3.06%

65

83714 (Garden City)

2.54%

54

83716 (Boise City)

2.68%

57

83605 (Caldwell)

0.19%

4

83607 (Caldwell)

0.05%

1

83616 (Eagle)

0.80%

17

83617 (Emmett)

0.00%

0

83634 (Kuna)

0.42%

9

83636 (Letha)

0.00%

0

83642 (Meridian)

1.50%

32

83644 (Middleton)

0.14%

3

83646 (Meridian)

1.55%

33

83651 (Nampa)

0.56%

12

83669 (Star)

0.19%

4

83686 (Nampa)

0.56%

12

83687 (Nampa)

0.47%

10

Other (please specify)

0.94%

20

TOTAL

2,127

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

83672

3/26/2022 8:05 AM

2

83714 Boise

3/24/2022 6:01 PM

3

90068

3/20/2022 1:23 PM

4

80305

3/16/2022 4:36 PM

5

92118

3/16/2022 11:59 AM

6

83706

3/11/2022 11:38 AM

7

83268

3/3/2022 5:35 PM

8

99148

3/3/2022 2:53 AM

9

98404

3/2/2022 10:48 AM

10

98225

3/2/2022 9:24 AM

11

98512

3/2/2022 1:11 AM

12

99336

3/1/2022 11:04 PM

13

83638, was raised in 83704

3/1/2022 8:00 PM

14

98503

3/1/2022 7:40 PM

15

89052

3/1/2022 4:40 PM

16

83627 (Hammett)

3/1/2022 2:43 PM

17

97003

3/1/2022 11:10 AM

18

83638

2/28/2022 9:31 PM
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19

48842

2/28/2022 4:50 PM

20

78750

2/28/2022 11:52 AM
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Q3 What is your race/ethnicity? (Check all that apply)
Answered: 2,132

Skipped: 21

White or
Caucasian
Black or
African...
Hispanic or
Latino/a
Asian or Asian
American
American
Indian or...
Native
Hawaiian or...
Another race
Two or more
races
I prefer not
to answer
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

White or Caucasian

84.10%

Black or African American

0.98%

21

Hispanic or Latino/a

2.86%

61

Asian or Asian American

1.08%

23

American Indian or Alaska Native

0.98%

21

Native Hawaiian or another Pacific Islander

0.38%

8

Another race

0.28%

6

Two or more races

2.35%

50

I prefer not to answer

10.83%

231

Other (please specify)

0.94%

20

1,793

Total Respondents: 2,132
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Why is this question used here. We are talking about a swimming pool where race is not a
factor.

3/26/2022 12:31 AM

2

USA CITIZEN

3/20/2022 12:01 PM

3

This isn’t about race

3/11/2022 2:50 PM

4

disability; none of these surveys ever asks this

3/11/2022 11:06 AM

5

German American

3/7/2022 3:46 PM

6

Scandinavian-American

3/7/2022 2:45 PM

7

83278

3/3/2022 5:35 PM

8

I did not check this box

3/3/2022 1:04 PM
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9

O7

3/2/2022 11:58 AM

10

Euro American

3/2/2022 10:41 AM

11

This shouldn't matter

3/2/2022 10:19 AM

12

American

3/1/2022 9:07 AM

13

American

3/1/2022 8:22 AM

14

Basque

3/1/2022 5:32 AM

15

This is a racist question

2/28/2022 9:08 PM

16

Human

2/28/2022 8:53 PM

17

why does this matter

2/28/2022 5:47 PM

18

Na

2/28/2022 4:47 PM

19

Italain

2/28/2022 11:20 AM

20

Not your business

2/28/2022 11:10 AM
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Q4 Which range best describes your annual household income?
Answered: 2,136

Skipped: 17

Under $15,000
Between
$15,000 and...
Between
$30,000 and...
Between
$50,000 and...
Between
$75,000 and...
Between
$100,000 and...
Over $150,000
I prefer not
to answer
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Under $15,000

2.06%

44

Between $15,000 and $29,999

6.74%

144

Between $30,000 and $49,999

12.17%

260

Between $50,000 and $74,999

19.71%

421

Between $75,000 and $99,999

12.08%

258

Between $100,000 and $150,000

20.37%

435

Over $150,000

14.04%

300

I prefer not to answer

12.83%

274

TOTAL

2,136
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Q5 Do you rent or own your home?
Answered: 2,137

Skipped: 16

Rent

Own

Other housing
situation

I prefer not
to answer

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Rent

19.79%

423

Own

73.19%

1,564

Other housing situation

2.29%

49

I prefer not to answer

4.73%

101

TOTAL

2,137
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Q6 How many adults (18 years of age or older) live in your household?
Answered: 2,135

Skipped: 18

1

2

3

4

5

6 or more
I prefer not
to answer
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

1

14.80%

316

2

65.95%

1,408

3

10.91%

233

4

3.33%

71

5

1.03%

22

6 or more

0.28%

6

I prefer not to answer

3.70%

79

TOTAL

2,135
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Q7 How many children (under 18 years old) live in your household?
Answered: 2,133

Skipped: 20

0

1
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5

6 or more
I prefer not
to answer
0%
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50%
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90%

100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

0

46.84%

999

1

19.74%

421

2

17.91%

382

3

6.84%

146

4

2.48%

53

5

0.94%

20

6 or more

0.56%

12

I prefer not to answer

4.69%

100

TOTAL

2,133
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Q8 Boise Parks and Recreation makes decisions and investments based
on values set by the Mayor and Boise City Council along with input from
the community. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being strongly disagree and 5 being
strongly agree), please indicate your level of agreement with the following
values-based statements.
Answered: 2,031

Skipped: 122

Equity and
Inclusion:...

Health and
Safety: Publ...

Accessibility:
Boise’s...

Historic
Significance...
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Affordability:
Project cost...

Maintenance
and Upkeep:...

Quality: The
functionalit...

0%

10%

1strongly di…

20%

30%

40%

50%

2

60%

70%

3

80%

90%

100%

4

5strongly a…

1STRONGLY
DISAGREE

2

3

4

5STRONGLY
AGREE

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

Equity and Inclusion: Boise’s
neighborhood pools should be programmed
and designed so that any resident can
easily participate.

4.59%
93

1.93%
39

8.35%
169

12.44%
252

72.69%
1,472

2,025

4.47

Health and Safety: Public health and
safety are of highest importance when
making investments in public spaces and
infrastructure.

3.47%
70

2.92%
59

10.85%
219

23.09%
466

59.66%
1,204

2,018

4.33

Accessibility: Boise’s neighborhood pools
should be accessible to all members of the
community regardless of their race, age,
income, physical ability, or geographic
location.

3.75%
76

2.62%
53

7.85%
159

13.38%
271

72.40%
1,466

2,025

4.48

Historic Significance: I greatly value the
historic significance of the South Pool and
want to see it maintained as a historic
structure.

9.19%
186

6.57%
133

12.99%
263

10.72%
217

60.52%
1,225

2,024

4.07

Affordability: Project cost is an important
factor for the city to consider when making
public investments.

5.30%
107

10.64%
215

31.14%
629

25.50%
515

27.43%
554

2,020

3.59

Maintenance and Upkeep: Investments
into ongoing maintenance of Boise’s
neighborhood pools are critical to their
long-term value to our community.

2.62%
53

2.17%
44

9.84%
199

24.17%
489

61.20%
1,238

2,023

4.39

Quality: The functionality of public
facilities, including recreation facilities, is
an important decision-making factor.

2.38%
48

2.43%
49

12.44%
251

30.82%
622

51.93%
1,048

2,018

4.28
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Q9 When South Pool was open, about how many times did you and/or
your family members use the pool each year?
Answered: 1,982

Skipped: 171

0 times per
year
Between 1 to 2
times per year
Between 3 to 5
times per year
Between 6-8
times per year
Greater than 8
times per year
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

0 times per year

33.50%

664

Between 1 to 2 times per year

14.98%

297

Between 3 to 5 times per year

16.55%

328

Between 6-8 times per year

11.25%

223

Greater than 8 times per year

23.71%

470

TOTAL

1,982
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Q10 What were the primary reasons you did not regularly visit or use
South Pool when it was open? (select all that apply)
Answered: 944

Skipped: 1,209

The pool was
not accessib...
There were
other pools...
The pool was
too small
The pool was
not friendly...
There was
little to no...
I felt my
family was...
Using the pool
was too...
The pool did
not have the...
I had issues
with the loc...
I did not live
in Boise at ...
I did not want
to visit or ...
Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

The pool was not accessible to people with disabilities

2.01%

19

There were other pools closer to my home

33.90%

320

The pool was too small

10.17%

96

The pool was not friendly to young children/inexperienced swimmers

11.23%

106

There was little to no shade at the pool

14.94%

141

I felt my family was unsafe at the pool

1.06%

10

Using the pool was too expensive

2.86%

27

The pool did not have the amenities I want

11.02%

104

I had issues with the locker rooms and/or bathroom facilities

3.07%

29

I did not live in Boise at the time

16.42%

155

I did not want to visit or use the pool

23.62%

223

Other (please specify)

20.55%

194

Total Respondents: 944
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

I did not know it was there!

3/28/2022 4:34 AM

2

Not close

3/27/2022 10:34 AM
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3

I swim laps at the Crunch club pool in Eagle.

3/26/2022 4:37 AM

4

Did not know of the pool

3/25/2022 9:05 PM

5

Did not know this pool existed.

3/25/2022 10:38 AM

6

We don’t have children, and only occasionally visit the pool when watching other people’s
children.

3/24/2022 4:40 PM

7

Our kids were grown and we no longer lived in the South neighborhood.

3/22/2022 3:41 PM

8

I did not know the pool existed.

3/21/2022 12:10 PM

9

Didn’t know it was there

3/21/2022 6:56 AM

10

I lived in Sun Valley, then Gooding

3/20/2022 2:03 PM

11

We just bought our house in neighborhood.

3/20/2022 10:00 AM

12

I did not live in the area when open.

3/18/2022 9:32 PM

13

Legal issues

3/17/2022 7:17 PM

14

Hours of operations seems irregular and often conflicted work schedules

3/17/2022 3:43 PM

15

There were other pools closer to my home to my prior home but this is now the closest pool

3/17/2022 1:25 PM

16

I have access to a pool at a health club, which is less crowded.

3/16/2022 8:54 PM

17

I would swim if there was a dedicated adult time

3/16/2022 3:48 PM

18

Just didn’t go?

3/16/2022 11:50 AM

19

I didn’t know it was open.

3/16/2022 10:13 AM

20

We would like to visit the historic pools but our schedules are difficult to carve out time

3/15/2022 8:59 PM

21

They should be closed and demolished

3/15/2022 3:40 PM

22

It was not open

3/15/2022 11:13 AM

23

Had my own pool. My kids used it when they were here.

3/14/2022 12:42 PM

24

Visited family near there every summer.

3/14/2022 11:01 AM

25

Always crowded, too overwhelming for my small child

3/14/2022 10:00 AM

26

Hours were inconvenient and I didn’t have a child at the time. My perception was that it was
more of a family/ kid pool not adult pool

3/12/2022 8:01 PM

27

I use City pools several times a week, but South was not close to my home

3/12/2022 9:32 AM

28

Was unaware the pool existed until a friend invited us to go.

3/11/2022 7:12 PM

29

I think public pools are just gross but I loved the pool when I was a kid. Boise has a
emergency type serious problem right now with homelessness and this is not a priority

3/11/2022 4:01 PM

30

Have access to a private pool

3/11/2022 12:21 PM

31

The pool seems kid-centric and not as friendly to adults

3/11/2022 11:11 AM

32

I did not know it existed.

3/11/2022 11:08 AM

33

My children visit when they go with friends that live in the area

3/11/2022 9:57 AM

34

Went there once with grandchild but it was closed.

3/11/2022 9:55 AM

35

I didn't have children at the time. Would like to use it now that we do.

3/11/2022 8:19 AM

36

The pool is too far from my house

3/11/2022 7:34 AM

37

The pool didn’t have lap swimming

3/10/2022 9:14 PM

38

I feel I have aged out of most public pools

3/10/2022 9:04 PM

39

We had another pool a little closer to home that we visit most often

3/10/2022 8:10 PM

40

Have pool at home

3/10/2022 6:44 PM

41

Just moved close. Used pool as child in the 1970s.

3/10/2022 4:44 PM

42

I was not aware the pool existed.

3/10/2022 4:30 PM

43

Have my own pool

3/10/2022 3:59 PM

44

I don't go swimming at pools. Wahooz maybe. Boise river, yes.

3/10/2022 10:54 AM

45

My answer might be incorrect, but it was my perception. As a single parent to 2 young kids,
I've been looking forward to being able to bring both kids OFTEN, once they are both
independent swimmers.

3/10/2022 9:43 AM

46

I swim well and can swim in Quinn's pond or Lucky Peak. I drive.

3/10/2022 7:38 AM

47

My children don't know how to swim.

3/9/2022 8:56 PM

48

I don't swim much but value the historic preservation of neighborhood outdoor recreational

3/9/2022 7:24 PM
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facilities
49

Mother owns a pool

3/9/2022 7:23 AM

50

Poor hours and unaware

3/8/2022 6:04 PM

51

The open hours were unclear and short.

3/8/2022 1:58 PM

52

We, being older used the other, larger pools because south is mainly for children

3/8/2022 1:42 PM

53

my age was a factor. I also would'nt swim in a pool.

3/8/2022 1:41 PM

54

My kids went there and we did occasionally in the 1980's and 90's.

3/8/2022 12:08 PM

55

I am a member of a club which has a pool and that is where my friends and family choose to
meet.

3/8/2022 12:01 PM

56

I perceive the pool to be for children

3/8/2022 7:08 AM

57

Pool should offer water aerobics to include older patrons

3/7/2022 2:42 PM

58

I could use the YMCA

3/7/2022 12:47 PM

59

It appears to be for children and not adults

3/7/2022 10:38 AM

60

I don't really use public pools due to my gender

3/5/2022 11:17 AM

61

There were no chairs at all around the pool when I was there.

3/4/2022 3:25 PM

62

There are better pools in Boise.

3/3/2022 8:24 PM

63

I have visited but it has been years. Answered 0 because it had been 10+ years since I
utilized the pool services.

3/3/2022 2:41 PM

64

I didn't know that the pool was available to use.

3/3/2022 2:13 PM

65

I dont know why I didn’t go

3/3/2022 12:39 PM

66

My child is one, I’ll take him when he’s a little older.

3/3/2022 7:50 AM

67

There was not variability/enough availability in lap swim

3/3/2022 2:43 AM

68

Didn’t even know about it.

3/2/2022 10:00 PM

69

Busy times

3/2/2022 9:21 PM

70

I didn’t know it was there

3/2/2022 8:45 PM

71

Another pool is closer

3/2/2022 8:20 PM

72

City of boise closed it. Shame on you for wasting time and money with all this. During Covid
you could’ve had it up to code/ada and ready to go now for a fraction of the price instead of
testing our poop to tell us exactly what Covid tests were telling us. Stop wasting our money
and time and open the pools. Kids die by drowning every year in Idaho. Kids need a place to
learn to swim and practice/play swim safely!

3/2/2022 7:50 PM

73

Didn't have children at the time.

3/2/2022 7:50 PM

74

I prefer Borah Pool.

3/2/2022 7:40 PM

75

,Distance from home.

3/2/2022 6:29 PM

76

Deck to small to hang out as a family.

3/2/2022 4:02 PM

77

I did not have kids yet

3/2/2022 3:41 PM

78

I didn’t live in this neighborhood when South Pool was open

3/2/2022 3:35 PM

79

the pool has been closed since I moved here but I love this pool. Its such a beautiful part of
the neighborhood

3/2/2022 3:12 PM

80

not in our neighborhood

3/2/2022 2:38 PM

81

I didn't live in this neighborhood long before it closed

3/2/2022 2:37 PM

82

Too far away

3/2/2022 1:51 PM

83

My children grew swimming at South's pool. We now have local grandchildren that visit us
often and we would use the pool with them.

3/2/2022 12:55 PM

84

I swim at the YMCA.

3/2/2022 12:32 PM

85

I think I saw the inevetnibilty of it eventually being torn down and figured it should become a
skateboarding pool. It’s a historic structure and I can’t think of a better way for it to continue on
and become a destination.

3/2/2022 12:04 PM

86

my kids like slides and the toddler areas other pools offer

3/2/2022 11:39 AM

87

I’m not much of a swimmer but I think it’s important to have a community resource like this for
people who do swim

3/2/2022 11:02 AM

88

To old...Take the Grandkids

3/2/2022 10:44 AM

89

Didn't have kids but do now and want them to have this experience

3/2/2022 10:38 AM

90

I am too old. Hose facilities are for people 18 and younger.

3/2/2022 10:28 AM
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91

I did not know about the pool

3/2/2022 9:52 AM

92

We would rotate among several pools including Borah, Natatorium, and the Y.

3/2/2022 9:39 AM

93

Not a skatepark make it a bowl

3/2/2022 9:23 AM

94

I didn't have kids at the time

3/2/2022 9:13 AM

95

Too busy

3/2/2022 9:08 AM

96

I don't have children so the public pool isn't a place I frequent.

3/2/2022 8:26 AM

97

Went to another pool

3/2/2022 8:23 AM

98

Boise has many pools open to the public and should not waste taxpayer money on such silly
ventures

3/2/2022 5:09 AM

99

NA

3/2/2022 4:11 AM

100

didn't know about it

3/1/2022 11:12 PM

101

I don't swim.

3/1/2022 9:31 PM

102

far away- but SO cool- Love this about Boise!

3/1/2022 9:28 PM

103

I have a pool in my backyard

3/1/2022 9:26 PM

104

I want it to be changed to a skate park please

3/1/2022 8:21 PM

105

Haven’t heard of the pool!

3/1/2022 6:50 PM

106

Not big on swimming

3/1/2022 6:42 PM

107

No time to visit

3/1/2022 4:39 PM

108

No adults only events

3/1/2022 4:26 PM

109

Waited for it to be drained to skate it

3/1/2022 3:49 PM

110

Always wanted to go over and use it but now I live in a condo that has its own pool.

3/1/2022 3:38 PM

111

the pool wasn’t a skatepark

3/1/2022 3:04 PM

112

I didn't know about it.

3/1/2022 2:56 PM

113

I went to the South pool until they built the Fairmont Pool. Fairmont is only 5 blocks from my
house.

3/1/2022 1:53 PM

114

I did not know about the pool at the time

3/1/2022 1:41 PM

115

Didn’t even know the pool existed th ere and was open and functional to use and enjoy!

3/1/2022 1:38 PM

116

Turn it into a skatepark

3/1/2022 1:37 PM

117

The pool is relatively small & assumed it to be crowded

3/1/2022 1:36 PM

118

It is a part of Boise's history. We need to save all historical buildings and places.

3/1/2022 12:52 PM

119

I didn't realize that South pool was open to the public, and we went to Borah for the splash
pad/other splash pads

3/1/2022 12:44 PM

120

I went to school at south and never seen it actually open

3/1/2022 12:32 PM

121

I did not realize it was in my neighborhood.

3/1/2022 11:12 AM

122

I recently moved from the North End to Rose Hill area. Therefore, South wasn't the pool of
choice. If it had other amenities, we would have considered it.

3/1/2022 10:49 AM

123

Covid shutdown

3/1/2022 10:47 AM

124

Don't use pools in general

3/1/2022 10:01 AM

125

AS a pool professional, I know this pool to be in need of complete renovation

3/1/2022 9:36 AM

126

I did not swim when I lived near there but I always enjoyed the look of the pool. Aesthetically
pleasing to me.

3/1/2022 9:13 AM

127

I didn’t have kids however we just had our first child and see this changing

3/1/2022 9:11 AM

128

Too many kids

3/1/2022 8:52 AM

129

I am not a fan of pool swimming

3/1/2022 8:45 AM

130

not in my neighborhood

3/1/2022 8:38 AM

131

Thought it was for kids only

3/1/2022 8:27 AM

132

Usually participate in river water sports. The bench does not have equitable access to pools
and recreation. Keep this pool!

3/1/2022 8:26 AM

133

Didn’t live in the area of this pool

3/1/2022 8:22 AM

134

Did not live in this neighborhood

3/1/2022 8:21 AM

135

I am a senior citizen with a passion for historic preservation.

3/1/2022 7:54 AM
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136

Font swim for exercise

3/1/2022 7:43 AM

137

Passes are too expensive

3/1/2022 5:35 AM

138

I can’t swim

3/1/2022 5:34 AM

139

The hours of operation of all pools here are ridiculous. In other states pools are open 9:00pm to
8:00pm. Hours in this area are so fragmented as to make the pools unusable

3/1/2022 4:47 AM

140

The pool was old, I thought it was only open to the school

3/1/2022 2:37 AM

141

It was a little run down

3/1/2022 1:24 AM

142

I lived closer to another pool at the time, now I live close to this pool

2/28/2022 11:51 PM

143

Not an activity I enjoy personally

2/28/2022 11:37 PM

144

I live next to Lowell Pool

2/28/2022 11:22 PM

145

Pool was intended for students.

2/28/2022 11:21 PM

146

I didn’t swim much then

2/28/2022 11:07 PM

147

I didn’t have children when I lived by the South Pool.

2/28/2022 11:04 PM

148

Too far from my house in NW Boise

2/28/2022 10:05 PM

149

The times they would be open and before covid it was easier to use..

2/28/2022 8:55 PM

150

no swim lessons offered

2/28/2022 8:46 PM

151

My folks have a pool we use, but if they did not we would be there

2/28/2022 8:10 PM

152

Didn’t know I could swim there

2/28/2022 7:48 PM

153

did not have the time

2/28/2022 7:00 PM

154

Provide senior only time. No kids!

2/28/2022 6:24 PM

155

I did not know about the pool. I lived in a different part of Boise.

2/28/2022 6:14 PM

156

I didn’t know it existed and when I did too many kids let’s have a kid free day!

2/28/2022 6:07 PM

157

I used a gym pool and didn’t know how to get a pool pass

2/28/2022 5:50 PM

158

I am an adult without children. Seems like it would be strange since it’s such a family/kids
centered pool. I love that the kids in the neighborhood had a safe place to congregate.

2/28/2022 5:29 PM

159

Would have appreciated an adult lap swimming time

2/28/2022 4:58 PM

160

We go to the river

2/28/2022 4:49 PM

161

I'm new to South Boise and am used to going to the Natatorium

2/28/2022 4:49 PM

162

I didn’t know this historical importance (and coolness) of the pool. Would be fun if there were
social events that occurred at the pool, that made it more for my population (50+) to visit.

2/28/2022 4:16 PM

163

I didn’t live here

2/28/2022 3:58 PM

164

I used to work there and spent enough time at the pool already.

2/28/2022 3:46 PM

165

numerous other activity options, most being easier to access

2/28/2022 3:45 PM

166

I don't think the pool has been open since we have lived here.

2/28/2022 3:37 PM

167

I was unfamiliar with the pool. Now older and want to swim to stay healthy.

2/28/2022 3:16 PM

168

Did not know about this pool before

2/28/2022 3:12 PM

169

I did not have the funds at the time to afford going. I wanted to!

2/28/2022 3:06 PM

170

I generally don't swim anymore but I believe kids should have access to a swimming pool as I
have great memories of our local pool when I was a kid.

2/28/2022 2:35 PM

171

Did not know this existed

2/28/2022 2:11 PM

172

one child swam at a neighbor's pool, the other wasn't interested in water activities

2/28/2022 1:38 PM

173

A very old facility that didn't have features or amenities we desired.

2/28/2022 1:36 PM

174

Moved to the neighborhood in winter of 2019. Pool was closed in 2020.

2/28/2022 1:23 PM

175

Have a personal pool already

2/28/2022 1:22 PM

176

I did not know about it.

2/28/2022 1:20 PM

177

I was working too much to have the time for recreation

2/28/2022 1:09 PM

178

My children were too young to swim with just me.

2/28/2022 12:56 PM

179

Grandchildren only are here a short time

2/28/2022 12:40 PM

180

Unaware of accessibility

2/28/2022 12:14 PM

181

We did not have a child yet. Now we do.

2/28/2022 12:02 PM

182

Water is too cold. Swim test every time they visited

2/28/2022 11:47 AM
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183

I did not have children at the time

2/28/2022 11:37 AM

184

I was working/ COVID

2/28/2022 11:34 AM

185

No good answer

2/28/2022 11:33 AM

186

I did not have children at the time it was open.

2/28/2022 11:29 AM

187

So necessary for the youth of this city

2/28/2022 11:19 AM

188

Too small to avoid kids

2/28/2022 11:18 AM

189

West YMCA has better facilities

2/28/2022 11:13 AM

190

Didn't know it was open

2/28/2022 11:08 AM

191

I did not know the pool was there.

2/28/2022 10:59 AM

192

I just recently had a child who would be the pool visitor.

2/28/2022 10:40 AM

193

I wasn't aware of the pool

2/28/2022 10:26 AM

194

I did not know it existed

2/28/2022 10:22 AM
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Q11 How did you and your family typically get to South Pool? (select all
that apply)
Answered: 1,937

Skipped: 216

Walk

Bike
Drive
myself/my...
Carpool with
friends and...
Bus

N/A
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Walk

37.48%

726

Bike

32.47%

629

Drive myself/my family

42.49%

823

Carpool with friends and neighbors

9.55%

185

Bus

0.72%

14

N/A

20.86%

404

Other (please specify)

1.60%

31

Total Respondents: 1,937
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

South swimming environment can a wholesome education and learning experience for life. I
empierced this myself which was very helpful to me.

3/20/2022 12:08 PM

2

Did not visit the pool because it is a 30 minute drive from my house

3/11/2022 7:35 AM

3

I would bike to join my school age friends who go there

3/10/2022 7:39 AM

4

When I was a child I used south a lot (walked)

3/8/2022 1:44 PM

5

walkable distance

3/7/2022 6:44 PM

6

As an adult drive. As a kid I lived 1.5 miles away and we rode our bikes multiple times a week.

3/3/2022 10:40 AM

7

My mom took us

3/3/2022 1:04 AM

8

Drop off

3/2/2022 7:50 PM

9

I use to walk and bike there. Many years ago.

3/2/2022 12:32 PM

10

J

3/2/2022 12:00 PM

11

Skateboard

3/2/2022 10:41 AM

12

Scooter skate or bike

3/2/2022 9:23 AM

13

I don't use Boise pools. They are a waste of taxpayer money

3/2/2022 5:10 AM

14

Various ways

3/1/2022 10:30 PM

15

Skateboard

3/1/2022 7:41 PM

16

We are about 50/50 biking vs driving to Ivywild near our home.

3/1/2022 5:43 PM
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17

Onewheel

3/1/2022 4:57 PM

18

skateboard

3/1/2022 3:04 PM

19

Skateboard

3/1/2022 2:50 PM

20

Skate board

3/1/2022 2:25 PM

21

It was used in my gym class.

3/1/2022 12:15 PM

22

The pool is walking distance to us

3/1/2022 9:12 AM

23

Automobile

3/1/2022 6:28 AM

24

I have family that lives a block away

3/1/2022 12:14 AM

25

All of the above

2/28/2022 11:03 PM

26

It’s walkable and bikeable and we have looked forward to visiting once our kids were more
confident swimmers.

2/28/2022 9:31 PM

27

N/a but if i’d visit I would walk

2/28/2022 8:03 PM

28

I lived close when I was a youth and used it daily.

2/28/2022 6:42 PM

29

Lived in Nampa

2/28/2022 3:58 PM

30

Boise Parks and Rec pool days

2/28/2022 3:06 PM

31

if we used it, we would walk or ride bikes

2/28/2022 1:38 PM
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Q12 What do you appreciate most about South Pool?
Answered: 1,440

Skipped: 713

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The History and a place to cool off

3/28/2022 7:36 AM

2

It’s a beautiful historic structure and a community pool

3/28/2022 4:36 AM

3

History

3/27/2022 10:50 PM

4

The fact that it is an historic structure and not many are left in the country

3/27/2022 4:27 PM

5

History and location

3/27/2022 3:57 PM

6

The Architectural significance the pool has to the City of Boise.

3/27/2022 3:22 PM

7

neighborhood pool, able to meet neighbors

3/27/2022 12:57 PM

8

Community based access

3/27/2022 11:18 AM

9

History, unique neighborhood pool

3/27/2022 10:35 AM

10

It's a neighborhood pool.

3/26/2022 11:16 PM

11

Historical value and neighborhood feel

3/26/2022 7:30 PM

12

The community and the people I have had the pleasure of meeting some of them being life
long friends.

3/26/2022 6:38 PM

13

The history and design

3/26/2022 6:28 PM

14

Everything. It is iconic. It is historic. It is a wonderful asset to the community.

3/26/2022 3:41 PM

15

Location

3/26/2022 3:04 PM

16

It’s in my neighborhood. Love the design of the structure. Adds to character of the
neighborhood. Kids can enjoy fun close to home. Good location.

3/26/2022 2:53 PM

17

The location and the community around the pool

3/26/2022 1:19 PM

18

The community.

3/26/2022 1:16 PM

19

I love swimming with my family and friends

3/26/2022 1:16 PM

20

Having a pool in the neighborhood for youth

3/26/2022 11:53 AM

21

That it is there. I don't have to swim in it to value it. As you know, we have lost so much
architectural history in Boise. I don't even recognize most of central Boise any more. These
pools are gems, should be rehabilitated and celebrated as working pieces of art and history.

3/26/2022 8:16 AM

22

It's unique and historic design and features.

3/26/2022 8:10 AM

23

the historical value and the accessibility to the neighborhood

3/26/2022 6:52 AM

24

I like it's appearance

3/26/2022 4:38 AM

25

The history and memories from when I was a child going there. It’s such a unique structure.

3/26/2022 1:20 AM

26

It’s Deco design, local pool with historical significance equal to any home or building in Boise
with nearly 70 years of history.

3/26/2022 12:40 AM

27

The style. Art Deco buildings are disappearing in Boise. Cities without architectural diversity
are homogenous and bland.

3/25/2022 11:10 PM

28

It was close to my home when growing up so accessible.

3/25/2022 11:04 PM

29

It’s part of Boise history.

3/25/2022 10:04 PM

30

The history

3/25/2022 10:01 PM

31

The look of it

3/25/2022 9:59 PM

32

That our neighborhood has a place for kids to learn to swim and enjoy in the summer.

3/25/2022 9:26 PM

33

History.

3/25/2022 9:21 PM

34

My siblings and I spent most of our summers there as school-age children. I have fond
memories of riding my bicycle to the pool on hot summer days, and hope the same fun for
children many generations to come.

3/25/2022 5:46 PM

35

It's proximity to a neighborhood. It's a neighborhood pool.

3/25/2022 3:58 PM

36

Aesthetic is vintage and fun and we need more neighborhood pools

3/25/2022 3:05 PM

37

Vintage look and community pool

3/25/2022 2:30 PM

38

Nice aesthetic and historical value

3/25/2022 2:12 PM

39

Historic prominence and neighborhood accessibility

3/25/2022 12:47 PM
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40

Great Location for a neighborhood pool. History of the pool.

3/25/2022 11:54 AM

41

Right now, it’s hard to appreciate a non-functional pool. The architecture is beautiful, but I want
somewhere that is functional and safe for our family.

3/25/2022 11:43 AM

42

The art deco historic gem and that it is truly a neighborhood pool which I feel is very important.
Families in the neighborhood should be able to walk/ bike to a pool. Also adjacency to the
Junior High and park.

3/25/2022 10:45 AM

43

It’s a classic, simple pool and is part of the neighborhood charm.

3/25/2022 10:45 AM

44

Historical value

3/25/2022 10:25 AM

45

Architecture, community access

3/25/2022 9:22 AM

46

Location

3/25/2022 8:01 AM

47

historical, neighborhood access, community

3/25/2022 1:00 AM

48

Historical significance and fun family times spent there.

3/25/2022 12:03 AM

49

Unique expérience

3/24/2022 11:02 PM

50

Neighborhood pool, historically significant

3/24/2022 10:09 PM

51

The historic character

3/24/2022 9:09 PM

52

I appreciate the community significance that South Pool has had growing up in this
neighborhood. My family, going back to my grandparents, learned to swim there, and I think
that it plays a roll in strengthening the community of the neighborhood. Not to mention the
summer job experience that being a life guard provides to neighborhood kids!

3/24/2022 8:46 PM

53

How close it is to our home and the Art Deco front entrance. My kids like the temperature of
the water.

3/24/2022 8:42 PM

54

Community, exercise, cool off

3/24/2022 7:59 PM

55

Historical significance

3/24/2022 6:38 PM

56

Pools are important to social and recreational uses of a community

3/24/2022 6:11 PM

57

Historic facade

3/24/2022 6:02 PM

58

There are few distinctive older public structures in Boise. The South pool adds significant
character to the neighborhood and I think that is worth preserving.

3/24/2022 4:47 PM

59

Proximity to home and the iconic mid-century architecture that matches the surrounding area.

3/24/2022 4:31 PM

60

Its history and design as Wesley Bintz pool.

3/24/2022 3:32 PM

61

Community recreation, accessibility, design

3/24/2022 1:53 PM

62

I appreciate what it provided when it was needed.

3/24/2022 1:17 PM

63

The history and esthetics.

3/24/2022 9:43 AM

64

Location

3/23/2022 7:32 PM

65

Location!

3/22/2022 9:02 PM

66

small use; neighborhood; design

3/22/2022 8:59 PM

67

This neighborhood recreational resource was easily available and was great for keeping our
kids engaged, active, and out of trouble during the summer.

3/22/2022 3:53 PM

68

Wonderful recreational, health, social resource for all people, especially the children of our
neighborhood.

3/22/2022 10:51 AM

69

Memories

3/22/2022 10:06 AM

70

Seeing families enjoy the pool as an amenity to the neighborhood

3/22/2022 7:49 AM

71

I love it's unique architecture and it's history in the city of Boise. I also love how it has
provided a place for neighbors to swim and gather for so many years. It has always been close
to folks in the area. Because of that neighborhood access, my children easily went swimming
at South for many years. It really is such an important facility for the neighborhood.

3/21/2022 1:30 PM

72

Location

3/21/2022 10:30 AM

73

That it’s accessible to the bench neighborhood, it’s historical value as a place where
neighborhoods come together and share a common enjoyment

3/20/2022 4:53 PM

74

Geographic location with respect to other pools. Spacing pools evenly across the city will
increase use by making them more accessible to people without transportation (like kids) and
minimize automobile traffic and its impact on safety and global warming.

3/20/2022 4:38 PM

75

style, history, tradition, how much my friends loved swimming there and still have great
memories

3/20/2022 2:05 PM

76

It was where I learned to swim as a child, and I would like to see at least the entrance
remaining, just as the entrance to the old South school remains.

3/20/2022 1:55 PM

77

IT WAS MY CHILDHOOD POOL

3/20/2022 1:30 PM
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78

It's a neat fixture to have in the neighborhood. If done well it definitely adds to the local area.

3/20/2022 12:35 PM

79

The pool blends all races and ages the opportunity to learn a life saving skill .

3/20/2022 12:14 PM

80

Architecture and lack of other ways to cool off in the summer

3/20/2022 11:24 AM

81

I appreciate the architecture and the historical value.

3/20/2022 11:02 AM

82

The historic significance. Also, the fact there’s even a pool in our neighborhood.

3/20/2022 10:02 AM

83

Pool access for neighbors

3/20/2022 9:19 AM

84

That it's close by,and in a neighborhood. Gives kids in the area something healthy to do.

3/20/2022 9:11 AM

85

easy access to my residence

3/20/2022 7:55 AM

86

It’s across the street from my house

3/19/2022 7:21 PM

87

Availability for lower income families and ease of access for local kids.

3/19/2022 3:36 PM

88

closeness to my house

3/19/2022 3:14 PM

89

The location to my personal residence and also that it was a small, neighborhood pool. The
larger facilities are nice, but there is something pretty special about walking to the South pool.

3/19/2022 2:45 PM

90

Having a nearby neighborhood pool for our family to use regularly.

3/19/2022 1:32 PM

91

It is fun to swim in and feels like a community gathering place. There's also great sentimental
value for our family going there over the decades.

3/19/2022 11:02 AM

92

The architecture and history

3/19/2022 10:13 AM

93

No frills

3/18/2022 8:24 PM

94

Healthy recreation for young people in the summer

3/18/2022 2:42 PM

95

IT's history

3/18/2022 2:15 PM

96

The unique historical architecture that distinguishes our charming historical neighborhood from
large, modern, one-size fits all pools in newer cookie cutter neighborhoods like those in
Meridian and popping up all over the Treasure Valley.

3/18/2022 10:44 AM

97

walking biking distance from home

3/17/2022 7:34 PM

98

That is an activity/location for kids to go and participate in healthy activities in the summer.

3/17/2022 7:27 PM

99

The art decco design is of great historic value to the neighborhood and needs to be preserved
to protect that endangered part of the city's past.

3/17/2022 7:22 PM

100

That is was an inexpensive option for recreation that was very close to my home

3/17/2022 3:45 PM

101

All the fun

3/17/2022 2:09 PM

102

Historic site, convenient location

3/17/2022 1:27 PM

103

Historic architectural style and local recreation opportunity in the summer months

3/17/2022 12:44 PM

104

It seems the neighbor children enjoy the pool. I see a lot of children walking and reveling in
summer when the pool is open. I enjoy seeing them on their way there and back.

3/17/2022 11:40 AM

105

Location

3/17/2022 11:17 AM

106

neighborhood vibe/historic look and significance

3/17/2022 9:27 AM

107

Historical significance and design/aesthetic.

3/17/2022 12:29 AM

108

Just the ability to go for a quick dip

3/16/2022 10:53 PM

109

the architecture and history. If it is one of only 12 left, it should be saved, no matter the cost.

3/16/2022 8:58 PM

110

History, uniqueness, charm, a pool to remember

3/16/2022 8:21 PM

111

Historic styling and convenient location

3/16/2022 7:18 PM

112

The cool architecture

3/16/2022 6:48 PM

113

The availability for neighborhood kids who can't drive, to be able to walk too.

3/16/2022 6:10 PM

114

Historical building

3/16/2022 3:49 PM

115

Location.

3/16/2022 3:06 PM

116

Historic and unique setting.

3/16/2022 1:47 PM

117

The uniqueness of it, the history, and the architecture.

3/16/2022 1:34 PM

118

I grew up nearby and it was wonderful having a neighborhood pool, and these days I appreciate
the historical/architectural significance

3/16/2022 12:51 PM

119

South pool was a HUGE part of our lives when we lived in Boise in the 50’s. We had a family
pass & swam daily. That’s where I learned to swim & perform in water ballet.

3/16/2022 12:06 PM

120

The location, the memories, the inclusivity.

3/16/2022 8:24 AM

121

Historical architecture

3/16/2022 7:05 AM
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122

Historic nature of the pool

3/15/2022 9:00 PM

123

The Art Deco style and historic significance

3/15/2022 9:00 PM

124

The asthetic

3/15/2022 7:08 PM

125

Nothing, there’s Quinn pond and the river... it’s too much money to rehab and maintain.
Demolish it. Stop raising our taxes please.

3/15/2022 3:42 PM

126

Opportunity for community to enjoy things as a community.

3/15/2022 3:24 PM

127

The beauty of the outside, the availability to people who cannot afford a costly pool, the
memories of every friend I had when I was young. If it was fixed, it would be very busy!!

3/15/2022 1:03 PM

128

good facility that was used by many in Boise for swimming competitions.

3/15/2022 12:16 PM

129

Its close to our area

3/15/2022 11:18 AM

130

Proximity

3/14/2022 9:44 PM

131

Children, noise and action

3/14/2022 12:48 PM

132

That it serves a particular neighborhood and is accessible to those in that area.

3/14/2022 12:07 PM

133

it's historical design and it's existence in general as I think public pools offer immense value to
communities.

3/14/2022 11:47 AM

134

Proximity to neighborhood

3/14/2022 11:02 AM

135

historical value but needs updating to include accessibility for all. Pool needs kiddie pool.

3/14/2022 10:58 AM

136

I love that it brings people in our neighborhood together, it's a community gathering place

3/14/2022 10:01 AM

137

Asthetic

3/14/2022 9:31 AM

138

Aquatic sports are extremely important and it is close to many neighborhoods

3/13/2022 10:20 PM

139

location/convenience; small community pool; community building; health and wellness for
entire family; builds lifelong skill and health focuses; cost; safe options for older kids to gather
together/socialization

3/13/2022 4:54 PM

140

Not worth saving

3/13/2022 4:44 PM

141

The cool on a hot summer day, the wonderful affordability of a pass, the melting pot of so
many nationalities, races, economic circumstances, employment opportunities for
neighborbood teens.

3/13/2022 3:45 PM

142

Its convenience and accessibility to the community. It was/is an excellent venue for residents
of the community, especially children to comingle with their friends.

3/13/2022 1:26 PM

143

It’s accessible to kids in the area by walking, part of history

3/13/2022 10:05 AM

144

I appreciate the location of the pools scattered around the city.

3/13/2022 8:33 AM

145

Location, style/design, small , local amenity. It seemed like most people walked or biked to the
pool

3/12/2022 8:03 PM

146

That I'm third generation to go that pool

3/12/2022 5:41 PM

147

Neighbor gathering spot for kids

3/12/2022 5:14 PM

148

It has a unique historic character and it is discrete. There aren’t a lot of visitors there and it’s
easy to bike or walk by it without running into congestion.

3/12/2022 3:07 PM

149

close to home

3/12/2022 12:14 PM

150

Close to my neighborhood

3/12/2022 10:07 AM

151

Historical relevance. Very important for children of the area to have this facility to use!

3/12/2022 9:46 AM

152

The historical aspects and unique design

3/12/2022 8:14 AM

153

I have no connection to South Pool. Conceptually, I appreciate a municipally run space that
allows all residents to cool off in our ever increasing hot summers.

3/12/2022 7:20 AM

154

Central location in the Bench Residential area

3/12/2022 5:07 AM

155

The historical value

3/11/2022 10:48 PM

156

Historic value

3/11/2022 8:19 PM

157

Unique

3/11/2022 7:27 PM

158

How accessible it was to my friends and I when we needed a place to be. As I got older, I
appreciated the historical significance of it.

3/11/2022 6:18 PM

159

I think it is very important that the city upkeeps and maintains all of the pools. It is a wonderful
summer recreation for adults and children and should be available to all.

3/11/2022 6:09 PM

160

Memories

3/11/2022 5:52 PM

161

It's a resource for outdoor activity that needs to be promoted more.

3/11/2022 5:50 PM

162

Close location kids can ride there bikes to it when older. Close to bike lane.

3/11/2022 5:49 PM
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163

I love the historical significance.

3/11/2022 4:03 PM

164

The historical, architectural significance

3/11/2022 3:47 PM

165

The staff

3/11/2022 2:53 PM

166

It's historic significance and that it is an affordable option for neighborhood youngsters.

3/11/2022 1:44 PM

167

It's a pool

3/11/2022 1:43 PM

168

Historic value, appearance, location in Boise.

3/11/2022 12:30 PM

169

It provides hours of summer fun for adults and kids in this part of town, as well as easy
access to swimming lessons, all within walking or biking distance.

3/11/2022 12:24 PM

170

It's historical value It is a landmark

3/11/2022 12:23 PM

171

near location

3/11/2022 11:41 AM

172

Personal history / significance. I learned to swim at the South Pool.

3/11/2022 11:33 AM

173

Beautiful architecture

3/11/2022 11:18 AM

174

It’s a piece of Boise history. I like the proximity of it to my house and the architecture is great.

3/11/2022 11:17 AM

175

It's historial significance. I love the art deco design and look.

3/11/2022 11:10 AM

176

Closed to the house

3/11/2022 10:08 AM

177

Community and access for the kids.

3/11/2022 9:59 AM

178

Facility for neighborhood kids.

3/11/2022 9:57 AM

179

History, ease of access, childhood nostalgia from going as a kid. It's a unique aspect of Boise,
which most are quickly going away due to growth and transplants. We need to keep some of
the original things here for us natives that grew up here. Using both the South and Lowell pools
were big aspects of our childhoods here. Please keep the history!

3/11/2022 9:37 AM

180

History and the connection to the history of Boise.

3/11/2022 9:29 AM

181

the fact that it's available to the public.

3/11/2022 8:46 AM

182

Opportunities for swimming lessons and swim teams. Great entertainment and education
options for kids.

3/11/2022 8:20 AM

183

not much

3/11/2022 8:13 AM

184

I did not visit South Pool because of the distance from my house, but I appreciate community
pools when they are close enough for kids to go there without parents, they provide a safe
summer activity for kids, and they aren’t too expensive. This option should be available in
west Boise. The cost at YMCA aquatic center is too high.

3/11/2022 7:37 AM

185

Historic significance

3/11/2022 6:14 AM

186

I love how we are one of the few black families enjoying this pool. It truly is nice to be
surrounded by so many white people.

3/10/2022 10:41 PM

187

Accessibility

3/10/2022 9:57 PM

188

Na

3/10/2022 9:15 PM

189

neighborhood location

3/10/2022 9:06 PM

190

Enhances the neighborhood and the Bench. As I walk our neighborhood (I live on Kootenai) I
see families, kids on bikes and walking to the pool throughout the summer. It draws neighbors
together.

3/10/2022 8:51 PM

191

Location

3/10/2022 8:11 PM

192

The small neighborhood feel. The diving board.

3/10/2022 8:11 PM

193

High off the ground, good views of trees, historical.

3/10/2022 8:02 PM

194

I’ve taken my kids and grandkids when it was open. My daughter attended South Junior High.
It is an icon in this part of Boise.

3/10/2022 7:59 PM

195

It has that old-fashioned look about it.

3/10/2022 7:03 PM

196

In a neighborhood for everyone to enjoy

3/10/2022 6:46 PM

197

A place for children to have activity in the summer

3/10/2022 5:42 PM

198

The location

3/10/2022 5:40 PM

199

Historic structure, meaningful to the district

3/10/2022 5:26 PM

200

art deco historical value!!!!!!, ...closeness

3/10/2022 5:26 PM

201

Public pool accessible to the community.

3/10/2022 5:12 PM

202

Location in the community.

3/10/2022 5:03 PM

203

Recreational opportunities for children and families

3/10/2022 4:48 PM

204

Location

3/10/2022 4:45 PM
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205

location, open air environment, ease of access

3/10/2022 4:40 PM

206

It's location

3/10/2022 4:31 PM

207

It's a great resource for our residents

3/10/2022 4:26 PM

208

Historic beauty and relevance

3/10/2022 4:25 PM

209

Historical value adds charm to an older established neighborhood. Special place for
neighborhood kids. Very unique and interesting facility.

3/10/2022 4:14 PM

210

Location

3/10/2022 4:08 PM

211

N/A

3/10/2022 4:00 PM

212

location

3/10/2022 3:54 PM

213

I love the history and design, but the accessibility for neighborhood families and youth to have
a pool nearby is pivotal.

3/10/2022 3:48 PM

214

Historical significance

3/10/2022 3:36 PM

215

Walking distance Like the funky design and layout

3/10/2022 2:30 PM

216

It’s availability for families & kids wanting to swim.

3/10/2022 12:56 PM

217

Somewhere to swim

3/10/2022 12:45 PM

218

It’s great location

3/10/2022 11:20 AM

219

Neighborhood access to swimming

3/10/2022 11:11 AM

220

Historical significance, character, charm. The kids who live in the area can get it easily.

3/10/2022 10:55 AM

221

The Lifeguards are fun! The Benefit of having a pool close to home. The Style of the pool.

3/10/2022 10:25 AM

222

Community matters so much! This pool belong to all of is. It gives older kids a safe and
autonomous activity. It represents healthy living and sharing the highlights of our community.

3/10/2022 9:45 AM

223

Service to the community during the summer months; good place for young people to hang out
that isn't tied to making profit off of them.

3/10/2022 9:12 AM

224

I appreciate that at age 4, I took swim lessons at South. My children and grandchildren live in
the neighborhood and also have taken lessons at South pool. I have lived her since I was born
in 1954 and lived in poverty but still had South pool to spend my summers! This is an
important place for all to use, not just for those that live close to South but every new
American, refugee ,human being in Boise should have this location for recreation, at a
reasonable price. This is important for every child to have apiece of history that I know from
experience is a healthy fun environment. I appreciate everything about it!

3/10/2022 8:44 AM

225

Kids can learn to swim and feel comfortable in the water

3/10/2022 7:40 AM

226

Location, history

3/10/2022 6:55 AM

227

Historical value and accessibility... Often less crowded.

3/9/2022 10:59 PM

228

Unique design and historic value. I do not want my neighborhood to look like Chinden
boulevard - this is why it is important to value (beaufiful) form over function

3/9/2022 9:14 PM

229

It's location. Having a neighborhood swimming pool within walking or bicycling distance is very
valuable to kids.

3/9/2022 8:58 PM

230

Architectural significance to the Depot Bench

3/9/2022 7:26 PM

231

The design of the entrance is cool and historic. Hopefully that aspect can be preserved but a
new, larger in-ground pool will come in.

3/9/2022 6:29 PM

232

It is very unique and a historic pool. It would be a shame to lose this awesome public pool.

3/9/2022 6:16 PM

233

There was a beautiful moment for my kids, attending Monroe Elementary at the time. The last
day of school let out, and they all ran over to South Pool, which just opened that day. Seeing
their sheer joy, first bit of summer break was amazing! It's not a huge pool, but unique and
accessible for many residents living on the bench, or close to schools.

3/9/2022 4:24 PM

234

We like the location, location, location Easy to get to, parking is available, located on a bike
route. The size of pool fits our neighborhood. Our neighborhood has 18 children under the age
of 12years on two streets.

3/9/2022 4:24 PM

235

It feels important to have neighborhood pools close to families. It's also a beautiful structure.

3/9/2022 3:47 PM

236

Location and style.

3/9/2022 2:53 PM

237

The location, so accessible to the entire Bench and close to downtown

3/9/2022 2:09 PM

238

Public facility that has the potential to service a large demographic; people of all ages, races,
abilities enjoy swimming or aquatic activities.

3/9/2022 1:34 PM

239

It's a classic. Great kids to adult ratio. At most pools you go to in the city, there are as many
adults there as kids. South pool is full of kids swimming like the good old days and few adults
are around.

3/9/2022 1:27 PM

240

Location and it was never too busy

3/9/2022 12:52 PM

241

Public access to a pool in a neighborhood that has no other pool facility.

3/9/2022 12:24 PM
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242

Our children (one now an adult and the other on older teen) not only had their first childhood
swimming lessons at South pool but some of their most cherished and favorite summer
memories were experienced here each year growing up....would love that other new and
younger families on the Boise Bench get to also experience the same happy healthy Summer
memories either taking lessons and/or just having fun swimming throughout the summer
months.

3/9/2022 12:24 PM

243

Location and the architecture

3/9/2022 11:59 AM

244

it's close, small, and kinda cool design

3/9/2022 11:54 AM

245

Accessibility to kids in my neighborhood.

3/9/2022 11:03 AM

246

historical value

3/9/2022 10:49 AM

247

South Pool was a great asset to the community. It provided a safe and fun place for families to
hang out in the Summer. I went there as a child and both of my children learned how to swim
there. I also appreciate the Historic value of South Pool. It seems as Boise grows, our historic
landmarks are being demolished.

3/9/2022 10:21 AM

248

It's close to home for my kids.

3/9/2022 10:16 AM

249

South pool is a fun, safe, healthy gathering place for neighborhood children. It gives them an
activity that is good for their bodies and a place to meet new neighborhood friends and build
lasting friendships.

3/9/2022 9:55 AM

250

The historic character

3/9/2022 9:32 AM

251

Availability and accessibility for the Bench residents.

3/9/2022 8:29 AM

252

It is unique and historic.

3/9/2022 8:21 AM

253

Small neighborhood vibes

3/9/2022 8:10 AM

254

neighborhood pool

3/9/2022 7:47 AM

255

I love having a neighborhood pool for low income families that provides safe, fun.

3/9/2022 7:36 AM

256

Great for young kids. Community element. Historic.

3/9/2022 7:25 AM

257

Location

3/9/2022 7:22 AM

258

Good place for kids to learn to swim, play with friends. The bench is a low income area and the
kids need a place that is affordable where they can have access to swim and meet friends.

3/9/2022 6:19 AM

259

I used to live down the street on Shoshone, and I am in favor of recreation and activities being
accessible to kids. Neighborhood pools are so important because they serv the local kids and
give them a constructive place to spend time and energy in the summer months.

3/8/2022 11:17 PM

260

It's unique design and neighborhood accessibility.

3/8/2022 11:02 PM

261

The historical significance is it’s most valuable factor.

3/8/2022 10:41 PM

262

Convinience

3/8/2022 10:23 PM

263

Love the design and the historic nature

3/8/2022 10:07 PM

264

Provides great recreational opportunity for neighborhood kids. I had a season pass every
summer and spent almost every hour it was open in the pool.

3/8/2022 9:58 PM

265

Its community feel. Very much a neighborhood hangout for school age kids in the summertime.

3/8/2022 8:23 PM

266

Supports the local neighborhood and it’s residents. My son and his friends were all able to
gather in a safe place from grade school through high school.

3/8/2022 6:46 PM

267

Style

3/8/2022 6:26 PM

268

Location little historic building

3/8/2022 6:05 PM

269

It was fun to hang out with friends in the evening and cool off at the same time. I also made
alot of new friends at the south pool.

3/8/2022 4:24 PM

270

Neighbor pool

3/8/2022 3:17 PM

271

swimming lessons for my son when he was a child would like to see that for future
generations.

3/8/2022 3:04 PM

272

availability and family-friendly next to tennis courts, lawn areas

3/8/2022 2:24 PM

273

The historic and neighborhood feel of the pool.

3/8/2022 1:59 PM

274

affordable summer activity in /for a low/mixed income neighborhood

3/8/2022 1:57 PM

275

close

3/8/2022 1:55 PM

276

It was a blast when I was young and it even had a high diving board...it a children’s pool many

3/8/2022 1:51 PM

277

history

3/8/2022 1:47 PM

278

That local kids can walk to the pool and enjoy it

3/8/2022 1:44 PM

279

It's the only pool available in that area of Boise.

3/8/2022 12:41 PM

280

located on the bench

3/8/2022 12:19 PM
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281

I like the idea of a neighborhood pool. Shoshone street is an active street during the school
year and with the pool open, it is active and lively during the summer. It's delightful to have
walkers, bike riders and cars coming and going to the pool on a summer day. It gives some
people something enjoyable to do on a summer day and the activity on the street and in front
of the pool reflects that.

3/8/2022 12:19 PM

282

Giving the youth and adults in the neighborhood an activity. I grew up in another City, but every
summer my parents got us an unlimited public pool pass too get us out of the house and get
some exercise.

3/8/2022 12:12 PM

283

Close, convenient, kept my 2 girls entertained in the summer with friends they loved it.

3/8/2022 12:07 PM

284

location, uniqueness

3/8/2022 11:12 AM

285

A great asset to the entire neighborhood where our kids spent hours most every day.

3/8/2022 10:26 AM

286

The fact that it's in my neighborhood and my son and I can ride bikes to it.

3/8/2022 9:41 AM

287

None

3/8/2022 9:14 AM

288

The location and historical significance. There are many memories made there with my family
both as a kid and adult

3/8/2022 9:05 AM

289

Location and availability

3/8/2022 8:44 AM

290

Proximity Neighborhood amenity

3/8/2022 7:46 AM

291

proximity

3/8/2022 7:25 AM

292

Convenient location

3/8/2022 7:18 AM

293

I want a place for the neighborhood children to swim.

3/8/2022 7:12 AM

294

Location and cool design

3/8/2022 7:01 AM

295

The historic meaning behind the pool and the fact that many of us are able to go to the pool
and swim in it.

3/8/2022 6:39 AM

296

NA

3/8/2022 2:12 AM

297

Community pool accessible to the community. Appreciate historical significance of the
building.

3/7/2022 11:01 PM

298

N/A

3/7/2022 10:51 PM

299

Idk

3/7/2022 10:42 PM

300

It is needed for the youth to enjoy the pool during the hot season

3/7/2022 9:59 PM

301

Easy affordable time spent with family and friends

3/7/2022 9:45 PM

302

I grew up swimming at South Pool during the 60's. While it has some sentimental value to me,
I don't swim any longer and don't use the pool.

3/7/2022 9:32 PM

303

I adore this pool. It really is a neighborhood gem, beautiful and unique given how few of such
pools remain. The interior locker room design is clever, and how you come up and into the pool
area makes you feel like you rise up and into a tree house. The shape also invites relaxation
and play vs. laps. There is also a certain intimacy about this pool. You could replace it with
one with lots of amenities as at some of the larger pools, but I think that would be missing the
point. Instead, you can engage people with more intimate and inventive events in and around
the pool such as an aqua yoga, something like the firewater event they have in Providence, RI,
or a swim and a movie. I also appreciated the evening times Boise made available and often
went at those later times. Based on allocated budget, it would appear that Boise has the funds
to update these pools, and I would hope that Boise would choose to do so.

3/7/2022 9:30 PM

304

Lack of bells and whistles

3/7/2022 9:17 PM

305

Great neighborhood pool that provides affordable fun to a diverse neighborhhod and is within
walking/biking distance for the bench community.

3/7/2022 8:47 PM

306

Accessibility and location

3/7/2022 8:43 PM

307

I have never been in it

3/7/2022 8:40 PM

308

It is a great feature of our neighborhood and a safe place for our kids to go to have fun and
meet friends. It makes them active and not in front of a screen.

3/7/2022 8:12 PM

309

I would have enjoyed having a pool near me when I was young, so I'm in favor of making this
one work.

3/7/2022 7:39 PM

310

Location and it's appearance

3/7/2022 7:28 PM

311

Very close, safe, my nieces loved it when they were kids and in a year or two their kids will
love it.

3/7/2022 7:08 PM

312

Closeness Cost Ability for kids to meet other kids

3/7/2022 6:51 PM

313

We have lived in this neighborhood for 17 years and we appreciate the historic significance and
appreciate that Boise values historic structures. We walk by the pool several times weekly
with our dog and frequently talk about it.

3/7/2022 6:49 PM

314

It is the only pool/swim lessons/AFFORDABLE accessible-POSITIVE activity for
neighborhood families/CHILDREN.

3/7/2022 6:49 PM
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315

it is there for everybody

3/7/2022 6:46 PM

316

Closeness. Kid can walk there and not need a ride.

3/7/2022 6:40 PM

317

A space for children to come together in a safe, positive environment. Space to exercise.

3/7/2022 6:19 PM

318

Close proximity to home and how it brings our neighborhood together for fun and relaxation on
hot, summer days. The neighborhood kids can walk or bike there together and hang out.

3/7/2022 5:50 PM

319

Proximity of the pool. My kids who have since grown used the pool extensively..

3/7/2022 4:49 PM

320

That it offers an outdoor, active, summer time activity to local bench residents.

3/7/2022 4:49 PM

321

It’s existence. The fact that is only a pool not an over priced over designed water experience
like ivywild.

3/7/2022 4:40 PM

322

Close to home

3/7/2022 4:08 PM

323

It’s historical style, charm & closeness to my home & the fact that it has been enjoyed by 3
generations of my family in our beloved neighborhood!

3/7/2022 4:03 PM

324

Not much... old, dated, served a very small slice of the resident population and it's
design/construction makes it inaccessible for many and limited in use.

3/7/2022 3:58 PM

325

Having our own pool in the neighborhood, it was great.

3/7/2022 3:03 PM

326

It's nice for the neighborhood kids to have a pool available.

3/7/2022 2:51 PM

327

The historic beauty and neighborhood access

3/7/2022 2:45 PM

328

It's affordability for everyone, and it's proximity to where we live. It's also a great place for
people to learn to swim.

3/7/2022 2:23 PM

329

It's a place to cool down

3/7/2022 2:17 PM

330

Community access and classic design

3/7/2022 2:08 PM

331

It is in a wonderful location in a beautiful area. We love going to this pool and cooling off in the
summer.

3/7/2022 1:21 PM

332

Local vicinity to my home. Accessibility for my kids.

3/7/2022 1:19 PM

333

design

3/7/2022 12:50 PM

334

Classic design

3/7/2022 12:48 PM

335

Location, history, and affordability

3/7/2022 12:47 PM

336

Close to my home

3/7/2022 12:46 PM

337

The architecture

3/7/2022 12:27 PM

338

It is the pool closest to our house; therefore, most convenient for us to use.

3/7/2022 12:01 PM

339

The uniqueness.

3/7/2022 11:55 AM

340

A place for the kids to go to make friends in summer

3/7/2022 11:43 AM

341

architecture, small size , close to community

3/7/2022 11:15 AM

342

Art Deco styling

3/7/2022 10:40 AM

343

Location for the neighborhood, activity for the public, especially for the kids, giving them an
activity during pool season

3/7/2022 10:34 AM

344

neighborhood location

3/7/2022 10:27 AM

345

Size and design

3/7/2022 10:22 AM

346

Having place we can go to cool down in the summer

3/6/2022 2:01 PM

347

Accessible and summer activities for youth

3/6/2022 12:49 PM

348

It was close and my son could see all of his friends. Borah is further away and many friends
didn’t have a way there.

3/6/2022 11:45 AM

349

Historical significance

3/6/2022 9:52 AM

350

The historical factor

3/6/2022 9:34 AM

351

Historical Icon. 95 percent of users are kids under 18.Needed more now than ever!

3/6/2022 9:10 AM

352

That it’s in a very walkable distance from many residential homes, and provides exercise for
all that participate.

3/6/2022 7:46 AM

353

Unique history

3/5/2022 5:26 PM

354

Historic significance, the opportunity for lower income kids to have somewhere to go in the
neighborhood

3/5/2022 5:09 PM

355

it is beautiful and historic! a remnant of a simpler time

3/5/2022 11:18 AM

356

It’s historic. It holds so many memories for so many people. Natives are already starting to
feel pushed out. Take care of our memories.

3/5/2022 9:08 AM
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357

Location, design, view from deck, uniqueness, historical value. it’s a fit in the neighborhood
and surroundings.

3/5/2022 7:59 AM

358

I grew up l swimming at Lowell Pool, but my daughter grew up swimming at South Jr. High
Pool. Fond memories...

3/4/2022 9:13 PM

359

History and location

3/4/2022 6:36 PM

360

Community gathering and education

3/4/2022 4:42 PM

361

N/A

3/4/2022 3:26 PM

362

Its location in the center of the Depot Bench Neighborhood from which residents often walk to
the pool, its being contiguous with South Junior High (with swimming as a sanctioned high
school sport representing a chance to cooperate with Boise School District on an improved
facility,) its availability to significant populations of refugee & immigrant youth who also live
within walking distance, its historic Art Deco/Art Moderne design, the fact that I have
significant personal history with South Pool as I worked there full time for 4 summers from
1961-1964 when I lived 250 yards away, and that I now live 100 yards from this wonderful pool
! I support rehabilitation of the pool, but if it is not rehabilitated, it should at least be rebuilt as a
surface, rectangular-shaped, enclosed lap pool for year-round competitive high school & junior
high P.E. opportunities (while saving on site the Art Deco facade features at the front of the
existing pool.) Tearing down South Pool and building a new pool at Whitney Elementary makes
no sense as it is a primary school at which level no sanctioned swimming occurs. Importantly,
DO NOT even try to build a skateboard facility at South Pool, right next to all the "NO
SKATEBOARDING" signs on the sidewalks at South Jr. High.

3/4/2022 3:09 PM

363

Small size, close to neighborhood

3/4/2022 2:43 PM

364

the location

3/4/2022 2:31 PM

365

History been going since I was young

3/4/2022 2:13 PM

366

The history

3/4/2022 1:26 PM

367

History

3/4/2022 1:02 PM

368

The aesthetic and historical look

3/4/2022 12:19 PM

369

Having a wonderful place close to school to hang out with friends during the summer.

3/4/2022 12:12 PM

370

that it is a place for young people to enjoy and escape summers heat.

3/4/2022 11:33 AM

371

Art Deco Design, connection to the history of Boise

3/4/2022 11:27 AM

372

It's a neighborhood pool and within a mile of our home. Swim lessons for our family happened
here. Love the historic architecture and art deco design too.

3/4/2022 10:57 AM

373

The neighborhood feel of it all. It’s filled with great memories and could serve for more of those
in the years to follow.

3/4/2022 10:41 AM

374

South Pool is one of the greatest community ites people can have. It brings so many
generations together and is an example of of what this community is. Its one of a kind and
should be available for future generations.

3/4/2022 9:53 AM

375

As a child it was something we could actually afford to do as a family

3/4/2022 9:02 AM

376

Appearance and neighborhood feel

3/4/2022 9:02 AM

377

It's a community pool and a great resource for those who don't have one.

3/4/2022 8:38 AM

378

Only public pool in depot bench area, second closest is Borah pool, about 2.5 miles from
South.

3/4/2022 8:24 AM

379

That it has been there for generations and it easy to get to. I feel safe and I feel safe telling my
child to go there.

3/4/2022 7:31 AM

380

It’s Art Deco structure

3/4/2022 7:15 AM

381

History. I lived less than a block away growing up and lived at the pool.

3/4/2022 12:30 AM

382

N/A

3/3/2022 10:42 PM

383

It’s unique and it’s close to me

3/3/2022 10:32 PM

384

The community.

3/3/2022 10:30 PM

385

Close to home

3/3/2022 9:14 PM

386

I grew up in Boise and went to South Jr. High. This is a piece of history that should be
preserved and is a great value to the community if maintained.

3/3/2022 8:57 PM

387

The historical vibe it brings to the neighborhood

3/3/2022 8:32 PM

388

Beautiful architectural structure, nice neighborhood amenity. Love the fact that it’s a deeper
pool so kids actually can swim in it and not just wade.

3/3/2022 8:00 PM

389

Memories!!!! I grew up going to South pool as a kid, and I had my first swimming lessons
there. My kids also have also greatly enjoyed swimming there. I appreciate the history of it, I
appreciate the Art Deco style as well. It is lovely to have a nice big pool in our neighbourhood
and I am dismayed that so much of Boise's past is being erased. It was bad enough that the
super cool South Junior High school was torn down and replaced with what looks and feels like
a prison. Please do not close this pool or tear it down.

3/3/2022 7:52 PM
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390

I have great memories there with my friends as a kid. I also think it’s super cool that it’s 1 in a
dozen left

3/3/2022 7:31 PM

391

How long it's been around and how much it is part of the history and lives of so many in the
neighborhood. Sense of community with a safe place for kids to play.

3/3/2022 7:03 PM

392

The historic and unique design makes the South Pool not just a pool but a type of landmark.
There are not any other public pools in this neighborhood.

3/3/2022 6:11 PM

393

The facade

3/3/2022 6:05 PM

394

Proximity, unique features.

3/3/2022 5:46 PM

395

In community , local neighborhoods

3/3/2022 5:39 PM

396

It was where I went to school and played.

3/3/2022 5:37 PM

397

location and unique architecture in special Depot Bench hood.

3/3/2022 5:22 PM

398

I went to South Jr High. I grew up over there, so there's a lot of nostalgia in this for me. But it
is a unique design.

3/3/2022 4:02 PM

399

Historic. There isn’t a pool close to this part of town. Large neighborhood would have the ability
to use it.

3/3/2022 3:36 PM

400

Close to home

3/3/2022 2:56 PM

401

History, architecture

3/3/2022 2:48 PM

402

Staff provides the neighborhood with a safe environment to connect with other local
kids/families.

3/3/2022 2:44 PM

403

The location as there aren’t many pools on the Bench.

3/3/2022 2:36 PM

404

Local entertainment

3/3/2022 2:35 PM

405

I think having neighborhood pools is really important in cities like boise with so many families.

3/3/2022 2:15 PM

406

I love the historical feel of it!

3/3/2022 1:09 PM

407

It's close to our home

3/3/2022 1:06 PM

408

Location

3/3/2022 12:40 PM

409

The location is in our neighborhood. We can walk to the pool.

3/3/2022 12:30 PM

410

It’s funky design!

3/3/2022 9:19 AM

411

The retro design. It’s so aesthetically pleasing.

3/3/2022 8:30 AM

412

Aesthetic and unique pool facility.

3/3/2022 8:23 AM

413

the architecture

3/3/2022 8:11 AM

414

Unique part of the neighborhood

3/3/2022 7:52 AM

415

location & sense of shared community when using it

3/3/2022 7:43 AM

416

The architecture, community gathering place

3/3/2022 7:35 AM

417

The design

3/3/2022 7:31 AM

418

The design and look. It's small but it looks cool.

3/3/2022 7:20 AM

419

The history of the pool. The fact that I have a public pool close to my home that I can easily
get to

3/3/2022 7:09 AM

420

The proximity to my house

3/3/2022 7:06 AM

421

The pool itself, lifetime memories, design

3/3/2022 2:57 AM

422

The architecture of the entryway. It is ICONIC.

3/3/2022 1:42 AM

423

It’s originality

3/3/2022 1:06 AM

424

Location

3/3/2022 12:19 AM

425

With the demolition of south Jr high the pool is quite literally the only piece of historic public
architecture in our neighborhood. Sure it is "old" and "funky" but that is part of the charm. The
children of our neighborhood of all economic backgrounds have enjoyed this facility for 7
decades and we should be able to continue to provide that community resource into the future

3/2/2022 11:17 PM

426

History

3/2/2022 11:14 PM

427

It’s one of the few places I can go with the whole family and have fun without spending a
ridiculous amount of money

3/2/2022 11:06 PM

428

Fun public pool

3/2/2022 10:56 PM

429

Fun get together with friends.

3/2/2022 10:50 PM

430

Art Deco and the location for the neighborhood.

3/2/2022 10:18 PM

431

The old school look. I’m a 3rd Generation Pool Builder here. I also remodel old pools would like
to be involved in remodeling this pool. Spartan Pool Plastering / Spartan Pools. I’m getting

3/2/2022 10:04 PM
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ready to remodel Terrace Lakes this month. I did Th River Club pool last Spring. I just put in a
bid for the new phases at Roaring Springs. Doesn’t matter what pool is built here my family
members will be working on it. The Scott Pool Family.
432

The architecture and unique design

3/2/2022 10:03 PM

433

i love the loo and design as well as the accessibility

3/2/2022 9:54 PM

434

The community, the design, the uniqueness. I did swim team, and was a life guard at this pool.
It was a huge part of my childhood.

3/2/2022 9:52 PM

435

It’s a true neighborhood pool for my family. Access is great, by bike and walking. It gave my
kids something to do many days during the summer.

3/2/2022 9:45 PM

436

The beauty and historical significance

3/2/2022 9:43 PM

437

It is close to my house and a lot of my friends growing up would be there while i went. It was a
great place to hang out in the neighborhood and it is apart of the bench community.

3/2/2022 9:41 PM

438

It’s a beautiful pool. I love the history and the architecture. It’s great having a neighborhood
pool.

3/2/2022 9:26 PM

439

The neighborhood location

3/2/2022 9:17 PM

440

Proximity to our home, and great way for our kids to socialize with their friends.

3/2/2022 9:01 PM

441

The swimming lessons and a safe environment for the kids.

3/2/2022 8:59 PM

442

Art Deco Vibes

3/2/2022 8:55 PM

443

The history, the memories from my youth in the 80’s and 90’s, the benefit to the bench
community. There aren’t a lot of recreation opportunities for young people on the bench. The
pool was a daily destination for most of my childhood. If my family lived on the bench still, we
would make South pool a daily destination again.

3/2/2022 8:49 PM

444

The architecture and affordability

3/2/2022 8:46 PM

445

The friendliness and closeness to my home

3/2/2022 8:41 PM

446

The availability, architecture, history.

3/2/2022 8:41 PM

447

The location. The history and I would love to enjoy it one day.

3/2/2022 8:40 PM

448

Access

3/2/2022 8:36 PM

449

It’s design. It’s location as well

3/2/2022 8:31 PM

450

The history

3/2/2022 8:21 PM

451

Proximity to my home

3/2/2022 8:14 PM

452

I love the history and memories of this pool. I would love for it to be preserved.

3/2/2022 8:11 PM

453

The closeness to the people who live in the area. The next closest place to cool off in the
summer would be the canal and we don't want that

3/2/2022 8:11 PM

454

N/A

3/2/2022 8:11 PM

455

Location and historic value.

3/2/2022 7:52 PM

456

Historical and it’s one more place where kids can learn to swim safely and play safely. It’s on
you mayor for those who drowned trying to cool off in unsafe, unmonitored swimming areas
while these neighborhood pools were closed unnecessarily.

3/2/2022 7:52 PM

457

It’s so unique!! I absolutely loved going to an above ground pool because it’s not like the other
ones.

3/2/2022 7:50 PM

458

The historical architecture

3/2/2022 7:50 PM

459

Location

3/2/2022 7:45 PM

460

I went to South Junior High and since the building was torn down and replaced, I appreciate the
Art Deco architecture and the nostalgia of the pool.

3/2/2022 7:42 PM

461

Unique. Close to my home, in my community. Reasonably priced admission

3/2/2022 7:41 PM

462

The feeling you get when you’re there,

3/2/2022 7:36 PM

463

Location within the community and low cost of use. It fits the population and is not over
crowded in use while still being used, not underused.

3/2/2022 7:34 PM

464

Its proximity to my home

3/2/2022 7:27 PM

465

The historic ties and family traditions it represents for us

3/2/2022 7:16 PM

466

The design and the idea of easily accessible public pools in general, as someone who
frequented public pools constantly as a kid in Texas!

3/2/2022 7:10 PM

467

Location

3/2/2022 6:49 PM

468

It is a small, local neighborhood pool.

3/2/2022 6:39 PM

469

The memories I made there as a kid

3/2/2022 6:18 PM

470

Looks cool

3/2/2022 5:55 PM
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471

Proximity to home

3/2/2022 5:55 PM

472

It is where all of my children learned to swim. The beautiful art deco design must be preserved.
All of my children attended South Jr High next door.

3/2/2022 5:41 PM

473

It is right by the tennis court I use. Love jumping in after a hot summer game. Love hearing
people enjoying the pool while I play tennis. Historical preservation is very important to me and
I really love the art deco style. As mentioned in the intro to the survey, this is one of, I believe,
12 pools of this design remaining. Boise is growing and we need public spaces beyond the
usual parks, tennis courts, and the like. I *think we only have 3 public pools for such a large
population. And Boise just keeps getting hotter in the summer.

3/2/2022 5:27 PM

474

History and architecture

3/2/2022 5:18 PM

475

It’s local and accessible within the neighborhood.

3/2/2022 4:49 PM

476

The historical significance

3/2/2022 4:31 PM

477

I grew up swimming there every day every summer as part of the Borah/South swim team. It
was a great pool for that! I love how deep it is and how long it is.

3/2/2022 4:27 PM

478

I have spent my life going there and it was a huge deal as a kid

3/2/2022 4:22 PM

479

Unique design, historical importance, intimate, basic

3/2/2022 4:18 PM

480

Close to this side of town for kids most. Build it like ivy wild

3/2/2022 4:11 PM

481

The history and the accessibility for kids who live in the neighborhood to have a pool to swim
in

3/2/2022 4:08 PM

482

that is is an outdoor pool. in the neighborhood. place to swim in the heat. the fact that it is
small in size(easier to monitor small kids). really value it as a neighborhood asset!

3/2/2022 4:00 PM

483

It is a design master piece.

3/2/2022 3:57 PM

484

That it exists

3/2/2022 3:56 PM

485

History, nostalgia

3/2/2022 3:37 PM

486

It’s history and location.

3/2/2022 3:36 PM

487

I haven’t visited it many times, but it’s one of my favorite landmark architectural and historical
fixtures in this area of Boise

3/2/2022 3:21 PM

488

Its beautiful design

3/2/2022 3:13 PM

489

Everyone needs water space for learning to swim

3/2/2022 3:12 PM

490

Proximity

3/2/2022 3:08 PM

491

Location in the neighborhood

3/2/2022 3:01 PM

492

The front aesthetic! The historical look. The history. PLEASE DONT CHANGE THAT!! The
vintage feel is the best thing about the pool. I feel like I’m stepping into the 50s honestly. The
cost is the second best.

3/2/2022 2:58 PM

493

Historical architectural features

3/2/2022 2:39 PM

494

The actual structure is beautiful and a super important building in our neighborhood

3/2/2022 2:38 PM

495

Nearby. Seeing friends. Easy was to cool off on hot summer days/evenings.

3/2/2022 2:37 PM

496

I grew up swimming in South Pool, I learned how to swim in South Pool

3/2/2022 2:35 PM

497

I love the entry way. It truly reflects the art deco vibe and fits with the age and architecture of
the rest of the neighborhood.

3/2/2022 2:21 PM

498

The location and the historic facade is so cool

3/2/2022 2:17 PM

499

the nostalgia

3/2/2022 2:12 PM

500

Location

3/2/2022 2:07 PM

501

the memories

3/2/2022 2:05 PM

502

Unique design and architecture

3/2/2022 2:05 PM

503

The historic meaning this place has

3/2/2022 2:04 PM

504

Public swimming pools are important to the community. They're low-cost recreation for people
who might otherwise not exercise. They're safe places for kids to be in the Summer.

3/2/2022 1:52 PM

505

It is a neighborhood underserved with similar options.

3/2/2022 1:28 PM

506

Historical significance

3/2/2022 1:14 PM

507

I use to swim there in Jr High and High school with friends and family. Have taken my grand
children on and off over the years.

3/2/2022 1:08 PM

508

It’s good for the community to have a fun and safe and affordable place for children and young
people to spend time

3/2/2022 1:06 PM

509

I appreciate any swimming pool in the community. They are important. There are not enough of
them here in Boise, Meridian (1), or Eagle (0).

3/2/2022 1:02 PM
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510

Historical significance and accessibility

3/2/2022 12:58 PM

511

We used to live in that area and our son frequently went to South pool and Borah High pool.

3/2/2022 12:56 PM

512

The availability to anyone and everyone at any age; easy parking; a safe gathering place for
neighborhood children within biking distance; opportunity for competitive swimming and much
more

3/2/2022 12:56 PM

513

Historic character

3/2/2022 12:40 PM

514

That it's a neighborhood pool.

3/2/2022 12:37 PM

515

It's a neighborhood pool.

3/2/2022 12:34 PM

516

Historical

3/2/2022 12:32 PM

517

The architectural history and what it does to enhance the Depot Bench neighborhood.

3/2/2022 12:32 PM

518

Memorys made in my younger years.

3/2/2022 12:31 PM

519

Proximity to my new home

3/2/2022 12:20 PM

520

It’s a safe place to go during summer. Having the public pools keeps my children busy and
engaged in positive play when school is out

3/2/2022 12:20 PM

521

I want to support wholesome recreational opportunities for tweens and teens in our community.
Our neighborhood is very diverse economically which is good. To maintain quality of life for
many it is important to make everyone feel included and invested. I think public services are
an excellent way to do that. I would support a local taxing district to maintain a public pool for
our neighborhood.

3/2/2022 12:17 PM

522

Historic significance, Art Deco design example that should be preserved for future generations.
Closeness to our home.

3/2/2022 12:12 PM

523

Historic significance and style.

3/2/2022 12:06 PM

524

The architecture and history. Multiple generations of my family and friends had visited at all
stages of our lives.

3/2/2022 12:06 PM

525

Accessibility and convenience to those who live nearby

3/2/2022 11:48 AM

526

location

3/2/2022 11:46 AM

527

Location

3/2/2022 11:36 AM

528

It’s history and uniqueness

3/2/2022 11:36 AM

529

I love that it’s been around for so long and it hasn’t been renovated to look “new”

3/2/2022 11:35 AM

530

The styling of it

3/2/2022 11:32 AM

531

The history and sense of community. We used to go there when I was a kid and that’s fun
sharing with my own kids

3/2/2022 11:28 AM

532

I love the architecture and that in the summer you can see kids flocking to the pool from
blocks around

3/2/2022 11:26 AM

533

It's a part of my history and the cities history and it should be preserved

3/2/2022 11:22 AM

534

The rich history

3/2/2022 11:16 AM

535

the asthetic and having such a historic structure within the City of Boise Parks & Rec facilities

3/2/2022 11:15 AM

536

Outdoor lap swim

3/2/2022 11:10 AM

537

It’s proximity to South and Whitney when I was growing up. It was always fun to go with the
Community Center at Whitney to the pool and get some popsicles on the way back.

3/2/2022 11:10 AM

538

A fun cheap and easy place for summer swimming.

3/2/2022 11:06 AM

539

Aesthetics and affordable

3/2/2022 11:04 AM

540

The design

3/2/2022 11:03 AM

541

The historical aspect! Preserving these types of places I feel is important to the city’s culture!

3/2/2022 10:59 AM

542

It's historical design.

3/2/2022 10:59 AM

543

Small size

3/2/2022 10:58 AM

544

That it is historic

3/2/2022 10:54 AM

545

The public pools in Boise are unique and such a big part of our history. They are open to
everyone and provide important recreation for families. South is a great location.

3/2/2022 10:52 AM

546

We grew up in that neighborhood, spending our summers playing in that pool. We loved it. It is
unique and has historical significance. Fix what needs repaired abs leave the rest alone. There
are plenty of other pools accessible to all that are available without having to tear this one
down or spend a fortune trying to make it accessible.

3/2/2022 10:52 AM

547

My grandkids spent most of the summer at the pool. That's where they learned to swim. Now
they take their kids to the pool. Easy walking distance, nice place for the whole family

3/2/2022 10:51 AM

548

It would make a sick skatepark...

3/2/2022 10:47 AM
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549

Close by and the history. DON"T tear it down!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1

3/2/2022 10:46 AM

550

Close to us

3/2/2022 10:45 AM

551

It’s design/mid-mod aspect

3/2/2022 10:44 AM

552

It’s dope and could be an awesome skate bowl/park

3/2/2022 10:42 AM

553

Historical significance, close proximity

3/2/2022 10:39 AM

554

1. Community aspect of it 2. Design

3/2/2022 10:39 AM

555

Historic value

3/2/2022 10:37 AM

556

The history and architecture!!

3/2/2022 10:37 AM

557

Boise neighborhoods need places like South Pool to gather. The children of the neighborhood
need this resource as safe place to spend their days. It is also a wonderful place for families to
walk to in the evenings.

3/2/2022 10:37 AM

558

It’s is a great neighborhood pool - most kids

3/2/2022 10:37 AM

559

LOVE the aesthetic, the historical value, and access it allows for people in my neighborhood to
visit a pool during the summer :)

3/2/2022 10:36 AM

560

Its historic design.

3/2/2022 10:35 AM

561

History and neighborhood availability. Easy access for kids in the neighborhood.

3/2/2022 10:33 AM

562

The community and smile on everyone's faces as we all swam together.

3/2/2022 10:31 AM

563

The memories of the foundation. Seeing something you have fond memories of being torn
down is completely heart breaking. I love every single thing about this pool and would even
love to see it turned into a new local skatepark. Don’t tear down history.

3/2/2022 10:29 AM

564

Inexpensive way for kids to learn to swim

3/2/2022 10:21 AM

565

location

3/2/2022 10:21 AM

566

That it has been an adequate meeting place for people I Cad about

3/2/2022 10:17 AM

567

That's its publicly available.

3/2/2022 10:14 AM

568

Proximity to where we live. Quiet and safe street. Lots of cross walks, stop signs, speed limit
signs. Lot of green space around pool.

3/2/2022 10:11 AM

569

Knowing the future generations will have great social and recreational activities in facilities
created for them by past generations These classic buildings are gifts from past generations
and would be dishonoring that love and generosity

3/2/2022 10:10 AM

570

The historic aspect and vibe of the pool.

3/2/2022 10:04 AM

571

Fun for kids and families in the area

3/2/2022 10:04 AM

572

History

3/2/2022 9:58 AM

573

It’s location as a neighborhood pool is helpful to be able to have a respite from the hot Idaho
summers on short notice. It’s easily accessible by walking or biking which makes it easy to
spend a full day there or just a quick dip. It tends to be less crowded than the larger pools as
well, making it a bit easier for young swimmers.

3/2/2022 9:58 AM

574

It’s historical significance, art deco design and it’s place in the park

3/2/2022 9:56 AM

575

The history

3/2/2022 9:55 AM

576

It provided fun, safe and heat quenching activity on hot summer days. If it could be built to be
open year round even better!

3/2/2022 9:55 AM

577

Family friendly

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

578

The location

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

579

Beautiful design and key location for the Bench neighborhoods. It's a landmark of my
childhood as a Boise native. I appreciate the history and unique architecture,

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

580

It was a great place to meet your friends during the summer when school was not in session. It
was easy to get to and we could afford a family pass

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

581

The Art Deco style

3/2/2022 9:52 AM

582

The historic significance of the building is really cool, especially since so few of these types of
pools are still standing.

3/2/2022 9:51 AM

583

The history and uniqueness of the pool.

3/2/2022 9:45 AM

584

It was so close to our home. Loved the art deco design

3/2/2022 9:45 AM

585

Traditional public pool

3/2/2022 9:43 AM

586

It’s location

3/2/2022 9:42 AM

587

not crowded, easy access.

3/2/2022 9:42 AM

588

I appreciate that it is a neighborhood pool accessible by families in the surrounding area. It is a
wonderful summertime activity that most likely will keep some kids out of trouble.

3/2/2022 9:42 AM
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589

It's design, uniqueness, and historical significance. We also greatly appreciate the location and
it's availability to our refugee neighbors.

3/2/2022 9:41 AM

590

location

3/2/2022 9:39 AM

591

The historic significance

3/2/2022 9:39 AM

592

A place for local children to go in the summer time. Historical pool.

3/2/2022 9:39 AM

593

The location is awesome! We live around the corner.

3/2/2022 9:38 AM

594

Community pools are very important part of childrens social activity in summer!

3/2/2022 9:38 AM

595

History, public access

3/2/2022 9:37 AM

596

It’s beauty and historical significance

3/2/2022 9:37 AM

597

Close to our home

3/2/2022 9:36 AM

598

The history

3/2/2022 9:35 AM

599

It's still there!

3/2/2022 9:26 AM

600

It’s public and outdoors. Historical.

3/2/2022 9:25 AM

601

Just how old the structure is, & I really enjoy it being on a raised level.

3/2/2022 9:25 AM

602

The history and architecture. It should be renovated to include more accessibility but not while
removing its historical significance

3/2/2022 9:23 AM

603

It’s proximity in the neighborhood

3/2/2022 9:22 AM

604

It is cool when the weather is hot.

3/2/2022 9:21 AM

605

I like the midcentury modern and how it fits into the neighborhood.

3/2/2022 9:18 AM

606

A place for kids to go swim and have fun

3/2/2022 9:14 AM

607

Neighborhood location, stunning architecture

3/2/2022 9:07 AM

608

It's a place that is accessible and affordable for all community members. It has historical
significance.

3/2/2022 9:05 AM

609

The history. Even the funky design. Personal memories of my own childhood and now my
childrens.

3/2/2022 9:00 AM

610

Never been to it

3/2/2022 8:57 AM

611

The only pool left above ground. It the schools trademark.

3/2/2022 8:57 AM

612

It's community value and friendships made there.

3/2/2022 8:57 AM

613

History and architecture

3/2/2022 8:51 AM

614

It was our favorite summer activity growing up.

3/2/2022 8:36 AM

615

Architecture and history

3/2/2022 8:31 AM

616

Architecture, historic significance, community gathering space.

3/2/2022 8:27 AM

617

Architecture

3/2/2022 8:26 AM

618

It’s historic charm and characteristics.

3/2/2022 8:08 AM

619

The historic value.

3/2/2022 8:08 AM

620

The historic character and central location.

3/2/2022 8:00 AM

621

It is a unique historical structure which emulates an age of architectural style that is rare in US
today.

3/2/2022 7:56 AM

622

A safe cool off spot for families and children that is inexpensive and I dont need a monthly
membership to visit.

3/2/2022 7:52 AM

623

Historical and architectural significance. A place for the neighborhood

3/2/2022 7:49 AM

624

i went to south junior high and made a lot of good memories there, the pool was so fun

3/2/2022 7:48 AM

625

That it’s available to that neighborhood.

3/2/2022 7:45 AM

626

The affordability and nostalgia of a public swimming pool.

3/2/2022 7:22 AM

627

Location and that it is a public option

3/2/2022 7:15 AM

628

How close it is to my house

3/2/2022 7:12 AM

629

The accessibility to neighborhood kids and the historical value.

3/2/2022 7:11 AM

630

The history, the old feel of it. It brings a unique vibe to the neighborhood and is a little piece of
history that should be preserved.

3/2/2022 7:10 AM

631

Its unique facade, historical significance, and convenient (North end) location

3/2/2022 7:05 AM

632

History

3/2/2022 6:51 AM

633

Historic features

3/2/2022 6:47 AM
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634

Skatepark

3/2/2022 6:45 AM

635

That it’s in my neighborhood and my kids don’t have to go far

3/2/2022 6:08 AM

636

Historical significance, close to my house

3/2/2022 6:03 AM

637

Love the Art Deco entrance. Very unique.

3/2/2022 6:00 AM

638

The history and location of it being next to South Jr high.

3/2/2022 5:36 AM

639

The memories of trying to learn to swim there when I was about 5 years old. The water was too
cold and made me cry. I went to South Jr. High in the late 1960s. The pool is a fixture in the
fabric of Boise and my life. Even though I don't use the pool now it warmed my heart to drive
by and see the bikes strewn around the front entrance and kids having a great time. It reminds
me of my youth when all of Boise was a playground for us kids on our bikes.

3/2/2022 5:23 AM

640

Nothing. Waste of money

3/2/2022 5:11 AM

641

that it is available for those that want to use it

3/2/2022 4:13 AM

642

Location no

3/2/2022 2:18 AM

643

Unique facade and landmark for local residents

3/2/2022 1:18 AM

644

It's part of Boise history.

3/2/2022 12:35 AM

645

Memories

3/2/2022 12:33 AM

646

The proximity to my house.

3/2/2022 12:16 AM

647

I love the design of it and how private it feels.

3/2/2022 12:11 AM

648

The History

3/2/2022 12:02 AM

649

I appreciate the fond memories created at South Pool located on Shoshone Street.

3/1/2022 11:46 PM

650

The history and the architecture of the facility. Love that it’s Ben around so long.

3/1/2022 11:45 PM

651

As so much of what Boise is/was has been replaced with new, bigger and “better” to
accommodate or attract the influx of transplants to our city, things of this nature are now
unique and different and part of an experience that can’t be had at a new facility.

3/1/2022 11:45 PM

652

The history, unique design and its right in my neighborhood! It’s a wonderful attraction for
neighborhood gathering and meeting new neighbors.

3/1/2022 11:11 PM

653

Inclusivity

3/1/2022 11:10 PM

654

The history and architecture of the building

3/1/2022 11:08 PM

655

History and aesthetics

3/1/2022 10:51 PM

656

The historical and unique architecture

3/1/2022 10:46 PM

657

Location, price, small

3/1/2022 10:43 PM

658

Skatepark

3/1/2022 10:36 PM

659

Memories

3/1/2022 10:31 PM

660

I used it daily as a child and the historical aspect of the unique style is important in retaining
some of Boise’s history. Too many things in our town have been “improved” to the point of
being unrecognizable. The smaller pool creates a more neighborhood feel. Fewer users give a
better experience, and a feeling that it is “my pool”.

3/1/2022 10:31 PM

661

i have some of my fondest memories there meeting friends and biking to it almost everyday
some summers. it is a very nostalgic place for me and my family.

3/1/2022 10:24 PM

662

Style/Architecture/Aesthetics

3/1/2022 10:20 PM

663

The history and uniqueness!!

3/1/2022 10:19 PM

664

This is the pool I grew up swimming in. I also took my swim lessons there, so the pool has a
lot of sentimental value to me.

3/1/2022 10:01 PM

665

Atmosphere historic preservation

3/1/2022 9:51 PM

666

The front art deco entrance. Can that be preserved, like the corner of the old school?

3/1/2022 9:34 PM

667

It's beautiful and it's public. Unique and cool.

3/1/2022 9:29 PM

668

The art deco look, the fact that there does not have to be any other building, small footprint

3/1/2022 9:27 PM

669

.

3/1/2022 9:22 PM

670

It’s accessibility and proximity for residents on the Bench.

3/1/2022 8:53 PM

671

The style, the size, how close by it is.

3/1/2022 8:34 PM

672

It fits in with the era and character of the neighborhood. It’s a recreational opportunity for youth
close by.

3/1/2022 8:33 PM

673

Diving board

3/1/2022 8:26 PM

674

The historic part of the pool.

3/1/2022 8:23 PM
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675

I was a City Lifeguard, swim team coach and swim instructor in High School at South and
Borah pools, and a competitive swimmer growing up. Having an opportunity for an entry level
job in public service and focused on swimming lessons and community safety through the
South pool and Boise City Pools gave me a great opportunity to serve my community in a way
that means a lot to me. Specifically, the South Pool is located in what was at the time (20122015) a major neighborhood for refugees and lower income community members. And our “pool
rats” were able to spend their time under the watch of the pool staff, having fun and becoming
confident, strong swimmers, rather than have a more difficult time accessing an opportunity to
learn to swim, or opportunity to engage in a safe space under some responsible observation
during the summer season. So I suppose I appreciate that South served as a critical space for
a neighborhood that isn’t the East End, allowing less Well off kids the same chance to learn to
swim as kids near the “more fun” pools like Ivy Wild and the Nat.

3/1/2022 8:15 PM

676

Proximity to my home

3/1/2022 8:14 PM

677

It’s unique design

3/1/2022 8:13 PM

678

Close to my home, we have gone to the pool for years

3/1/2022 8:07 PM

679

The fact the the south pool is a true neighborhood pool. It’s accessible to families and
affordable for most families to utilize.

3/1/2022 8:07 PM

680

The nostalgia in this Boise landmark that's so important to preserve when so many of our
landmarks are disappearing forever.

3/1/2022 8:00 PM

681

It’s historic values in the city of Boise and it’s nostalgic look

3/1/2022 7:59 PM

682

The architecture

3/1/2022 7:56 PM

683

I went to South. It is a tradition for our family. My cousins and aunt and uncle live around the
corner. My cousins went to south. We all go it is nastolgia to us. Now I bring my kids.

3/1/2022 7:56 PM

684

The history and community

3/1/2022 7:54 PM

685

The community

3/1/2022 7:46 PM

686

Historic building, very cool look

3/1/2022 7:42 PM

687

I grew up using the pool back in the 70's - it gave us kids a place to go.

3/1/2022 7:41 PM

688

The historical site.

3/1/2022 7:38 PM

689

It’s original design, it’s historic and should be maintained as is.

3/1/2022 7:36 PM

690

The art deco design.

3/1/2022 7:33 PM

691

Family fun

3/1/2022 7:29 PM

692

Anyone can go

3/1/2022 7:25 PM

693

History and memories and roots

3/1/2022 7:22 PM

694

I grew up down the street. it was a huge part of my childhood.

3/1/2022 7:19 PM

695

Awesome thing for my family to enjoy

3/1/2022 7:16 PM

696

Uniqueness

3/1/2022 7:16 PM

697

The history

3/1/2022 7:15 PM

698

That it is in walking distance of where we live.

3/1/2022 7:05 PM

699

Retro style

3/1/2022 6:51 PM

700

The aesthetic and local landmark

3/1/2022 6:45 PM

701

Neighborhood pool for everyone

3/1/2022 6:21 PM

702

Good for neighborhood.

3/1/2022 6:21 PM

703

The historic design in a historic part of Boise, as well as the memories I made there as a child.
The accessibility of a pool in the neighborhood is very appreciated as well.

3/1/2022 6:16 PM

704

Nostalgia, neighborhood access.

3/1/2022 6:05 PM

705

That it’s in my neighborhood and kids can ride their bikes there and see their local friends

3/1/2022 6:01 PM

706

The area is very pretty. It is close and in a safe neighborhood. There are many bike lanes on
most of the streets nearby.

3/1/2022 5:57 PM

707

I don't use South Pool. But I depend on Ivywild, going there many times each summer we
have lived here since 2006. I really appreciate Boise city pools. They are a crucial place to
cool off.

3/1/2022 5:45 PM

708

Access to children who can’t get a ride to other pools.

3/1/2022 5:37 PM

709

The history and memories

3/1/2022 5:35 PM

710

The history, architecture and accessibility for the community

3/1/2022 5:34 PM

711

Neighbor accessibility and historic design

3/1/2022 5:34 PM

712

The unique original look and less populated than other city pools.

3/1/2022 5:28 PM
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713

The memories I created there when growing up, including my time going to South Junior High.

3/1/2022 5:25 PM

714

Fun and open pool!

3/1/2022 5:25 PM

715

We love all the Boise city pools and love to visit these smaller ones when the other pools are
over crowded!

3/1/2022 5:14 PM

716

Having a neighborhood pool.

3/1/2022 5:04 PM

717

History

3/1/2022 5:02 PM

718

The location.

3/1/2022 4:59 PM

719

That it’s close to where we live

3/1/2022 4:58 PM

720

The convenience, the history, and the nostalgia.

3/1/2022 4:43 PM

721

Access to Bench residents, unique history & architecture,

3/1/2022 4:37 PM

722

It is open to families in lower-income areas of Boise.

3/1/2022 4:31 PM

723

Location. I wouldn’t mind a changing it. I do love the historical aspect but times also change.

3/1/2022 4:30 PM

724

It's size and location.

3/1/2022 4:29 PM

725

Accessibility to surrounding community

3/1/2022 4:24 PM

726

Location

3/1/2022 4:19 PM

727

The old style

3/1/2022 4:14 PM

728

Healthy, safe activity for children. Builds community.

3/1/2022 4:14 PM

729

The style.

3/1/2022 4:09 PM

730

What I appreciate most about South Pool is its aesthetic and character it adds to the
neighborhood.

3/1/2022 4:05 PM

731

The historical component and the fact that it is a neighborhood pool.

3/1/2022 3:56 PM

732

The structure. It's neat.

3/1/2022 3:51 PM

733

The history and the architecture behind it.

3/1/2022 3:50 PM

734

That it was deep in Boise

3/1/2022 3:50 PM

735

The architectural style of the pool.

3/1/2022 3:43 PM

736

It is an iconic structure that is a symbol of Boise and its commitment to caring for all, whether
they can afford to be a part of a pool system or not. Boise is connected to water.

3/1/2022 3:37 PM

737

I appreciate it's smallness and that there is no shallow end.

3/1/2022 3:32 PM

738

Memories

3/1/2022 3:27 PM

739

The community.

3/1/2022 3:25 PM

740

It is a part of the community.

3/1/2022 3:15 PM

741

the ability to turn it into a skatepark

3/1/2022 3:05 PM

742

It’s a piece of history and community

3/1/2022 3:04 PM

743

Its architecture and history. Its location nearby a family member. Its use by my mother when
she was a child. Its getting love from architectural appreciators around the world:
https://www.reddit.com/r/AccidentalWesAnderson/comments/t4e078/south_pool_boise_idaho/

3/1/2022 2:59 PM

744

Sun

3/1/2022 2:57 PM

745

Close to the junior high, close to neighborhood.

3/1/2022 2:52 PM

746

Historical value and future availability for the neighborhood and community.

3/1/2022 2:52 PM

747

It was just fun. The coolness of the design, the age was an aide to teaching my kids about the
value of history. And the style of which was used.

3/1/2022 2:51 PM

748

It’s perfect for a skatepark

3/1/2022 2:46 PM

749

Historical location

3/1/2022 2:42 PM

750

I worked at South Jr High for many years and I know that there are many students in the
neighborhood who appreciated the pool on hot summer days.

3/1/2022 2:41 PM

751

The memories our friend &family made going in the summer to swim.

3/1/2022 2:34 PM

752

it's very nice

3/1/2022 2:29 PM

753

The authentic Boise Bench environment.

3/1/2022 2:25 PM

754

Historical value and visually curious

3/1/2022 2:24 PM

755

Location

3/1/2022 2:23 PM

756

recreational function for the community

3/1/2022 2:23 PM

757

The sense of community it brings

3/1/2022 2:19 PM
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758

The sense of community. Easy to get to. Affordable.

3/1/2022 2:17 PM

759

Close to our house and kids school

3/1/2022 2:14 PM

760

We love the historic nature of this pool! The architecture captures a time in Boise's history that
feels like it's almost completely lost. We love that it's so small. A true community pool!

3/1/2022 2:14 PM

761

Memories, walkable

3/1/2022 2:12 PM

762

Historical feel. Deep pool.

3/1/2022 2:11 PM

763

location - there are very limited outdoor recreation options for kids in that area

3/1/2022 2:02 PM

764

Historical value, like the look of the building, someplace for local youth to gather/play, and
lapswim for older crowds.

3/1/2022 2:02 PM

765

Location, art deco entrance.

3/1/2022 1:55 PM

766

the potential it has to become a community skatepark while maintaining its historical aspect

3/1/2022 1:54 PM

767

It's gorgeous

3/1/2022 1:50 PM

768

Gives kids a chance to see their friends, lets them cool off, and keeps them busy in the
summer

3/1/2022 1:43 PM

769

Uniqueness

3/1/2022 1:38 PM

770

It’s a classic place to be on a hot summer day

3/1/2022 1:38 PM

771

location to serve the depot bench population.

3/1/2022 1:37 PM

772

Historic value and character

3/1/2022 1:35 PM

773

Historic significance

3/1/2022 1:35 PM

774

Cultural significance

3/1/2022 1:32 PM

775

It’s historical

3/1/2022 1:30 PM

776

Historic significance, community pool

3/1/2022 1:27 PM

777

Uniqueness

3/1/2022 1:11 PM

778

The iconic architecture is important to preserve.

3/1/2022 1:07 PM

779

Gorgeous site and historical contructing

3/1/2022 12:57 PM

780

it doesn't have a bunch of bells and whistles. it's just a big pool for kids to have fun in and use
their imaginations!

3/1/2022 12:55 PM

781

It's a throwback to a simpler time and the last real remnant of the historic site that was South
Junior High. It's a draw for the community for good times.

3/1/2022 12:55 PM

782

The history and appearance of the pool and area.

3/1/2022 12:55 PM

783

I think that is good for students have access to the pool.

3/1/2022 12:49 PM

784

Accessibility, public

3/1/2022 12:48 PM

785

Escape from the heat and retro style

3/1/2022 12:45 PM

786

Inexpensive, super close to our home. Great summer play for kids and families for our
neighborhood!

3/1/2022 12:40 PM

787

Location

3/1/2022 12:39 PM

788

The historical significance. We are losing landmarks which made Boise a great place to live
and grow up in

3/1/2022 12:37 PM

789

Good for kids

3/1/2022 12:35 PM

790

I used to see it everyday at school

3/1/2022 12:32 PM

791

We live near Whitney Elementary School. Our neighborhood has many low income families.
The South Pool is a resource to the kids in our community. I also value the historic art deco
architecture.

3/1/2022 12:30 PM

792

That it is close to home

3/1/2022 12:26 PM

793

Community feel and convenience.

3/1/2022 12:23 PM

794

Architecture and historical value. Close to our house

3/1/2022 12:22 PM

795

It’s uniqueness. Keep history alive.I

3/1/2022 12:16 PM

796

The location on the Bench.

3/1/2022 12:15 PM

797

The history and significance to the community.

3/1/2022 12:14 PM

798

Historic Design

3/1/2022 12:11 PM

799

It was a place to give kids a nice get away from the summer heat.

3/1/2022 12:05 PM

800

Nothing

3/1/2022 11:59 AM

801

Historical significance, and architecture.

3/1/2022 11:57 AM
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802

Affordability and convenience.

3/1/2022 11:56 AM

803

Historic place

3/1/2022 11:51 AM

804

The unique design. The opportunity for swimming lessons.

3/1/2022 11:44 AM

805

Proximity, close recreation for my family.

3/1/2022 11:43 AM

806

The entrance architecture.

3/1/2022 11:37 AM

807

The historic design

3/1/2022 11:34 AM

808

it is less than 1/2 a mile from my house, the perfect option to cool off after dinner during the
hotests months. Also, the swim lessons were great to get my son water safe.

3/1/2022 11:33 AM

809

In when I was a child in the 1960s, the pool wasn't as nice as visiting an in-ground pool.

3/1/2022 11:28 AM

810

I love that it is a neighborhood pool!

3/1/2022 11:24 AM

811

I love the historical significance and hate to see Boise's historical architecture removed.

3/1/2022 11:23 AM

812

Proximity to neighborhood it serves.

3/1/2022 11:17 AM

813

I have 5 grandchildren and getting a pass for the whole family gets us together every week.

3/1/2022 11:15 AM

814

It’s history and the fact that so much of its original structure still remains to this day. It’s
important to keep that in Boise as a way to remember our history.

3/1/2022 11:14 AM

815

A place for Boise youth to learn to swim and to recreate—both at an affordable price.

3/1/2022 11:11 AM

816

Art Deco historic building adds character to the city of Boise. Public pool availability important
for kids’ right of passage - it was for mine.

3/1/2022 11:10 AM

817

Location

3/1/2022 11:09 AM

818

It’s historic value

3/1/2022 11:06 AM

819

The fact that it exists for economically disadvantaged people to learn to swim and access a
pool.

3/1/2022 10:59 AM

820

The history, beautiful architecture, and FUN for all who use it.

3/1/2022 10:59 AM

821

location

3/1/2022 10:58 AM

822

My family has been visiting south pool for the last 40 years. Every summer. Don't get rid of it,
please

3/1/2022 10:56 AM

823

It's an integral part of the community. All the kids swim there and the adults have their time
too. It's so great to see the kids walking to the pool and you can tell by the noise that they are
enjoying themselves. Would be a shame to lose it!

3/1/2022 10:56 AM

824

Convenience and community

3/1/2022 10:53 AM

825

Love the mid century look, keep the entrance what ever you do with the pool.

3/1/2022 10:48 AM

826

Location, nostalgia, convenience

3/1/2022 10:47 AM

827

historic importance; accessibility for neighborhood residents; opportunity for non-screen,
outdoor activity for area youth

3/1/2022 10:29 AM

828

Location

3/1/2022 10:28 AM

829

Small size, unique architecture, above ground, near tree tops. I do not think all buildings need
to be accessible to all. It is okay to have variety. It is okay to have a pool that is only open to
the disabled. Different needs and different services are reasonable as not all people are the
same.

3/1/2022 10:28 AM

830

the history

3/1/2022 10:27 AM

831

It's close, inexpensive, and open in the evenings. It was such a shame that it wasn't open last
summer which was one of the warmest on record, especially for the many residents of the
bench who don't have AC. It isn't accessible, but for the past 2 summers it has been
accessible to no one. Is that an improvement?

3/1/2022 10:24 AM

832

I LOVE the design. The diving board is so fun, and being up above the ground is really cool! It
feels like a tree fort

3/1/2022 10:20 AM

833

I think it's a good location.

3/1/2022 10:18 AM

834

the location and architectural history of the pool

3/1/2022 10:17 AM

835

I appreciate the historical significance of the pool and think that it should be saved. There are
not many public buildings (or really private buildings) from this era left in Boise.

3/1/2022 10:11 AM

836

It is a great experience totally different from most pools.

3/1/2022 10:07 AM

837

Neighborhood

3/1/2022 10:06 AM

838

History.

3/1/2022 10:02 AM

839

This is a very important pool for the surrounding neighborhood. Do not limit the number of
pools in the boise area.

3/1/2022 10:02 AM

840

Swimming

3/1/2022 9:47 AM
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841

It's in my neighborhood

3/1/2022 9:45 AM

842

The location

3/1/2022 9:41 AM

843

Location.. close accessibility for me as a senior to use for Pool therapy.

3/1/2022 9:40 AM

844

Proximity to home!

3/1/2022 9:37 AM

845

The entry

3/1/2022 9:37 AM

846

The history of it.

3/1/2022 9:35 AM

847

Proximity. Community. Cost.

3/1/2022 9:34 AM

848

the location and the history

3/1/2022 9:32 AM

849

History. Old school...

3/1/2022 9:29 AM

850

Historic nature and that it's a public pool for all

3/1/2022 9:29 AM

851

Memories of swimming there for swim team. I love the historical significance as well as the
unique look of the pool.

3/1/2022 9:16 AM

852

The Art Deco look

3/1/2022 9:14 AM

853

Ability to exercise

3/1/2022 9:12 AM

854

Unique, simple and truly local

3/1/2022 9:10 AM

855

It's a public facility that families can enjoy and experience

3/1/2022 9:10 AM

856

My childhood memories there

3/1/2022 9:07 AM

857

Location and historic design features

3/1/2022 9:05 AM

858

Having a public pool and the historic value

3/1/2022 9:05 AM

859

The enclosed fenced in area. I don’t have to worry about people taking my kids one way in and
out. Safety is my highest priority. I can relax at these pools vs others because you have to go
down the stairs to exit. As long as the kids aren’t by there they aren’t going anywhere and I
can relax and enjoy the pool as a mom. I grew up in Boise but drive from meridian to use this
pool.

3/1/2022 9:03 AM

860

I learned to swim there as a child. There are so little recreational opportunities in that area it is
important to keep the pool so neighborhood families can access affordable options.

3/1/2022 9:02 AM

861

Historical, and a great place for neighborhood kids to swim.

3/1/2022 8:53 AM

862

its available for people without a pool at their homes

3/1/2022 8:52 AM

863

The historic significance - Art Deco style building

3/1/2022 8:52 AM

864

It’s close, it’s a great resource for the community on hot days, it provides fun filled summers,
it’s a historic landmark in our neighborhood

3/1/2022 8:51 AM

865

Everything— the history, the fact that we can go swim as a family in our neighborhood, a safe
place for my son to get exercise and swim close to home during the summer. We haven’t been
able to go in 2 summers now, and it looks like even longer at this point. Frustrating and
disappointing.

3/1/2022 8:49 AM

866

The bench has very few public access pools and recreation. We need this pool!

3/1/2022 8:48 AM

867

The aesthetics and community nature of a neighborhood pool

3/1/2022 8:47 AM

868

Social community environment

3/1/2022 8:46 AM

869

It’s unique design, history, access for the neighborhood kids and families.

3/1/2022 8:38 AM

870

The historic look and significance

3/1/2022 8:37 AM

871

I think the history of this structure is soooo important to keep- please don’t start tearing down
historical structures to put up cookie cutter housing- this is not only a pool it’s a beautiful piece
of art

3/1/2022 8:36 AM

872

Historic value.

3/1/2022 8:32 AM

873

Memories of swimming there as a student. The Art Deco design.

3/1/2022 8:30 AM

874

Historic value, provides summer activities for kids

3/1/2022 8:29 AM

875

History and that kids in every Nieghbor should have access to a pool and to have access to
lesson.

3/1/2022 8:28 AM

876

Unique appearance, great staff, proximity and access -cost

3/1/2022 8:26 AM

877

The unique architecture, visual interest, and historical significance

3/1/2022 8:26 AM

878

unique architect

3/1/2022 8:25 AM

879

A place to swim, local neighborhood feel.

3/1/2022 8:23 AM

880

It has a beautiful facade. There are other recreational opportunities in the area (tennis). It is
located to be accessible to many families on the bench.

3/1/2022 8:19 AM

881

It is a WONDERFUL way for people to get outside, enjoy the pool, visit with friends...and have

3/1/2022 8:19 AM
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something to do besides play with their phone! So many can just walk to the pool and enjoy
where they live.
882

I lived there when I was child, my children love it there as well. Swimming is a great summer
past time and especially in those neighborhoods that aren’t equipped with swimming pools in
their yards.

3/1/2022 8:18 AM

883

It's a public pool. Although I did not personally use the pool, I appreciate that it gives families
an inexpensive recreation choice.

3/1/2022 8:17 AM

884

Small size, neighborhood pool. It has been a place where my kids can go to cool down and
spend time with friends and get exercise inexpensively. It is also relatively quiet and most
people seem to walk or get dropped off there.

3/1/2022 8:16 AM

885

Uniqueness. Neighborhood proximity

3/1/2022 8:07 AM

886

My kids can see other kids there who can't afford season passes to Roaring Springs.

3/1/2022 8:07 AM

887

It’s a great neighborhood option that is cost effective.

3/1/2022 8:05 AM

888

Swimming

3/1/2022 8:03 AM

889

It is a last remaining vestige of the old South Junior High and of historical importance to Boise.

3/1/2022 8:00 AM

890

The neighborhood it’s located in.

3/1/2022 7:59 AM

891

History

3/1/2022 7:58 AM

892

accessibility to a swimming pool for the surrounding neighborhoods

3/1/2022 7:58 AM

893

neiborhood accessibility, activities for kids during the summer, low cost activity

3/1/2022 7:57 AM

894

That it is available and unique. It’s a fun place to hang out! I love that it is in the neighborhood
of which kids can easily get to it.

3/1/2022 7:56 AM

895

The location, the history, the convenience.

3/1/2022 7:56 AM

896

It’s clearly historic landmark. The appeal and functionality of the pool is great for neighborhood
kids to have a retreat.

3/1/2022 7:56 AM

897

Historic

3/1/2022 7:54 AM

898

Local, community pool. Price was reasonable for most people to use.

3/1/2022 7:51 AM

899

Proximity to to neighborhood families, and affordability

3/1/2022 7:51 AM

900

Location

3/1/2022 7:46 AM

901

It’s unique character, location and beautiful design add a positive element to the neighborhood!
It is located right between two schools, so is enjoyed by many walking and biking families!

3/1/2022 7:46 AM

902

It’s availablity to local residents and historical beauty for all Boiseians.

3/1/2022 7:45 AM

903

Design, historical significance

3/1/2022 7:44 AM

904

I grew up spending my summers out south pool. Now my daughter and my nieces and
nephews all live in the neighborhood.

3/1/2022 7:44 AM

905

Usability and historic nature

3/1/2022 7:44 AM

906

The size is nice for a small group, it does not seem to become overcrowded. It is also easy to
keep track of the children both in and out of the pool.

3/1/2022 7:37 AM

907

Aesthetic

3/1/2022 7:36 AM

908

Accessible

3/1/2022 7:32 AM

909

Its historical value and importance to the neighborhood.

3/1/2022 7:28 AM

910

The historic design

3/1/2022 7:25 AM

911

When I moved here to Boise, I was impressed with the amount of pools it had. I was also
impressed by how convenient they were. They were open often and also taught lessons
regularly including at The South Pool. Moving here from Connecticut where they had pools but
were rarely open. The city would spend millions of dollars to build them yet never open them.
Most of these were located in areas of low income where kids really could have enjoyed them.
There parents couldn’t afford to take them many places. I think swimming and recreation in
general are so important for our youth. Certainly the city can waste money on other things that
Do not contribute to the well being of the city.

3/1/2022 7:22 AM

912

It’s historical character. Accessibility from where we live. Affordability.

3/1/2022 7:18 AM

913

The historic architecture

3/1/2022 7:14 AM

914

Neighborhood accessibility

3/1/2022 7:13 AM

915

Community pool open to kids

3/1/2022 7:13 AM

916

fun activity for kids!

3/1/2022 7:12 AM

917

Memories of my childhood.

3/1/2022 7:06 AM

918

The neighborhood impact it has in the residents.

3/1/2022 7:04 AM
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919

My childhood memories at the pool, the community connection associated with recreational
public spaces, it’s a fantastic walkable recreation option in the depot bench neighborhood, and
it adds a timeless sense of fun for the whole family to our summers!

3/1/2022 7:04 AM

920

Unique structure. It is especially a great asset for the central Bench. Replacing it with a park or
community garden would just not be the same. Especially for the children. The Bench doesn’t
get much love from the city. The city never seems to have a problem finding funds for public
projects in the east and north end. The bench and the rest of the city neighborhoods get very
little.

3/1/2022 7:01 AM

921

The location and the Art Deco entrance

3/1/2022 6:59 AM

922

location and bring community together

3/1/2022 6:49 AM

923

Community access and reasonable prices

3/1/2022 6:48 AM

924

The history and architecture

3/1/2022 6:47 AM

925

It's unique beauty.

3/1/2022 6:41 AM

926

It's location and history. There's a strong nostalgic factor too. I grew up going to South pool.

3/1/2022 6:37 AM

927

It’s uniqueness. I’ve never used South Pool—although certainly would now that my kids are
older—but even just seeing it in the neighborhood gave the area a sense of place and history
that the Vista community typically lacks.

3/1/2022 6:35 AM

928

The fact that it’s in the middle of our neighborhood, it was cheap, and it was a great place to
cool off.

3/1/2022 6:34 AM

929

Design and history

3/1/2022 6:34 AM

930

Location

3/1/2022 6:29 AM

931

Access to a pool during hot summer. Community engagement at the pool.

3/1/2022 6:28 AM

932

It’s convenient

3/1/2022 6:26 AM

933

Location, easy and safe for kids to walk and bike to.

3/1/2022 6:18 AM

934

The design

3/1/2022 6:14 AM

935

The aesthetic is really cool. It makes the town feel unique.

3/1/2022 6:13 AM

936

Safe historic place for us to play

3/1/2022 6:11 AM

937

Nostalgia

3/1/2022 6:08 AM

938

That it is nearby. The kids can get to it in the summer on their own. Affordability!

3/1/2022 6:03 AM

939

Gives families affordable recreational option in neighborhooods ; vs high cost of waterslide
parks and driving there

3/1/2022 6:03 AM

940

History

3/1/2022 5:54 AM

941

Location

3/1/2022 5:35 AM

942

Close to home, historic, child hood memories of our own and now our kids memories. We have
missed this pool very much!

3/1/2022 5:32 AM

943

When my children were younger it was a fun and safe activity and close to home.

3/1/2022 5:30 AM

944

It's the only local pool on the bench by Vista neighborhood

3/1/2022 5:29 AM

945

Easy neighborhood access

3/1/2022 5:22 AM

946

Historical design

3/1/2022 4:55 AM

947

Kids learn to swim safely

3/1/2022 4:52 AM

948

Location

3/1/2022 4:51 AM

949

History. Design.

3/1/2022 4:49 AM

950

I think it's an awesome place to be. It's different than the normal pools.

3/1/2022 4:44 AM

951

Good recreation for the children

3/1/2022 4:31 AM

952

Children have a place to socialize, While enjoying the summer

3/1/2022 3:47 AM

953

Location, cost, and it's where all of my daughter's friends meet up to swim. I take my younger
kids there for swim lessons.

3/1/2022 3:30 AM

954

Location/proximity on the bench, historical and interesting building/pool, in a quiet
neighborhood, fun swimming spot

3/1/2022 3:10 AM

955

The nostalgia, The neighborhood feel, The convenient location.

3/1/2022 2:58 AM

956

The history and the look of it

3/1/2022 2:46 AM

957

Gives neighborhood kids a place to play, outside & socialize

3/1/2022 2:39 AM

958

Its historic value, its aesthetic value, its functionality as a healthy social meeting place,
physical exercise. accessibility, and its sentimental value.

3/1/2022 1:26 AM

959

The community meeting place and fun activity

3/1/2022 1:25 AM
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960

Historic value and location

3/1/2022 12:43 AM

961

Historical significance. Including that it was built during a time all of Boise was given the same
attention and upgrades. Having two identical historic pools in Boise is special. I think both
should be updated to meet standards identically. I have lived in Boise my whole life and I am
middle aged. I carry a lot of bitterness as it has become even more obvious the last couple of
years the north end and other higher income parts of town have been given more funding and
attention. This is an opportunity to show equitable treatment, and importance of preservation
for pockets of unique history regardless of location.

3/1/2022 12:22 AM

962

Affordability, proximity, and historical significance.

3/1/2022 12:15 AM

963

Location

3/1/2022 12:14 AM

964

It’s in the neighborhood and serves a community that doesn’t have an affordable pool on the
bench.

3/1/2022 12:04 AM

965

It was right next to my junior high. It is a priceless historical piece and should be preserved as
such.

2/28/2022 11:57 PM

966

Nice cool down!

2/28/2022 11:45 PM

967

That it exists

2/28/2022 11:40 PM

968

The history and location

2/28/2022 11:39 PM

969

I went when I was a child. I love to take my kids and it close by.

2/28/2022 11:33 PM

970

The area it is in

2/28/2022 11:30 PM

971

I appreciate the accessibility and access that South Pool offers to low income families and
refugees. I know that South Pool is great for families who cannot afford more expensive
places. It is also a great chance for families who cannot afford daycare to let leave their kids in
a safe environment. It is a necessity to the community and if you tear down these pools you
will lose my vote. Frankly the fact that you've been trying for years to get rid of them is a
disgrace and you should be ashamed of yourselves. Fund the fucking pools

2/28/2022 11:29 PM

972

The community connection, access for my children to meet friends and swim

2/28/2022 11:24 PM

973

Proximity for stidents

2/28/2022 11:23 PM

974

Kids need outdoor fun.

2/28/2022 11:21 PM

975

Historic significance and the opportunity for youth in the South neighborhood to engage in a
healthy activity

2/28/2022 11:06 PM

976

It didn't get torn down when the old south school was demolished.

2/28/2022 11:05 PM

977

Local neighborhoods need healthy actvities.. our youth needs a community pool

2/28/2022 11:03 PM

978

The uniqueness of the pool.

2/28/2022 11:00 PM

979

place to go and meet with friends in the summer

2/28/2022 10:59 PM

980

Historic

2/28/2022 10:56 PM

981

History

2/28/2022 10:54 PM

982

location

2/28/2022 10:46 PM

983

It aesthetics.

2/28/2022 10:44 PM

984

Proximity to my home/neighborhood. Being able to recreate with neighbors and friends from
the community at a nearby location. Kids could take swim lessons close to home. We could
walk there.

2/28/2022 10:43 PM

985

History, it's iconic, it's a gathering place for the community with architectural and historical
significance

2/28/2022 10:40 PM

986

The cheap pricing but also accessibility

2/28/2022 10:39 PM

987

It was better than no pool

2/28/2022 10:35 PM

988

Proximity to home, the historic shape of it, the fact that it is small and created a strong sense
of community.

2/28/2022 10:34 PM

989

Architecture, location.

2/28/2022 10:34 PM

990

It’s unique historical design and location

2/28/2022 10:28 PM

991

When we lived in the Bench and my kids lived at home then went to South and Lowell Pools. It
was a great place for my kids to meet their friends and cook off in the harsh Boise summers.

2/28/2022 10:21 PM

992

Neighborhood recreation

2/28/2022 10:19 PM

993

It's a pool I swam at as a kid and now I take my child there to swim

2/28/2022 10:18 PM

994

Nostalgia, architecture

2/28/2022 10:14 PM

995

I learned how to swim at South pool and I walked there almost every day with my siblings. It
cost a dime to swim there & I have great memories of my time spent there.

2/28/2022 10:09 PM

996

Location and I love art deco

2/28/2022 9:54 PM
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997

It's historical significance

2/28/2022 9:50 PM

998

It's location is a nice location, though perhaps not for a pool

2/28/2022 9:50 PM

999

It was a community pool and all my friends would go there in the summer.

2/28/2022 9:48 PM

1000

The fact that it's been around for so long. Many memories swimming there in my teens.

2/28/2022 9:47 PM

1001

The style

2/28/2022 9:46 PM

1002

Then fact that it is still there after all these years to serve generations. It is a landmark as
great as any house on Harrison Blv. Actually even better because so many people got to enjoy
it.

2/28/2022 9:43 PM

1003

Its unique design and historic significance in the overall fabric of the Bench.

2/28/2022 9:39 PM

1004

Location and architectural

2/28/2022 9:36 PM

1005

History, that not many of these exist in the US. They are special!

2/28/2022 9:34 PM

1006

Neighborhood proximity, having a pool we can easily bike to.

2/28/2022 9:32 PM

1007

The look and history.

2/28/2022 9:26 PM

1008

The history

2/28/2022 9:24 PM

1009

Opportunity for water fun and exercise. Being with others in our neighborhood.

2/28/2022 9:23 PM

1010

Having a place to swim without having to have a membership or paying too much money.

2/28/2022 9:22 PM

1011

We need pools!!! I absolutely support this form of recreation and want the City to offer free
swim lessons to all

2/28/2022 9:21 PM

1012

The history amd location

2/28/2022 9:19 PM

1013

Having access to a pool I. The summer for a neighborhood that has a higher percentage of
lower income households

2/28/2022 9:18 PM

1014

It's a pool.

2/28/2022 9:17 PM

1015

I love how close it is to our home. We can take a 5 min. Walk and be there. I do love the Art
Deco façade should be kept.

2/28/2022 9:17 PM

1016

Location. Kids had an activity in the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 9:16 PM

1017

Historical significance.

2/28/2022 9:16 PM

1018

The location

2/28/2022 9:12 PM

1019

Location. Uniqueness

2/28/2022 9:12 PM

1020

Kids get a fun and safe place to swim.

2/28/2022 9:08 PM

1021

Having a pool in our neighborhood that the kids love going to. They can walk or bike and we all
enjoy being able to utilize this facility.

2/28/2022 9:07 PM

1022

Architecture and location

2/28/2022 9:06 PM

1023

I like the location and the design of the pool (and the cost of swimming)

2/28/2022 9:04 PM

1024

The location!

2/28/2022 9:03 PM

1025

Proximity. A more affordable option that non public pools. Outdoor pool.

2/28/2022 9:01 PM

1026

Historic value

2/28/2022 9:00 PM

1027

The proximity to an underprivileged youth population in Boise.

2/28/2022 8:59 PM

1028

Location and historic design. Great neighborhood recreation destination

2/28/2022 8:58 PM

1029

It being a local pool for families and kids to have a fun activity to do.

2/28/2022 8:58 PM

1030

Located in a neighborhood with lots of diverse families and children so it is convenient and
affordable

2/28/2022 8:57 PM

1031

It is close to my home and I could easily walk or bike there with my daughter

2/28/2022 8:51 PM

1032

Location

2/28/2022 8:49 PM

1033

Architecture, history of the Boise I grew up in

2/28/2022 8:48 PM

1034

neighborhood pool

2/28/2022 8:47 PM

1035

Historic value and art deco design

2/28/2022 8:45 PM

1036

Availability to the public

2/28/2022 8:43 PM

1037

Neighborhood feel - the lifeguards knew all of the kids by name. Soooo many refugee children
served, as well as other lower income kiddos.

2/28/2022 8:41 PM

1038

It’s original historical

2/28/2022 8:40 PM

1039

I love it’s history. I’ve been swimming there as early as I can remember

2/28/2022 8:40 PM

1040

Great place for the kids to meet and socialize in the summer. So many kids spend so much
time on screens and my kids loved meeting up at the pool in the afternoon and evenings.

2/28/2022 8:38 PM
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Affordable. The swim lessons were affordable. Loved that they provided a field trip opportunity
for daycares.
1041

Its in the neighborhood

2/28/2022 8:35 PM

1042

I love that it’s a neighborhood pool. The bike rack is always full and it encourages a
neighborhood feel.

2/28/2022 8:35 PM

1043

My kids had to become better swimmers at this pool because there was not a wading area.
Ivywild was perfect when they were toddlers, and the. south was the next level.

2/28/2022 8:33 PM

1044

I appreciate the history behind it and the nostalgic look of it, as well as how it is a public place
that brings the community together.

2/28/2022 8:31 PM

1045

Historical

2/28/2022 8:25 PM

1046

Neighborhood pool

2/28/2022 8:21 PM

1047

The architecture of the entrance!

2/28/2022 8:20 PM

1048

The size of the pool, the diving board, my kids and their friends have a place to meet together
during the hot summer weather.

2/28/2022 8:19 PM

1049

History. Beauty.

2/28/2022 8:14 PM

1050

The aesthetic

2/28/2022 8:14 PM

1051

The look and history behind it.

2/28/2022 8:12 PM

1052

Location. History. Recreation. Cooling on a hot day. We used to live on Parke Circle Dr. and
our kids loved it. It would be extremely sad to lose such an asset. Spend the money.

2/28/2022 8:08 PM

1053

Neighborhood location, uniquenesses of the pool

2/28/2022 8:06 PM

1054

It keeps kids cool on hot days. Close. But, it is no fun any longer.

2/28/2022 8:06 PM

1055

Historic significance

2/28/2022 8:04 PM

1056

It was refreshing on hot days. A way to meet neighbors and relax.

2/28/2022 8:03 PM

1057

It was a part of my childhood and is still a part of my neighborhood and the city I've called
home all my life.

2/28/2022 8:02 PM

1058

Community recreation

2/28/2022 8:01 PM

1059

I learned to swim there. Was my stay out of trouble hang spot

2/28/2022 7:58 PM

1060

Walking distance to my house and my sisters’ houses (for my kids, nieces, and nephews) and
to the homes of 80% of my kids’ classmates.

2/28/2022 7:58 PM

1061

It’s a cool round pool.

2/28/2022 7:57 PM

1062

It’s location and it’s great for my daughter in the summer.

2/28/2022 7:56 PM

1063

The convenience of the pool being in the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 7:56 PM

1064

Location

2/28/2022 7:53 PM

1065

location and historic value/design. This is an important part of our cities past and needs to be
preserved and updated!

2/28/2022 7:52 PM

1066

Benefits to the public and children

2/28/2022 7:51 PM

1067

It was close to home.

2/28/2022 7:49 PM

1068

It’s uniqueness and architectural significance.

2/28/2022 7:48 PM

1069

It is the community pool for the Boise bench

2/28/2022 7:48 PM

1070

It’s a place where my family has had memories for years. The historical component of it and
the good vibes keep me coming back!

2/28/2022 7:48 PM

1071

Close proximity, being a public pool, architectural value

2/28/2022 7:45 PM

1072

It’s design and historical presence in the community.

2/28/2022 7:45 PM

1073

History

2/28/2022 7:43 PM

1074

Small neighborhood pool with great staff, swim lessons and close.

2/28/2022 7:43 PM

1075

Great place for everyone in neighborhood to get together. Cooling off in hot summer

2/28/2022 7:43 PM

1076

location--neighborhoods that do not have access to other public pools.

2/28/2022 7:40 PM

1077

My personal family history at the location. My mother swam there when she was a student at
South Junior high and I learned to swim there 20 years later.

2/28/2022 7:38 PM

1078

History

2/28/2022 7:37 PM

1079

It is a neighborhood, where kids can go swim and/or learn to swim.

2/28/2022 7:35 PM

1080

It’s close, great for the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 7:35 PM

1081

Location; historic relevance for Boise.

2/28/2022 7:34 PM

1082

Neighborhood pools are good recreation for familys

2/28/2022 7:33 PM
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1083

Wari

2/28/2022 7:30 PM

1084

South Pool serves an underserved part of our community. There are few other recreational
opportunities in the SouthJunior High attendance area. The nearest public pool at Borah is too
far away for most/all of the children who frequent the South pool to reach.

2/28/2022 7:29 PM

1085

very cold water on very hot days!

2/28/2022 7:22 PM

1086

It is a very unique pool, I love the architecture of it. It wasn't as crowded as sone of the other
poola and I liked how it was affordable.

2/28/2022 7:18 PM

1087

Time with my family and being able to swim in a historic place

2/28/2022 7:16 PM

1088

It is close by and affordable

2/28/2022 7:16 PM

1089

Historic. Location.

2/28/2022 7:14 PM

1090

Location

2/28/2022 7:14 PM

1091

This pool was used by myself and my siblings while growing up near South pool. Great
memories for many.

2/28/2022 7:13 PM

1092

Memories ~ swimming lessons, serves several neighborhoods!

2/28/2022 7:13 PM

1093

Accessibility and lifeguards

2/28/2022 7:11 PM

1094

Location

2/28/2022 7:06 PM

1095

It was part of the neighborhood and was a great place to be with your friends and an outlet to
keep kids out of trouble.

2/28/2022 7:03 PM

1096

Historical significance

2/28/2022 7:02 PM

1097

Historical aspect.

2/28/2022 7:01 PM

1098

how close it is

2/28/2022 7:01 PM

1099

The place to go with family and friends to have a great time

2/28/2022 7:00 PM

1100

It’s close and we love it

2/28/2022 6:58 PM

1101

Community pools are a great asset to kids and families in the area. The location and
accessibility is great.

2/28/2022 6:48 PM

1102

Proximity

2/28/2022 6:42 PM

1103

It reminds me of my childhood

2/28/2022 6:40 PM

1104

Location and history

2/28/2022 6:36 PM

1105

Cool water

2/28/2022 6:29 PM

1106

The availability for all kids regardless of financial ability to have a facility that enhances the
entire neighborhood

2/28/2022 6:29 PM

1107

I greatly appreciate the location. The only other “public” pools accessible to this part of the
Bench are in motels by the Airport. Having a small pool in the neighborhood is important to our
community.

2/28/2022 6:26 PM

1108

It was my stomping ground growing up above Ann Morrison Park. I also managed South Pool
one summer.

2/28/2022 6:26 PM

1109

Wasn’t ever too busy. The price was affordable. I liked that there weren’t a lot of really little
children there because of its layout and how deep the water was.

2/28/2022 6:25 PM

1110

Close community / neighborhood gathering spot to cool off

2/28/2022 6:21 PM

1111

It's iconic architecture, the small size and neighborhood feel of it, its simplicity, and the lovely
views.

2/28/2022 6:21 PM

1112

Aesthetics and community history. I also love that with increased urban sprawl taking many
amenities out to meridian or other valley locations, we have these little pool jewels within our
neighborhoods!

2/28/2022 6:20 PM

1113

Proximity to my parents house

2/28/2022 6:19 PM

1114

I love to classic Art Deco architecture. I love the idea of a public pool for the neighborhood. It’s
so important to have access for kids of all backgrounds and economic backgrounds to have
easy access to this amenity.

2/28/2022 6:18 PM

1115

It's a great way to cool down in the summer with your friends. Kept me out of the canals

2/28/2022 6:17 PM

1116

That it’s a neighborhood place

2/28/2022 6:16 PM

1117

How close it is to the low income neighborhood for my students

2/28/2022 6:16 PM

1118

The location and convenience.

2/28/2022 6:16 PM

1119

It's nice that it's inside a neighborhood

2/28/2022 6:10 PM

1120

History and good for the neighborhood

2/28/2022 6:08 PM

1121

The history and accessibility to the people on the bench

2/28/2022 6:06 PM
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1122

History, cool/unique aesthetic.

2/28/2022 6:04 PM

1123

Iconic architecture, a staple of the history of our beautiful neighborhood!

2/28/2022 5:59 PM

1124

Location

2/28/2022 5:58 PM

1125

The history

2/28/2022 5:56 PM

1126

It is very close to my house, and the design is unique.

2/28/2022 5:52 PM

1127

Location. It was great to pop over to cool off at night, but it's not where we go to have a fun
swim day.

2/28/2022 5:45 PM

1128

neighborhood gem

2/28/2022 5:44 PM

1129

I spent my entire childhood summer there. It was affordable thank goodness.

2/28/2022 5:38 PM

1130

It is a wonderful pool that is great size and depth for community fun

2/28/2022 5:35 PM

1131

Community feel, affordability, historical character, connection to using it as a kid

2/28/2022 5:34 PM

1132

The historical value and again, I loved that the neighborhood kids had a safe and fun place to
hang out. The neighborhood won’t be the same without it.

2/28/2022 5:32 PM

1133

facade, unique shape (i.e., not a rectangle)

2/28/2022 5:29 PM

1134

Asset to the community I live in.

2/28/2022 5:23 PM

1135

history and uniqueness that new pool couldn't replicate

2/28/2022 5:22 PM

1136

There is a strong sense of community. I loved going to South Pool as a kid every single day it
was open for several years. All the lifeguards knew my siblings and I by name. It was a home
away from home and very affordable for our mother to get a season family pass. Being able to
swim a lot was also very good for my health and my siblings health as well.

2/28/2022 5:18 PM

1137

We love South Pool. The simplicity of neighborhood access, historic design, location, are all
reasons why we love this pool. While there are fancier, newer options, I'd love to see the
historic nature of this pool preserved with modern upgrades.

2/28/2022 5:17 PM

1138

Historic significance and location for folks in that part of town

2/28/2022 5:12 PM

1139

The unique entrance.

2/28/2022 5:11 PM

1140

Location.

2/28/2022 5:09 PM

1141

Location in neighborhood and accessibility for all to use due to low cost to enter

2/28/2022 5:07 PM

1142

it has a perfect location for the bench neighborhoods

2/28/2022 5:06 PM

1143

Proximity to my home and the evening operation hours

2/28/2022 5:03 PM

1144

location near our home

2/28/2022 5:02 PM

1145

cost is low - to swim on hot summer day. It is an easy walk for most kids in the neighborhood.
love to see them walking to it during the summer

2/28/2022 5:01 PM

1146

Small neighborhood amenity. When our kids were growing up they could go on their own to
meet friends there.

2/28/2022 5:00 PM

1147

Neighborhood pool--

2/28/2022 4:59 PM

1148

It’s a very welcoming, inclusive pool. Many neighbors visit it as well, and I personally
appreciate the atmosphere.

2/28/2022 4:59 PM

1149

Historic design

2/28/2022 4:58 PM

1150

Recreational opportuniy

2/28/2022 4:58 PM

1151

Location

2/28/2022 4:57 PM

1152

Convenience. Community energy and climate. History. Architecture.

2/28/2022 4:57 PM

1153

The ability for the kids to easily meet up with friends to swim without crossing major roads

2/28/2022 4:55 PM

1154

I like the architecture and overall classic appearance

2/28/2022 4:55 PM

1155

It's historical charm

2/28/2022 4:54 PM

1156

Wesley Bintz tremendous historical value

2/28/2022 4:54 PM

1157

Location ( walkable from my house)

2/28/2022 4:52 PM

1158

It’s historic and timeless look and memories

2/28/2022 4:50 PM

1159

Proximity

2/28/2022 4:49 PM

1160

The history and way it looks I think it’s so cool we have a bintz pool and should be proud of it.
We can make a little ramp and they also have wheel a hair that can go up stairs now.

2/28/2022 4:49 PM

1161

The price

2/28/2022 4:43 PM

1162

Different from the other pools

2/28/2022 4:41 PM

1163

Close location

2/28/2022 4:41 PM

1164

Affordable, and close

2/28/2022 4:39 PM
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1165

Neighborhood access.

2/28/2022 4:39 PM

1166

It's historical relevance

2/28/2022 4:37 PM

1167

The retro feel

2/28/2022 4:36 PM

1168

The central bench location next to South Junior High and the accessible recreation it provides
to local children and adult.

2/28/2022 4:35 PM

1169

Pool

2/28/2022 4:32 PM

1170

Its unique design.

2/28/2022 4:32 PM

1171

Are family has enjoyed having a place to swim plus swimming lessons for decades. It's
important to have this pool in this area . There are not a lot of choices for fun activities during
the summer in this area of Boise besides the small parks that have playgrounds baking in the
sun and becoming to hot by a certain time of day. It was also cost effective. It helps keep kids
away from the canals and Borah pool is not always an option being 3 miles away from South
area neighborhoods. Not everyone can afford to join the YMCA.

2/28/2022 4:32 PM

1172

Memories

2/28/2022 4:31 PM

1173

The unique design of the pool.

2/28/2022 4:30 PM

1174

Style

2/28/2022 4:29 PM

1175

Just being a nice pool, safe to take my grandkids to play and learn to swim.

2/28/2022 4:28 PM

1176

Access

2/28/2022 4:26 PM

1177

It is truly a staple for our community. It has great history, provides unique architecture, and
gives the bench kids a place to congregate that is safe.

2/28/2022 4:22 PM

1178

That I was able to share South Pool not only with my kids but also my grandchildren!

2/28/2022 4:22 PM

1179

location

2/28/2022 4:21 PM

1180

I appreciate most about South pool is having a community pool for bench residents a fun place
to gather with neighbors and friends.

2/28/2022 4:20 PM

1181

The historic value and great community opportunity for summer fun.

2/28/2022 4:19 PM

1182

The historical significance and the value it can bring to the community.

2/28/2022 4:17 PM

1183

historic significance

2/28/2022 4:17 PM

1184

My brothers and I grew up going to south pool.

2/28/2022 4:16 PM

1185

Location, history

2/28/2022 4:15 PM

1186

It’s Art Deco design and memories of visiting the pool all the years of my childhood.

2/28/2022 4:15 PM

1187

The aesthetic of the pool. I like how there is a vintage feel to the spot.

2/28/2022 4:15 PM

1188

The historical significance and family friendly atmosphere for the local community.

2/28/2022 4:14 PM

1189

Its the Central Bench’s pool.

2/28/2022 4:11 PM

1190

It’s unique design and history.

2/28/2022 4:06 PM

1191

Wet and cold

2/28/2022 4:05 PM

1192

That it is a meeting point for so many neighbors in summer.

2/28/2022 4:05 PM

1193

Proximity, available to many in neighborhood

2/28/2022 4:00 PM

1194

Location

2/28/2022 3:56 PM

1195

In a city seriously lacking recreation facilities compared to cities of comparable size, I was
happy that it was there.

2/28/2022 3:54 PM

1196

Location

2/28/2022 3:53 PM

1197

Neighborhood pool

2/28/2022 3:53 PM

1198

This appearance. I LOVE the art deco design. Location was great for a lot of lower-income
families. The diving board and basketball hoop.

2/28/2022 3:49 PM

1199

Location - it's an attractive facility for many in a working-class, limited-income neighborhood.
Thousands of people live within easy walking/biking distance. It's been there my entire life.

2/28/2022 3:49 PM

1200

Locally, near my home.

2/28/2022 3:48 PM

1201

Never been can't say

2/28/2022 3:45 PM

1202

Accessibility and a sense of community

2/28/2022 3:44 PM

1203

I love its old architecture and have fond memories all throughout my childhood and adult life
going there

2/28/2022 3:44 PM

1204

Easy to get to, close to our house.

2/28/2022 3:44 PM

1205

Gives neighborhood kids/families something to do in the summer

2/28/2022 3:43 PM

1206

Fun, unique

2/28/2022 3:40 PM
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1207

Location and history

2/28/2022 3:39 PM

1208

Location and historical significance

2/28/2022 3:36 PM

1209

History

2/28/2022 3:33 PM

1210

So many good memories from my own childhood - great to share that with my children
(especially since we moved away and moved back to the state because we love it here)!

2/28/2022 3:33 PM

1211

The location and the memories I had when I was child swimming at that pool

2/28/2022 3:33 PM

1212

Proximity to my house.

2/28/2022 3:29 PM

1213

Location

2/28/2022 3:28 PM

1214

Historic, great location

2/28/2022 3:26 PM

1215

The value for the community and the historical value.

2/28/2022 3:25 PM

1216

It's a pool! You can't reliably tell me that Boise will build more pools. The pools we have are
precious resources, particularly with our scorching hot summers.

2/28/2022 3:23 PM

1217

Accessibility to the neighborhood

2/28/2022 3:20 PM

1218

That it is in the middle of a neighborhood with few pools available.

2/28/2022 3:19 PM

1219

The historic architecture!

2/28/2022 3:14 PM

1220

It's maybe a mile from our house and we now have a 2 year old that we'd love to be able to
take.

2/28/2022 3:14 PM

1221

NA

2/28/2022 3:13 PM

1222

The location, and the mid century exterior

2/28/2022 3:13 PM

1223

The closeness to my home (and to so many other residences). The affordability of the
entrance fee. It's a great place for kids and teens to hang out, especially during a heat wave.

2/28/2022 3:11 PM

1224

I like to use public pools for swimming lessons for my kids.

2/28/2022 3:11 PM

1225

It’s a beautiful and historic structure that provides a healthy outlet to kids in the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 3:07 PM

1226

The history, the uniqueness.

2/28/2022 3:07 PM

1227

I love that that side of town has a community pool offered.

2/28/2022 3:07 PM

1228

It’s character and historic significance.

2/28/2022 3:06 PM

1229

Easy to use. Close to my house. Affordable

2/28/2022 3:04 PM

1230

I appreciated the uniqueness but realize that financially you may not be able to keep it that
way. Possibly you could incorporate the front portion of it at least.

2/28/2022 3:04 PM

1231

Neighborhood proximity

2/28/2022 3:02 PM

1232

Classic look and neighborhood experience

2/28/2022 3:01 PM

1233

neighborhood proximity so children and others can use it frequently

2/28/2022 2:58 PM

1234

It is an important element of the bench community. I was at the pool every day during my
childhood. Great place to enjoy healthy activity for little cost and stay out of trouble as a young
boy.

2/28/2022 2:58 PM

1235

Community gathering spot.

2/28/2022 2:56 PM

1236

It's historic and recreational value.

2/28/2022 2:56 PM

1237

It's historic significance: I greatly value the historic significance of the South Pool and want to
see it maintained as a historic structure. What an asset to Boise. The cost to maintain is just a
small expense to save this historic gem!

2/28/2022 2:55 PM

1238

location on the bench, within walking distance of 2 elementary schools

2/28/2022 2:48 PM

1239

The architecture

2/28/2022 2:46 PM

1240

community resource, social interaction, historical significance

2/28/2022 2:39 PM

1241

Loved the uniqueness of it compared to the other Boise pools

2/28/2022 2:37 PM

1242

I believe neighborhoods should have a local pool, local parks, and other recreational
opportunities within walking distance.

2/28/2022 2:37 PM

1243

That it is the neighborhood pool and has a history.

2/28/2022 2:37 PM

1244

Unique

2/28/2022 2:37 PM

1245

The historic design and location

2/28/2022 2:35 PM

1246

Location. Great for long summer days wher I don’t have to go far

2/28/2022 2:34 PM

1247

The affordability as well as proximity to our home.

2/28/2022 2:29 PM

1248

Its historic uniqueness. My kids love swimming at a pool that both their mom and grandparents
swam at. It strengthens their sense of belonging.

2/28/2022 2:28 PM
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1249

Neighborhood fun for the kids and we met people in our community.

2/28/2022 2:26 PM

1250

It is a great location to go to with neighbors.

2/28/2022 2:15 PM

1251

unique above ground structure

2/28/2022 2:14 PM

1252

Proximity

2/28/2022 2:12 PM

1253

History

2/28/2022 2:05 PM

1254

Classic design and nostalgia

2/28/2022 2:05 PM

1255

Gives children something to do in the summer. Teaches people not to be afraid of water and
learn how to swim.

2/28/2022 1:57 PM

1256

That it was easily accessible and affordable for lower income families.

2/28/2022 1:57 PM

1257

Historic beauty. Easy accessability for kids. Great neighborhood asset!

2/28/2022 1:57 PM

1258

The swimming lessons that were provided there

2/28/2022 1:53 PM

1259

location and affordability

2/28/2022 1:53 PM

1260

I love neighborhood pools. And I love the architecture

2/28/2022 1:50 PM

1261

The history behind it and the memories with family and friends

2/28/2022 1:50 PM

1262

Great place to bring the Grandkids to cool off and practice swimming

2/28/2022 1:49 PM

1263

South Pool is unique and a part of our history.

2/28/2022 1:49 PM

1264

History

2/28/2022 1:46 PM

1265

Location and it’s history

2/28/2022 1:45 PM

1266

historic facade/entrance The school district already destroyed the original school and left the
wall of the old library in place as a nod to the perfectly good (and historic) school/structure that
was there before. Why not leave another facade as an entrance to a new pool? Again, as a nod
to the former pool and it's history.

2/28/2022 1:45 PM

1267

The history behind it, and the fact that we can walk to it.

2/28/2022 1:44 PM

1268

The history and the summer destination where we can go in the heat of summer and meet
friends. Near my home and greatly valued by my family.

2/28/2022 1:44 PM

1269

Historic entity

2/28/2022 1:42 PM

1270

Unique architecture; accessible by walking, bike.

2/28/2022 1:40 PM

1271

The beautiful design. But please paint 8t a white consistent with Art Deco architecture.

2/28/2022 1:38 PM

1272

That there is a facility for that area of the city

2/28/2022 1:38 PM

1273

THE CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE NEIGHBORHOOD

2/28/2022 1:35 PM

1274

It is great to have public pools.

2/28/2022 1:32 PM

1275

Location as a public good

2/28/2022 1:31 PM

1276

Architecture and the activity it offers the community

2/28/2022 1:30 PM

1277

Neighborhood and physical attributes

2/28/2022 1:28 PM

1278

Historical value and architecture.

2/28/2022 1:28 PM

1279

It is a neighborhood pool that is affordable and accessible to a lot of Boise families including
many refugee families. I feel like my kids are actually much safer swimming at South Pool
because of the location and the smaller occupancy.

2/28/2022 1:27 PM

1280

Affordable, summer activity available in our neighborhood. Brings life to the neighborhood!
Loved seeing all the kids, walk or bike to the pool. Loved hearing laughing and splashing. It is
a happy place!

2/28/2022 1:26 PM

1281

Historical value

2/28/2022 1:25 PM

1282

Having a pool in that area, the historical significance and value that can’t be replaced.

2/28/2022 1:24 PM

1283

Its historic nature

2/28/2022 1:23 PM

1284

It’s a community pool, it allows neighborhood children to come and swim without need for
transportation, it builds community, allows kids to take swimming lessons and water safety.

2/28/2022 1:21 PM

1285

Location

2/28/2022 1:20 PM

1286

Architecture, cool factor

2/28/2022 1:20 PM

1287

I think having a pool in the neighborhood is important for everyone to have access too. I also
think it's important for kids and adults to learn to swim and be part of their community pool.

2/28/2022 1:20 PM

1288

The cost

2/28/2022 1:17 PM

1289

It is a beautiful pool, not too many very young children

2/28/2022 1:14 PM

1290

Accessibility

2/28/2022 1:13 PM

1291

Historic and serving the local community

2/28/2022 1:11 PM
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1292

I love that is our community pool. We can easily walk to this facility rather than driving over to
Lowell or another pool in the area.

2/28/2022 1:11 PM

1293

History and community

2/28/2022 1:10 PM

1294

The historic aspect

2/28/2022 1:10 PM

1295

So many childhood memories at this pool! I would love to see my kids have a chance to swim
here too. I love the community mindset, and a place to let kids be kids!

2/28/2022 1:09 PM

1296

Proximity to my home, availability for neighborhood kids, community gathering space

2/28/2022 1:08 PM

1297

Have gone to that pool since I was a child

2/28/2022 1:08 PM

1298

It’s location in our neighborhood and the mid-century appeal

2/28/2022 1:06 PM

1299

accessability, diversity, size

2/28/2022 1:05 PM

1300

The unique aesthetics that harken back to a previous era of Boise.

2/28/2022 1:04 PM

1301

Historic signifigance, affordable family friendly activity.

2/28/2022 1:03 PM

1302

It’s uniqueness. It is a staple in that area of town as well as to the community. Losing South
pool is losing another piece of Boise history.

2/28/2022 12:59 PM

1303

Location

2/28/2022 12:58 PM

1304

What I love about South Pool is that it is located close to lower income areas and it provides a
fun, kid-friendly summertime activity to those in the area. Community amenities like this are
super important because they give people wholesome recreational opportunities and improve
overall quality of life.

2/28/2022 12:58 PM

1305

The history and accessibility for at risk youth in that area.

2/28/2022 12:57 PM

1306

History

2/28/2022 12:56 PM

1307

historical significance, only pool in depot-bench area

2/28/2022 12:55 PM

1308

Location

2/28/2022 12:55 PM

1309

Having a neighborhood pool is amazing as well as the historical factor. Did you know that
David Lynch exploded a pipe bomb in that pool when he was a teenager living here?

2/28/2022 12:53 PM

1310

So close to home, and now my daughter is old enough to meet friends there on her own.

2/28/2022 12:52 PM

1311

The price and location

2/28/2022 12:52 PM

1312

I think there are lots of potential locations for new state of the art accessible and public pools and only a couple pieces of historic architectural significance like this in Boise. It's worth
saving.

2/28/2022 12:50 PM

1313

The history

2/28/2022 12:49 PM

1314

Cool, historical structure.

2/28/2022 12:47 PM

1315

The design

2/28/2022 12:46 PM

1316

The artistry and historical significance. Having a neighborhood pool for kids to enjoy in times of
overused technology and disassociation.

2/28/2022 12:46 PM

1317

I love the unique design and historic significance.

2/28/2022 12:45 PM

1318

The location and the historical nature of it.

2/28/2022 12:45 PM

1319

The aesthetics of the design are unique.

2/28/2022 12:45 PM

1320

Accessible

2/28/2022 12:43 PM

1321

The historical facts.

2/28/2022 12:42 PM

1322

Until the Pandemic, it provided an important summer activity for family, our kids learned to
swim there.

2/28/2022 12:42 PM

1323

It's located in a neighborhood, doesn't take up a mass amount of space, is an important and
fun look at the past that is still relevant for our youth.

2/28/2022 12:41 PM

1324

Central location that serves large population of middle- and low-income residents who may not
have access to swimming pools at private homes or private clubs.

2/28/2022 12:41 PM

1325

It’s character

2/28/2022 12:40 PM

1326

It’s close enough that my kids could get there easily with their friends. It’s a neighborhood hub.

2/28/2022 12:38 PM

1327

It proximity to my home

2/28/2022 12:37 PM

1328

This was my swim team pool in the 80s as well as a summer must do weekly. I still love the
pool in the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 12:35 PM

1329

It’s a piece of history. It’s beautiful and is the heart of that area.

2/28/2022 12:34 PM

1330

Historic significance, neighborhood accessibility for people who may not have access to
membership pools. The pool already exists, and finding new property to build a new pool in this
real estate climate is not realistic.

2/28/2022 12:33 PM
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1331

Accesability for the area

2/28/2022 12:33 PM

1332

Na

2/28/2022 12:32 PM

1333

When my family moved to the South pool area in the 1990's I loved having a pool I could ride
my bike to.

2/28/2022 12:32 PM

1334

age, history

2/28/2022 12:31 PM

1335

It’s a unique city landmark that provides recreation opportunities for residents. As a young
person who also attended South Jr High, the pool was an important part of my childhood.

2/28/2022 12:29 PM

1336

I live within sight and sound of the pool. The last two summers have been disappointing to not
have the joyful din of the pool nearby. Having the pool open in the summer brings energy to the
neighborhood and facilitates community building. Neighbors meeting together improves safety
for the entire neighborhood.

2/28/2022 12:29 PM

1337

Accessibility, nostalgia/memories

2/28/2022 12:28 PM

1338

Location, affordability, and history.

2/28/2022 12:28 PM

1339

Historical aspects, longevity in the City Proximity to kids, families in the south part of town

2/28/2022 12:28 PM

1340

History

2/28/2022 12:26 PM

1341

The pool is a neighborhood staple, it's historical, the entrance cost was reasonable and
accessible to most of not all families in the area.

2/28/2022 12:24 PM

1342

I've never been.

2/28/2022 12:22 PM

1343

How close it is. Nearest place to swim is borax or the ymca

2/28/2022 12:21 PM

1344

How close it is to home, affordable, I also love the vintage look of it.

2/28/2022 12:21 PM

1345

The uniqueness, closeness to my house

2/28/2022 12:20 PM

1346

Convenience. Historical.

2/28/2022 12:20 PM

1347

I grew up about 3 blocks away from South pool and spent at least 3 days a week, all summer
(for about 10 years), swimming here. My friends and I could walk there by ourselves from a
young age, so it was easier for my working parents to allow us to go and have fun (didn't have
to drive to one of the further public pools). Location and easy access for kids in the
neighborhood on the bench are very important. The other closest pool for these neighborhoods
would be Borah Pool, which would definitely not have been accessible for me as a young kid
without parents driving us there. I also appreciate that it's a smaller pool, and was never as
crowded as Ivywild or the Natatorium. The open hours for daytime and nighttime swimming
were both great!

2/28/2022 12:17 PM

1348

Location

2/28/2022 12:14 PM

1349

Design

2/28/2022 12:14 PM

1350

Historical value

2/28/2022 12:14 PM

1351

Opportunity for the children.

2/28/2022 12:14 PM

1352

The vicinity to my house, the historical value, the fact that it is not very crowded

2/28/2022 12:09 PM

1353

nothing really its an eyesore

2/28/2022 12:07 PM

1354

It is situated in an aesthetically pleasing, green location.

2/28/2022 12:07 PM

1355

It's central location for people living on the bench

2/28/2022 12:06 PM

1356

the availability and affordability to all families

2/28/2022 12:05 PM

1357

The historic exterior and the location

2/28/2022 12:05 PM

1358

Historical and architecture significance and this pool. Leave it I build another pool!!

2/28/2022 12:05 PM

1359

It is a neighborhood pool central to the identity of the Depot Bench and the historical
significance of this area. It is a marker of a bygone era when there were adequate funds and
interest in providing recreational spaces for residents.

2/28/2022 12:02 PM

1360

Something fun for kids to do in the heat

2/28/2022 12:01 PM

1361

neighborhood vibe

2/28/2022 12:00 PM

1362

My memory’s there

2/28/2022 12:00 PM

1363

It's a great neighborhood pool that holds a lot of childhood memories for many. My child could
meet up at the pool with his friends and hang out on his own, via walking or bike. There is no
other pool in the area that kids can access on their own. It's where my son learned to swim
and met his mentor Jack, who shared the love for sharks and marine biology.

2/28/2022 11:58 AM

1364

I like the neighborhood feel

2/28/2022 11:56 AM

1365

History

2/28/2022 11:56 AM

1366

Location

2/28/2022 11:55 AM

1367

It's design

2/28/2022 11:54 AM

1368

The history

2/28/2022 11:54 AM
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1369

neighborhood location

2/28/2022 11:53 AM

1370

History and location, as a well as size.

2/28/2022 11:53 AM

1371

Its architectural significance.

2/28/2022 11:50 AM

1372

It’s nostalgic for me. I went there almost daily during the summer when I was attending south jr
high. I lived within walking distance. All of my friends would meet there and go day swimming
and then return to go night swimming.

2/28/2022 11:50 AM

1373

We moved here the spring before it closed. Would love to answer this!

2/28/2022 11:49 AM

1374

History

2/28/2022 11:48 AM

1375

Historical significance. Neighborhood activity.

2/28/2022 11:46 AM

1376

Historical significance and proximity. Very Rare to have a neighborhood pool

2/28/2022 11:45 AM

1377

Community and history and architecture

2/28/2022 11:44 AM

1378

Location and historical and architectural value

2/28/2022 11:44 AM

1379

Close to my house

2/28/2022 11:44 AM

1380

small neighborhood feel and awesome nostalgic architecture

2/28/2022 11:40 AM

1381

The setting, parklike. The history and art deco elements.

2/28/2022 11:37 AM

1382

The pool's proximity to my house

2/28/2022 11:37 AM

1383

Historic significance

2/28/2022 11:37 AM

1384

The uniqueness and the history of the building, as well as accessibility for the children of the
bench area to swim.

2/28/2022 11:37 AM

1385

Afforable family fun.

2/28/2022 11:35 AM

1386

Size & shade

2/28/2022 11:35 AM

1387

Location in the middle of a walkable neighborhood with diversity in economic and race within
the neighborhood. Close to a bus line .

2/28/2022 11:33 AM

1388

Close by

2/28/2022 11:29 AM

1389

Having a neighborhood pool!

2/28/2022 11:29 AM

1390

Neighborhood access

2/28/2022 11:26 AM

1391

The art style and history

2/28/2022 11:25 AM

1392

Location for those on the Bench.

2/28/2022 11:25 AM

1393

Having a neighbor is important to the children of all incomes it gives them a chance to swim,
play with all children and make new friends

2/28/2022 11:24 AM

1394

The location of the South pool is ideal and the architecture is a just a bonus. I think
neighborhood pools are really important.

2/28/2022 11:23 AM

1395

It’s history

2/28/2022 11:22 AM

1396

Location and accessibility for residents who would otherwise not be able to access a pool.

2/28/2022 11:21 AM

1397

That it is on the bench.

2/28/2022 11:21 AM

1398

Somewhere safe for the youth to go

2/28/2022 11:20 AM

1399

The architecture, the uniqueness of the building, and seemingly clean!

2/28/2022 11:20 AM

1400

Location

2/28/2022 11:19 AM

1401

History

2/28/2022 11:19 AM

1402

It would be something for the kids to do, and keep them out of trouble

2/28/2022 11:19 AM

1403

The historical significance

2/28/2022 11:18 AM

1404

Situated in a neighborhood that doesn’t have any other amenities for kids.

2/28/2022 11:17 AM

1405

location

2/28/2022 11:17 AM

1406

That we have a neighborhood pool

2/28/2022 11:15 AM

1407

neighborhood convieniece

2/28/2022 11:15 AM

1408

Cost effective

2/28/2022 11:10 AM

1409

It's the only public pool in that area of town and it's an important historical part of the
neighborhood.

2/28/2022 11:10 AM

1410

Its close to my house. Not nearly as crowded as other public pools.

2/28/2022 11:08 AM

1411

Its look and historical value. Keep the front signage and colors.

2/28/2022 11:08 AM

1412

The people (life guards and patrons) and the feel of community

2/28/2022 11:08 AM

1413

Location

2/28/2022 11:07 AM
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1414

The architectural design of the entrance.

2/28/2022 11:07 AM

1415

Was easy to get into

2/28/2022 11:02 AM

1416

The availability for my family have have access to the pool

2/28/2022 11:02 AM

1417

It is a community activity center in an underserved area of Boise.

2/28/2022 11:01 AM

1418

The character of the front facade. Nothing else is good.

2/28/2022 11:01 AM

1419

that it was there for kids to enjoy and give them something to do

2/28/2022 10:59 AM

1420

It's location.

2/28/2022 10:59 AM

1421

Local kids being able to walk to pool in summer

2/28/2022 10:58 AM

1422

I love that it is surrounded by neighborhoods full of families that use it. I also really appreciate
the affordability of the pool and the historic significance.

2/28/2022 10:58 AM

1423

History and accessibility for lower income households

2/28/2022 10:57 AM

1424

Easy access on Boise Bench

2/28/2022 10:55 AM

1425

Nice location

2/28/2022 10:52 AM

1426

The proximity, the history, and memories made.

2/28/2022 10:49 AM

1427

The history and community feel.

2/28/2022 10:47 AM

1428

History and uniqueness

2/28/2022 10:47 AM

1429

It's location

2/28/2022 10:46 AM

1430

Great, safe summer activity for minors

2/28/2022 10:46 AM

1431

It’s history and location.

2/28/2022 10:45 AM

1432

the old time look of the pool was fun, the kids found it interesting that it was above ground

2/28/2022 10:45 AM

1433

Neighborhood icon and that is accessible.

2/28/2022 10:40 AM

1434

Location, this is the pool that is closest to our house.

2/28/2022 10:38 AM

1435

Uniqueness

2/28/2022 10:34 AM

1436

It has a classic, neighborhood feel

2/28/2022 10:33 AM

1437

That city if giving an amenity. We don't even have a rec center.

2/28/2022 10:25 AM

1438

Drowning is THE leading cause of death in children. The city practically shut down schools and
are going to crazy measures to save us from covid and yet we can't spend some money to
make pools and swim lessons and swim team accessible. Not having swim team for kids
under 9 last year may have caused more problems than covid. Kids need to be strong
swimmers in a neighborhood with a river and so many ponds. Accessible pools is one way to
make that happen.

2/28/2022 10:24 AM

1439

It's location in a neighborhood with low-income residents and lots of families.

2/28/2022 10:11 AM

1440

proximity to our home

2/28/2022 9:48 AM
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Q13 What do you think are the biggest opportunities for improvement at
South Pool?
Answered: 1,272

Skipped: 881

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Non

3/28/2022 4:36 AM

2

Maintaining and preserving Boise’s history

3/27/2022 10:50 PM

3

To continue to serve the community

3/27/2022 11:18 AM

4

Weirdly stated question

3/26/2022 11:16 PM

5

Staffing

3/26/2022 6:38 PM

6

Do what you should- repair, fix, spiff it up. Don't replace!

3/26/2022 3:41 PM

7

upgrade interior facility

3/26/2022 3:04 PM

8

The exterior needs work and probably the interior. Looks like it’s falling apart.

3/26/2022 2:53 PM

9

Improve the locker rooms and make a slight change to the cleanliness

3/26/2022 1:19 PM

10

Nothing I like the feeling of the pool

3/26/2022 1:16 PM

11

Keeping the pool clean

3/26/2022 1:16 PM

12

Our valley does not have enough pools for the population. Swimming is a lifetime healthy
activity. The bench does not have enough access to healthy activities for families.

3/26/2022 11:53 AM

13

To retain an important piece of Art Deco history. After losing the Travis, which was a travesty,
we have very few pieces left.

3/26/2022 8:16 AM

14

Restoration is the greenest approach for protecting our environment.

3/26/2022 8:10 AM

15

Rebuild all the mechanical and other infrastructure aspects

3/26/2022 4:38 AM

16

Upgrades of electrical and plumbing. ADA upgrades to allow for those with disabilities.

3/26/2022 12:40 AM

17

Get neighbors involved. Make it a destination pool and picnic area.

3/25/2022 11:10 PM

18

Not sure

3/25/2022 11:04 PM

19

ACA compliant

3/25/2022 10:04 PM

20

Just maintenance and keeping updated and nice without losing history component

3/25/2022 10:01 PM

21

Make it into a skateboard pool.

3/25/2022 9:26 PM

22

Opening it for the neighborhood

3/25/2022 3:58 PM

23

Make it accessible

3/25/2022 3:05 PM

24

Surrounding picnic tables and playground

3/25/2022 2:30 PM

25

refresh paint

3/25/2022 2:12 PM

26

Build a new pool at the same site while maintaining the old structure for its historic significance

3/25/2022 12:47 PM

27

Upgrade the equipment to make the pool function as a high quality neighborhood pool.

3/25/2022 11:54 AM

28

As a Bench resident, I would love to have a neighborhood pool that I can visit with my 7 year
old emerging swimmer. We did a lot of time at the Natatorium last summer and at Ivy Wild prepandemic because both pools are larger. Neighborhood access for disabled folks is also a
critical component.

3/25/2022 11:43 AM

29

Modernization which could provide money making opportunities.

3/25/2022 10:45 AM

30

Cleaner/updated bathrooms and changing area.

3/25/2022 10:45 AM

31

Just keep it open.

3/25/2022 10:25 AM

32

I want to be similar to the Borah Pool.

3/25/2022 8:01 AM

33

convert it to a skatepark

3/25/2022 1:00 AM

34

Maintaining the existing oool and adding on an area for toddlers and smaller kids.

3/25/2022 12:03 AM

35

Access

3/24/2022 11:02 PM

36

Improvements that maintain historic characteristics

3/24/2022 9:09 PM

37

I think that the architecture is a little challenging, with the narrow staircases and exposer to the
sun. I also think that the pool could be a huge community building place, with more
affordability, communication, and access.

3/24/2022 8:46 PM

38

Updated swimming facilities with shallowing areas, slides, nicer restrooms & dressing rooms
and some shade.

3/24/2022 8:42 PM
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39

I feel it needs a fresh look

3/24/2022 7:59 PM

40

Maintain and improve.

3/24/2022 6:38 PM

41

Access and availability to residents

3/24/2022 6:11 PM

42

Clearly the building interior could use some improvement and accessibility should be improved.

3/24/2022 4:47 PM

43

Adding to the back to add accessibility or adding a separate changing/bathroom next to the
pool.

3/24/2022 3:32 PM

44

Convert it into a skate bowl

3/24/2022 1:53 PM

45

Torn down, put a pool in ground and make use of the park space around for community
gatherings, playground, outdoor gym

3/24/2022 1:17 PM

46

Safety & accessibility.(ADA Compliance)

3/24/2022 9:43 AM

47

Making it awesome and a great place for kids to spend their summer

3/22/2022 9:02 PM

48

keep the original design, add pool surround for more use

3/22/2022 8:59 PM

49

The South Pool is a neighborhood treasure for kids. If it's deemed to expensive to refurbish
and maintain the original design, then a new pool should replace the existing one.

3/22/2022 3:53 PM

50

Probably the access by those with mobility issues - the stairs are an impediment. Also
whatever engineering, safety, energy efficiency.

3/22/2022 10:51 AM

51

New indoor pool

3/22/2022 10:06 AM

52

Keeping it open and functioning as a community draw

3/22/2022 7:49 AM

53

I do believe it is important to provide a safe and and secure swimming pool in the
neighborhood. An updated facility able to interpret and reflect its history in our community
would be most desired.

3/21/2022 1:30 PM

54

Maintenance.

3/21/2022 10:30 AM

55

Heated water, addition of a children's pool,

3/20/2022 4:53 PM

56

bringing the community together, even though I lived in SV and then Gooding, I LOVED going
to the pools

3/20/2022 2:05 PM

57

KEEPING IT IN GOOD CONDITION WHILE MAINTAINING ITS ORIGINAL LOOK

3/20/2022 1:30 PM

58

Need to ensure it's clean and well taken care of. It'd be nice if it was modernized too, I don't
see value in perfectly preserving it. Yes the history is important and and renovations should be
done with it in mind, but renovations should be done.

3/20/2022 12:35 PM

59

Build another one beside it for year around swimming

3/20/2022 12:14 PM

60

Expanded with shade

3/20/2022 11:24 AM

61

I think it should be structurally updates and repainted while also maintaining the architectural
and historical aesthetic.

3/20/2022 11:02 AM

62

Health and safety should come first. Preservation of historical landmark second.

3/20/2022 10:02 AM

63

Tear it down Build new one

3/20/2022 9:19 AM

64

The South pool needs to be torn down, and something nicer needs to be put in instead. An
indoor swim pool like what YMCA has would be amazing. Or have the pool be an
indoor/outdoor pool. The pool needs to be built with better accessibility, all levels of swimmers,
and modernized

3/20/2022 9:11 AM

65

upgrade the pool so it can be opened again

3/20/2022 7:55 AM

66

Whatever can happen to open it again

3/19/2022 7:21 PM

67

Modern equipment. Entirely rebuilt if cost was similar.

3/19/2022 3:36 PM

68

adult only swim time

3/19/2022 3:14 PM

69

Keeping a functioning city pool in the neighborhood

3/19/2022 1:32 PM

70

Restoring and preserving it historically while upgrading for safety and longevity

3/19/2022 11:02 AM

71

Accessibility

3/19/2022 10:13 AM

72

Seating area. In ground (no steps)

3/18/2022 8:24 PM

73

don't know

3/18/2022 2:42 PM

74

For the kids to play and swim outside.

3/18/2022 2:15 PM

75

Opening it back up for the neighborhood to enjoy like it has been all these years. NOT
destroying it and NOT modifying it to the extent of it being unrecognizable. When I get a permit
to add on to my 75-year old house, I shouldn't be expected to modify every single aspect of
my house to current day standards. Asbestos contained within walls is not an issue UNTIL you
start to remove it. Lead paint is not an issue unless its flaking off and children are eating it - so
paint over it.

3/18/2022 10:44 AM

76

Keeping Baby boomers active

3/17/2022 7:34 PM
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77

To make it structurally safe and accessable.

3/17/2022 7:27 PM

78

Brought up to code and improvements made to keep this a vibrant part of the Depot Bench
neighborhood.

3/17/2022 7:22 PM

79

Make bigger, provide spaces for parking, and create some shade

3/17/2022 3:45 PM

80

Handicap accessiblity

3/17/2022 2:09 PM

81

Bringing it up to ADA code so more people can enjoy it.

3/17/2022 1:27 PM

82

ADA accessibility

3/17/2022 12:44 PM

83

I am not actually familiar with the pool itself. I know that it is old and probably requires some
retrofits. While I, as are most people, am concerned about about costs, I think the pool is a
great neighborhood asset. I am not particularly attached to the historic aspects of the pool. I
would like to see a pool remain at South.

3/17/2022 11:40 AM

84

Upgrade or replace.

3/17/2022 11:17 AM

85

retain the historic look

3/17/2022 9:27 AM

86

To preserve it as a historic monument.

3/17/2022 12:29 AM

87

Accessibility and historical savibg

3/16/2022 10:53 PM

88

Make it accessible to all

3/16/2022 6:48 PM

89

To make the facility assessible to all.

3/16/2022 6:10 PM

90

Having a shallow end for non-swimming children and their parents. Seating around the pool is
also a big factor.

3/16/2022 3:06 PM

91

General maintenance. Doesn’t need to be anything fancy. Just needs to be functional.

3/16/2022 1:47 PM

92

Maintaining a historic pool and landmark for future generations.

3/16/2022 1:34 PM

93

Just upkeep on the dressing rooms, deck, etc.

3/16/2022 12:06 PM

94

Make community events happen there.

3/16/2022 8:24 AM

95

Locker rooms

3/16/2022 7:05 AM

96

Accessibility

3/15/2022 9:00 PM

97

More space and greater accessibility

3/15/2022 7:08 PM

98

Make it a park

3/15/2022 3:42 PM

99

Refurbishment

3/15/2022 3:24 PM

100

safety and historical value to the city

3/15/2022 1:03 PM

101

Haven't been inside

3/15/2022 11:18 AM

102

The bathroom/changing area

3/14/2022 9:44 PM

103

Build new. 1. Or major remodel. 2

3/14/2022 12:48 PM

104

Dressing rooms

3/14/2022 11:02 AM

105

accessibility for all and kiddie pool

3/14/2022 10:58 AM

106

Adding a toddler swim hour could really help families with tiny kids use the pool much more

3/14/2022 10:01 AM

107

Accessibility

3/14/2022 9:31 AM

108

making it a bigger pool

3/14/2022 1:23 AM

109

Make it accessible to all

3/13/2022 10:20 PM

110

opening it up again; having its opening season beyond when school starts (at least through
labor day weekend as nights and weekends are definitely warm enough and we would use it
then)

3/13/2022 4:54 PM

111

Turn it into a soccer park

3/13/2022 4:44 PM

112

Have it be open! I think the pool is perfect. I don't know if there are swim lessons there now,
but it would be helpful for some of the refugee kids if they need to learn how to swim and their
parents are unable to provide the resources, it would be great if they had the opportunity to
have lessons.

3/13/2022 3:45 PM

113

Probably total replacement.

3/13/2022 1:26 PM

114

Modernize

3/12/2022 9:45 PM

115

Soccer facilities

3/12/2022 8:41 PM

116

More accessible, improved hours,

3/12/2022 8:03 PM

117

Update the equipment

3/12/2022 5:41 PM

118

Social gatherings

3/12/2022 5:14 PM

119

Historic restoration or adaptive reuse of the building.

3/12/2022 3:07 PM
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120

larger facility

3/12/2022 12:14 PM

121

Repair and maintain

3/12/2022 10:07 AM

122

Not knowing the how much land is available for expansion(s), I would say the need to increase
the size of the swimming area.

3/12/2022 9:46 AM

123

New pool

3/12/2022 9:32 AM

124

Providing a safe and recreational space for all community members to spend time.

3/12/2022 7:20 AM

125

Provide a larger better facility

3/12/2022 5:07 AM

126

Not sure

3/11/2022 10:48 PM

127

Modernize safety related issues and provide an affordable social/fitness gathering site for this
neighborhood.

3/11/2022 8:19 PM

128

Renovating the interior.

3/11/2022 6:18 PM

129

Leave it alone. Maybe handicap swimmers can go to Borah orBSU

3/11/2022 5:52 PM

130

South may be past its potential for maintaining operations in a cost beneficial way. Otherwise
I'd say the willingness to keep it open with a longer season. When the trend is to reduce hours,
fewer people will go.

3/11/2022 5:50 PM

131

Bathrooms

3/11/2022 5:49 PM

132

I think this should be on the back burner until we are sure the pandemic is over and this
community has addressed the urgent need for homes

3/11/2022 4:03 PM

133

Keep it clean and safe

3/11/2022 3:47 PM

134

Clean up and new concreate in spots a couple trip hazards

3/11/2022 2:53 PM

135

Upgrading it's safety and accessibility issues.

3/11/2022 1:44 PM

136

Stop all the "climate change" bullshit and provide basic city services like pools

3/11/2022 1:43 PM

137

Build a modern, accessable pool.

3/11/2022 12:30 PM

138

Invest the money necessary to update or replace with a new pool if needed. Our older
neighborhoods continue to be some of the most valued in the city, and part of that is their
multiple schools, churches, and city pools. As the population in this neighborhood ages, young
families are moving in, and South Pool is the perfect summer recreation!

3/11/2022 12:24 PM

139

Larger area around pool to sit/lounge

3/11/2022 12:23 PM

140

rebuild in ground but recreate the art deco facade.

3/11/2022 11:41 AM

141

Better accessibility for those who are differently abled.

3/11/2022 11:33 AM

142

Adult hour/night. Bring art or music to the adjoining park as part of first Thursday and allow
alcohol

3/11/2022 11:17 AM

143

Making it accessible to disabled people without ruining the historical significance and character
of the structure.

3/11/2022 11:10 AM

144

Having a space for swimmers who are younger than the grade school.

3/11/2022 10:08 AM

145

Better use of the space; the above ground format does not allow for good space utilization.

3/11/2022 9:59 AM

146

Don't know the condition.

3/11/2022 9:57 AM

147

Keeping it as original as possible! Only do maintenance and upgrades that protect the
structure and integrity. Please keep the original nostaligia and appeal of the pool.

3/11/2022 9:37 AM

148

Accessibility

3/11/2022 9:29 AM

149

don't use it, so don't know.

3/11/2022 8:46 AM

150

Demolish it, make something more like Ivywild

3/11/2022 8:13 AM

151

More accessibility

3/11/2022 6:14 AM

152

Please open the pool! The covid lockdown ruined my children's summer and their ability to
learn to swim and not drown!

3/10/2022 10:41 PM

153

Modernization and vendor improvements

3/10/2022 9:57 PM

154

Na

3/10/2022 9:15 PM

155

Accessibility

3/10/2022 8:11 PM

156

Using a heater to make the water warmer. Making it handicap accessible.

3/10/2022 8:11 PM

157

n/a

3/10/2022 8:02 PM

158

Leave it above ground and make it clean and safe.

3/10/2022 7:59 PM

159

Accessibility issues need to be addressed.

3/10/2022 7:03 PM

160

More people being able to enjoy it

3/10/2022 6:46 PM

161

Keep Boise a family active community

3/10/2022 5:42 PM
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162

Structural

3/10/2022 5:40 PM

163

Maintenance and necessary upgrades

3/10/2022 5:26 PM

164

with at least one of the two pools..keep as an historic relic, maybe not necessarily as a
functioning pool or a funtioning pools with not much add ons.

3/10/2022 5:26 PM

165

Move to a salt water pool, increase accessibility

3/10/2022 5:12 PM

166

Get it operational & heated.

3/10/2022 5:03 PM

167

Adult swim? Good locker rooms!

3/10/2022 4:45 PM

168

updating

3/10/2022 4:40 PM

169

I'm not sure

3/10/2022 4:31 PM

170

Maintain historic structure, make more matintainable and user friendly

3/10/2022 4:25 PM

171

Better maintenance and upkeep of historical structure. Improve locker/changing rooms. Plaster
and paint outside wall of pool.

3/10/2022 4:14 PM

172

Accessibility such as gradual entry

3/10/2022 4:08 PM

173

Bigger pool for better use.

3/10/2022 4:00 PM

174

bring up to code and upgrade all equipment

3/10/2022 3:54 PM

175

Updating and modernizing. Remodel locker room. Attach a spiral ramp to exterior of pool
building for accessibility.

3/10/2022 3:48 PM

176

access and safety

3/10/2022 3:36 PM

177

Accessiblility

3/10/2022 3:36 PM

178

Make it bigger, in-ground would allow more access

3/10/2022 2:30 PM

179

Upgrades

3/10/2022 12:56 PM

180

Make bigger and more inviting

3/10/2022 12:45 PM

181

Making shallow areas for younger children to swim

3/10/2022 11:20 AM

182

Clean-up before summer

3/10/2022 11:11 AM

183

Get it operational.

3/10/2022 10:55 AM

184

Access ♿ Snack bar!

3/10/2022 10:25 AM

185

I am not sure, but basic cosmetics go a long way to give people confidence that what's inside
is safe and well staffed. Can the community be invited to help repaint?

3/10/2022 9:45 AM

186

Some shade of some sort in part of the pool area would probably help.

3/10/2022 9:12 AM

187

Accessibility,

3/10/2022 8:44 AM

188

I do not know. Accessibility: Hours open

3/10/2022 7:40 AM

189

Accessibility

3/10/2022 6:55 AM

190

Outside splash pad and a better slide. Roof and windows for full year use.

3/9/2022 10:59 PM

191

None

3/9/2022 9:14 PM

192

Some shade would be nice.

3/9/2022 8:58 PM

193

Update safety while maintaining architectural integrity

3/9/2022 7:26 PM

194

Increased size to allow use by more Boiseans.

3/9/2022 6:29 PM

195

The pool and facility just needs to be updated, the main structure is so unique and special.

3/9/2022 6:16 PM

196

Some more shade would be nice.

3/9/2022 4:24 PM

197

Community support

3/9/2022 4:24 PM

198

Accessibility.

3/9/2022 3:47 PM

199

Create a new pool, possibly at Whitney, and make this a meeting room structure with murals
outside representing historical moments of the past 100 years.

3/9/2022 3:04 PM

200

Proper maintenance and keeping it open.

3/9/2022 2:53 PM

201

Updating, separating areas by use....like the west Y, it has the "kiddie pool" shallow with water
fountains, then a designated lap swimming area.

3/9/2022 2:09 PM

202

Visual design, accommodations to make it a fun, convenient public attraction that also
physical and mental health benefits.

3/9/2022 1:34 PM

203

Do what you have to do to keep it open.

3/9/2022 1:27 PM

204

I am unsure how much use this pool gets each summer but I am not certain an above ground
pool is easily accessed by most folks. A lot of people like the kiddie pool feature at newer
pools. I think there is the land area available to change the footprint (?)

3/9/2022 12:52 PM

205

Expanding the pool and deck.

3/9/2022 12:24 PM
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206

Making it larger, with more deck space and splash pad.

3/9/2022 11:59 AM

207

maintenance. and a reservation system...

3/9/2022 11:54 AM

208

Structural and restoration updates

3/9/2022 11:03 AM

209

historical value

3/9/2022 10:49 AM

210

South Pool is a great place to swim. The City of Boise needs to invest in staffing an
community events centered around the Pool.

3/9/2022 10:21 AM

211

More locker space so that swimmers don't have to keep excess items around the pool.. A bike
cage of some sorts so kids don't have to worry about their bikes being stolen. A small
concession stand for just water and a few different snacks?

3/9/2022 10:16 AM

212

We have always been happy with South pool, just the way it is. We don't mind that it is more
dated than other pools in town. That adds to the character.

3/9/2022 9:55 AM

213

Revitalizing the exterior and upgrading the interior.

3/9/2022 9:32 AM

214

Uncertain

3/9/2022 8:29 AM

215

improve existing pool to open again.

3/9/2022 8:21 AM

216

Tear down the existing building and rebuild a pool that is functional and will meet all of our
neighbors needs.

3/9/2022 7:36 AM

217

Fountains/water features.

3/9/2022 7:25 AM

218

Nice pool

3/9/2022 7:22 AM

219

It could use a facelift, and it definitely needs help with accessibility for swimmers with
disabilities.

3/8/2022 11:17 PM

220

I don't know.

3/8/2022 11:02 PM

221

Maintenance of neighborhood and State history.

3/8/2022 10:41 PM

222

N/a

3/8/2022 10:23 PM

223

Bring up to standard and maintain correctly. Historic buildings should not be lost due to cost

3/8/2022 10:07 PM

224

Bringing maintenance up to standards and making it accessible. Both will be a challenge.

3/8/2022 9:58 PM

225

More deck space and improved locker room/restroom facilities.

3/8/2022 8:23 PM

226

Should consider investment in other multi-use recreational facility that allows for year round
access.

3/8/2022 8:09 PM

227

Upgrade systems.

3/8/2022 6:46 PM

228

It was fine- just make sure it’s safe and accessible and affordable. Pools are very important to
our community. Kids need to practice safe swimming because drowning is a major cause of
death in kids

3/8/2022 6:26 PM

229

We don't have a neighborhood park let's not lose our pool

3/8/2022 6:05 PM

230

Actually opening it up.

3/8/2022 4:24 PM

231

Larger space for a variety of swimmers

3/8/2022 3:17 PM

232

upkeep locker rooms

3/8/2022 3:04 PM

233

family can access anytime when open kids can bike, walk to the pool

3/8/2022 2:24 PM

234

Type and style of the pool, meaning updating functionality, size, and more modern facilities to
support more people.

3/8/2022 1:59 PM

235

accessibility and programs

3/8/2022 1:57 PM

236

obviously, you have already decided this question

3/8/2022 1:55 PM

237

Sorry to say this...but a bigger pool would benefit all ages

3/8/2022 1:51 PM

238

Have more picnic tables around it so families can gather

3/8/2022 1:44 PM

239

add kiddie area, slides, keep the diving board

3/8/2022 12:19 PM

240

Updating it for a swimming pool seems reasonable since it seemed popular before it closed in
2020. A place for children to learn to swim is a good idea considering all the accessible water
we have in Boise. It's also an inexpensive place for children to spend their free time and there
is supervision with the lifeguard staff.

3/8/2022 12:19 PM

241

Keep the front facade but upgrade the pool dressing and pool to a grade level facility.

3/8/2022 12:12 PM

242

Updating the inside making it handicap friendly and concessions kids can afford keep them out
of trouble in the summer.

3/8/2022 12:07 PM

243

to restore to current standards but keep the history

3/8/2022 11:12 AM

244

No idea

3/8/2022 10:26 AM

245

Building a soccer field instead of a pool. A soccer field is used all year round, and is great for
not just athletes but anyone who wants and enjoys soccer.

3/8/2022 9:14 AM
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246

Maintenance of its structure

3/8/2022 8:44 AM

247

Serving SO many kids from a widely varying demographic spectrum who can access this
facility by bike or foot

3/8/2022 7:46 AM

248

infrastructure

3/8/2022 7:25 AM

249

Tear down and replace

3/8/2022 7:18 AM

250

If an inground pool is the answer, do it.

3/8/2022 7:12 AM

251

Increase size; in-ground design; modernize

3/8/2022 7:01 AM

252

I think that the biggest opportunity for improvement ar south pool is to make it into somewhat a
soccer field, it’s true that people are still swimming in it, but there are just as much people who
want to play soccer. I think that soccer is also a sport that many people who live close to
south love to play. And there isn’t a soccer pool at south yet, so why not make it now!

3/8/2022 6:39 AM

253

We don’t need pool

3/8/2022 2:12 AM

254

Safety and Accessibility.

3/7/2022 11:01 PM

255

N/A

3/7/2022 10:51 PM

256

Idk never seen it

3/7/2022 10:42 PM

257

I like it the way it is

3/7/2022 9:45 PM

258

While I suppose there can be some opportunities for improvement at South, I am more
concerned about the costs involved. It's an old structure and improving the pool may be more
than it's worth.

3/7/2022 9:32 PM

259

Accessibility is a concern, but I would think it feasible to provide an exterior lift or the like. And
as with any locker room, gender fluid may need some accommodations. It might also be fun to
invite food trucks or activities there for certain events where the pool, fields, and tennis courts
are in use simultaneously. It could be interesting to create small flooring "pods" that come off
the central pool with additional seating or a nice place for a group lunch. You might even
consider adding features to sharpen the "treehouse" feel or add a zip line from the pool to the
tennis court and one of those gadgets that allows people at the pool to communicate with
people on the ground for greater integration between the play areas. Finally, it would be
advisable to talk to South Junior High about how they might like to use the pool as its students
are likely active users.

3/7/2022 9:30 PM

260

Keep it a small intimate neighborhood pool

3/7/2022 9:17 PM

261

Old facilities need to be recognized as such. They don’t have the same features as the newer
facilities but still provide neighborhood kids that don’t have transportation to get to other pools
with opportunity to swim.

3/7/2022 8:47 PM

262

Updated look and amenities. I would prefer a modern pool with good aesthetic and function
over historical, dated, infrastructure

3/7/2022 8:43 PM

263

I don’t know

3/7/2022 8:40 PM

264

More daytime and evening hours. Updates to the showers and locker room areas.

3/7/2022 8:12 PM

265

Keep it clean, keep it safe.

3/7/2022 7:39 PM

266

Adding a shallow area and accessibility accomodations. However, this would probably mean
tearing down the existing pool.

3/7/2022 7:28 PM

267

Handicapped access, maintenance

3/7/2022 7:08 PM

268

Heat to the pool

3/7/2022 6:51 PM

269

We have never been inside and have never used the pool so do not know about the
opportunities. I would love to see the necessary maintenance and preservation with fresh paint
(appropriate to the period and the design).

3/7/2022 6:49 PM

270

Maintenance

3/7/2022 6:49 PM

271

bigger would be nice

3/7/2022 6:46 PM

272

More space to sit in the sun poolside and picnic.

3/7/2022 6:40 PM

273

none

3/7/2022 6:19 PM

274

Not sure. I have heard through the years that it needs upgrades, so I trust the architectural
team and the city to decide what it needs to reopen.

3/7/2022 5:50 PM

275

Continue to keep up on maintenance. It’s my belief that the city has been negligent in this
area.

3/7/2022 4:49 PM

276

Making it accessible to ALL residents.

3/7/2022 4:49 PM

277

Get rid of evening lessons closure times. Lessons in the daytime and or weekends! Massive
headache for kids not to be able to use pool after school before dinner times.

3/7/2022 4:40 PM

278

Just keep it open, as is.

3/7/2022 4:08 PM

279

Bringing infrastructure & facilities up to date & perhaps adding snack services (drinks- frozen
treats-fruits - chips) or possibly a food truck offering hot entrees( hot dogs- burgers etc) Daily
Adult & Senior lap swimming time in the shallow end !

3/7/2022 4:03 PM
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280

Seems like the community is well served by the pool near Borah High School. Not sure it
needs to be improved. How about a splash pad or small neighborhood play structure for
younger kids.

3/7/2022 3:58 PM

281

At this time I feel it is unsafe for seniors to get into and most likely should be removed.

3/7/2022 3:03 PM

282

Replace it with a more conventional in-ground pool.

3/7/2022 2:51 PM

283

Offer water classes for older individuals

3/7/2022 2:45 PM

284

Offering more classes at minimal charge.

3/7/2022 2:23 PM

285

Increasing it's size and cleanliness

3/7/2022 2:17 PM

286

Renovating so that it is more accessible to those that are handicapped.

3/7/2022 1:21 PM

287

Maintain usability.

3/7/2022 1:19 PM

288

open more

3/7/2022 12:50 PM

289

New pool but keep classic design

3/7/2022 12:48 PM

290

Safety

3/7/2022 12:47 PM

291

Enlargement if possible?

3/7/2022 12:46 PM

292

this should be a really easy project. Preserve the entryway façade and tear down the pool
deck. It shouldn't be hard all to incorporate that beautiful art deco entry into a modern building.
Then build out the back like the Natatorium.

3/7/2022 12:27 PM

293

I would like to see a state-of-the-art outdoor pool complex be developed. Although this pool is
closest to our house, we don't use it much due to limited amenities.

3/7/2022 12:01 PM

294

Not sure.

3/7/2022 11:55 AM

295

The pools in other part of the city operate well our neighborhood should have a pool as well

3/7/2022 11:43 AM

296

Repaint facade and remove chain link fence

3/7/2022 10:40 AM

297

Safety and health updates are important, maintaining the pool so it can benefit, not only the
neighborhood, but the city as well

3/7/2022 10:34 AM

298

no opportunities for improvement

3/7/2022 10:27 AM

299

Add a snack bar

3/7/2022 10:22 AM

300

Investments in neighborhoods

3/6/2022 12:49 PM

301

Community(ism) people local to the area getting out. Preservation of iconic history

3/6/2022 11:45 AM

302

Maintaining historical false while transforming into a functional facility, whether that be a pool
or something else.

3/6/2022 9:52 AM

303

Updates to bathroom, have a shallow section for those not strong at swimming

3/6/2022 9:34 AM

304

To update the interior of the pool and well as the fence surrounding the pool.

3/6/2022 7:46 AM

305

Clean and improve appearance

3/5/2022 5:26 PM

306

Accessibility, later summer hours

3/5/2022 5:09 PM

307

probably to make it usable for people with disabilities

3/5/2022 11:18 AM

308

Preserving history, inexpensive entertainment for kids during summer, keeping a neighborhood
pool for kids and families to be able to walk or bike for a summer swim and friends & family
time, gatherings. A neighborhood location to teach little ones how to swim. Can we not come
to a meeting of the old with the new? Be Boise, keep our heritage but take advantage of
todays technology at the same time? 🙏

3/5/2022 7:59 AM

309

I think dealing with health issues (asbestos, lead paint) are most important.

3/4/2022 9:13 PM

310

Better chairs and seating around the poil

3/4/2022 6:36 PM

311

Maybe handicap access

3/4/2022 4:42 PM

312

I would like to see a ground-level pool with sufficient seating and shade areas.

3/4/2022 3:26 PM

313

As stated above, rehabilitate South Pool at the existing location. If not feasible, rebuild a new
South Pool at its existing location as a surface, rectangular-shaped, enclosed, year round lap
pool which could help with the high school sanctioned competitive swimming opportunities as
well as being available to teach Physical Education classes at the contiguous South Junior
High.

3/4/2022 3:09 PM

314

Maintaining a historic structure at its location and renovate it in place instead of tearing down
history.

3/4/2022 2:43 PM

315

The depot bench is a great place to live and any time we can improve upon a historic feature
such as the South Pool it not only adds the value of our neighborhood but I think it also
provides healthy a resource/opportunity for the families to engage in a positive environment.

3/4/2022 2:31 PM

316

Updating amenities and bringing it back up to code

3/4/2022 1:26 PM

317

Continued up keep

3/4/2022 1:02 PM
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318

Upgrade it, bring it to code, and reopen it.

3/4/2022 12:19 PM

319

I used to be a student at south jr high. The BIGGEST improvement and I’m my opinion the
most important updates that need made are security. Jr high fist fights happened around and
behind the pool as it was out of sight from the teachers. Cameras need to be in place that
communicate with the school to keep students safe. Weird story but I was thought to be the
culprit of a trash can fire set near the pool. I wasn’t that student, but ended up taking it on my
record. This shouldn’t happen to any other student again. And students should never be able to
hurt one another on the property any more.

3/4/2022 12:12 PM

320

redo the pool completely and make it an in-ground pool

3/4/2022 11:33 AM

321

Retain the facade and the art deco design. Make pool improvements as neccesary. Every pool
does not need a feature for all people. For example kiddie pools do not need to be at every
pool

3/4/2022 11:27 AM

322

I understand the maintenance issues with an old facility like this. Could a new pool be
constructed in it's place preserving some of the historic features? This is not a new residential
area like other growing areas of Boise. Create a new pool area to fit the area, not something
that will draw in a lot of people from other neighborhoods. It's always been sort of a fun secret
for our family.

3/4/2022 10:57 AM

323

I think if it were done properly, there would be better access for exercise in our community.
Teenagers would be less inclined for harmful activities, and spend more time with friends at the
pool. Add a food truck in, or a place to grab a bite, and it could be a very popular summer spot
for neighborhood kids.

3/4/2022 10:41 AM

324

South Pool is definitely in need of a refresh but it MUST remain the same. Is it perfect no, but
that's the charm if the structure.

3/4/2022 9:53 AM

325

Update pool interior but not necessary

3/4/2022 9:02 AM

326

Update facilities

3/4/2022 9:02 AM

327

Update, make safe, and enjoyable for all in Boise.

3/4/2022 8:38 AM

328

Popularity of pool as community resource.

3/4/2022 8:24 AM

329

The bench doesn't have many things kids can do in the summer.

3/4/2022 7:31 AM

330

Larger pool Locker rooms

3/4/2022 7:15 AM

331

It obviously needs to be re done. I also attended South JHS and while it was sad to see the
school torn down I understood why a more up to date version had to be built, but the unique
facade from the library was kept, so perhaps something along those lines could be done for the
poos with regards to th entrance of the pool.

3/4/2022 12:30 AM

332

Complete renovation as a kid's pool. The 3 municipal pools should be for different uses.

3/3/2022 10:42 PM

333

Accessibly

3/3/2022 10:32 PM

334

Walkways around the pool being less slippery and wet.

3/3/2022 10:30 PM

335

I think having easier accessibility to the pool deck would allow all users to use it. This could be
added to the existing pool structure. Additionally, if the pool is kept and refurbished, there
would be room for something like a splash pad for younger users.

3/3/2022 8:00 PM

336

Updating the facade, maybe adding more deck space, updating the changing rooms, and
adding a long winding ramp or elevator for accessibility. It would also be great to bring back the
higher diving board.

3/3/2022 7:52 PM

337

Getting a slice

3/3/2022 7:31 PM

338

Upgrades of the structure itself.

3/3/2022 7:03 PM

339

Locker rooms, bathroom, increase pool deck size, pool resurfacing.

3/3/2022 6:11 PM

340

Save the facade and rebuild a new pool somewhere else.

3/3/2022 6:05 PM

341

Saline water instead of chlorine.

3/3/2022 5:46 PM

342

Bring families together

3/3/2022 5:39 PM

343

Showcase the history, do not destroy it.

3/3/2022 5:37 PM

344

Expansion of aquatic opportunities for this neighborhood that city has ignored for decades.
Refurbish this pool and add another one.

3/3/2022 5:22 PM

345

Just about everything about the design

3/3/2022 4:47 PM

346

It has to be accessibility at this this point, right?

3/3/2022 4:02 PM

347

-cleanliness and safety

3/3/2022 3:36 PM

348

Safety, accessibility

3/3/2022 2:48 PM

349

While the above ground pool is unique and historic, it doesn’t seem particularly efficient with
the lack of pool deck area and concessions (profit) opportunities. But swimming is a great
summer activity and a team/rec pool could be great for those neighborhoods.

3/3/2022 2:44 PM

350

Make it more kid friendly, accessible, and safe.

3/3/2022 2:36 PM

351

I think this could be a great spot if brought up to code and made ADA compliant.

3/3/2022 2:15 PM
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352

Document pool and history for display, demo pool (keeping historic facade), build indoor
accessible pool that can be used year round, with lots of sliding doors to open it to the
outdoors in nice weather. A patio for sunbathing would be nice. In the winter have evening
swim lessons M-F, general swim on Saturday and Sunday. Too many kids are not good
swimmers!

3/3/2022 1:09 PM

353

It would be really awesome if the pool was more accessible to a wider range of kids and adults
(similar to Ivywild)

3/3/2022 1:06 PM

354

The opportunity is the fact we have a historic pool in our neighborhood that needs more annual
maintenance that it has received in the past. It is an important icon in our neighborhood.

3/3/2022 12:30 PM

355

Swim team

3/3/2022 10:54 AM

356

Make it a skatepark!

3/3/2022 9:19 AM

357

Turning it into a skatepark

3/3/2022 8:30 AM

358

ADA access and keeping it original as possible

3/3/2022 8:23 AM

359

Creating a skate park. While I don’t skate, it would be an amazing attraction that would reduce
crowding at Rhodes and give our city another unique feature.

3/3/2022 8:11 AM

360

No clue, make it multi use? Allow people to rent it out?

3/3/2022 7:52 AM

361

As long as it is safe, no other major improvements needed (it is just a swimming pool).

3/3/2022 7:43 AM

362

Put a food/drink shack to help draw people

3/3/2022 7:35 AM

363

It’s fine the way it is. Make it so that it can be skated.

3/3/2022 7:31 AM

364

Add some shade, put in a ramp.

3/3/2022 7:20 AM

365

Updating accessibility, keeping the facade and history

3/3/2022 7:09 AM

366

Develop a pool that can be used by all ages, similar to Ivywild.

3/3/2022 7:06 AM

367

While it's historic, most everything else about the pool is awful. Old tiny changing areas and no
family change space, no deck space, no shallow area for small kids. It's not really a family
pool. A new pool facility could serve so many in the area!

3/3/2022 2:17 AM

368

I think it presents a great opportunity to create a completely new pool facility - that could very
interestingly incorporate the historic elements to create something beautiful and unique for the
city.

3/3/2022 1:42 AM

369

Asthetics

3/3/2022 12:19 AM

370

Certainly deferred maintenance is a significant issue. In reading the project assessment a lot
of time is spent calling out deficiencies from lack of maintenance or timely repairs. I can't
stress this enough parks and rec avoiding spending money on an old asset over the last 3
decades (that I have been in the neighborhood) has been obvious. we should be looking at the
costs as deferred. They should have been budgeted for and provided each year. Not used as
an excuse today to say "we need to close or demolish these pools because they have been
poorly maintained". The second opportunity is that future plans should make reasonable
accomodations to meet ADA requirements. The key is reasonable given the context that these
pools are not really expected to have all the available features and accomodations that a
facility built today would.

3/2/2022 11:17 PM

371

Accessibility to all people of all abilities

3/2/2022 11:06 PM

372

Locker rooms, food concession

3/2/2022 10:56 PM

373

More family fun

3/2/2022 10:50 PM

374

Accessibility of disabled community members

3/2/2022 10:03 PM

375

just basic maintenance, don’t chance the look :(

3/2/2022 9:54 PM

376

Accessibility to the above ground pool for all.

3/2/2022 9:52 PM

377

Invest the necessary money to fix it for future generations to enjoy.

3/2/2022 9:45 PM

378

The pool should become a local skate park

3/2/2022 9:43 PM

379

Maybe redoing the pool floor it is very warn down.

3/2/2022 9:41 PM

380

With South's remodel there is abundant parking.

3/2/2022 9:26 PM

381

Locker rooms, general pool area, accessibility for all swimmers, etc

3/2/2022 9:17 PM

382

Make it clean and safe.

3/2/2022 8:59 PM

383

Update bathrooms/lockers. Keep that façade.

3/2/2022 8:55 PM

384

Accessibility for people with limited mobility. Shade structures as well.

3/2/2022 8:49 PM

385

It’s perfect. Don’t change anything.

3/2/2022 8:41 PM

386

Shade, better locker room facilities, longer hours.

3/2/2022 8:41 PM

387

Get it to code and public safety

3/2/2022 8:40 PM

388

Maintenance

3/2/2022 8:36 PM
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389

Keep a well designed and historical piece of the community

3/2/2022 8:31 PM

390

More activities. We must frequent ivy wild for the childrens area, and secondly head to borah
for the diving board. We would love to have some of those same features closer to our home.

3/2/2022 8:14 PM

391

Maintaining the historical structure

3/2/2022 8:11 PM

392

You can add wheelchair accessible lifts

3/2/2022 8:11 PM

393

I believe the city should invest in a higher quality pool space vs. a reclamation projection.

3/2/2022 8:11 PM

394

Accessibility

3/2/2022 7:52 PM

395

As above. Swimming lessons and to cool off when it boise summer weather.

3/2/2022 7:52 PM

396

Probably the dressing areas and the floors.

3/2/2022 7:50 PM

397

larger pool, better accessibility

3/2/2022 7:50 PM

398

In ground pool

3/2/2022 7:45 PM

399

Maybe it should be a skate park year round.

3/2/2022 7:42 PM

400

More space for better use

3/2/2022 7:41 PM

401

I think turning it into a skatepark type facility would be a great decision

3/2/2022 7:36 PM

402

Unsure

3/2/2022 7:34 PM

403

The use of the jr highs parking lot makes parking more convenient. Maybe add on another pool
for younger kids

3/2/2022 7:16 PM

404

Only ever seen from the outside, so unsure.

3/2/2022 7:10 PM

405

Updating facilities & water park

3/2/2022 6:49 PM

406

It sounds like there are improvement necessary to reopen operations. Completing those and
preserving historic value, if possible.

3/2/2022 6:39 PM

407

We can make more space so more people can relax while others swim

3/2/2022 6:18 PM

408

Skatepark

3/2/2022 5:55 PM

409

Not sure but I hope a pool continues to be an option

3/2/2022 5:55 PM

410

Not sure.

3/2/2022 5:41 PM

411

Turn into a skate park because it would be cheaper than tearing it down

3/2/2022 5:32 PM

412

Add accessibility. Elevator? Still want the building to remain as intact as possible without
major design changes.

3/2/2022 5:27 PM

413

Preserve its history, integrity and originality while making it safe for continued use in the
community

3/2/2022 5:18 PM

414

Accessibility for those of all abilities. Accessibility for children.

3/2/2022 4:49 PM

415

Accessibility for all

3/2/2022 4:48 PM

416

Cleanliness

3/2/2022 4:22 PM

417

Bathrooms

3/2/2022 4:18 PM

418

Rebuild it like ivy wild.

3/2/2022 4:11 PM

419

Accessibility for those with disabilities and mobility concerns

3/2/2022 4:08 PM

420

accessibility

3/2/2022 4:00 PM

421

Locker rooms need to be updated.

3/2/2022 3:57 PM

422

Being open

3/2/2022 3:56 PM

423

Stair/ ramp accessibility.

3/2/2022 3:37 PM

424

With the increased population, and tendency for new builds to be built on lots the size of
postage stamps, it’s more important than before to make sure people have the opportunity to
use a clean, accessible pool. A shocking amount of adults (and kids) don’t know how to swim.
Give them a place to learn.

3/2/2022 3:23 PM

425

Repurposing for a better public use. This should not be demolished.

3/2/2022 3:21 PM

426

Keep the art deco and update the parts that need fixed.

3/2/2022 3:13 PM

427

We think you should find a way to support the new Greater Boise Aquatic Center

3/2/2022 3:12 PM

428

Up to code

3/2/2022 3:08 PM

429

Modern update to safety and accessibility.

3/2/2022 3:01 PM

430

Maybe just updated bathrooms!

3/2/2022 2:58 PM

431

Refurbish to original glory

3/2/2022 2:39 PM

432

To get it back up to functioning value if reopened as a pool. Otherwise to be reformed to some
sort of community center or kiddo hangout would be wonderful

3/2/2022 2:38 PM
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433

Unsure.

3/2/2022 2:37 PM

434

Adding slides, splash area, other amenities

3/2/2022 2:35 PM

435

The pool is too deep at the shallow end. There are no steps only ladders. The drop from
shallow to deep is very steep.

3/2/2022 2:21 PM

436

updating bathrooms

3/2/2022 2:17 PM

437

Modernize

3/2/2022 2:07 PM

438

make it a skatepark

3/2/2022 2:05 PM

439

Safety and accessibility

3/2/2022 2:05 PM

440

I believe the south pool could be turned into a skatepark

3/2/2022 2:04 PM

441

Start iver

3/2/2022 1:57 PM

442

This could be an opportunity to expand the pool or convert part of it to indoor so that people
can keep swimming through the whole year.

3/2/2022 1:52 PM

443

Make it more accessible for all groups.

3/2/2022 1:28 PM

444

Keep the historical structure but improve it so it is accessible for all people not just able
bodied.

3/2/2022 1:14 PM

445

It probably needs a new update and face lift

3/2/2022 1:08 PM

446

The idea of turning it into a skate park would also work in my opinion, skateparks serve a
similar purpose in the community and if the facility would get more use, that would be good

3/2/2022 1:06 PM

447

Build a more modern, more accessible pool for the community with lower ongoing maintenance
costs.

3/2/2022 1:02 PM

448

General maintenance and upkeep

3/2/2022 12:58 PM

449

Skate park. I believe it would be cost effective to use the pool to develop the skate park
design.

3/2/2022 12:56 PM

450

The pool allows a wide age range to enjoy a family and friend oriented activity.

3/2/2022 12:56 PM

451

?

3/2/2022 12:40 PM

452

Build with young families in mind.

3/2/2022 12:39 PM

453

Overall upgrades.

3/2/2022 12:37 PM

454

Tearing it down and building a much nicer one in its place.

3/2/2022 12:34 PM

455

General clean up and upkeep

3/2/2022 12:32 PM

456

Make it more accessible and safe for all member of the community

3/2/2022 12:32 PM

457

Keeping the upkeep up to operational standers. So Future young people can make memorys.

3/2/2022 12:31 PM

458

Maintaining some of the history while making it more beginner swimmer friendly!

3/2/2022 12:31 PM

459

Add shade and a shallow end and swimming lessons

3/2/2022 12:20 PM

460

Making the hours more accessible

3/2/2022 12:20 PM

461

If the choice is between no pool and an old well maintained pool, I definitely want a pool. If we
can get a small new facility that would be great too. If it was covered so it could be used year
round even better. It doesn’t need to be huge, or have tons of bells and whistles. Think along
the lines of a nice private pool in a subdivision. So why should my neighborhood have a public
pool instead of a private one? Because cities should take care of their inner core or they will
rot from the inside. Sprawl makes services more difficult to provide .

3/2/2022 12:17 PM

462

I think it would be more cost effective if the city were to transform South Pool into a skate
park. By doing so, this would likely not require the cost of upkeep and maintenance that is
required when operating as a swimming pool to the public. This could also preserve the historic
quality.

3/2/2022 12:14 PM

463

Accessibility

3/2/2022 12:06 PM

464

If it becomes a skateboarding pool, not only would it become a huge destination, the cost for
renovation would be a fraction of destruction.

3/2/2022 12:06 PM

465

New pool & building

3/2/2022 12:00 PM

466

Making a splash pad nearby for small children!

3/2/2022 11:48 AM

467

Bringing the structure up to code and better accessibility

3/2/2022 11:46 AM

468

Turned into skate park

3/2/2022 11:36 AM

469

Bring up to code and modernize but keep its uniqueness as well…but add more like a splash
pad and play area

3/2/2022 11:36 AM

470

Make sure everything is safe and make sure there are enough chairs or shade for sitting since
moms sometimes don’t have any shady areas

3/2/2022 11:35 AM

471

General repairs and maybe find away to make more space along the sides?

3/2/2022 11:28 AM
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472

Turn it into a skatepark

3/2/2022 11:26 AM

473

The pools and locker rooms can be more accessible to those with disabilities and those who
are not strong swimmers

3/2/2022 11:22 AM

474

Accessibilty to all patrons.

3/2/2022 11:15 AM

475

lane lines for lap swim

3/2/2022 11:10 AM

476

Better changing/shower facilities? More space around the pool so that kids who will inevitably
run will be less likely to hit someone?

3/2/2022 11:10 AM

477

Seating and shade. Different depths for different ages.

3/2/2022 11:06 AM

478

Turn it into a skate park!

3/2/2022 11:03 AM

479

Maintain its historical design

3/2/2022 10:59 AM

480

Snacks

3/2/2022 10:58 AM

481

I just really hope it will be preserved due to its unique history/ style

3/2/2022 10:54 AM

482

Upgrade and improve facilities. Restore plumbing.

3/2/2022 10:52 AM

483

Just fix what needs repaired and let it continue to be what has always been; a fun, affordable
place for kids and families to play.

3/2/2022 10:52 AM

484

Not sure.

3/2/2022 10:51 AM

485

Make it a skate a skatepark

3/2/2022 10:47 AM

486

Just keep it in usable condition

3/2/2022 10:46 AM

487

Upgrades

3/2/2022 10:45 AM

488

Making it a skatepark/bowl

3/2/2022 10:44 AM

489

Turning into a friendly skate park

3/2/2022 10:42 AM

490

Upkeep, remodeling

3/2/2022 10:39 AM

491

Not sure

3/2/2022 10:39 AM

492

Either continuing its uses as a pool, or turning it into some kind of community facility/skate
park/other use

3/2/2022 10:37 AM

493

Cleanliness in the changing areas.

3/2/2022 10:37 AM

494

Community awareness for ohurs, etc - I have lived near south pool for 9 years and honestly
forget it is available during the summer! I would love to take my future kids there during the
summer though.

3/2/2022 10:36 AM

495

Could be kept as a Pool or turned into a small concert venue. Refab one end of the empty Pool
into tiered seating.

3/2/2022 10:35 AM

496

Upgrade the surrounding grounds to offer more for teens and youth plus families. Picnic areas,
bike area, splash pond. Free passes for qualifying GPA’s or report cards, reading programs?

3/2/2022 10:33 AM

497

Wheelchair accessible. We need a slide!

3/2/2022 10:31 AM

498

A new local SKATEPARK

3/2/2022 10:29 AM

499

Kid toddler area, more amenities

3/2/2022 10:21 AM

500

renew

3/2/2022 10:21 AM

501

To turn it into a skatepark! It'd cost less than tearing it down, and there are so few skateparks
in Boise but plenty of pools

3/2/2022 10:17 AM

502

Accessibly and new design to young families.

3/2/2022 10:14 AM

503

Fix the leak.

3/2/2022 10:11 AM

504

Keep it open for all and functional

3/2/2022 10:10 AM

505

Swimming and summer recreation for children and families in the bench area

3/2/2022 10:07 AM

506

Re-opening

3/2/2022 10:04 AM

507

Important to have public pool for that area of town. Even if it requires building a new pool

3/2/2022 10:04 AM

508

Needs to be bigger to suite the community

3/2/2022 9:58 AM

509

I am not sure what it needs safety-wise but I think that should be the priority. Physical updates
would be wonderful as well, but I don’t think that purely visual updates are necessary. I think it
would get more use if it didn’t look so run down, but hopefully the visual lift could be small to
make the investments worthwhile.

3/2/2022 9:58 AM

510

Larger, more modern facility.

3/2/2022 9:57 AM

511

Turning it into a skatepark is a brilliant idea. Some fresh paint/etc. and the thing would be a
beauty

3/2/2022 9:56 AM

512

Add a roof that can open during summer and provide shade in summer would be great. More
seating for parents.

3/2/2022 9:55 AM
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513

Locker rooms, exterior upkeep

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

514

Just improving existing components like the changing rooms, pool, etc

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

515

Preserving history, increasing accessibility

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

516

It is a positive experience for people of all ages, as are the tennis courts and the open field at
South Junior High.

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

517

Being accessible for those with disabilities

3/2/2022 9:52 AM

518

Hopefully, a solution so that the pool is safe and accessible, but preserves or involves some of
the historic elements.

3/2/2022 9:51 AM

519

Honestly I like it the way it is, if there is maintenance that is needed or upgrades that can
make the pool more accessible great.

3/2/2022 9:45 AM

520

Don't know

3/2/2022 9:45 AM

521

Shallow end for younger families.

3/2/2022 9:43 AM

522

Update the facilities and pavement around the pool

3/2/2022 9:42 AM

523

Anything that will keep it operational.

3/2/2022 9:42 AM

524

Expansion to include shallower areas for little ones.

3/2/2022 9:41 AM

525

structure

3/2/2022 9:39 AM

526

Keeping it safe to use for the public

3/2/2022 9:39 AM

527

Upkeep & maintenance of the pool.

3/2/2022 9:39 AM

528

It would be great to see the pool expanded somehow to allow for seating and shade.

3/2/2022 9:38 AM

529

Making it safe and appealing

3/2/2022 9:38 AM

530

Accessibility

3/2/2022 9:37 AM

531

Inclusiveness and historical preservation

3/2/2022 9:37 AM

532

Shade around the pool

3/2/2022 9:36 AM

533

Cleaning

3/2/2022 9:35 AM

534

ADA upgrades

3/2/2022 9:26 AM

535

N/a

3/2/2022 9:25 AM

536

Not a lot of room for improvement in my opinion.

3/2/2022 9:25 AM

537

Retaining history while Renovating

3/2/2022 9:23 AM

538

Just keep it open.

3/2/2022 9:21 AM

539

I think a splash pad built outside of the current pool would be a wonderful option.

3/2/2022 9:18 AM

540

Other than demolishing it and rebuilding an inground pool, none.

3/2/2022 9:14 AM

541

I believe there is amazing opportunity for a neighborhood skate park!

3/2/2022 9:07 AM

542

It will continue to provide a free public space for kids and families to visit for decades to come.

3/2/2022 9:05 AM

543

Maybe include a fully, inclusive and accessible splash pad on site but leave the pool as is.

3/2/2022 9:00 AM

544

Converting its use to more of a skatepark

3/2/2022 8:57 AM

545

I think if there is a way to restore the pool so that it is clean enough to allow people back in but
maintain the same building style. Maybe make it bigger and make a concrete splash pad next
to it!

3/2/2022 8:57 AM

546

Unsure, haven't been in a long time, but I value Boise as a Native Idahoan.

3/2/2022 8:57 AM

547

Re open!!

3/2/2022 8:36 AM

548

Turning it into a skatepark

3/2/2022 8:31 AM

549

No comment.

3/2/2022 8:27 AM

550

Relocate the pool to a larger user friendly site with better parking, but keep and showcase the
historic entrance. This same concept was accomplished at South Junior High when the new
school was built.

3/2/2022 8:26 AM

551

Preservation and repairs.

3/2/2022 8:08 AM

552

Renovate and turn the pool into a skatepark.

3/2/2022 8:08 AM

553

I think the pool needs to be maintained for high level of safety and utilize economical energy
strategies. I do not believe every pool under the city's control needs to be completely
accessible. A percentage can be accessible since not everyone in the community is disabled.

3/2/2022 7:56 AM

554

Turn into splash pad keeping same art deco style and build year round swimming pool

3/2/2022 7:52 AM

555

A chance for more people to enjoy the pool

3/2/2022 7:49 AM

556

definitely needs cleaning

3/2/2022 7:48 AM
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557

If not financially viable as a pool it would make an amazing skateboard park.

3/2/2022 7:45 AM

558

Updating current layout And bringing facility up to code.

3/2/2022 7:22 AM

559

Inclusion, accessibility and safety

3/2/2022 7:15 AM

560

More options for little kids

3/2/2022 7:12 AM

561

Handicap accessibility and safety improvements.

3/2/2022 7:11 AM

562

Update the stairs and the locker rooms.

3/2/2022 7:10 AM

563

I trust the redevelopment committee will be able to best determine this

3/2/2022 7:05 AM

564

Restore it to functional use.

3/2/2022 6:51 AM

565

Skatepark

3/2/2022 6:45 AM

566

The actual pool facility

3/2/2022 6:03 AM

567

Accessibility for everyone.

3/2/2022 6:00 AM

568

Either make the inside more modern and efficient or keep the structure of the pool and turn it
into something the community can use.

3/2/2022 5:36 AM

569

Somehow maintain the facade and flavor of the pool while making it accessible. Perhaps keep
the front facade and sink the pool into the ground, not completely so it still maintains the
current feel, but some so it can be easily accessed by all.

3/2/2022 5:23 AM

570

Do away with it. Waste of money.

3/2/2022 5:11 AM

571

neighborhood amenities

3/2/2022 4:13 AM

572

Remodel one or both into a skate park

3/2/2022 1:18 AM

573

The opportunity for neighbors to gather and let's kids have something fun and safe to do.

3/2/2022 12:35 AM

574

Shady pool-side areas

3/2/2022 12:16 AM

575

New paint job, repairs to any damaged concrete and to pool materials.

3/2/2022 12:11 AM

576

fix necessary things, maintain boise history

3/2/2022 12:02 AM

577

Access to a traditional means of exercise for any age from the youth to senior citizens.

3/1/2022 11:46 PM

578

Making it more accessible to anyone no matter their disability or physical limitations

3/1/2022 11:45 PM

579

Any updates should preserve its originality

3/1/2022 11:45 PM

580

General updating, but maintaining current design.

3/1/2022 11:11 PM

581

Clean the pool, and building, and transform it into a skatepark, it would help bring the
community back together!

3/1/2022 11:08 PM

582

Better patio

3/1/2022 10:43 PM

583

Make it into a skatepark

3/1/2022 10:36 PM

584

Skatepark will build community amongst our youth

3/1/2022 10:31 PM

585

It needs to be cleaned up and brought up to safety standards. I haven’t visited for around 10
years, so am not sure of the current conditions.

3/1/2022 10:31 PM

586

i want it to continue to bring people of all ages and backgrounds in like it did in the past. it was
an affordable and safe place for all to enjoy and if it could foster that same environment in
some way that’s all i could ask for.

3/1/2022 10:24 PM

587

Skatepark!

3/1/2022 10:20 PM

588

Getting it up to code…making updates.

3/1/2022 10:19 PM

589

Making the pool safer for younger children/inexperienced swimmers.

3/1/2022 10:01 PM

590

Skateboard park

3/1/2022 9:51 PM

591

Keep the decorative entrance and put a new accessible pool in ground to replace the above
ground pool.

3/1/2022 9:34 PM

592

More things to do that are healthy and outside

3/1/2022 9:29 PM

593

upgrades in the pool mechanics

3/1/2022 9:27 PM

594

.

3/1/2022 9:22 PM

595

Recreational swim pool for families and casual swim training.

3/1/2022 8:53 PM

596

Size can be increased with a more maintainable structure. Rebuild the entrance the same as a
compliment to the original engineer, but the raised pools have to be updated/replaced.

3/1/2022 8:43 PM

597

Skatepark

3/1/2022 8:40 PM

598

It's already cool.

3/1/2022 8:34 PM

599

Adding an adjacent kiddie pool, getting a swim team back that recruits in the low income
neighborhood around the pool and gets kids into a lifelong sport

3/1/2022 8:26 PM
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600

I think the south pool should be transferred/recycled to a skate park. Because it wouldn’t be
getting much use as a pool.

3/1/2022 8:23 PM

601

Knowing what shape South was in when I worked there, I’m sure it’s got some steep costs
associated. I’ve heard there’s a possibility it could be revived and repurposed to be a
Skatepark, and I support that concept because the skate community can be just as positive
for communities and youth as swimming pools (I’m a City Planner so i would just hate to see it
demolished if it can be saved in some way). However, I do think that a Swimming Pool needs
to remain in the long term vision for the South Pool neighborhood - for the same reasons the
pool had an impact on my life in high school. Swimming is a life skill, and access to a
swimming pool is a crucial element of building competence and confidence in young swimmers
and lifelong swimmers, regardless of background. If a skatepark means losing the pool, period,
my heart breaks for the residents, especially the pool rats in the neighborhood. But I hope a
new pool would be considered to preserve the opportunity for building a crucial competency for
kids.

3/1/2022 8:15 PM

602

Repairing the pool

3/1/2022 8:14 PM

603

If possible try and keep the historical features and make it more accessible

3/1/2022 8:07 PM

604

I hope to see further community programs at south pool like swimming lessons, aerobics
classes etc for the neighborhood.

3/1/2022 8:07 PM

605

Accessibility for all.

3/1/2022 8:00 PM

606

A skatepark/ hangout spot for the youth and residents of Boise

3/1/2022 7:59 PM

607

I think prices could increase and more after school programs could bring in people who
become customers.

3/1/2022 7:56 PM

608

Turning it into a skate park

3/1/2022 7:46 PM

609

Make it into a skatepark/skatespot

3/1/2022 7:42 PM

610

Restore history and provide a place for our children

3/1/2022 7:41 PM

611

Just small upgrades.

3/1/2022 7:38 PM

612

Just regular maintenance to keep it safe.

3/1/2022 7:36 PM

613

Beautiful architectural and recreational addition to the city.

3/1/2022 7:33 PM

614

Safe upgrades

3/1/2022 7:29 PM

615

Reinforce structure

3/1/2022 7:22 PM

616

if you guys don’t want to keep it a pool, turn it into a skate park bowl or something it needs to
stay .

3/1/2022 7:19 PM

617

Needs to be updated

3/1/2022 7:16 PM

618

The slick change room floor. It was slippery in the 60s.

3/1/2022 7:16 PM

619

Open it up, let the kids swim.

3/1/2022 7:15 PM

620

Conversion to a skate park

3/1/2022 6:51 PM

621

Skate park/recreational center

3/1/2022 6:45 PM

622

Accessibility shade

3/1/2022 6:21 PM

623

Any updating or repairs needed to ensure it’s safe to use.

3/1/2022 6:16 PM

624

Bathroom and dressing room ventilation, leaking pipes, better accessibility to the pool area.

3/1/2022 6:05 PM

625

New updated pool that is accessible to everyone

3/1/2022 6:01 PM

626

As we age, accessibility is important to us. The city has an opportunity to re-make the pool so
all can use it.

3/1/2022 5:57 PM

627

I have seen Ivywild get more and more crowded each summer. I would like to see South
become a destination pool with similar amenities to Ivywild, basically to get some redundancy.

3/1/2022 5:45 PM

628

A new pool would be best

3/1/2022 5:37 PM

629

The pool

3/1/2022 5:35 PM

630

Update and more kid friendly.

3/1/2022 5:28 PM

631

1. Parking and accessibility. 2. Update and upkeep in the locker room/bathroom

3/1/2022 5:25 PM

632

Music, better concessions!

3/1/2022 5:25 PM

633

Expanding the skate community and potentially using this as a skate spot.

3/1/2022 5:19 PM

634

Maybe a splash pad next to the pool for little kids

3/1/2022 5:14 PM

635

Having a neighborhood pool

3/1/2022 5:04 PM

636

Accessibility

3/1/2022 5:02 PM

637

Needs to be revamped to provide swimming/lesson opportunities to everyone, from toddlers to
seniors. Would be nice to have area for younger children (like Ivy or Nat), lap swim would be
good, perhaps a slide (like Ivy or Nat) to provide even more fun for kids, entrance that would

3/1/2022 4:59 PM
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be accessible for those with mobility issues, wheelchair, or seniors. Locker/shower rooms that
are more useable.
638

Get it up and running, or replace it with a new pool. There needs to be a pool there.

3/1/2022 4:58 PM

639

Potentially update it's infrastructure to maintain it can be a pool. Or re construct into a
skatepark and the maintenance would be much less.

3/1/2022 4:43 PM

640

Better physical access for all, adult only hours 2 x's per day, better bath/shower/locker
facilities, pool water filtration system

3/1/2022 4:37 PM

641

A newer facility could potentially serve more people - swimming lessons AND recreation.

3/1/2022 4:31 PM

642

Better ongoing maintenance.

3/1/2022 4:29 PM

643

Ada compliance and safety

3/1/2022 4:24 PM

644

Bringing the current design into ADA compliance.

3/1/2022 4:19 PM

645

To do it affordable and not waste millions on it.

3/1/2022 4:14 PM

646

Not sure

3/1/2022 4:14 PM

647

Skate park?

3/1/2022 4:09 PM

648

I think Keeping the facility in tact as is and transitioning the facility into a skateboarding
feature called a bowl. This would keep its original character, give it a new purpose with little to
know maintenance, and give the opportunity to relocate South's pool to a more updated facility.

3/1/2022 4:05 PM

649

Updated to attract more individuals.

3/1/2022 3:56 PM

650

To make a place for neighborhood children to grow and develop swimming safety and skills.

3/1/2022 3:51 PM

651

Keeping the historic building but making it accessible for all

3/1/2022 3:50 PM

652

Skate park

3/1/2022 3:50 PM

653

Becoming ADA compliant and making any other necessary upgrades.

3/1/2022 3:43 PM

654

Keeping it just as is, is a way of teaching about history, difference of function, diversity of
people. People appreciate the opportunity. Not all structures have to be designed in 2022 in
order to be functional.

3/1/2022 3:37 PM

655

Realistically the neighborhood would be better served with a larger, more modern pool. I just
hate to see South pool go.

3/1/2022 3:32 PM

656

Perhaps a wheelchair suitable lift.

3/1/2022 3:27 PM

657

Great family fun.

3/1/2022 3:15 PM

658

to use this opportunity in creating a safe fun environment for adolescents to skateboard

3/1/2022 3:05 PM

659

Turn it into a skatepark!

3/1/2022 3:04 PM

660

If a larger better pool is desired, another one should be built nearby. Best opportunity would be
retrofitting it for accessibility and otherwise keeping it the same, maintained.

3/1/2022 2:59 PM

661

Access to shade

3/1/2022 2:57 PM

662

Not sure…

3/1/2022 2:52 PM

663

Keeping it open.

3/1/2022 2:52 PM

664

Historical artifact. So fun to use. Unique draw to tourism. To have TWO of very few in the
nation. Is bragging rights.

3/1/2022 2:51 PM

665

Turning it into a skatepark! Would be cheaper to do than then demolishing it!

3/1/2022 2:46 PM

666

Update accessibility and freshen look up

3/1/2022 2:42 PM

667

I would tear it down a make a nice inground pool in its place.

3/1/2022 2:41 PM

668

Turn south pool into a public skate park.

3/1/2022 2:30 PM

669

Make it into a skatepark

3/1/2022 2:29 PM

670

Possibly using it for other activities and opening it up for more community options

3/1/2022 2:25 PM

671

Building it into a skate park would be the smartest and cheapest way to renovate the pool, far
less safety requirements as well as opening a spot on the bench that welcome the skate
community

3/1/2022 2:24 PM

672

Update it

3/1/2022 2:23 PM

673

make sure it is accessible, safe and affordable to all residents,

3/1/2022 2:23 PM

674

Skatepark

3/1/2022 2:20 PM

675

Turning it into a skatepark. It would be cheaper, functional, safer (covid wise), and would still
be able to keep a historical monument without tearing it down

3/1/2022 2:19 PM

676

Accessibility and expansion of the size of the pool.

3/1/2022 2:17 PM

677

Frankly, we love it the way it is. It has character, it has served its surrounding neighborhoods
for so long. Very few things in Boise are "charming," and South Pool is one of them.

3/1/2022 2:14 PM
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678

Spend the money! Make it ready for another 50 years

3/1/2022 2:11 PM

679

space was a little tight around the pool

3/1/2022 2:02 PM

680

Should be safe, clean, easy to maintain, if it’s a choice between a pool not ADA complaint and
NO pool, I would be ok with a non ADA pool

3/1/2022 2:02 PM

681

Improving amenities for younger children, improving accessibility, improving ease of
maintenance.

3/1/2022 1:55 PM

682

renovating into a skatepark for the community

3/1/2022 1:54 PM

683

It could be repurposed for art and skating

3/1/2022 1:50 PM

684

Everything-start over and build a new one. There is SO much growth in Boise and surrounding
areas. We need parks, pools, libraries, etc... to keep kids engaged and entertained.

3/1/2022 1:43 PM

685

Level it

3/1/2022 1:38 PM

686

I heard some people wanted to make it into a skatepark and I would love that!!

3/1/2022 1:38 PM

687

Add capacity along with accessibility.

3/1/2022 1:37 PM

688

Could be ADA accessible

3/1/2022 1:35 PM

689

Make it skate-able!

3/1/2022 1:35 PM

690

Turning the south pool into skatepark could be very beneficial, not needing to change the
infrastructure too much. This would benefit the kids in the area who are not able to travel down
the bench to Rhodes, where many parents don’t often it is safe for younger children.

3/1/2022 1:35 PM

691

Turn it into a skatepark

3/1/2022 1:32 PM

692

Make it a skate park

3/1/2022 1:30 PM

693

Turn it in to a skatepark

3/1/2022 1:11 PM

694

Instead of trying to tear it down or fix it, make it a skatepark.

3/1/2022 1:07 PM

695

Additional hours

3/1/2022 12:57 PM

696

accessibility

3/1/2022 12:55 PM

697

Updating the pool to allow for easier access, boosting attendance.

3/1/2022 12:55 PM

698

South is a lower end part of our community and therefor it is vital to give those kids a place to
do.

3/1/2022 12:55 PM

699

Better accessibility. If it's going to be primarily a public pool for recreation during the summer,
perhaps more attractions than just a large pool (for example, a smaller pool at the side for
smaller kids) If the goal is to simply make it a school pool simply make it a school pool again,
make it an indoor pool so that the students can actually use it during the school year.

3/1/2022 12:49 PM

700

ongoing maintenance

3/1/2022 12:48 PM

701

Safety and accessibility

3/1/2022 12:45 PM

702

Seems like a good time to do a major change since it needs quite a bit of improvement. A
simple in ground pool would be enough!

3/1/2022 12:40 PM

703

Upgrade all aging infrastructure

3/1/2022 12:39 PM

704

The central bench needs a resource like South Pool for the kids who live here.

3/1/2022 12:30 PM

705

I appreciate the historic building, but a newer pool would be more appealing to young families
and more accessible for all

3/1/2022 12:26 PM

706

Cleanliness

3/1/2022 12:23 PM

707

make it larger (pool, patio areas, changing rooms)

3/1/2022 12:22 PM

708

Making South Pool ADA compliant while maintaining the historic features as much as
possible.

3/1/2022 12:14 PM

709

Way past time to make ADA improvements.

3/1/2022 12:11 PM

710

More shade would be nice. I think more benches outside the pool would also be a big benefit

3/1/2022 12:05 PM

711

Demolition

3/1/2022 11:59 AM

712

getting it safe and up to code.

3/1/2022 11:57 AM

713

Accessibility to people with disabilities

3/1/2022 11:56 AM

714

Paint, kid programs. Discounts

3/1/2022 11:51 AM

715

The structure being up to date with health standards. Also expanding the size of the pool and
outer walk areas.

3/1/2022 11:44 AM

716

The water was always cold, sometimes a struggle for the kids to want to go because of that.
Locker rooms were small and aged. At one point a more kid friendly shallow end would have
been nice but my kids have grown and we’re past that.

3/1/2022 11:43 AM

717

Seems like there’s enough repairs needed that completely re-designing the space would be
similar in cost.

3/1/2022 11:37 AM
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718

Centrally located

3/1/2022 11:34 AM

719

ADA accessability but also keeping it as a historical landmark and affordable for the Bench
neighborhood. I get that the municipal pools probably cost more to operate than the revenue
they generate, but having a convenient pool in our neighborhood adds to the livability and
quality of life and opportunitied for my child.

3/1/2022 11:33 AM

720

Replace the pool with an in-ground pool facility or water-play area.

3/1/2022 11:28 AM

721

Tear down and build new pool

3/1/2022 11:26 AM

722

A pool that everyone can use!

3/1/2022 11:24 AM

723

Accessibility, safety, longevity

3/1/2022 11:23 AM

724

Accessibility.

3/1/2022 11:17 AM

725

Making it family time! My grandkids live on latah and makes it easy to get to.

3/1/2022 11:15 AM

726

Increased accessibility

3/1/2022 11:14 AM

727

Structural integrity. Provide shade. Ramp for wheelchair access.

3/1/2022 11:10 AM

728

Start with reopening it

3/1/2022 11:09 AM

729

Dressing rooms need an upgrade

3/1/2022 11:06 AM

730

Shade, amenities, locker rooms, safety, and lap swimming hours.

3/1/2022 10:59 AM

731

Improved functionality while preserving the historical look and purpose.

3/1/2022 10:59 AM

732

Making it a year round facility

3/1/2022 10:58 AM

733

Just make it safe and up to code. It is fine otherwise

3/1/2022 10:56 AM

734

Leave it alone.

3/1/2022 10:56 AM

735

Be nice if it was a bit warmer in June

3/1/2022 10:53 AM

736

New pool, more shade and handicap accessible.

3/1/2022 10:48 AM

737

Meet modern safety, safety, and accessibility standards.

3/1/2022 10:47 AM

738

I don't know enough to comment on this.

3/1/2022 10:29 AM

739

Replace the pool with a new up to date pool

3/1/2022 10:28 AM

740

Nothing

3/1/2022 10:28 AM

741

the bathrooms and locker area needs a face lift!

3/1/2022 10:27 AM

742

I want the South pool to be accessible, but mostly I want it open. It's been a miracle kids
haven't drowned in the canals. Swimming is a life skill and many kids have missed 2 years of
lessons and practice, especially kids without access or transportation to other pools.

3/1/2022 10:24 AM

743

Tear it down and repurpose the site into public space that does not require the use of
invaluable water resources.

3/1/2022 10:23 AM

744

Updating the pool, keeping it safe and clean.

3/1/2022 10:18 AM

745

I think making the pool accessible to those with disabilities while maintaining the architectural
integrity of the pool and keeping the historic look of the pool is important.

3/1/2022 10:17 AM

746

If the facility could be expanded without tearing down the pool or greatly altering its look, I
would be in favor of that. I think a pool that is close for neighborhoods to use them are
important.

3/1/2022 10:11 AM

747

Its historic function should be maintained. It's a great pool and I would hate to see it replaced
with something else.

3/1/2022 10:07 AM

748

Replace entire pool with new construction.

3/1/2022 10:06 AM

749

Preserving its history.

3/1/2022 10:02 AM

750

The biggest opportunities are for the children in this area. It gives them options of things to do
instead of staring at a screen all day while not in school.

3/1/2022 10:02 AM

751

Bigger pool

3/1/2022 9:47 AM

752

There appears to be space to make improvements

3/1/2022 9:45 AM

753

I think you can keep the Art Deco façade but modernize the pool

3/1/2022 9:41 AM

754

senior & handicap accessibility.

3/1/2022 9:40 AM

755

Retain the entry and a portion of the outsiude walls as an entryway. The pool should be
scrapped.

3/1/2022 9:37 AM

756

A neighborhood pool!

3/1/2022 9:35 AM

757

Maintenance of structure internally and externally.

3/1/2022 9:34 AM

758

keep it open

3/1/2022 9:32 AM

759

Na

3/1/2022 9:29 AM
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760

Accessibility and safety, ensuring longevity

3/1/2022 9:29 AM

761

Maintenance, I know it needs ADA capability and I believe it can be achieved while keeping
the pool.

3/1/2022 9:16 AM

762

ADA compliance and growing the size of the space to accommodate new visitors.

3/1/2022 9:15 AM

763

Maintenance

3/1/2022 9:14 AM

764

Allowing swimming lessons for children and a place to spend the summer days with friends.

3/1/2022 9:12 AM

765

Improvement of the deck area

3/1/2022 9:10 AM

766

Making it more accessible to families by making a zero entry and possibly some splash pad
type features.

3/1/2022 9:10 AM

767

ADA accessibility

3/1/2022 9:07 AM

768

Heating and updating functional parts of the pool

3/1/2022 9:05 AM

769

Investing in safety features

3/1/2022 9:05 AM

770

I love the one way in and out but stairs are a slipping hazard. Maybe a sloped walkway up with
blue Astroturf would be ideal! Then we can bring our strollers up as well with the babies and
grandma can come as well.

3/1/2022 9:03 AM

771

Maintain the history, provide swimming lessons, provide a safe gathering place for children and
their friends. Provide employment for teenage or young adult lifeguards and swim instructors.
The YMCA could become involved to help provide structure for programs and management
oversight.

3/1/2022 9:02 AM

772

New shower and changing rooms.

3/1/2022 8:53 AM

773

more social interaction opportunities for kids n the neighborhood

3/1/2022 8:52 AM

774

Revamp… extreme maintenance

3/1/2022 8:51 AM

775

I’m not sure because I thought it was fine the way it was. Maybe update the bathrooms and
showers. Perhaps make it a bit warmer. The running joke was that South pool was always
cold. But it is seriously such a gem to have in our neighborhood for kids and families.

3/1/2022 8:49 AM

776

Shade, accessibility, and access for underserved communities

3/1/2022 8:48 AM

777

Increasing community accessibility

3/1/2022 8:47 AM

778

Historic Preservation and continuance of the pool.

3/1/2022 8:46 AM

779

?

3/1/2022 8:38 AM

780

Size, safety, accessibility

3/1/2022 8:37 AM

781

Bring it up to code and let the community enjoy it

3/1/2022 8:36 AM

782

Community involvement.

3/1/2022 8:32 AM

783

Safety and cleanliness.

3/1/2022 8:30 AM

784

It looks like it needs updated

3/1/2022 8:29 AM

785

Safety.

3/1/2022 8:28 AM

786

Making it more inclusive, and other updates

3/1/2022 8:26 AM

787

Creating a pool that is accessible for all, functional, and sustainable. An above ground pool is
cool but not very functional. It would be wonderful to find a way to preserve the current
structure in some way, while adding functionality and accessibility in a pool that people can sit
around, watch their kids, and join in community together. The history of racism and segregation
is also important to note and address.

3/1/2022 8:26 AM

788

Water efficiency, maintenance and safety improvements

3/1/2022 8:23 AM

789

Keep the facade, and build a modern larger pool with amenities similar to Borah pool.

3/1/2022 8:19 AM

790

Make sure that it will be part of the community for years to come. It was/is a real asset to the
community. With theses crazy times, it would be nice to get back to MORE accessible
neighborhood ways to enjoy your community.

3/1/2022 8:19 AM

791

Yes I understand the build and structure…stairs, etc isn’t ideal for everyone. But it’s an iconic
element of the community that has been there this entire time. I don’t think starting over is the
answer but lots of room to do up keeping.

3/1/2022 8:18 AM

792

Please do not tear this down and build condos!

3/1/2022 8:17 AM

793

Remove the pool

3/1/2022 8:16 AM

794

Maintenance of the structure. I doubt it can be made accessible without a large outlay of
money.

3/1/2022 8:16 AM

795

Access

3/1/2022 8:07 AM

796

Make it more inviting from the outside.

3/1/2022 8:07 AM

797

Update

3/1/2022 8:03 AM
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798

To bring it up to todays standards and codes and to make it available to all families in the
geographical area. Boise has a shortage of community pools and South remains an important
part fulfilling that need.

3/1/2022 8:00 AM

799

The neighborhood can support the growth.

3/1/2022 7:59 AM

800

ADA accessibilty

3/1/2022 7:57 AM

801

Keeping it open for local families.

3/1/2022 7:56 AM

802

It would be nice to have a bigger deck and some shade, but I would simply fix the current
issues and open it back up for the people in the neighborhood and beyond.

3/1/2022 7:56 AM

803

Paint and of course and necessary maintenance to keep the pool operating as is.

3/1/2022 7:56 AM

804

We have an opportunity to create a more modern space that could be used by more people,
more like Ivy Wild.

3/1/2022 7:51 AM

805

Providing a safe and appealing option for surrounding kids to swim and cool off in the heat of
the summer. A much safer alternative to the surrounding canals that are often used (including
myself in my teenage years).

3/1/2022 7:51 AM

806

New pool needs to be built. It is too old

3/1/2022 7:46 AM

807

Continuing to have a safe healthy environment for kids, families, and the Boise Bench
neighborhood!

3/1/2022 7:46 AM

808

Continuing to have a safe and healthy environment for local kids and bench citizens.

3/1/2022 7:45 AM

809

Changing rooms could use an up date

3/1/2022 7:44 AM

810

Upgrades?

3/1/2022 7:44 AM

811

The restroom and changing areas are small, lack privacy and run dwon.

3/1/2022 7:37 AM

812

significant investments

3/1/2022 7:32 AM

813

Make it safe and functional but keep it open and maintain its historic character

3/1/2022 7:28 AM

814

Maintain it like it is

3/1/2022 7:25 AM

815

If the pool isn’t ADA compliant then find a way to make it so. Find a way to keep it open,
instead of making excuses for closing things that the taxpayer dollars should be used for.
Recreation is important for our youth and the community in general. Especially having access
to pools in a part of the country that gets so hot in the summer. Surely the city will not look
back 50 years from now and say that it was a mistake to keep a pool open or build a better
one in the same spot.

3/1/2022 7:22 AM

816

Opening the pool, keeping its historic look, offering umbrella stands, selling snacks and drinks,
charging a small fee or membership for entrance

3/1/2022 7:13 AM

817

structural improvements and improvements to make it safer.

3/1/2022 7:12 AM

818

Public pool for a growing community.

3/1/2022 7:06 AM

819

Updated restrooms

3/1/2022 7:04 AM

820

Definitely accessibility for mobility-impaired guests. On top of that, it would be fun to have a
water slide or something besides the diving board and basketball hoop to entertain kiddos.

3/1/2022 7:04 AM

821

The pool structure definitely needs some maintenance and updating. I don’t think every pool in
the city of Boise needs to fit everyone’s needs. There are plenty pools in the city for people
that may need ADA accommodations. Instead of focusing on all the maintenance and repairs
the south pool needs, start looking at it as an asset and what can be done to draw more of the
community there. With its close proximity to South junior high, you have the tennis courts and
basketball hoops and an open field. We don’t need to invest in another park or a community
garden. No one is going to go to the community garden. If you focus on the children and their
needs, the right decision will be made. Also, you should consider a community fund drive for
both pools to help with costs.

3/1/2022 7:01 AM

822

Make it larger

3/1/2022 6:59 AM

823

access and modernization

3/1/2022 6:49 AM

824

ADA access and maintenance

3/1/2022 6:48 AM

825

Ability access

3/1/2022 6:41 AM

826

Accessibility and safety.

3/1/2022 6:37 AM

827

Accessibility.

3/1/2022 6:34 AM

828

Maintenance

3/1/2022 6:34 AM

829

Outside access to the pool

3/1/2022 6:29 AM

830

Adult swim times

3/1/2022 6:28 AM

831

Accessibility improvements for those with mobility isssues

3/1/2022 6:18 AM

832

Continue to provide a neighborhood pool as many young families have recently moved to the
bench.

3/1/2022 6:14 AM

833

Honestly it seems like the facility is functionally out of date, but I love the design so much.

3/1/2022 6:13 AM
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834

Nothing. Can’t be all things to all people. This pool meets a ton of needs. Not only do I go
there now but I worked there for 4 years. We absolutely were many at rush youths entire
summer including the refugee population. Don’t close down or lose this historic landmark. I
have a special needs kid and most of us in and around this community understand despite
best efforts, not every place or activity includes all of us and that’s okay. This place, as it is,
meets the needs of many people who need it and there are alternative public pools close by
that better serve this population. Save historic south and Lowell pools.

3/1/2022 6:11 AM

835

Just get it open again

3/1/2022 6:08 AM

836

Maintenance! It could be modernized somewhat.

3/1/2022 6:03 AM

837

Maintenance

3/1/2022 6:03 AM

838

You could build a pool that would be worth the price.

3/1/2022 5:35 AM

839

Handicap access

3/1/2022 5:32 AM

840

Locker and shower area needs to be updated and a desperate place for younger swimmers.

3/1/2022 5:30 AM

841

Open it back up for everyone in the neighborhood to enjoy!

3/1/2022 5:29 AM

842

Other generations to enjoy

3/1/2022 5:22 AM

843

Accessibility

3/1/2022 4:55 AM

844

Keep the location as a pool

3/1/2022 4:52 AM

845

Bringing it up to safety standards

3/1/2022 4:51 AM

846

Improve the hours of operation so it can be used WHENEVER people want to go. Such as
9:00am to 9:00pm without closing it during that time.

3/1/2022 4:49 AM

847

The stairs

3/1/2022 4:44 AM

848

And are having a place for families to go

3/1/2022 3:47 AM

849

To keep it open.

3/1/2022 3:30 AM

850

Accessibility, and general upkeep.

3/1/2022 3:10 AM

851

Keeping a timeless piece of history and updating it so it can continue to be used as it was
originally designed to be when it was originally built.

3/1/2022 2:58 AM

852

To preserve them

3/1/2022 2:46 AM

853

Update how it looks. It looks old and terrible! That’s why I never went.

3/1/2022 2:39 AM

854

I've heard that the pool needs repairs. I treasure Boise's historic buildings. I would be happy to
pay more taxes to maintain this historic structure and keep it open for public use and
enjoyment.

3/1/2022 1:26 AM

855

The same community connection

3/1/2022 1:25 AM

856

Build a new pool.

3/1/2022 1:11 AM

857

Not sure

3/1/2022 12:43 AM

858

Plans for ongoing maintenance and updates. Our children should be priorities regardless of
income level or where they live.

3/1/2022 12:22 AM

859

Bringing safety regulations up to code.

3/1/2022 12:15 AM

860

Make it larger

3/1/2022 12:14 AM

861

Patio seating, wheel chair accessibility, and younger swimmer splash pad access.

3/1/2022 12:04 AM

862

Restoration with in-context updates for ada accessibility

2/28/2022 11:57 PM

863

Snow come shack near by

2/28/2022 11:45 PM

864

Your question is confusing. “biggest opportunities “ float a bond. You seem to be able to do
this. Much like the one you hood wink us for getting micron water.

2/28/2022 11:40 PM

865

Preserving the history

2/28/2022 11:39 PM

866

Locker rooms/bathrooms

2/28/2022 11:30 PM

867

Fix it and make it last another 70 years as a pool! Do your job and serve the community.

2/28/2022 11:29 PM

868

Slides? Better seating for onlookers

2/28/2022 11:24 PM

869

Dress it up and make it safe

2/28/2022 11:23 PM

870

Make it bigger and more accessible to all types of swimmers

2/28/2022 11:21 PM

871

I can’t speak to that

2/28/2022 11:06 PM

872

Structure maintenance

2/28/2022 11:05 PM

873

Repair and upgrade as necessary

2/28/2022 11:03 PM

874

any upgrade would be ok

2/28/2022 10:59 PM

875

Make sure it is safe so I can take my children to the pool I grew up going to.

2/28/2022 10:56 PM
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876

Kids area, shade, modern amenities, safety most importantly.

2/28/2022 10:54 PM

877

I think it is very important to have a pool in this area. If space allowed, a shallower area for
small children would be fun.

2/28/2022 10:43 PM

878

The locker room could use some improvements but really the pool area

2/28/2022 10:39 PM

879

It should be taken down and made in ground

2/28/2022 10:35 PM

880

Restoration.

2/28/2022 10:34 PM

881

Keeping it functional and running and open

2/28/2022 10:28 PM

882

I wouldn't know. I really appreciated that my kids had pools that were close enough for them to
walk or ride their bikes to.

2/28/2022 10:21 PM

883

Replacement of old equipment and pipes

2/28/2022 10:18 PM

884

Make the pool handicap accessible.

2/28/2022 10:09 PM

885

Accessibility

2/28/2022 9:54 PM

886

Accessibility in facilities and updates

2/28/2022 9:50 PM

887

I think something like a community garden would serve this area better. Otherwise, it would be
better to tear down the existing pool and use this location to make a city-led aquatic and gym
center (similar to how the YMCA building is setup downtown).

2/28/2022 9:50 PM

888

accessibility

2/28/2022 9:48 PM

889

Safety definitely and accessibility for everyonr

2/28/2022 9:47 PM

890

It needs to be reopened as much like it has always been as possible. If people want a fancy
pool, then go to a water park. Don't ruin the experience of a landmark.

2/28/2022 9:43 PM

891

A separate, new pool with appropriate accessibility and modern amenities that allows the
historic South Pool to remain in a new, repurposed role.

2/28/2022 9:39 PM

892

Area for children w in a wheelchair

2/28/2022 9:36 PM

893

Make more accessible le for folks with mobility issues

2/28/2022 9:34 PM

894

Safety for younger kids

2/28/2022 9:32 PM

895

Adding shade and ramp for people with disabilities.

2/28/2022 9:26 PM

896

Shallow water/splash pad/toddler pool for younger and inexperienced swimmers.

2/28/2022 9:24 PM

897

I think a way to keep the pool is most important to our community and neighborhood. It offers
an opportunity that many in our community may not get. As far as improving , I do not know.

2/28/2022 9:23 PM

898

Update

2/28/2022 9:22 PM

899

Any safety hazards

2/28/2022 9:19 PM

900

Better dressing rooms, easier accessibility getting to the pool and using the pool

2/28/2022 9:18 PM

901

Maybe a remodel, but don't get rid of the pool.

2/28/2022 9:17 PM

902

Make it more like ivy wild. South is gray for older kids but there is no safe area for kiddos
infant-5 years.

2/28/2022 9:17 PM

903

We love the location and are happy with the pool. Any improvements are welcome but this
neighborhood needs a pool.

2/28/2022 9:16 PM

904

I'd like to see a facility similar to Ivywild.

2/28/2022 9:16 PM

905

Clean it up

2/28/2022 9:12 PM

906

Updating

2/28/2022 9:12 PM

907

Love it the way it is.

2/28/2022 9:07 PM

908

Accessibility

2/28/2022 9:06 PM

909

Bathrooms

2/28/2022 9:04 PM

910

Accessibility

2/28/2022 9:01 PM

911

Safety and accessibility

2/28/2022 9:00 PM

912

Outdoor splash pad, swim lessons, swim team, community involvement.

2/28/2022 8:59 PM

913

Safety and accessibility upgrades

2/28/2022 8:58 PM

914

More space for families to hang out.

2/28/2022 8:58 PM

915

Accessibility

2/28/2022 8:57 PM

916

Improve accessibility and update maintenance features

2/28/2022 8:51 PM

917

Adding accessibility, modernizing, keeping location

2/28/2022 8:49 PM

918

Make it more accessible to all

2/28/2022 8:48 PM

919

I think it should be something else that serves more people more year round

2/28/2022 8:47 PM
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920

Restore!

2/28/2022 8:43 PM

921

South is an icon. At least invest a little money in it instead of letting it fade away.....as has
occurred the last 20 years.

2/28/2022 8:41 PM

922

I think some upkeep is necessary but keeping its historical features is important to me

2/28/2022 8:40 PM

923

None. I love it the way it is. I know that it is not wheelchair accessible so that could be
improved by adding a ramp but there are other options for pools such as Borah that are
handicapped accessible.

2/28/2022 8:38 PM

924

OPEN BACK UP

2/28/2022 8:35 PM

925

Don’t spend too much money

2/28/2022 8:35 PM

926

I think maintaining it for active leisure among the youth is huge. When there isn’t a pool close
by, why bother doing something active like swimming? It also keeps a historic structure for
future generations.

2/28/2022 8:35 PM

927

Ramps - stroller / wheelchair accessibility.

2/28/2022 8:31 PM

928

Could be larger

2/28/2022 8:21 PM

929

It needs to be expanded with a lap pool and updated for accessibility.

2/28/2022 8:20 PM

930

Improvements to access and the locker room space. It’s small and crowded. A concession
stand would be great too.

2/28/2022 8:19 PM

931

Clean it up and make it functional

2/28/2022 8:14 PM

932

Making the accessibility more modern to accommodate people with special needs. I am
wondering too if the exterior could be saved and the interior made a skate park.

2/28/2022 8:14 PM

933

I would keep a pool there, but if it was cheaper replace it and keep the old art deco façade,
very cool and unique

2/28/2022 8:12 PM

934

All mentioned. Safety and ADA level access.

2/28/2022 8:08 PM

935

Keep historical structure, make necessary improvements and maintenance

2/28/2022 8:06 PM

936

Demolish and start over. Or just demolish!

2/28/2022 8:06 PM

937

Increasing accessibility

2/28/2022 8:04 PM

938

Bringing people together- teaching kids swimming and safety around water.

2/28/2022 8:03 PM

939

ADA updates.

2/28/2022 8:02 PM

940

Safety/ accessibility

2/28/2022 8:01 PM

941

Maintenance

2/28/2022 7:58 PM

942

An addition/extension/adjacent facility for littler kids (like the splash pad at Borah or the child
areas at Ivywild and the Natatorium)

2/28/2022 7:58 PM

943

It’s not a very functional pool. Hardly any deck, etc. If you are to demolish the old structure I’d
keep the Art Deco facade and replace it with a modern pool. DO NOT again forsake the central
bench by demolishing the pool and not replacing. Our strip mall library is a great illustration of
how the city has treated the Central Bench. Replace!

2/28/2022 7:57 PM

944

If it can be "rebuilt" in the same location, make it ADA accessible. Can an access be built
behind the pool going up. Make an area outside of the pool for people to sit...tables, benches.
Quite a few years ago the pool stopped being open on Sundays, sometimes that is the only
day people can go. Can a slide be added. A lot of people go to Ivy Wild but hits capacity now
with all the people living here and no one can get in (no tube slide, the Nat tube slide is horrible
with seam bumps). With more people living in Boise, Boise needs to keep the swimming pools.

2/28/2022 7:56 PM

945

Not sure I understand the question

2/28/2022 7:52 PM

946

Maybe a renovation

2/28/2022 7:51 PM

947

The children of the neighborhood have a place to swim.

2/28/2022 7:49 PM

948

I think there are great opportunities to create a unique to Boise experience while celebrating
the cities past.

2/28/2022 7:48 PM

949

Make it accessible for everyone

2/28/2022 7:48 PM

950

Better accessibility and updating the restroom floors to avoid fall risks.

2/28/2022 7:48 PM

951

Get it open again; make sure is health & safety ready

2/28/2022 7:45 PM

952

It’s accessiblity could be improved- but it needs to be done carefully and with high regard for
its existing architecture and design.

2/28/2022 7:45 PM

953

Maintaining our history and continue to be able to use

2/28/2022 7:43 PM

954

Accessibility

2/28/2022 7:43 PM

955

I like it just the way it is!

2/28/2022 7:43 PM

956

Demolish and build an in ground pool with amenities.

2/28/2022 7:40 PM
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957

Shade. Coverage. Size

2/28/2022 7:38 PM

958

Upgrade the area around the pool.

2/28/2022 7:35 PM

959

Opening it.

2/28/2022 7:35 PM

960

Maintenance

2/28/2022 7:34 PM

961

Parking and accessibility

2/28/2022 7:33 PM

962

Recreate a new pool to look like it.

2/28/2022 7:30 PM

963

I was a lifeguard at the South Pool in the 60’s. It was a popular gathering place for what was
then called the first bench. It has never been handicapped accessible, which is a problem.

2/28/2022 7:29 PM

964

fix leaks, maintenance

2/28/2022 7:22 PM

965

The pool needs no improvement, it just needs some upkeep and restoration. Stop tearing down
Boise's history.

2/28/2022 7:18 PM

966

I think it's great.

2/28/2022 7:16 PM

967

Better locker rooms, better opportunities for swimming yeAr round that are closer than west
ymca and don’t require membership to downtown ymca

2/28/2022 7:16 PM

968

No idea

2/28/2022 7:14 PM

969

Access for those with disabilities

2/28/2022 7:14 PM

970

Safety and accessibility

2/28/2022 7:13 PM

971

Updating facilities, adding accessibility

2/28/2022 7:13 PM

972

Better swim deck area for little kids

2/28/2022 7:11 PM

973

Revitalization of the structure

2/28/2022 7:06 PM

974

Investing in the repairs is investing in our children and community's recreational activities.

2/28/2022 7:03 PM

975

making it accible

2/28/2022 7:01 PM

976

Bringing it up to code

2/28/2022 7:00 PM

977

Updated.

2/28/2022 6:58 PM

978

An area for young kids would be nice.

2/28/2022 6:48 PM

979

Maybe a splash pad or more accessibility

2/28/2022 6:40 PM

980

Better accessibility

2/28/2022 6:36 PM

981

Accessibility

2/28/2022 6:29 PM

982

It allows young people an opportunity to socialize in an appropriate and safe place.

2/28/2022 6:29 PM

983

Improvements to meet basic repair needs and ADA compliance are the biggest opportunities
for improvement.

2/28/2022 6:26 PM

984

In your article summary, you did not mention that the structure itself was falling apart. Yes,
when maintanance is don't done on a regular basis, all things start to fall apart. City of Boise
pools were never an important part of spending money from the City Rec. department. Also,
hours where shortened at both Lowell and South pools. That in itself says the pools, especially
these two, aren't important. What has been the attendance by pool goers in the 2
neighborhoods. When I started lifeguarding at Lowell Pool in 1973, we had a lot of
neighborhood kids swimming both sessions when the pool was open. Swim lessons were also
very busy even when Lowell was not a heated pool. Yes, these two pools are not as fancy, but
they have been loved by neighborhoods that used them.

2/28/2022 6:26 PM

985

Improve the size of the restroom/changing areas possibly. If it isn’t up to ADA standards then
it should be but it should continue to be the unique design that it is.

2/28/2022 6:25 PM

986

Heat it

2/28/2022 6:21 PM

987

I personally can't think of any.

2/28/2022 6:21 PM

988

Accessibility, safety.

2/28/2022 6:20 PM

989

I believe some shade would be a great improvement, as well as new locker rooms. Possibly an
extension that could offer more space for chairs or tables. Possibly a safety center. Nicer
bathrooms.

2/28/2022 6:18 PM

990

Make it bigger

2/28/2022 6:17 PM

991

Just updated

2/28/2022 6:16 PM

992

Shade, seating around edges

2/28/2022 6:16 PM

993

I think it needs to be accessible for everyone.

2/28/2022 6:16 PM

994

ADA improvements. A more modern structure. Safety upgrades.

2/28/2022 6:10 PM

995

Re furnish and have an adult only pool day

2/28/2022 6:08 PM

996

Retain an asset with a very high embodied energy (lot’s of concrete) and a cool historic vibe.

2/28/2022 6:04 PM
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997

Internal/ structural to maintain integrity of iconic design.

2/28/2022 5:59 PM

998

The locker rooms were gross

2/28/2022 5:58 PM

999

The locker room areas, yet keeping the true history of the area.

2/28/2022 5:56 PM

1000

Making it accessible to more users. I would go swim laps there (now that I know about how to
get a pool pass), but I’m not sure if it’s a good family pool

2/28/2022 5:52 PM

1001

To have more to do like drop slides, kiddie pool - The Nat and Ivy Wild are our go tos for fun
swimming.

2/28/2022 5:45 PM

1002

neighborhood vitality

2/28/2022 5:44 PM

1003

Keep prices affordable for the underprivileged kids as I was one amd that pool saved me and
so many other kids during the summers

2/28/2022 5:38 PM

1004

Accessibility is the biggest challenge.

2/28/2022 5:35 PM

1005

Having a neighborhood pool that is a connection to the city's past, which is also available for
generations to come.

2/28/2022 5:34 PM

1006

Not sure.

2/28/2022 5:32 PM

1007

Honestly, budget wise, it is a small space, so I'd just save the facade and do a community
garden or fruit orchard, but if you have to keep it, demolish the interior and replace with an inground pool, single stall, unisex toilets on the north side.

2/28/2022 5:29 PM

1008

Accessibility.

2/28/2022 5:23 PM

1009

bring up to code with little change in structure

2/28/2022 5:22 PM

1010

The facility could use some updating. The cement stairs aren’t the safest and the showers in
the locker rooms are very aggressive on the skin like thousands of tiny needles. I also think
for accessibility for people who can’t climb stairs very easily perhaps some kind of lift so they
can keeps and eye in their kids if they want to.

2/28/2022 5:18 PM

1011

I'd like to see the disabled access improved, maybe by expanding the footprint. I recognize
that the historic design poses some challenges here. I love the idea of highlighting the historic
design features more prominently with interpretive signs.

2/28/2022 5:17 PM

1012

Highlight historical design

2/28/2022 5:12 PM

1013

That is your department. I am not an architect or city planner.

2/28/2022 5:09 PM

1014

ADA accessibility

2/28/2022 5:07 PM

1015

to make it more a focus of the area, with better access for all ages and abilities

2/28/2022 5:06 PM

1016

Starting from scratch and making a bigger more functional pool with lap swimming

2/28/2022 5:03 PM

1017

larger pool and updated facilities

2/28/2022 5:02 PM

1018

being above ground can be difficult for the disabled.

2/28/2022 5:01 PM

1019

Mostly rejuvenation and maintenance.

2/28/2022 4:59 PM

1020

Better showers and bathrooms

2/28/2022 4:58 PM

1021

Accessibility

2/28/2022 4:58 PM

1022

Expansion of size and services offered

2/28/2022 4:57 PM

1023

Expanding deck space while maintaining historic look

2/28/2022 4:57 PM

1024

We all love south pool for what it is! A great place to cool off on a hot summer day.

2/28/2022 4:55 PM

1025

It could be a really cool skate park

2/28/2022 4:55 PM

1026

Make it become a beacon of community pride for years to come

2/28/2022 4:54 PM

1027

Plumbing

2/28/2022 4:54 PM

1028

Making it kid friendly. We were tools that we couldn't bring life vests to the pool and it was way
too deep for our young children to be in without a life vest so it was unusable for our family. We
still have a 2 year old now so it would be nice if it could be more child friendly/or allow life
vests.

2/28/2022 4:52 PM

1029

Bigger pool more slides/attractions/diving boards/ rope swing/basket ball hoop

2/28/2022 4:50 PM

1030

Tiny ramp. But historically it wasn’t made that way and people just need to deal with that me
fact it’s a historic place not built to accommodate everybody it wasn’t designed like that it’s
from a different time we have to respect that time.

2/28/2022 4:49 PM

1031

Create access

2/28/2022 4:47 PM

1032

More hours open

2/28/2022 4:43 PM

1033

Change to olympic size pool. Plan for true plympic event in Boise

2/28/2022 4:41 PM

1034

Providing a safe establishment for the neighborhood children.

2/28/2022 4:39 PM

1035

With new pools going in, conversion of the pool to a skatepark is less expensive then
demolition and allows the structure to keep it's historical relevance while providing more

2/28/2022 4:37 PM
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outdoor activities.
1036

If it’s not meeting the needs for all citizens then it needs to be brought up to date. Of course
that being said cost would be a concern.

2/28/2022 4:36 PM

1037

Tear it down and replace the pool with a much larger pool without stairs and better changing
rooms, showers, and lockers.

2/28/2022 4:35 PM

1038

Update facilities

2/28/2022 4:32 PM

1039

Its plumbing and fixtures.

2/28/2022 4:32 PM

1040

Giving families within our bench neighborhoods a fun place to play and keep cool. I grew up
swimming at South and we learned water safety, how to follow rules, and had a place to make
new friends. Close to our homes. Lets teach kids to swim ! Upgrading to allow all peoples
accessibility to use .

2/28/2022 4:32 PM

1041

Restoration and availability for all

2/28/2022 4:31 PM

1042

Finding a way to make the facility more accessible to all populations

2/28/2022 4:30 PM

1043

Maybe incorporate the original styling with the front façade and perhaps make a new more
accessible pool in the existing pools place behind it

2/28/2022 4:29 PM

1044

Fix the infrastructure, update as needed, so people can once again enjoy the pool. So many
new people in Boise will contribute with fees...

2/28/2022 4:28 PM

1045

Upkeep

2/28/2022 4:26 PM

1046

Accessibility

2/28/2022 4:22 PM

1047

Remodel and maybe add a water slide

2/28/2022 4:21 PM

1048

The biggest opportunities for improvement at south pool is providing a community pool for our
community.

2/28/2022 4:20 PM

1049

Probably restoring the integrity and history of the building.

2/28/2022 4:19 PM

1050

restore and reuse!

2/28/2022 4:17 PM

1051

Make it accessible but preserve the historical significance.

2/28/2022 4:16 PM

1052

Make it safer but don’t change too much

2/28/2022 4:15 PM

1053

Cameras out front and on the sides to watch for spotting drug use/bullying year round. Add
shade cover to the pool area.

2/28/2022 4:15 PM

1054

Accessibility and restoring function.

2/28/2022 4:14 PM

1055

New in-ground pool.

2/28/2022 4:11 PM

1056

Accessibility and safety

2/28/2022 4:06 PM

1057

Expand and modernize.

2/28/2022 4:05 PM

1058

Lap swimming, maybe a splash pad?

2/28/2022 4:05 PM

1059

Usage, historic beauty. Available to all

2/28/2022 4:00 PM

1060

Unsure

2/28/2022 3:56 PM

1061

Expand the pool or build a recreation center comparable to Cottonwood Heights or Steiner in
Salt Lake.

2/28/2022 3:54 PM

1062

I love to swim for fitness. Lap lanes and times are important.

2/28/2022 3:53 PM

1063

Either demolish and rebuild or add modern amenities to bring up to code

2/28/2022 3:53 PM

1064

Make it more accessible for people with disabilities and toddler-friendly. Better locker room and
front office.

2/28/2022 3:49 PM

1065

I'd prefer to see the obvious deficiencies repaired - crumbling concrete, rusted rebar, etc.
Beyond that, I don't think there are improvements that would be worth any major financial
outlay.

2/28/2022 3:49 PM

1066

Providing summer fun activities locally to taxpayers

2/28/2022 3:48 PM

1067

N/a

2/28/2022 3:45 PM

1068

Safety and upgrading to make it last for many more years

2/28/2022 3:44 PM

1069

I say we renovate/refresh it but keep the original design and architecture.

2/28/2022 3:44 PM

1070

Make it in ground and a larger perimeter.

2/28/2022 3:44 PM

1071

refurbishment of interior and exterior

2/28/2022 3:43 PM

1072

Upkeep

2/28/2022 3:40 PM

1073

Na

2/28/2022 3:39 PM

1074

Repair the current structure

2/28/2022 3:36 PM

1075

Restoration with accessibility.

2/28/2022 3:33 PM
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1076

Accessibility is really important. Everyone should have the chance to enjoy.

2/28/2022 3:33 PM

1077

Bring up to code on a lot of things that needs changed.

2/28/2022 3:33 PM

1078

We need shade! And a wading pool for little kids/toddlers to keep them safe.

2/28/2022 3:29 PM

1079

More community people

2/28/2022 3:28 PM

1080

Keep the old building, this town full of rich Californians can pay for it

2/28/2022 3:26 PM

1081

Safety and accessibility updates. Would be ideal if the historical architecture could be
preserved but accessibility and safety should take priority.

2/28/2022 3:25 PM

1082

It should be repaired and brought up to modern ADA standards.

2/28/2022 3:23 PM

1083

I think the neighborhood will rally around a spruced up existing pool and use it. Next to school
too.

2/28/2022 3:19 PM

1084

It should remain as close to it's original state as possible

2/28/2022 3:14 PM

1085

Being open

2/28/2022 3:14 PM

1086

It should be converted to an indoor heated pool so it can be of use year around.

2/28/2022 3:13 PM

1087

Maintenance and upkeep. Maintaining the mid century charm and aesthetic.

2/28/2022 3:13 PM

1088

Whatever it takes to keep it structurally sound and safe for visitors.

2/28/2022 3:11 PM

1089

Get it reopened and ready for swimming in.

2/28/2022 3:11 PM

1090

Updates for safety and cleanliness.

2/28/2022 3:07 PM

1091

Shade, larger pool, more accessibility.

2/28/2022 3:07 PM

1092

Accessibility

2/28/2022 3:06 PM

1093

More space to sit outside of pool. Make easier to get to pool deck. Stairs are hard to climb
when wet.

2/28/2022 3:04 PM

1094

The biggest opportunity is to have some type of swimming recreation for walking or biking
children in a poorer neighborhood.

2/28/2022 3:04 PM

1095

Raze & rebuild for four season use.

2/28/2022 3:02 PM

1096

Clean and repair existing facility as necessary. Don’t try to make it what it is not.

2/28/2022 3:01 PM

1097

accessibility and safety improvements

2/28/2022 2:58 PM

1098

I think the facility should probably be demolished and updated and enlarged. It would be
amazing if the facility could be utilized year-round and used by the junior high school for PE.

2/28/2022 2:58 PM

1099

Keeping the community together.

2/28/2022 2:56 PM

1100

I heard it leaks. Clearly this needs to be fixed. ADA compliance is important but must be done
under Secretary of Interior Standards for historic rehabilitation. Talk to your Historic
Preservation Planner abut this issue.

2/28/2022 2:55 PM

1101

rebuild new structure that is safe and accessible

2/28/2022 2:48 PM

1102

Creating inclusivity

2/28/2022 2:46 PM

1103

update it to work better and more efficient, improve ADA opportunities as long as it does not
take away from historical significance

2/28/2022 2:39 PM

1104

Accessibility for everyone to access the pool

2/28/2022 2:37 PM

1105

I don't know how much use the pool currently gets but it might get more use w/ a renovation.

2/28/2022 2:37 PM

1106

Fixing the outdated plumbing and concrete issues.

2/28/2022 2:37 PM

1107

Update but keep the historic look

2/28/2022 2:37 PM

1108

Repair the infrastructure and bring it back to it's original glory. The ADA improvements need to
be de for long term use. This needs to be restoration project rather than patchwork repairs.

2/28/2022 2:35 PM

1109

Teaching all kids to swim and have a place they can go

2/28/2022 2:34 PM

1110

We would only like more swim hours.

2/28/2022 2:29 PM

1111

It just needs some restoring.

2/28/2022 2:28 PM

1112

Making it more accessible for small children.

2/28/2022 2:26 PM

1113

Overall update. Sealing off the water leakage.

2/28/2022 2:15 PM

1114

opening the pool this year

2/28/2022 2:14 PM

1115

Na

2/28/2022 2:12 PM

1116

Maintain historical significance and design, neighborhood accessibility

2/28/2022 2:05 PM

1117

Just improve the maintenance.

2/28/2022 1:57 PM

1118

Programs for refugee families (free lessons, affordable passes).

2/28/2022 1:57 PM

1119

I know the pool has expensive structural problems, but keeping the exterior while redoing the

2/28/2022 1:57 PM
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actual pool will probably be the best option to keep pool users and people who value esthetics
and history happiest.
1120

A kiddie zone

2/28/2022 1:53 PM

1121

Accesability

2/28/2022 1:50 PM

1122

Updates

2/28/2022 1:50 PM

1123

Make the area around the pool larger possibly with a large deck

2/28/2022 1:49 PM

1124

Fix the structure, find a way so everyone can use it. It's historic!

2/28/2022 1:49 PM

1125

New slide

2/28/2022 1:46 PM

1126

Safety

2/28/2022 1:45 PM

1127

I imagine a new pool will be more efficient to operate and maintain.

2/28/2022 1:45 PM

1128

Adding a shallow section for young inexperienced swimmers

2/28/2022 1:44 PM

1129

Clean it up and modernize. Also consider adding a slide or toddler swim area

2/28/2022 1:43 PM

1130

Don’t know

2/28/2022 1:42 PM

1131

Aesthetic

2/28/2022 1:38 PM

1132

That it could be improved to be on par with the other city pool facilities.

2/28/2022 1:38 PM

1133

MORE ROOM FOR CHANGING AND

2/28/2022 1:35 PM

1134

Bigger. Year round / indoor areas.

2/28/2022 1:32 PM

1135

Accessibility and safety

2/28/2022 1:31 PM

1136

Unsure

2/28/2022 1:30 PM

1137

Modernize all the infrastructure needed plumbing safety and access.

2/28/2022 1:28 PM

1138

Maintenance and accessibility

2/28/2022 1:28 PM

1139

Most people that use South Pool appreciate it's history and uniqueness. We also don't have
high demands...just invest to keep it functional and open so our neighborhood kids can safely
walk and enjoy the pool during the summer. Would also love a longer season. Perhaps extend
the pool deck if possible. Not a deal breaker.

2/28/2022 1:27 PM

1140

N/A

2/28/2022 1:26 PM

1141

Surroundings could use improvement. And easier access.

2/28/2022 1:25 PM

1142

Adding a locker room to the rear of the pool would also provide ADA access. Another option
would be to add a detached locker room with a lift.

2/28/2022 1:23 PM

1143

It needs to be brought up to code and accessible for all people and accommodate their needs.

2/28/2022 1:21 PM

1144

Reopening

2/28/2022 1:20 PM

1145

Accessiblity

2/28/2022 1:20 PM

1146

Better layout for easy maintenance

2/28/2022 1:17 PM

1147

shade structures

2/28/2022 1:14 PM

1148

Rip it out and start over

2/28/2022 1:11 PM

1149

Making it safe again and create additional accessibility

2/28/2022 1:10 PM

1150

Wheelchair accessible.

2/28/2022 1:09 PM

1151

A bigger, nicer, safer and more accessible pool. Currently not an accessible pool for people of
differing abilities.

2/28/2022 1:08 PM

1152

More people getting to enjoy a family outing in a piece of history

2/28/2022 1:08 PM

1153

Opportunities for young kids who can’t swim yet, there are so many in this neighborhood!

2/28/2022 1:06 PM

1154

I think it is beneficial for the bench community to have a city pool withing biking/walking range.
South Boise has Ivy Wild, North Boise has Natatrium, West Boise has Fairmont and Borah
Pool.

2/28/2022 1:05 PM

1155

Safety and long term upgrades

2/28/2022 1:03 PM

1156

accessibility

2/28/2022 12:59 PM

1157

Making it more accessible for everyone

2/28/2022 12:58 PM

1158

I'd love to see South Pool get a nice, clean facelift. Maybe provide more family areas and
swimming lessons as well.

2/28/2022 12:58 PM

1159

Bring the pool up to code.

2/28/2022 12:57 PM

1160

Making it accessible to everyone

2/28/2022 12:56 PM

1161

accessibility, bringing up to ADA requirements

2/28/2022 12:55 PM

1162

Shape of the pool & kid friendly

2/28/2022 12:55 PM
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1163

To make it accessible

2/28/2022 12:53 PM

1164

I just want it open again!

2/28/2022 12:52 PM

1165

The hours of operation

2/28/2022 12:52 PM

1166

Cleanup and maintenance

2/28/2022 12:49 PM

1167

Make it more accessible

2/28/2022 12:46 PM

1168

Making it structurally safe and updating while keeping the unique design.

2/28/2022 12:45 PM

1169

Code updates without loosing the historical factors.

2/28/2022 12:45 PM

1170

Taking the design aesthetic (the art modern / art deco) and bringing it into the future with a
clean-slate project. Past a certain point, there is only so much that can be reasonably be done
to rehabilitate a structure built 70 years ago to modern standards.

2/28/2022 12:45 PM

1171

Accessibility

2/28/2022 12:43 PM

1172

Rebuild, great bench location, with many younger families.

2/28/2022 12:42 PM

1173

Clean it up and make it more energy/resource efficient. And make it more accessible for those
with mobility issues.

2/28/2022 12:41 PM

1174

Major renovations so that pool is 1) in good working order and 2) will not need significant
repairs for awhile because facility is now upgraded to modern standards.

2/28/2022 12:41 PM

1175

The locker rooms

2/28/2022 12:40 PM

1176

Redo the pool to make it more accesible

2/28/2022 12:37 PM

1177

Better dressing/changing/shower facilities and access

2/28/2022 12:35 PM

1178

Accessibility for ALL. Not just physical disabilities (like need for wheelchair) but also areas for
small kids and non-swimmers (6 and under), including older kids with
sensory/coordination/impulse control challenges (such as autism) that mean they need a safe
place to cool down and enjoy swimming without the risk of drowning, or being separated from
their parent/guardian. For example, an area that allows an older child to enjoy the pool while
still within safe reach of a parent who is simultaneously watching a younger/toddler child in a
toddler splash area.

2/28/2022 12:35 PM

1179

Safety and renovate to last another 75 years.

2/28/2022 12:34 PM

1180

Structure safety

2/28/2022 12:33 PM

1181

Na

2/28/2022 12:32 PM

1182

Accessibility is most important. Making it available for those of all abilities is important. Having
a kiddie pool would be great. Ivywild and the Nat get so crowded.

2/28/2022 12:32 PM

1183

ground level,update

2/28/2022 12:31 PM

1184

Accessibility and safety are essential.

2/28/2022 12:29 PM

1185

Do what needs to be done to get the pool up and running. I would be willing to pay higher
prices or donate to a building fund if it meant keeping the pool open

2/28/2022 12:29 PM

1186

Adding a splash pad or other safe spaces for non swimmers

2/28/2022 12:28 PM

1187

I like the pool the way it is.

2/28/2022 12:28 PM

1188

Remodel/upgrade

2/28/2022 12:28 PM

1189

Keeping the History

2/28/2022 12:26 PM

1190

It should be accessible.

2/28/2022 12:22 PM

1191

More accessible for hanicap

2/28/2022 12:21 PM

1192

I thought it was fine how it was

2/28/2022 12:21 PM

1193

The locker rooms could be refreshed with new paint, stalls, and sinks. The floor could be
refinished as well.

2/28/2022 12:17 PM

1194

Kids area

2/28/2022 12:14 PM

1195

Restoration

2/28/2022 12:14 PM

1196

Upkeep maintenance. It hurts

2/28/2022 12:14 PM

1197

Making it more young child friendly.

2/28/2022 12:09 PM

1198

new up to date standards

2/28/2022 12:07 PM

1199

This question makes no sense to me. Just restore it and keep it.

2/28/2022 12:07 PM

1200

Expanding the size and accessibility. Maybe expanding to include saline lap pools.

2/28/2022 12:06 PM

1201

Safety and cleanlieness

2/28/2022 12:05 PM

1202

I would be great to have a bigger Ivy Wild style pool in the central bench. I love the historic
factor, but I see the need for a more functional swimming facility,

2/28/2022 12:05 PM

1203

Very cold pool.

2/28/2022 12:05 PM
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1204

Update what is necessary to make it functional.

2/28/2022 12:02 PM

1205

To re-open it

2/28/2022 12:01 PM

1206

ADA

2/28/2022 12:00 PM

1207

Safety

2/28/2022 12:00 PM

1208

It's a great location for for a neighborhood pool. It could use a bigger deck area for parents to
sit and watch their kids swim.

2/28/2022 11:58 AM

1209

Modernization. Should be free for all Boise residents.

2/28/2022 11:56 AM

1210

Making the prices accessible for all kids of various incomes. Every kid should be able to go
without worrying about money.

2/28/2022 11:56 AM

1211

I am upset that the bench South and Borah pools have nothing similar to Ivywild or the
natatorium pools. South pool is boring for kids. Are we segregating pools by the house value
and apartment complexes? Lower income (bench) vs higher income (east boise)? Make a pool
where people want to come and live in a lower income neighbor hood. Don't just accommodate
to the rich people.

2/28/2022 11:55 AM

1212

Filtration system

2/28/2022 11:54 AM

1213

Accessibility for all

2/28/2022 11:54 AM

1214

the entire structure is unworkable and needs to be entirely replaced

2/28/2022 11:53 AM

1215

Provide affordable recreation and to maintain a significant historical, architectural part of Boise.

2/28/2022 11:53 AM

1216

More education about the structure's architectural significance.

2/28/2022 11:50 AM

1217

I don’t know. I will leave that up to the people who know more about this matter.

2/28/2022 11:50 AM

1218

Open it!

2/28/2022 11:49 AM

1219

Maintain historical design.

2/28/2022 11:46 AM

1220

Just maintain the thing. It’s been around for decades and Boise needs to keep it

2/28/2022 11:45 AM

1221

ADA accessibility

2/28/2022 11:44 AM

1222

renovate in a way that makes it long lasting

2/28/2022 11:44 AM

1223

could easily add a wrap around ramp or lift to make it accessible to all.

2/28/2022 11:40 AM

1224

Inground pool with more safety precautions while incorporating as much of the existing pool as
possible, even if parts are used "alternatively".

2/28/2022 11:37 AM

1225

Ada accessible

2/28/2022 11:37 AM

1226

I would hope we as a city would retro fit ramps for those who need them as well as handrails.

2/28/2022 11:37 AM

1227

Accessibility. My daughter uses a wheelchair and we had to carry her up the stairs to
participate.

2/28/2022 11:35 AM

1228

Parking

2/28/2022 11:35 AM

1229

More accessible for all populations including those with disabilities and younger children.
Increased amount of swim lessons available for students/children in the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 11:33 AM

1230

Don’t know

2/28/2022 11:29 AM

1231

I think the city should either make repairs or rebuild the pool to current standards. Have a
place for families to enjoy.

2/28/2022 11:29 AM

1232

I believe it would be cheaper to repair and update then building a new pool

2/28/2022 11:26 AM

1233

Keeping the history from decaying

2/28/2022 11:25 AM

1234

Demolish & replace with in ground pool, like Borah pool.

2/28/2022 11:25 AM

1235

Safety for all

2/28/2022 11:24 AM

1236

Expansion so more programming can take place - like swim team and swim lessons. The
Natatorium is a good model.

2/28/2022 11:23 AM

1237

A more accessible facility that is newer and safer while maintaining a low/no cost option for
local residents is important.

2/28/2022 11:21 AM

1238

Unsure

2/28/2022 11:21 AM

1239

Updating it in the way it needs. If it can't be made accessible for disabled folks, then another
pool needs to be built in the central bench, but this shouldn't be taken down.

2/28/2022 11:20 AM

1240

Safety

2/28/2022 11:19 AM

1241

Updating

2/28/2022 11:19 AM

1242

Heater

2/28/2022 11:17 AM

1243

update for safety

2/28/2022 11:15 AM

1244

Hours of operation

2/28/2022 11:10 AM
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1245

Making it accessible

2/28/2022 11:10 AM

1246

Chairs at the pool would be nice. Handicapped accessibility.

2/28/2022 11:08 AM

1247

Accessibility.

2/28/2022 11:08 AM

1248

Programs and scheduled activities

2/28/2022 11:08 AM

1249

Larger pool

2/28/2022 11:07 AM

1250

Tear it out and put a new pool in it's place while keeping the historical entrance.

2/28/2022 11:07 AM

1251

More shade

2/28/2022 11:02 AM

1252

Accessibility

2/28/2022 11:02 AM

1253

Better Bike Parking and more efficient use of space.

2/28/2022 11:01 AM

1254

Keep the front facade, integrate it into the new pool bathhouse, drop the entire pool and
increase the size and put it below ground.

2/28/2022 11:01 AM

1255

ADA accommodations

2/28/2022 10:59 AM

1256

Training - classes - employment

2/28/2022 10:58 AM

1257

I grew up going to the pool and have very fond memories. Other than making it ADA compliant,
I can think of any changes that would improve its desirability and use.

2/28/2022 10:58 AM

1258

To include wheelchair access to pool deck, room for guardians to watch their children.

2/28/2022 10:57 AM

1259

Safety/ADA requirements. Splash pad for the littles.

2/28/2022 10:55 AM

1260

Maintenance

2/28/2022 10:52 AM

1261

Make it ADA compliant.

2/28/2022 10:47 AM

1262

Safety

2/28/2022 10:47 AM

1263

Tear is down and rebuild modern pool facilities

2/28/2022 10:46 AM

1264

Acsessable to Younger age groups

2/28/2022 10:46 AM

1265

It does not have a shallow end, no way to have wheelchair acces.

2/28/2022 10:45 AM

1266

would like to see an expansion of the deck area that would provide more seating, umbrellas,
concession stand. Upgrade to restroom/locker room area (enlarged)

2/28/2022 10:45 AM

1267

I would like to see this pool be accessible to everyone. My friend is unable to join us because
he uses a wheelchair and this location is not accessible at all.

2/28/2022 10:38 AM

1268

Convert to something else - art. Or make improvements and keep as pool. I think only one
pool between Lowell and South should stay a pool, the other something else.

2/28/2022 10:34 AM

1269

build more.

2/28/2022 10:25 AM

1270

I appreciate the history behind them and would like to preserve that, but accessibility should
be added.

2/28/2022 10:24 AM

1271

A small neighborhood pool should be available in this location, but it does not need to be the
current aging structure.

2/28/2022 10:11 AM

1272

Safety. Would also love something added for younger children.

2/28/2022 9:48 AM
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Q14 What historic features (if any) of South Pool are most important to
you?
Answered: 1,338

Skipped: 815

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The architecture and history

3/28/2022 7:36 AM

2

The beautiful Art Deco style

3/28/2022 4:36 AM

3

Entrance

3/27/2022 10:50 PM

4

The facade

3/27/2022 4:27 PM

5

The structure

3/27/2022 3:57 PM

6

The Art Deco design

3/27/2022 3:22 PM

7

The exterior structural form.

3/27/2022 11:18 AM

8

Design and tradition

3/26/2022 11:16 PM

9

Entrance design

3/26/2022 7:30 PM

10

My family and I have swam there for the longest time, it used to be the pool for the south dive
team which I have met an older gentleman at Borah pool who competed for south.

3/26/2022 6:38 PM

11

The iconic look

3/26/2022 6:28 PM

12

All of them.

3/26/2022 3:41 PM

13

Architecture

3/26/2022 2:53 PM

14

The memories

3/26/2022 1:16 PM

15

See above.

3/26/2022 8:16 AM

16

Its entrance and overall design presentation.

3/26/2022 8:10 AM

17

the design

3/26/2022 6:52 AM

18

Maintain the entrance appearance but rebuild the rest.

3/26/2022 4:38 AM

19

I love the entryway and I think it’s really cool having it be upstairs although I understand since
it’s not accessible for all that may need to be changed somehow but it’s just so cool.

3/26/2022 1:20 AM

20

The curb appeal is very important. The design of the pool itself that is round like the pools at
the Sun Valley Lodge in Ketchum Idaho.

3/26/2022 12:40 AM

21

The Art Deco facade and its being above ground! That’s very attractive.

3/25/2022 11:10 PM

22

All of it

3/25/2022 11:04 PM

23

The Art Deco design

3/25/2022 10:04 PM

24

All of them

3/25/2022 10:01 PM

25

The facade

3/25/2022 9:59 PM

26

The front would be great to keep like the front of the old South Jr High.

3/25/2022 9:26 PM

27

Signage, deck appearance

3/25/2022 9:21 PM

28

The entrance

3/25/2022 3:58 PM

29

The front entrance way is really fun it would be great to get to keep that and then build a more
updated pool behind it

3/25/2022 3:05 PM

30

Unique appearance

3/25/2022 2:30 PM

31

The unique design.

3/25/2022 2:12 PM

32

It's place in the community as it served the community and it's architectural design and
prominence

3/25/2022 12:47 PM

33

The outside structure.

3/25/2022 11:54 AM

34

I wish it were possible to preserve the structure but build a new pool that is functional and
doesn’t have the same risk of expensive breakdown.

3/25/2022 11:43 AM

35

Art Deco entrance.

3/25/2022 10:45 AM

36

It’s unique AND functional, not a common combination. The pool is a landmark on the Bench.
It’s also a well preserved example design, public works, and culture of Boise.

3/25/2022 10:45 AM

37

The facade.

3/25/2022 10:25 AM

38

The entrance architecture

3/25/2022 9:22 AM
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39

I really don’t care. So-called historical nature of the South Junior high library on the corner was
just a waste. It was a political compromise so we could build the new South Junior high.
Nobody uses it. If we build a new south pool we could use the old art deco signage yes that
makes people happy. I just don’t care.

3/25/2022 8:01 AM

40

entry way

3/25/2022 1:00 AM

41

This is one of the only Bintz pools left in the world. This is an extremely important thing to
preserve.

3/25/2022 12:03 AM

42

Its architecture and significance as a unique neighborhood gathering place

3/24/2022 11:02 PM

43

All of them!

3/24/2022 10:09 PM

44

All of them

3/24/2022 9:09 PM

45

The facade on the front is beautiful and significant to the history of the neighborhood.

3/24/2022 8:46 PM

46

The Art Deco front entrance & colors.

3/24/2022 8:42 PM

47

The front facade

3/24/2022 6:38 PM

48

Facade

3/24/2022 6:02 PM

49

The facade is most important.

3/24/2022 4:47 PM

50

The architecture

3/24/2022 4:31 PM

51

The entire pool. Saving the entrance only is not historic preservation and we still lose yet
ANOTHER historic property on the Bench. The Bench IS HISTORIC, the city needs to open its
eyes and realize there are other areas other than the north end.

3/24/2022 3:32 PM

52

It’s overall history and snapshot of architectural design. I look at it every time I drive by.

3/24/2022 1:53 PM

53

The front facade could be used as an entry way still to a open park

3/24/2022 1:17 PM

54

the architecture.

3/24/2022 9:43 AM

55

None

3/23/2022 7:32 PM

56

Retro touch

3/22/2022 9:02 PM

57

1960's design

3/22/2022 8:59 PM

58

The art deco front facade.

3/22/2022 3:53 PM

59

I particularly like the art deco facade. It would be nice to preserve it somehow, like the
preservation of the old section piece of nearby South Jr High, and its conversion into a stage
and ampitheater.

3/22/2022 10:51 AM

60

Art Deco entrance

3/22/2022 10:06 AM

61

The Art Deco vibe

3/22/2022 7:49 AM

62

The architecture itself is interesting and unique. I would love to see it incorporated into any
new design. I would also love to see historic interpretation panel included so people not familiar
with our city are able to enjoy and learn about our history.

3/21/2022 1:30 PM

63

The Deco style is cool.

3/21/2022 10:30 AM

64

A neighborhood gathering place where all can enjoy the swimming and sun. It’s historical
significance in the brench,s history.

3/20/2022 4:53 PM

65

entryway

3/20/2022 2:05 PM

66

Entrance

3/20/2022 1:55 PM

67

THE OVERALL DESIGN

3/20/2022 1:30 PM

68

The sign/location and perhaps some of the interior should be kept

3/20/2022 12:35 PM

69

That it is so important to the community when this come up in the late 70's Mrs. Klingensmith
with no children put up the money to restore the two pools. I will put $250.00 for each pool to
be restored.

3/20/2022 12:14 PM

70

Design

3/20/2022 11:24 AM

71

The entire structure but especially the entrance- the art decor design and the colors.

3/20/2022 11:02 AM

72

All of them. The pool is iconic. It should be preserved.

3/20/2022 10:02 AM

73

Zero

3/20/2022 9:19 AM

74

None. I never liked the pool, even 40 years ago as a kid. The structure is cool, but what good
is a structure if you can't use it, and there's better pools elsewhere? The pool needs to be
modernized for the community.

3/20/2022 9:11 AM

75

n/a

3/20/2022 7:55 AM

76

The pool itself. I swam there when I was a kid and took my kids there until it closed

3/19/2022 7:21 PM

77

I do like the Deco design, but that could be rebuilt /incorporated into a new facility

3/19/2022 3:36 PM

78

the Art Deco look fits with the neighborhood but most important to me is the availability close
by. It is a nice feature when my grandchildren visit and i enjoy swimming myself.

3/19/2022 3:14 PM
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79

Front entrance

3/19/2022 2:45 PM

80

The historic style and external facade

3/19/2022 1:32 PM

81

The physical look/structure

3/19/2022 11:02 AM

82

The entrance and design

3/19/2022 10:13 AM

83

Signage relics

3/18/2022 8:24 PM

84

Art Deco design

3/18/2022 2:42 PM

85

The front of south jr high is still there and this would be part of that history!

3/18/2022 2:15 PM

86

The entire appearance and architectural style that the pool brings to the neighborhood. It "fits
in" to the quaint historical neighborhood vs. a brand new, modern pool which would definitely
take up a larger footprint.

3/18/2022 10:44 AM

87

None, I think it should be updated in the most financial sensible way so as to continue to offer
the service to the community.

3/17/2022 7:27 PM

88

The Art Decco design.

3/17/2022 7:22 PM

89

I think functionality and features should outweigh historic features; but, if we're able to still
honor it's history, then we should try where appropriate.

3/17/2022 3:45 PM

90

Architecrure

3/17/2022 2:09 PM

91

Signage and building exterior design

3/17/2022 1:27 PM

92

Unique architecture

3/17/2022 1:12 PM

93

Art Moderna entrance style and colors, and aboveground nature of pool

3/17/2022 12:44 PM

94

Architecture

3/17/2022 11:17 AM

95

the exterior/the footprint/

3/17/2022 9:27 AM

96

The actual history/story.. the design/aesthetic and originality.

3/17/2022 12:29 AM

97

Signage

3/16/2022 10:53 PM

98

the art deco exterior should be saved

3/16/2022 8:58 PM

99

The entire pool and its signage

3/16/2022 8:21 PM

100

Above ground and historic look

3/16/2022 7:18 PM

101

The architecture

3/16/2022 6:48 PM

102

The entire structure

3/16/2022 6:10 PM

103

Sign

3/16/2022 3:49 PM

104

None.

3/16/2022 3:06 PM

105

Neighborhood setting. Above the ground setting.

3/16/2022 1:47 PM

106

The above ground design, the tiled glass, and the changing rooms that harken back to a
bygone era. New doesn’t always mean better. Sometimes the significance of the structure
itself is enough to make a young kind curious about the history and this leads to learning and
appreciation of the neighborhood where the children live.

3/16/2022 1:34 PM

107

Art Deco Above ground makes it practical Part of neighborhood

3/16/2022 12:06 PM

108

The architecture.

3/16/2022 8:24 AM

109

Facade and above ground oval shape

3/16/2022 7:05 AM

110

Keep the design as originally intentioned. Having it be one of a dozen left in the country it is
important to keep it true to the design while update it for continued use.

3/15/2022 9:00 PM

111

The Art Deco style

3/15/2022 9:00 PM

112

None

3/15/2022 3:42 PM

113

The design is unique and a throwback to simpler times that if presented well help give Boise
proper the personality most municipalities avoid to their detriment. Public Space and design is
integral for us to continue to draw people to the area and with that all people win.

3/15/2022 3:24 PM

114

The outside, the front yard to sit it, and the wonderful tunnels taking swimmers up the steps to
the pool. Being able to sneak a peak from a taller advantage point was so cool.

3/15/2022 1:03 PM

115

Not particular

3/15/2022 11:18 AM

116

The art deco entrance

3/14/2022 9:44 PM

117

The mid century entrance is cool. But that’s about it. I think if would be appropriate to
incorporate the lines and design of the entry in a new pool. Replicate (generally) with modern
materials, textures and design.

3/14/2022 12:48 PM

118

The art deco sign/entrance.

3/14/2022 11:47 AM

119

Above ground

3/14/2022 11:02 AM
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120

architectural

3/14/2022 10:58 AM

121

I love the art deco style and the character it brings to our neighborhood

3/14/2022 10:01 AM

122

Asthetics

3/14/2022 9:31 AM

123

the front entrance/art deco historical component

3/13/2022 4:54 PM

124

None

3/13/2022 4:44 PM

125

I love the architecture of the pool. My kids who are now in their 40s were frequent users of
South Pool and when my granddaughter visits me from Mississippi, she LOVED South Pool!
They don't have any public pools in Jackson, MS. She didn't know how to swim!

3/13/2022 3:45 PM

126

None. Its value is in its location and availability.

3/13/2022 1:26 PM

127

In this case, I just see the structure as old not historical. It doesn't seem to be a particularly
useful design and doesn't have any aesthetic appeal to me.

3/13/2022 8:33 AM

128

None

3/12/2022 9:45 PM

129

Facade

3/12/2022 8:03 PM

130

The whole place

3/12/2022 5:41 PM

131

Entire front

3/12/2022 5:14 PM

132

The front facade is very cool. If the pool has to go, then find a creative way to keep the
facade.

3/12/2022 3:07 PM

133

The old art deco entrance

3/12/2022 12:14 PM

134

The entire design

3/12/2022 10:07 AM

135

All of it. Any modifications made should preserve the original design and historical relevance in
it's entirety. If expansion(s) is required, it should be as an addition to the original structure.
There are very few pools remaining in the Nation of this era and need to be preserved.

3/12/2022 9:46 AM

136

The beautiful design. It’s unique to have this style in Boise, we should keep it for historical
sake

3/12/2022 8:14 AM

137

I think it'd be nice to retain some of the original features, such as maybe the entrance style,
but I believe the restoration for the purpose of achieving a highly functional space should trump
preserving historic value.

3/12/2022 7:20 AM

138

The entrance way

3/12/2022 5:07 AM

139

The artful design is so unique

3/11/2022 10:48 PM

140

Profile of the pool above ground

3/11/2022 8:19 PM

141

The Art Deco entrance.

3/11/2022 6:18 PM

142

It's unique and historic

3/11/2022 5:52 PM

143

Hopefully the facade is preserved; similar to the old South Junior High.

3/11/2022 5:50 PM

144

None

3/11/2022 5:49 PM

145

The architecture

3/11/2022 3:47 PM

146

None

3/11/2022 2:53 PM

147

That Art Deco entrance should be included in the new pool plans in someway…it’s so
awesome… out of town guests are like Oh! When they first see it

3/11/2022 2:08 PM

148

The facade.

3/11/2022 1:44 PM

149

None

3/11/2022 1:43 PM

150

Facade and entry.

3/11/2022 12:30 PM

151

The fact that it has been in this neighborhood for many years, providing great family recreation,
at an affordable cost and easy access. I don't believe it is a fair proposition to get rid of these
pools for all, because of limited handicapped access, if there are other Boise pools that have
access. In most cases those individuals would probably have to be driven, rather than walk or
bike. I'm also not sure it is reasonable for teenage lifeguards to be responsible for physically
handicapped swimmers??

3/11/2022 12:24 PM

152

All the historic features

3/11/2022 12:23 PM

153

a reproduced facsimile of the art deco design.

3/11/2022 11:41 AM

154

The front facade and exterior structure of the pool building.

3/11/2022 11:33 AM

155

The building…Keep it original but give it an era-appropriate color change

3/11/2022 11:17 AM

156

The front facade; the general shape of the building.

3/11/2022 11:10 AM

157

None specifically

3/11/2022 10:08 AM

158

The entry

3/11/2022 9:59 AM

159

Historic features at the pool are not important to me, only the function.

3/11/2022 9:57 AM
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160

All of it! Above ground pool! Neighborhood pool! Unique to Boise!

3/11/2022 9:37 AM

161

All of it, please do not tear this down.

3/11/2022 9:29 AM

162

The architecture is wonderful and should remain, if not at the pool (if you are going to remove
it), at least somewhere in the neighborhood - art project perhaps?

3/11/2022 8:46 AM

163

The facade is interesting, but we get carried away with historic preservation in the City.

3/11/2022 8:13 AM

164

Mid century design

3/11/2022 6:14 AM

165

I don't care about that historicle significance

3/10/2022 10:41 PM

166

Entrance

3/10/2022 9:57 PM

167

Na

3/10/2022 9:15 PM

168

I am unsure if the pool itself should be saved, but I definitely think the entrance could be
saved as an example of art deco style

3/10/2022 9:06 PM

169

The front.

3/10/2022 8:51 PM

170

Unique

3/10/2022 8:11 PM

171

All of it! It is a beautiful stricture, historically significant!

3/10/2022 8:11 PM

172

Art deco Facade, &high off ground

3/10/2022 8:02 PM

173

It’s above ground!

3/10/2022 7:59 PM

174

The historic facade should stay.

3/10/2022 7:03 PM

175

Not really any, needs to be brought to current standards

3/10/2022 6:46 PM

176

Entrance

3/10/2022 5:42 PM

177

Provision of a unique amenity, in terms of both architectural character and activities for
children and families, to the neighborhood

3/10/2022 5:26 PM

178

the whole physical appearance as an example of arcitecture

3/10/2022 5:26 PM

179

NA

3/10/2022 5:12 PM

180

The facade. Is it financially feasible to save just the facade and then make a modern more
user friendly pool facility?

3/10/2022 5:03 PM

181

Exterior.

3/10/2022 4:45 PM

182

All around build of it

3/10/2022 4:40 PM

183

All of them

3/10/2022 4:31 PM

184

None, we're in a new time and need safe, clean and well maintained pools

3/10/2022 4:26 PM

185

Exterior facade

3/10/2022 4:25 PM

186

Deco entrance. Great historic story.

3/10/2022 4:14 PM

187

I like the design and retro feel.

3/10/2022 4:08 PM

188

N/a

3/10/2022 4:00 PM

189

it is part of the city I grew up in and is still relevant today

3/10/2022 3:54 PM

190

The front façade and unique design, if possible. If the 2 story design needs to be changed to
make some accommodations, please keep the façade. Also, please keep ANY pool there and
open.

3/10/2022 3:48 PM

191

art deco sign

3/10/2022 3:36 PM

192

Overall design and entrance

3/10/2022 3:36 PM

193

The Art Deco look

3/10/2022 2:30 PM

194

the facade

3/10/2022 11:11 AM

195

All of them!

3/10/2022 10:55 AM

196

Grandparents, Parents and our kids using the facility. Design features are pretty 😎

3/10/2022 10:25 AM

197

I love the retro vibe.

3/10/2022 9:45 AM

198

The architecture.

3/10/2022 9:12 AM

199

The architecture is irreplaceable, Boise should do it’s best to save and conserve all historic
features. This neighborhood is historic and beautiful, please keep it as such.

3/10/2022 8:44 AM

200

neighborhood gathering place

3/10/2022 7:40 AM

201

The front

3/10/2022 6:55 AM

202

All of it.

3/9/2022 10:59 PM

203

Fantastic design

3/9/2022 9:14 PM

204

Not sure.

3/9/2022 8:58 PM
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205

Architecture

3/9/2022 7:26 PM

206

The entrance facade.

3/9/2022 6:29 PM

207

I love the layout and structure of South Pool. It is so unique and not replaceable!

3/9/2022 6:16 PM

208

The Art Deco facade is so interesting and unique.

3/9/2022 4:24 PM

209

The Art Deco fits with the Depot Bench. The size and the shape of the pool are unique.

3/9/2022 4:24 PM

210

The look of the entrance.

3/9/2022 3:47 PM

211

Wall facade, Art Deco entry way.

3/9/2022 3:04 PM

212

All of them.

3/9/2022 2:53 PM

213

Perhaps some pictures of the original pool and Art Deco attributes could be featured on the
grounds (like the pictures of the original Natatorium along the greenbelt in SE Boise) but the
design should be updated to accommodate today's needs. In ground vs. the current need for
all the stairs, would be preferable to me.

3/9/2022 2:09 PM

214

If historical structures cannot be salvaged, the facility’s story can be captured and displayed
via audio/visual presentations (e.g. kiosk that plays a short video about the pools history and
value. )

3/9/2022 1:34 PM

215

The entire structure.

3/9/2022 1:27 PM

216

It is a unique pool but I am not certain the historic features outweigh the costs of updating it for
continued use as it is. I think a newer pool would draw more neighbors.

3/9/2022 12:52 PM

217

The facade/entrance.

3/9/2022 12:24 PM

218

For our family its more about havibg the opportunity to make happy memories and the healthy
activity getting out in the sunshine, exercising, meeting and connecting with neighbors etc than
so much keeping the architecture look authentic from the past.

3/9/2022 12:24 PM

219

I love the art deco style, but if that can't be saved, I'm ok with doing whatever you have to to
make it larger.

3/9/2022 11:59 AM

220

the aesthetic is a plus for sure.

3/9/2022 11:54 AM

221

The design

3/9/2022 11:03 AM

222

all of it

3/9/2022 10:49 AM

223

South pool in a Historic part of Boise's past and should be restored so future generations can
enjoy it. Neighborhood Pools are an important part of our community, especially for the Boise
Bench.

3/9/2022 10:21 AM

224

The structure itself is beautiful. It just needs some TLC.

3/9/2022 10:16 AM

225

The color scheme and architecture.

3/9/2022 9:55 AM

226

The exterior.

3/9/2022 9:32 AM

227

When possible, historic features should be retained.

3/9/2022 8:29 AM

228

above ground and look and feel. much of historic down town was demolished long ago. lets not
repeat that mistake at present.

3/9/2022 8:21 AM

229

keeping the look

3/9/2022 7:47 AM

230

While I think it is super cool, it is not practical for senior citizens, handicapped people or large
groups. I vote to not keep any part of the pre-existing building.

3/9/2022 7:36 AM

231

Aesthetic look. Diving board.

3/9/2022 7:25 AM

232

So people appreciate historical value of Boise history

3/9/2022 7:22 AM

233

The fact that they have been here so long and have such a unique design and provide local
neighborhood swimming opportunity

3/9/2022 6:19 AM

234

Location.

3/8/2022 11:17 PM

235

The architectural design.

3/8/2022 11:02 PM

236

Maintenance of original design is important. Preservation of Boise history.

3/8/2022 10:41 PM

237

N/A

3/8/2022 10:23 PM

238

The Art Deco facade must be preserved at all cost

3/8/2022 10:07 PM

239

Love the Art Deco style. Would love to see that maintained.

3/8/2022 9:58 PM

240

The art deco features are so lovely and such a call back to when it was designed.

3/8/2022 8:23 PM

241

None.

3/8/2022 8:09 PM

242

The pool its self and the feel of a time past.

3/8/2022 6:46 PM

243

Affordability, simple style

3/8/2022 6:26 PM

244

This it's a piece of the benches history we need to preserve it most of our history is gone

3/8/2022 6:05 PM

245

All

3/8/2022 4:24 PM
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246

The look and aesthetic

3/8/2022 4:22 PM

247

Signage

3/8/2022 3:17 PM

248

the outside structure

3/8/2022 3:04 PM

249

helps the area recall the history of the Bench

3/8/2022 2:24 PM

250

The building style.

3/8/2022 1:59 PM

251

the facade

3/8/2022 1:57 PM

252

not really any if it looks as bad as the highschool for the price paid

3/8/2022 1:55 PM

253

The facing should be kept, like the library facing of the old south jr. high

3/8/2022 1:51 PM

254

The front

3/8/2022 1:44 PM

255

The "retro" look...please don't change the design.

3/8/2022 12:41 PM

256

location

3/8/2022 12:19 PM

257

With the new and very beautiful South Junior High the neighborhood has been enhanced. The
library from the old building was left and freshened up to be an amphitheater on one corner of
the property and the South Pool is on another corner of the property representing an earlier
time on Shoshone St. One can see history at a glance driving or walking by.

3/8/2022 12:19 PM

258

Keep the iconic front facade, but build new facilites behind it, much like they did with the South
Jr. High Library facade.

3/8/2022 12:12 PM

259

Keep the out side historic features that makes the neighbor hood it has been there for
decades. It would be a shame to do away with it. It has become a family tradition.

3/8/2022 12:07 PM

260

entrance

3/8/2022 11:12 AM

261

Not important

3/8/2022 10:26 AM

262

None

3/8/2022 9:14 AM

263

Location and architectural design

3/8/2022 9:05 AM

264

The entrance

3/8/2022 8:44 AM

265

Location

3/8/2022 7:46 AM

266

appearance

3/8/2022 7:25 AM

267

None

3/8/2022 7:18 AM

268

Can the front be salvaged like the front of the South Jr. High library?

3/8/2022 7:12 AM

269

Art Deco facade

3/8/2022 7:01 AM

270

Among the 100s of pools that were made in the late 50’s and 60’s, South and Lowell are two of
them. Which is really interesting to me because it has always been apart of history that is still
here today.

3/8/2022 6:39 AM

271

No

3/8/2022 2:12 AM

272

front of building and entire strange design.

3/7/2022 11:01 PM

273

None

3/7/2022 10:51 PM

274

Idk

3/7/2022 10:42 PM

275

All of it. I grew up playing in this pool

3/7/2022 9:45 PM

276

The historic features are not important to me.

3/7/2022 9:32 PM

277

I don't know how historic people consider the pool, but it truly is a beautiful structure from top
to bottom. I also appreciate the glass block use and its art deco lettering.

3/7/2022 9:30 PM

278

The Art Deco

3/7/2022 9:17 PM

279

Love the old above ground style. Such an iconic treasure for the bench neighborhood

3/7/2022 8:47 PM

280

None

3/7/2022 8:43 PM

281

None

3/7/2022 8:40 PM

282

I think it has a historic mid-mod look that fits the neighborhood. Also in like that it still has a
deep and and diving board.

3/7/2022 8:12 PM

283

The architecture/artwork of the entrance should remain as much as possible. It looks good and
it's an important throwback to past generations.

3/7/2022 7:39 PM

284

The facade is so cool!

3/7/2022 7:28 PM

285

The signage.

3/7/2022 7:08 PM

286

Entrance

3/7/2022 6:51 PM

287

The architecture, the above ground design. It seems to "complement" South Jr. High.

3/7/2022 6:49 PM

288

The entire Pool

3/7/2022 6:49 PM
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289

historic features are not important

3/7/2022 6:46 PM

290

The art deco facade. It would be cool to somehow incorporate it into something new.

3/7/2022 6:40 PM

291

all

3/7/2022 6:19 PM

292

I love the outside appearance of the pool. It's so cool, that South Pool! The pool itself is just
the right size for the neighborhood.

3/7/2022 5:50 PM

293

Proximity to school and the bench neighborhood it serves.

3/7/2022 4:49 PM

294

None really - if the current structure itself is not maintainable, frame a few historical photos of
it in the new pool's structure or salvage and repurpose a piece of the old structure like was
done with South Jr High School's library.

3/7/2022 4:49 PM

295

The historical document that is the structure itself. It’s connection to a time of frugality without
sacrificing design standards.

3/7/2022 4:40 PM

296

The art deco and above ground look.

3/7/2022 4:08 PM

297

To keep its architecture-charm in tact & especially to keep it open to be enjoyed by Boise
Historical Bench Residents for generations to come !

3/7/2022 4:03 PM

298

None... it is a great example of art deco construction but beyond that facade there is very
limited usefulness to the community. Would prefer to see the old South High
Facade/amphitheater better utilized for community events.

3/7/2022 3:58 PM

299

None

3/7/2022 3:03 PM

300

Meh. It's kinda ugly.

3/7/2022 2:51 PM

301

The historic facade

3/7/2022 2:45 PM

302

The design.

3/7/2022 2:23 PM

303

The front look

3/7/2022 2:17 PM

304

I love the 1950-60s aesthetics, would love to keep that same feel.

3/7/2022 1:21 PM

305

Location, access, feel.

3/7/2022 1:19 PM

306

keep deco look

3/7/2022 12:50 PM

307

Classic design

3/7/2022 12:48 PM

308

The look fits the neighborhood

3/7/2022 12:47 PM

309

None

3/7/2022 12:46 PM

310

The entry is the most unique feature and really should be preserved. The historic value of the
actual pool part should be secondary to functionality and safety.

3/7/2022 12:27 PM

311

While I appreciate the Art Deco design and historical significance, the pool does not have the
amenities we seek as a family, e.g., drop slides.

3/7/2022 12:01 PM

312

The overall aesthetic

3/7/2022 11:55 AM

313

The library portion was saved and it’s nice put a functional pool with a history wall would be
fine

3/7/2022 11:43 AM

314

Appearance of structure

3/7/2022 10:40 AM

315

The outer design of the pool would be nice to maintain, so there would be a connection from
the past to the present that reflects the value of those involved from the beginning to now

3/7/2022 10:34 AM

316

none

3/7/2022 10:27 AM

317

Above ground design

3/7/2022 10:22 AM

318

I love the art deco architecture

3/6/2022 2:01 PM

319

Not so important but saving or having a public pool is highest priority

3/6/2022 12:49 PM

320

Art Deco entry and feel as you walk in

3/6/2022 11:45 AM

321

Any

3/6/2022 9:52 AM

322

That it is a out of ground pool and the front entry way stay the same!

3/6/2022 7:46 AM

323

Concrete, above ground, Art Deco style

3/5/2022 5:26 PM

324

It is above ground and it's super ugly, I love this.

3/5/2022 5:09 PM

325

the appearance and color

3/5/2022 11:18 AM

326

Entrance design, overall design, raised pool design, uniqueness. The pool design fits/belongs
in this neighborhood, with the similarity of age of homes and the era of the bench
neighborhood, it fits!! There’s only 12 left in the country, 12, that’s it! New isn’t necessarily
better when you look at it as a whole, the neighborhood, school style, the bench. Let’s
preserve some of Boise’s uniqueness and history and not be among the tear down crowd.
Thank you

3/5/2022 7:59 AM

327

The Art Deco/Art Moderna architectural style.

3/4/2022 9:13 PM

328

Street side facade

3/4/2022 6:36 PM
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329

Front of building

3/4/2022 4:42 PM

330

N/A

3/4/2022 3:26 PM

331

The Art Deco/Art Moderne features of the facade at the front of the existing South Pool (which
could be preserved and incorporated at the existing site if a new South Pool were built as a
ground level, enclosed year-round lap pool.) Also, the historic (since 1952 !) existing location of
South Pool is an important historic feature !

3/4/2022 3:09 PM

332

Architecture

3/4/2022 2:43 PM

333

its location

3/4/2022 2:31 PM

334

The style/look

3/4/2022 1:26 PM

335

All

3/4/2022 12:19 PM

336

I enjoy the style. The old history Idaho style we all love so much.

3/4/2022 12:12 PM

337

none

3/4/2022 11:33 AM

338

the facade is classic and should be preserved

3/4/2022 11:27 AM

339

Love the entrance design. The above ground construction is so unique. Somehow preserve
part of that while making a new pool area.

3/4/2022 10:57 AM

340

The design. Leave it “OG”

3/4/2022 10:41 AM

341

The entire pool is important as is. Yes it needs to be repaired but it doesn't need to be
changed. It has served this community since the 50s and that needs to be respected. Its an
historic icon of this city. Sadly its not accessible for everyone with disabilities but there are
other public pools closeise by to fit the needs of everyone. This is an exception to the rule as
it is historic. I use to attend this pool and now as I'm older I physically cannot due to my
disabilities but Im okay with this because I have so many other options close by. This is not a
new project its a restoration and the structure should be respected.

3/4/2022 9:53 AM

342

Nothing specific

3/4/2022 9:02 AM

343

The exterior/entry

3/4/2022 9:02 AM

344

If you want to make a museum out of the pool... Fine close it as a functional pool and reopen
as a museum. If you want a community resource than forget about historic features and
update it to modern safety and code. Meet the community needs.

3/4/2022 8:38 AM

345

Art deco design.

3/4/2022 8:24 AM

346

The whole thing is historic and should be preserved.

3/4/2022 7:31 AM

347

The outside area that says municipal pool in the art deco style

3/4/2022 7:15 AM

348

The entrance.

3/4/2022 12:30 AM

349

N/A

3/3/2022 10:42 PM

350

The front part

3/3/2022 10:32 PM

351

I attended South Jr High in 2000. The entire south campus is memorable and important to me!

3/3/2022 10:30 PM

352

The facade, signage and overall architecture of the structure.

3/3/2022 8:57 PM

353

The front facade is really unique.

3/3/2022 8:00 PM

354

The front facade, it is just really cool and Art Deco and there is not much of that left in Boise. I
also love the pool itself, it is big and ovoid and so unique.

3/3/2022 7:52 PM

355

Just that it’s kind of a landmark

3/3/2022 7:31 PM

356

The original block lettering

3/3/2022 7:03 PM

357

The above ground Art Deco design.

3/3/2022 6:11 PM

358

The facade. But, it can be moved to another location.

3/3/2022 6:05 PM

359

Exterior structure, above-ground design.

3/3/2022 5:46 PM

360

Keep the front just as they did in the building of new south

3/3/2022 5:39 PM

361

Design

3/3/2022 5:37 PM

362

Entire structure. No small town half-efforted preservation like city/school district attempted with
south junior high architecture.

3/3/2022 5:22 PM

363

None

3/3/2022 4:47 PM

364

The entrance is rad. The changing areas on either side (assuming they're similar) are pretty
unique. Perhaps the front facade can be maintained somehow?

3/3/2022 4:02 PM

365

Appearance, charm

3/3/2022 3:36 PM

366

Art Deco features

3/3/2022 2:48 PM

367

Providing the community with value. Historically, you can always appreciate the past but do
what is best for the future.

3/3/2022 2:44 PM
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368

The front lettering and architecture.

3/3/2022 2:36 PM

369

I don't have a preference.

3/3/2022 2:15 PM

370

The facade!!! Document the rest for a display at new pool.

3/3/2022 1:09 PM

371

none

3/3/2022 1:06 PM

372

All of them

3/3/2022 12:40 PM

373

Definite historic landmark that we need to preserve. A significant part of the central bench
neighborhood.

3/3/2022 12:30 PM

374

The fact that there are so few of these relic pools left.

3/3/2022 9:19 AM

375

The front door with writing on it

3/3/2022 8:30 AM

376

Pool shape and exterior aesthetic

3/3/2022 8:23 AM

377

The facade definitely, I’d be upset if the front was altered.

3/3/2022 8:11 AM

378

It has an awesome feeling of nostalgia for me, I grew up going to local pools in the area, I think
it was an important part of my youth.

3/3/2022 7:52 AM

379

The entryway

3/3/2022 7:43 AM

380

The “historic” part of that question is what makes it important…

3/3/2022 7:35 AM

381

N/a

3/3/2022 7:31 AM

382

The overall design is awesome. We should keep historic looking public buildings. Look how
unattractive Boise City Hall is. It looks like the Krimlin designed it.

3/3/2022 7:20 AM

383

The front facade, shape of the design

3/3/2022 7:09 AM

384

Potentially the shape of the pool and maybe the entrance feature/design.

3/3/2022 7:06 AM

385

Structure and appearance

3/3/2022 2:57 AM

386

The old entrance is really cool. It would be nice to see it incorporated into a new entrance. But
a nicer pool would be even better.

3/3/2022 2:17 AM

387

The blue entryway details and Signage.

3/3/2022 1:42 AM

388

We already lost the Natatorium, let’s keep these historic pools

3/3/2022 1:06 AM

389

All of it

3/3/2022 12:19 AM

390

It's time to move on to a more modern pool, not preserve history.

3/2/2022 11:57 PM

391

The size, design and overall presence of the facility is "right sized" and architecture
appropriate for the neighborhood. Certainly a larger facility could occupy the space but there
could be ways to create more efficient use with the existing structures...

3/2/2022 11:17 PM

392

The front

3/2/2022 11:14 PM

393

It’s old and cool. Stay true to the original design but necessary safety measures important

3/2/2022 11:06 PM

394

Keep the old school feel but modern amenities

3/2/2022 10:56 PM

395

The structure of the pool area.

3/2/2022 10:50 PM

396

Art Deco entrance

3/2/2022 10:18 PM

397

The outside look.

3/2/2022 10:04 PM

398

The architecture

3/2/2022 10:03 PM

399

all of them

3/2/2022 9:54 PM

400

Design. Architecturally, and colors

3/2/2022 9:52 PM

401

The style and beauty

3/2/2022 9:43 PM

402

The above ground quality and also the front entrance and the circle shape.

3/2/2022 9:41 PM

403

The Art Deco design. Don’t make the library mistake.

3/2/2022 9:26 PM

404

The art deco facade

3/2/2022 9:17 PM

405

None.

3/2/2022 9:01 PM

406

The exterior look.

3/2/2022 8:59 PM

407

The entrance!

3/2/2022 8:55 PM

408

Exterior

3/2/2022 8:54 PM

409

All of them. The only changes that should be made are updating the plumbing, electrical, etc
and creating a way for those with limited mobility to enjoy the pool. Perhaps another elevated
pool structure could be added behind or next to the original pool that would cater to toddlers
and those with limited mobility.

3/2/2022 8:49 PM

410

The exterior/facade

3/2/2022 8:46 PM

411

None. I just liked to swim

3/2/2022 8:41 PM
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412

The style and design

3/2/2022 8:41 PM

413

The history

3/2/2022 8:40 PM

414

Achitecture

3/2/2022 8:36 PM

415

Front deco

3/2/2022 8:31 PM

416

Anything architectural

3/2/2022 8:21 PM

417

None.

3/2/2022 8:14 PM

418

All of them

3/2/2022 8:11 PM

419

The art deco design. The city keeps tearing down all the interesting buildings for the sake of
"progress" but it is a "regression"

3/2/2022 8:11 PM

420

None; Pools should be used to provide several functions, but the primary purpose should be to
teach people to swim.

3/2/2022 8:11 PM

421

The entrance/front

3/2/2022 7:52 PM

422

The pool itself being in the neighborhood.

3/2/2022 7:52 PM

423

The design!! I also remember the lighting being different than other ones.

3/2/2022 7:50 PM

424

The art deco facade

3/2/2022 7:50 PM

425

None

3/2/2022 7:45 PM

426

The facade and entrance.

3/2/2022 7:42 PM

427

Keep the front facade, but more important to have something functional for everyday use

3/2/2022 7:41 PM

428

I personally love the style and location

3/2/2022 7:36 PM

429

EVERYTHING

3/2/2022 7:34 PM

430

The location, architecture and overall existence.

3/2/2022 7:16 PM

431

The gorgeous Art Deco exterior and color!

3/2/2022 7:10 PM

432

NA

3/2/2022 6:49 PM

433

The art in the entry and the integrity of the historic pool design.

3/2/2022 6:39 PM

434

The color scheme and the front entrance

3/2/2022 6:18 PM

435

How the outside looks cool

3/2/2022 5:55 PM

436

None, just want a near pool

3/2/2022 5:55 PM

437

All of the original design details.

3/2/2022 5:41 PM

438

Access to it and also the colors. The colors are awesome. Please don’t put some crap there
that looks like gentrified bs.

3/2/2022 5:32 PM

439

The art deco entrance and overall style. Above-ground pool. No major design changes.

3/2/2022 5:27 PM

440

The Art Deco facade

3/2/2022 5:18 PM

441

All

3/2/2022 4:31 PM

442

Facade and simplicity

3/2/2022 4:18 PM

443

Safe the sign

3/2/2022 4:11 PM

444

The facade and the pool itself

3/2/2022 4:08 PM

445

love the aesthetic design - art deco.

3/2/2022 4:00 PM

446

The design. It is a historical landmark.

3/2/2022 3:57 PM

447

NA

3/2/2022 3:56 PM

448

Aesthetic, architecture, story of project and builders. As much as Boise has changed it’s a
wonderful reminder of childhood bliss and hometown history.

3/2/2022 3:37 PM

449

I think the architecture is neat. Maybe preserve as much as you can, or use it as the entry
way to a new facility.

3/2/2022 3:23 PM

450

The entrance is historical and should be preserved

3/2/2022 3:21 PM

451

None. It's not about the history of the pool. It's about community safety and making sure our
citizens are water-safe

3/2/2022 3:12 PM

452

building and human history

3/2/2022 3:08 PM

453

NA

3/2/2022 3:01 PM

454

The front of the building. The colors the aesthetic the words “municipal pool”

3/2/2022 2:58 PM

455

Front art deco

3/2/2022 2:39 PM

456

The actual structure and exactly where it is at, next to the school

3/2/2022 2:38 PM
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457

Everything

3/2/2022 2:37 PM

458

The design of the people is great and the historic look. Unfortunately I understand that also
makes it difficult to improve upon

3/2/2022 2:35 PM

459

The entrance is awesome. Now, after reading the article attached to this survey, it should be
kept as a ahistorical building, but also used.

3/2/2022 2:25 PM

460

The Facade.

3/2/2022 2:21 PM

461

front and the general feel of the building

3/2/2022 2:17 PM

462

wouldnt call it a historic feature but i’ve gone there by whole life and went to south jr high so
it’s important to me

3/2/2022 2:12 PM

463

The entrance

3/2/2022 2:07 PM

464

location

3/2/2022 2:05 PM

465

Entrance, and above ground is really unique but also not very practical

3/2/2022 2:05 PM

466

none

3/2/2022 2:04 PM

467

Historic value is much less important than functional value to the community.

3/2/2022 1:52 PM

468

The exterior appearance from Shoshone ST

3/2/2022 1:28 PM

469

The entrance.

3/2/2022 1:14 PM

470

It a very important part of Boise's history

3/2/2022 1:08 PM

471

The facade is very stylized to the time it was built, that’s historical for the city and I’d like to
see that preserved no matter what

3/2/2022 1:06 PM

472

Keep the front art deco façade.

3/2/2022 1:02 PM

473

Exterior architecture is so unique and nostalgic, especially with the recent developments
popping up everywhere (ie. “Cookie cutter houses”)

3/2/2022 12:58 PM

474

The front of the pool has been around since the 50's.

3/2/2022 12:56 PM

475

I am more interest in what the "pool" offers. If the structure needs to change it should should
fit unobtrusively as possible into the surrounding neighborhood.

3/2/2022 12:56 PM

476

Exterior.

3/2/2022 12:40 PM

477

Aesthetic design. Mid-century exterior.

3/2/2022 12:39 PM

478

The look of it.

3/2/2022 12:37 PM

479

None. Pictures of it would be enough.

3/2/2022 12:34 PM

480

The front

3/2/2022 12:32 PM

481

The Art Deco design and significance

3/2/2022 12:32 PM

482

The fact that it is a pice of history. As an above ground pool that all kids can enjoy.

3/2/2022 12:31 PM

483

I love the look of the entrance.

3/2/2022 12:31 PM

484

None

3/2/2022 12:20 PM

485

The front

3/2/2022 12:20 PM

486

I swam and worked at south pool. The only historic feature that is important to me is a feature
of good communities where cities provide recreational services. I realize pools are more
difficult to maintain than foothill trails, but not everyone can live near the foothills. What is
important to me is having a community pool

3/2/2022 12:17 PM

487

All of it.

3/2/2022 12:14 PM

488

I think the front facade is most important in its Art Deco design. If structurally the pool had to
be rebuilt, I would want the front preserved as an artistic entrance to a new pool. But overall, I
would want the entire pool brought back to its heyday.

3/2/2022 12:12 PM

489

Overall design and entryway

3/2/2022 12:06 PM

490

The design/Art Deco style above ground pool is a sight few and far between and I think it’s one
of the most iconic things in Boise.

3/2/2022 12:06 PM

491

Memories

3/2/2022 12:00 PM

492

N/A

3/2/2022 11:48 AM

493

the sign

3/2/2022 11:46 AM

494

The opening gates

3/2/2022 11:36 AM

495

The front of it and the vintage construction - don’t change it

3/2/2022 11:35 AM

496

The styling of it

3/2/2022 11:32 AM

497

The entrance is the coolest part of both locations honestly

3/2/2022 11:28 AM

498

The entrance and font of the sign

3/2/2022 11:26 AM
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499

Main entrance

3/2/2022 11:24 AM

500

The unique structure of the entrance is important to me, I don't want to see it modernized, it
was pretty modern for it's time and I feel the tribute to the artist who designed it needs to be
preserved

3/2/2022 11:22 AM

501

The whole pool.

3/2/2022 11:16 AM

502

The historic entrance and the uniqueness of the pool .

3/2/2022 11:15 AM

503

art deco look

3/2/2022 11:10 AM

504

That diving board was stiff but you could get a mean cannon ball off.

3/2/2022 11:10 AM

505

None. Bulldoze and start over.

3/2/2022 11:06 AM

506

I think whatever we do we want it to remain architecturally interesting and Not just go with the
least expensive design choice possible

3/2/2022 11:04 AM

507

Maintaining the Art Deco style exterior.

3/2/2022 11:03 AM

508

The outside entrance! It’s so beautiful and unique

3/2/2022 10:59 AM

509

All of it.

3/2/2022 10:59 AM

510

Art Deco design

3/2/2022 10:58 AM

511

The whole thing

3/2/2022 10:54 AM

512

The shape and building itself as well as location.

3/2/2022 10:52 AM

513

My favorite thing was how tall it it is above the ground. As a kid it felt like you were on top of
the world up there. It is a unique and cool pool. Leave it be and only repair what needs repaired
so it can go on being what it has always been.

3/2/2022 10:52 AM

514

?

3/2/2022 10:51 AM

515

Blank

3/2/2022 10:47 AM

516

All of it ! The Art Deco look needs to stay !

3/2/2022 10:46 AM

517

The mid century modern design/facade

3/2/2022 10:44 AM

518

That ever since I moved to boise when I was young remember going there as a kid. Now that’s
times changed I would love to see it grow into something else

3/2/2022 10:42 AM

519

It's been here for YRS

3/2/2022 10:39 AM

520

Design Scarcity of existing pools

3/2/2022 10:39 AM

521

The entrance

3/2/2022 10:37 AM

522

Beyond being a nice neighborhood pool, it is a classic example of Art Deco architecture in
Boise. The last thing we need is yet ANOTHER piece of Boise history torn down.

3/2/2022 10:37 AM

523

Front entrance is distinctive

3/2/2022 10:37 AM

524

The architecture is beautiful and adds character to our neighborhood :)

3/2/2022 10:36 AM

525

The front entrance and above ground design.

3/2/2022 10:35 AM

526

Maintaining the entrance.

3/2/2022 10:33 AM

527

The building shape itself.

3/2/2022 10:31 AM

528

Literally everything. The building itself.

3/2/2022 10:29 AM

529

the way it looks

3/2/2022 10:21 AM

530

The outside brings back a lot of memories

3/2/2022 10:17 AM

531

None

3/2/2022 10:14 AM

532

All of the historic features are important.

3/2/2022 10:11 AM

533

The original building entrance

3/2/2022 10:10 AM

534

Just the Art Deco facade. It could be incorporated into a different style pool

3/2/2022 10:07 AM

535

It would be wonderful to re-open asap.

3/2/2022 10:04 AM

536

Maybe keep a front facade

3/2/2022 9:58 AM

537

The Art Deco look is so great - I think color could change and updates to the inside to make it
look a bit newer and fresher would be wonderful. Keeping the overall outside structure the
same is key - all other visual changes are fine!

3/2/2022 9:58 AM

538

Maybe keep something of the historic front facade. Kind of like what they did with the South
library facade.

3/2/2022 9:57 AM

539

It’s architectural art deco/above ground design is my favorite thing about this pool

3/2/2022 9:56 AM

540

The art deco

3/2/2022 9:55 AM

541

The Art Deco style.

3/2/2022 9:55 AM
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542

Architecture and layout

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

543

None

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

544

Entrance and exterior walls

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

545

The architecture is great

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

546

The front entrance

3/2/2022 9:52 AM

547

At the very least, the facade/entry that says "South Pool" should be saved and reincorporated,
if the pool cannot be saved as a whole.

3/2/2022 9:51 AM

548

The architecture is beautiful and unique, if we lose South Pool or Lowell Pool a piece of Boise
history goes with it. As a lifelong native I have watched as piece by piece the Boise that I grew
up with and that was here before me disappears. Its sad, we could all stand to have a better
appreciation for and preservation of history.

3/2/2022 9:45 AM

549

Keep the art deco design

3/2/2022 9:45 AM

550

The main entrance Art Deco look

3/2/2022 9:42 AM

551

Look of entrance

3/2/2022 9:42 AM

552

I love that it is so unique and above ground. Also that it has served local area families for
many, many years. But mostly the Art Deco façade is the wonderful. Please don't tear it down!

3/2/2022 9:42 AM

553

The front entrance.

3/2/2022 9:41 AM

554

none

3/2/2022 9:39 AM

555

The art deco entrance!

3/2/2022 9:39 AM

556

The historical look and design of the pool.

3/2/2022 9:39 AM

557

Keeping the historic look for our children!

3/2/2022 9:38 AM

558

General design

3/2/2022 9:37 AM

559

The architecture and aesthetic

3/2/2022 9:37 AM

560

Overall aesthetic

3/2/2022 9:36 AM

561

The front door

3/2/2022 9:35 AM

562

Art Deco and building type uniqueness.

3/2/2022 9:26 AM

563

The architecture. It’s history. The design and uniqueness.

3/2/2022 9:25 AM

564

N/A

3/2/2022 9:25 AM

565

The outside design

3/2/2022 9:22 AM

566

Art deco design

3/2/2022 9:21 AM

567

None

3/2/2022 9:14 AM

568

The structure

3/2/2022 9:07 AM

569

The art deco façade

3/2/2022 9:05 AM

570

The whole thing.

3/2/2022 9:00 AM

571

N/A

3/2/2022 8:57 AM

572

School I went to. Just an artifact of the school. South pool is always more enticing than borah
pool because of the shape and the trees and vibe that surrounds the pool.

3/2/2022 8:57 AM

573

All of the historic value.

3/2/2022 8:57 AM

574

It is an iconic location. I still live in the same neighborhood and drive by everyday. It wouldn’t
be the same without it.

3/2/2022 8:36 AM

575

Facade

3/2/2022 8:31 AM

576

Buildings, location.

3/2/2022 8:27 AM

577

Entrance

3/2/2022 8:26 AM

578

The front entrance facade and the design of the pool scape.

3/2/2022 8:08 AM

579

The structure itself.

3/2/2022 8:08 AM

580

The design and look of the structure. I'd be fine not swimming in it! Just please don't tear it
down.

3/2/2022 8:00 AM

581

The art deco above ground structure is integral.

3/2/2022 7:56 AM

582

None

3/2/2022 7:52 AM

583

i like how different it is, you walk under to change and then come out on top to a pool

3/2/2022 7:48 AM

584

The aesthetics and above ground design.

3/2/2022 7:22 AM

585

The facade alone would be enough to support the nostalgia and design aesthetic.

3/2/2022 7:15 AM
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586

Saving some of Boise’s history by keeping the modern entrance.

3/2/2022 7:12 AM

587

The front entrance

3/2/2022 7:11 AM

588

Exterior. The pool it’s self. The area it is in and it is accessible to the average neighborhood
kiddo.

3/2/2022 7:10 AM

589

The facade

3/2/2022 7:05 AM

590

All

3/2/2022 6:51 AM

591

The entrance

3/2/2022 6:47 AM

592

Skatepark

3/2/2022 6:45 AM

593

Structural aesthetics

3/2/2022 6:03 AM

594

The outside shape is the biggest.

3/2/2022 5:36 AM

595

The facade and to a lesser extent that it's above ground. And that it's heated!!

3/2/2022 5:23 AM

596

None. Waste of money.

3/2/2022 5:11 AM

597

all of it

3/2/2022 4:13 AM

598

The entrance, the visitor section and the high dive.

3/2/2022 1:46 AM

599

The paint job and buildings presence

3/2/2022 1:18 AM

600

Memories and how it impacted the kids who used the pool

3/2/2022 1:15 AM

601

The fact it's an historic piece of Boise that should stay

3/2/2022 12:35 AM

602

Aesthetics

3/2/2022 12:33 AM

603

Love the Art Deco design!!!

3/2/2022 12:16 AM

604

The front entrance is iconic and has remained the same forever to my knowledge.

3/2/2022 12:11 AM

605

the look! so cool and an important piece of boise history

3/2/2022 12:02 AM

606

Its community servinger purposefull location next to South Junior High School and its
Shoshone Street residents.

3/1/2022 11:46 PM

607

The whole thing is wonderful. Love that it’s in a neighborhood. Love driving by and seeing
many bicycles and many kids happy and can hear them swimming

3/1/2022 11:45 PM

608

All ofbthem

3/1/2022 11:45 PM

609

Front wall

3/1/2022 11:18 PM

610

The front entrance design

3/1/2022 11:11 PM

611

The shape and design of structure. I love the entrance and sitting up high for swimming/sun
bathing.

3/1/2022 11:11 PM

612

Overall feel and nostalgia

3/1/2022 11:10 PM

613

The architecture

3/1/2022 11:08 PM

614

Seemingly it's just the way it's always been

3/1/2022 10:51 PM

615

The entrance

3/1/2022 10:46 PM

616

The front sign!

3/1/2022 10:43 PM

617

Grindline/ dreamland build it into a skatepark

3/1/2022 10:36 PM

618

The quirky architecture is classic

3/1/2022 10:31 PM

619

The above-ground look gives it a personality that the large square pools don’t have. It is a
unique piece of Boise history, as well as being part of a small number of pools with this design
still left in the country.

3/1/2022 10:31 PM

620

it is just such a cool and old school space i love the writing on the front and the wrap around
dressing rooms.

3/1/2022 10:24 PM

621

Facade

3/1/2022 10:20 PM

622

The above ground part.

3/1/2022 10:19 PM

623

The outside design is very cool! I’m not sure how it could be kept, but it would be great to
preserve it with the old structure from South Junior High that is the outdoor amphitheater now.

3/1/2022 10:01 PM

624

The entry way and the transition of the pool

3/1/2022 9:51 PM

625

The art deco entrance.

3/1/2022 9:34 PM

626

The design and colors

3/1/2022 9:29 PM

627

EVERYTHING

3/1/2022 9:27 PM

628

.

3/1/2022 9:22 PM

629

The arches/entrance

3/1/2022 8:53 PM
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630

All of it. Don't fuck with it.

3/1/2022 8:47 PM

631

50’s Entrance style.

3/1/2022 8:43 PM

632

The front style

3/1/2022 8:34 PM

633

Entrance facade

3/1/2022 8:33 PM

634

Round

3/1/2022 8:26 PM

635

The structure and location.

3/1/2022 8:23 PM

636

It’s just such a rad structure! The entry, absolutely, and the pool itself which feels like being up
on a platform above the world - is fantastic! The spaces for the office and locker rooms were
dingy and spooky but endearing when I was working there - but I’m sure they could use some
love. Ultimately - I want kids to learn to swim and have a safe place to play in summer when
school is out. But if keeping south a pool seems like a huge expenditure of tax dollars, it may
be time to come up with a new south area swimming solution, and repurpose the old, super rad
pool into a new life.

3/1/2022 8:15 PM

637

The building and pool

3/1/2022 8:14 PM

638

The front is very cute but if it could be more functional then I would be ok with sacrificing the
building

3/1/2022 8:07 PM

639

I think a functional, clean and safe facility are the most important aspects for these pools. Any
inclusion of the historical structure that can be kept is appreciated but not a necessity.

3/1/2022 8:07 PM

640

The front face and entryway, of course. It's the iconic look of the Municipal Pool that makes it
a landmark.

3/1/2022 8:00 PM

641

The entrance

3/1/2022 7:59 PM

642

Architecture

3/1/2022 7:56 PM

643

The look. I remember sneaking in and skateboarding at night in the empty done. Shhhh don't
tell. This was 20 plus years ago.

3/1/2022 7:56 PM

644

The structure itself

3/1/2022 7:46 PM

645

The entrance

3/1/2022 7:42 PM

646

The buiding

3/1/2022 7:41 PM

647

The structure of the building

3/1/2022 7:38 PM

648

It’s original design

3/1/2022 7:36 PM

649

To restore it to its former glory.

3/1/2022 7:33 PM

650

All of it

3/1/2022 7:22 PM

651

i also went to south junior high and would be crushed if it got torn down. it’s really important for
the community. we didn’t have a lot of money growing up and it was crucial for my parents to
be able to afford that to keep us busy.

3/1/2022 7:19 PM

652

Structure

3/1/2022 7:16 PM

653

the style of architecture

3/1/2022 6:51 PM

654

The beautiful building and known location

3/1/2022 6:45 PM

655

Art Deco facade

3/1/2022 6:31 PM

656

Style, lettering everything! So important as a native Boise Idaho resident to have these
building persevered for my kids.

3/1/2022 6:21 PM

657

Entrance

3/1/2022 6:21 PM

658

The facade of the building is classic “Boise Bench.” It’s a historical landmark of the
neighborhood, much like the train depot.

3/1/2022 6:16 PM

659

That it remains a swimming pool and is NOT turned into a skate facility!

3/1/2022 6:05 PM

660

I would like to see the old face of it used or a mural of old painted on front

3/1/2022 6:01 PM

661

We do love the Art Deco vibe. The Bench has lost too much of its identity to progress. We
hope Some of the old design can be incorporated into the new.

3/1/2022 5:57 PM

662

None. We just need more public pools in the city. I don't care about their historical significance.

3/1/2022 5:45 PM

663

None

3/1/2022 5:37 PM

664

The overall structure

3/1/2022 5:35 PM

665

The Art Deco design

3/1/2022 5:34 PM

666

Art Deco design, so much had been torn down in the neighborhood it's nice to have a little bit
of history

3/1/2022 5:34 PM

667

The look

3/1/2022 5:28 PM

668

The architecture in general. The design is beautiful inside and out.

3/1/2022 5:25 PM

669

The entrance and construction of the whole pool. It's engaging and fun.

3/1/2022 5:25 PM
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670

The art deco

3/1/2022 5:14 PM

671

That there is a pool at that location

3/1/2022 5:04 PM

672

Design

3/1/2022 5:02 PM

673

The entry doorway looks cool.

3/1/2022 4:59 PM

674

The entrance.

3/1/2022 4:58 PM

675

The iconic architecture, and the fact that so many people have grew up around it.

3/1/2022 4:43 PM

676

Absolutely the architecture & shape & location.

3/1/2022 4:37 PM

677

The deco front is very cool - but affordable recreation for ALL Boiseans is even more
important. As a public school counselor, I was sort of amazed at how EXPENSIVE the city
pools are. I cannot pay $15 for each member in a family of 5 to swim. When I was a kid, my
city pool (northern Idaho) cost 50 cents per afternoon spent there. THAT was a price open to
ANY child. Even a buck or two, but $15?

3/1/2022 4:31 PM

678

None

3/1/2022 4:30 PM

679

It's historic features are of no matter to me. Boise's history of providing public pools for
children and families is very important. Kids need good, healthy summer recreation
opportunities.

3/1/2022 4:29 PM

680

Structure

3/1/2022 4:24 PM

681

Deco design, indoor/outdoor space flow, glass bricks, raised swimming deck with neighborhood
views.

3/1/2022 4:19 PM

682

The front entrance design.

3/1/2022 4:14 PM

683

The architecture, history

3/1/2022 4:14 PM

684

The entry way.

3/1/2022 4:09 PM

685

Be re-surfacing the current structure for skateboarding, you would keep all the original
character, while also saving money as it will cost less to re-surface for skateboarding, than it
would to decommission the site.

3/1/2022 4:05 PM

686

The appearance.

3/1/2022 3:56 PM

687

The structure and facade are part of the neighbor hood history.

3/1/2022 3:51 PM

688

All of it!

3/1/2022 3:50 PM

689

The fro gif it looks super iconic

3/1/2022 3:50 PM

690

The architecture itself. It’s uniqueness in the fact that it is an above ground pool. It is
important for the Bench community today, just as it was when it first opened.

3/1/2022 3:43 PM

691

All: the curved facade, the oval shape of the pool, the way it sits on the land.

3/1/2022 3:37 PM

692

I just love it's uniqueness.

3/1/2022 3:32 PM

693

it's architectural heritage.

3/1/2022 3:27 PM

694

The whole building/ pool. Its a staple for anyone that grew up here or in the neighborhood.

3/1/2022 3:25 PM

695

The looks

3/1/2022 3:15 PM

696

Keep it! Save the structure and let it be skatepark.

3/1/2022 3:04 PM

697

Its architecture. It's a monument to that era of Boise and we are already so destructive to our
historical buildings here.

3/1/2022 2:59 PM

698

None

3/1/2022 2:57 PM

699

The outside facade

3/1/2022 2:52 PM

700

I love the unique above ground feature of this pool. Along with the look and historic value of it.
I did swim team at this pool and it greatly helped me as a youth to have a low priced outlet for
my energy. It helped to increase my activity level during the summer and increased my overall
health. The above ground feature of these unique pools are a staple of our Boise community.

3/1/2022 2:52 PM

701

The mid modern style, design. So unique. It still fits with the styles of neighboring homes.

3/1/2022 2:51 PM

702

Look and recreation

3/1/2022 2:42 PM

703

I don't consider a swimming pool to be a historical structure, but a safe community pool is an
asset to a community.

3/1/2022 2:41 PM

704

the pool of course

3/1/2022 2:29 PM

705

The color scheme and front signage

3/1/2022 2:25 PM

706

Exterior appearance

3/1/2022 2:24 PM

707

I love the art- deco look, and feel that could be maintained and added to

3/1/2022 2:23 PM

708

Classic design

3/1/2022 2:21 PM

709

Any and all

3/1/2022 2:19 PM
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710

The round foundation.

3/1/2022 2:17 PM

711

We love that it's small; truly meant as a community pool. I love that when my kids are
swimming there I can park across this street and run over to tell them something at the side of
the pool if I need to. If you take it down or change it significantly, Boise will truly be losing a
wonderful piece of its history and that makes us very sad.

3/1/2022 2:14 PM

712

Exterior

3/1/2022 2:12 PM

713

The entrance, the pool.

3/1/2022 2:11 PM

714

N/A

3/1/2022 2:02 PM

715

Art decor look, look in genera.

3/1/2022 2:02 PM

716

art deco entrance.

3/1/2022 1:55 PM

717

the entrance part

3/1/2022 1:54 PM

718

The facade and colors

3/1/2022 1:50 PM

719

None

3/1/2022 1:38 PM

720

Everything

3/1/2022 1:38 PM

721

none. You can build it w/ funky features as an homage to 1953

3/1/2022 1:37 PM

722

Historic entrance and use as a pool (value in retaining its intended use)

3/1/2022 1:35 PM

723

The outside

3/1/2022 1:35 PM

724

All of it. Memories come flooding back when I see it.

3/1/2022 1:30 PM

725

The outside architecture.

3/1/2022 1:11 PM

726

The exterior.

3/1/2022 1:07 PM

727

The pool is lovely and we can swim while watching the leaves in the wind. It it is beautiful pool.

3/1/2022 12:57 PM

728

the front facade. it is so unique and special!

3/1/2022 12:55 PM

729

It would be great to retain at least parts of the period architecture. If that's prohibitively
expensive, an attempt should be made to keep some fragments, akin to the South Jr. High
library being turned into an outdoor theater.

3/1/2022 12:55 PM

730

The architecture of the building and area.

3/1/2022 12:55 PM

731

N/a

3/1/2022 12:49 PM

732

Love that it's above the ground

3/1/2022 12:48 PM

733

That entrance

3/1/2022 12:45 PM

734

None really. I’d appreciate an updated facility.

3/1/2022 12:40 PM

735

The architecture.

3/1/2022 12:39 PM

736

Everything.

3/1/2022 12:37 PM

737

The front façade and the oval shape.

3/1/2022 12:30 PM

738

The Art Deco

3/1/2022 12:26 PM

739

Facade

3/1/2022 12:22 PM

740

It’s shape and above ground.

3/1/2022 12:16 PM

741

The entry way/facade is very cool and has a lot of character.

3/1/2022 12:15 PM

742

The entire structure.

3/1/2022 12:14 PM

743

All

3/1/2022 12:11 PM

744

It's design is iconic to how it feels. The most important history is the joy and fun that it
provided to kids through out its years of operation. I personally don't care how it looks but it
holds a special place in peoples hearts who grew up swimming there

3/1/2022 12:05 PM

745

None

3/1/2022 11:59 AM

746

The front door

3/1/2022 11:56 AM

747

Piece of Boise’s history. Should be made into a museum of some sort or skate park instead of
city closing down!

3/1/2022 11:51 AM

748

The above ground feature. Stairs leading up to the pool. The front entrance markings.

3/1/2022 11:44 AM

749

The entrance architecture.

3/1/2022 11:37 AM

750

The overall looks/design

3/1/2022 11:34 AM

751

The whole thing, the entrance, bathroom, being above ground, simplicity of the shape of the
pool and depth from shallow to deep and the diving board.

3/1/2022 11:33 AM

752

None.

3/1/2022 11:28 AM

753

None

3/1/2022 11:26 AM
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754

I love the deco entrance and glass block.

3/1/2022 11:23 AM

755

The entrance.

3/1/2022 11:17 AM

756

Love the history and just needs to be restored

3/1/2022 11:15 AM

757

The look of the entrance

3/1/2022 11:14 AM

758

While I believe the historical features such as the entrance should be preserved, the most
important aspect of all pools is they give kids a place to spend the afternoon, outdoors, at an
affordable price in their own neighborhood. .

3/1/2022 11:11 AM

759

Art Deco facade is beautiful and few examples left in the city. Please preserve it!

3/1/2022 11:10 AM

760

Location

3/1/2022 11:09 AM

761

The outside way it looks and the size.

3/1/2022 11:06 AM

762

The art deco style is nice. We should keep that and modernize the rest.

3/1/2022 10:59 AM

763

The beautiful architecture and public accessibility.

3/1/2022 10:59 AM

764

the front facade

3/1/2022 10:58 AM

765

none really. My grandmother used to go there and my mom and her siblings.

3/1/2022 10:56 AM

766

All of it.

3/1/2022 10:56 AM

767

The whole design

3/1/2022 10:53 AM

768

Love the municipal entrance, the rest can go.

3/1/2022 10:48 AM

769

Art Deco vibe.

3/1/2022 10:47 AM

770

Entry face

3/1/2022 10:28 AM

771

Keep it the way it is, that is the best way to preserve the historic features. It is silly to keep a
small part. Better to build another nearby pool if additional needs have been identified, but
keep South pool the same.

3/1/2022 10:28 AM

772

the look of the front building! if that could be kept or redone very similarly would be awesome!

3/1/2022 10:27 AM

773

The look and the location. And have I mentioned it being open? I am so disappointed in city
administration/mayor for their decisions around this. Kids need recreation for their mental and
physical health. We've been so focused on covid safety we haven't taken into account the
bigger picture. It's also really interesting that the pools in the poorer neighborhoods have been
closed. So much for equity and inclusion.

3/1/2022 10:24 AM

774

none

3/1/2022 10:23 AM

775

The design, the colors, the Art Deco architecture

3/1/2022 10:20 AM

776

I'm not too concerned with the history of the pool, would like to see it modernized.

3/1/2022 10:18 AM

777

The front facade of the pool

3/1/2022 10:17 AM

778

The structure with the locker room below and the outside facade of the pool.

3/1/2022 10:11 AM

779

The "above-groundness", I guess. It and Lowell were always my favorite pools in Boise
growing up, there's just no experience quite like them. As a kid it felt like I was swimming on
top of a tower. So fun.

3/1/2022 10:07 AM

780

Location

3/1/2022 10:06 AM

781

The aesthetics.

3/1/2022 10:02 AM

782

I love that the pools are shaped like a toilet.

3/1/2022 10:02 AM

783

None

3/1/2022 9:47 AM

784

none (neat to have something more interesting to look at but not a requirement)

3/1/2022 9:45 AM

785

None

3/1/2022 9:40 AM

786

Entry

3/1/2022 9:37 AM

787

It feels like old Boise that we know and love. Would love to keep that feeling with all of the
population growth we are seeing.

3/1/2022 9:35 AM

788

Front

3/1/2022 9:33 AM

789

update the original features

3/1/2022 9:32 AM

790

Part of Boise. We have 2. Really believe, other cities can say that.

3/1/2022 9:29 AM

791

General structure. Stylistic elements and functional components should be updated while
maintaining the essence of the original pool.

3/1/2022 9:29 AM

792

The entrance and sign. I think the above ground, the check in when you walk in and walking to
the top. Could it be possible the pool could be extended?

3/1/2022 9:16 AM

793

The look of it

3/1/2022 9:14 AM

794

The exterior design.

3/1/2022 9:12 AM
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795

The style of the pool itself

3/1/2022 9:10 AM

796

The front entry.

3/1/2022 9:10 AM

797

The age

3/1/2022 9:07 AM

798

The building front and the look of the two story building

3/1/2022 9:05 AM

799

The facade

3/1/2022 9:05 AM

800

The one way in and out and the above ground fenced in area is a must. I feel safe here
knowing my kids can’t escape or be taken I can see all around me. Example meridian pools
have doors to and from the lockers and to and from the front door leading 4 doors to escape.
As a mom I feel safer so we drive to this pool. I also know this is why I was at this pool all day
everyday for my whole childhood.

3/1/2022 9:03 AM

801

Art deco design elements, unique lower level dressing rooms and old diving boards.

3/1/2022 9:02 AM

802

The facade.

3/1/2022 8:53 AM

803

all of them

3/1/2022 8:52 AM

804

I just love the look of the front of the building. Keep that the same.

3/1/2022 8:49 AM

805

Deco entrance is great!

3/1/2022 8:48 AM

806

The entrance facade is most important to me

3/1/2022 8:47 AM

807

Location

3/1/2022 8:46 AM

808

the entry

3/1/2022 8:38 AM

809

the unique above ground design

3/1/2022 8:38 AM

810

The facade

3/1/2022 8:37 AM

811

Every single thing

3/1/2022 8:36 AM

812

All

3/1/2022 8:32 AM

813

The Art Deco design and the pool’s historical ties to the original school.

3/1/2022 8:30 AM

814

It’s a neat building being an above ground pool.

3/1/2022 8:29 AM

815

Looks.

3/1/2022 8:28 AM

816

Entry and facade, smaller size

3/1/2022 8:26 AM

817

The entryway

3/1/2022 8:26 AM

818

The sign and colors on the front facade

3/1/2022 8:23 AM

819

The location and the facade.

3/1/2022 8:19 AM

820

Just keep it a neighborhood pool...ready to swim in......

3/1/2022 8:19 AM

821

See above.

3/1/2022 8:18 AM

822

I lean toward historic preservation of buildings. I prefer to keep as much as possible and
realize that accessibility is an expensive issue, but does not justify tearing down significant
syructures to rebuild them. If an entry fee is required to restore and upgrade the structure , I
prefer that over demolition.

3/1/2022 8:17 AM

823

None

3/1/2022 8:16 AM

824

I like the facade. I also like the shape of the pool to swim in.

3/1/2022 8:16 AM

825

Facade, overall design concept uniqueness

3/1/2022 8:07 AM

826

Historical marker outside.

3/1/2022 8:07 AM

827

Face

3/1/2022 8:03 AM

828

It is one of the last pools of Art Deco design in the US. This and Lowell should be on the
Historical Register.

3/1/2022 8:00 AM

829

It’s still standing unlike the Nat.

3/1/2022 7:59 AM

830

The whole facility

3/1/2022 7:58 AM

831

although I find it's historic features valuable I find the accessibility and functionality more
important if a new design could serve more residents.

3/1/2022 7:58 AM

832

Neighborhood accessibility

3/1/2022 7:57 AM

833

The entrance that is a special look and a piece of history.

3/1/2022 7:56 AM

834

All it’s historic features are important to me.

3/1/2022 7:56 AM

835

The elevation of the pool and the front screams historical landmark. The entire structure as is
says unique and the property is large enough to make equality changes without dramatically
changing the structure. It could be as simple as an addition to the back area or two lifts placed
on the side of each dressing room. Adding a few disability chairs in the shallow area.

3/1/2022 7:56 AM

836

Entrance

3/1/2022 7:54 AM
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837

I like the pools but we have outgrown them. The time has come for a more modern update.

3/1/2022 7:51 AM

838

Historic features of the existing structure are not of great importance to me

3/1/2022 7:51 AM

839

Save the entry only

3/1/2022 7:46 AM

840

The facade is a beautiful, historic mid-century beacon, which welcomes the community in a
positive way!

3/1/2022 7:46 AM

841

The outside facade and historic shape (oval)

3/1/2022 7:45 AM

842

Architectural

3/1/2022 7:44 AM

843

The art deco face

3/1/2022 7:44 AM

844

All

3/1/2022 7:44 AM

845

The look

3/1/2022 7:36 AM

846

overall structure

3/1/2022 7:32 AM

847

The art deco style

3/1/2022 7:25 AM

848

Historic features in the case of this pool aren’t that important to me. I do think that it is a
unique pool. Please do not drag the decision out for years. Keep our pools open. Stop closing
things that people use. There was always a steady amount of people at this location when I
was there.

3/1/2022 7:22 AM

849

I think the whole pool is a historical delight. However, understand creating accessibility for
some of our community members is important. However, there are pools that are accessible
and it is understood they may take a little more Drive time.

3/1/2022 7:18 AM

850

Above ground

3/1/2022 7:14 AM

851

Art Deco front

3/1/2022 7:14 AM

852

The look is extremely important and part of the history

3/1/2022 7:13 AM

853

All.

3/1/2022 7:06 AM

854

The exterior of the building

3/1/2022 7:04 AM

855

The design aesthetic is very important to me! Historic preservation is one of my top priorities.
With the country divided in so many ways, the generational divide between young and old can
be, in part, bridged by a strong connection to heritage and nostalgia. Historic preservation is a
perfect opportunity to share the memories of time gone by with our children and grand children.
It fosters a sense of connection to the past. Our history and our roots are ingrained in these
places. South Pool, like so many other iconic Boise landmarks, connects the past to the
present in a way only physical spaces touched by years of joy, friendship, and community,
can. Maintaining its Art Deco and art-moderne elements and overall structural integrity are of
the upmost importance to me.

3/1/2022 7:04 AM

856

The entire structure is unique as a whole. Every time I have people visiting from out of town,
they comment on how unique the pool is. They also make note of how many historic buildings
downtown have been renovated instead of torn down and replaced. One could argue that our
historic schools in the north and East ends should’ve been torn down and replaced with
modern buildings. We keep putting in millions of dollars into those structures to retain the
historical value. I am glad that we do even though my family doesn’t benefit from it. When it
comes to retaining history, not every investment needs to pencil out.

3/1/2022 7:01 AM

857

The entrance

3/1/2022 6:59 AM

858

entry and facade

3/1/2022 6:49 AM

859

None

3/1/2022 6:48 AM

860

Entrance

3/1/2022 6:48 AM

861

All!

3/1/2022 6:47 AM

862

The front of the building

3/1/2022 6:41 AM

863

The facade is what stands out the most. It seems like even if the pool needs a major overhaul
that saving the front would be incredibly important.

3/1/2022 6:35 AM

864

The front side

3/1/2022 6:34 AM

865

Design

3/1/2022 6:34 AM

866

Design

3/1/2022 6:29 AM

867

Entrance / art design

3/1/2022 6:28 AM

868

So many memories

3/1/2022 6:26 AM

869

The art deco entrance

3/1/2022 6:18 AM

870

Glass block and the deco entrance.

3/1/2022 6:14 AM

871

The look! The location!

3/1/2022 6:13 AM

872

Whole thing. It’s a special place that deserves preservation.

3/1/2022 6:11 AM

873

Art Deco design. Part of Boise history

3/1/2022 6:08 AM
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874

Keep the facade and incorporate the historic look into it like South Jr High. But update the
pool/facility.

3/1/2022 6:03 AM

875

The entrance

3/1/2022 6:03 AM

876

The entire pool. The structure the round pool, the diving board. All of it.

3/1/2022 5:32 AM

877

N/a

3/1/2022 5:30 AM

878

The structure and location.

3/1/2022 5:29 AM

879

The front emtrance

3/1/2022 5:22 AM

880

The building’s facade is iconic and cannot be destroyed.

3/1/2022 5:11 AM

881

signage

3/1/2022 4:55 AM

882

Art deco

3/1/2022 4:52 AM

883

N/A

3/1/2022 4:51 AM

884

All of them.

3/1/2022 4:49 AM

885

Everything. From the time you walk in it's like walking into the past.

3/1/2022 4:44 AM

886

The memories that kids have there from every generation. Parents and kids can share their
stories together generation after generation.

3/1/2022 3:30 AM

887

the front structure and above ground nature of the pool… if it was to be completely redesigned
and leveled for easier access I would love to see the front entrance remain, like they did with
the South Amphitheater from the original South Jr High building.

3/1/2022 3:10 AM

888

The fact that it was built above ground makes swimming in it a completely different experience
than swimming in a traditional pool.

3/1/2022 2:58 AM

889

The design

3/1/2022 2:46 AM

890

Don’t really care honestly

3/1/2022 2:39 AM

891

The appearance, the layout, and that the pool is huge. I love how the dressing rooms are laid
out and ascending from them to the pool.

3/1/2022 1:26 AM

892

The entrance look is classic and nostalgic

3/1/2022 1:25 AM

893

All of it - the facade, building

3/1/2022 12:43 AM

894

Art Deco. The history of Boise.

3/1/2022 12:22 AM

895

I like the aesthetics of the pool and the history it has in the neighborhood.

3/1/2022 12:15 AM

896

The color

3/1/2022 12:14 AM

897

The above ground look.

3/1/2022 12:04 AM

898

EVERYTHING. Boise needs to stop taking sledgehammers to our history, just preserving
facades.

2/28/2022 11:57 PM

899

Not sure

2/28/2022 11:45 PM

900

The entrance

2/28/2022 11:40 PM

901

The entrance

2/28/2022 11:39 PM

902

Front entrance is iconic

2/28/2022 11:30 PM

903

It is one of a dozen pools in the entire country in this style. What else needs to be said.

2/28/2022 11:29 PM

904

The look of the building on the outside

2/28/2022 11:24 PM

905

None

2/28/2022 11:23 PM

906

The front facade

2/28/2022 11:22 PM

907

The obviously-historic face/front

2/28/2022 11:06 PM

908

All of the above

2/28/2022 11:05 PM

909

Community activities kids can walk and ride bikes to.

2/28/2022 11:03 PM

910

where it is, please don't move it!

2/28/2022 10:59 PM

911

Architecture

2/28/2022 10:56 PM

912

The entrance

2/28/2022 10:54 PM

913

It aesthetics.

2/28/2022 10:44 PM

914

The sign on the front, colors.

2/28/2022 10:43 PM

915

Above ground aspect

2/28/2022 10:40 PM

916

The entrance

2/28/2022 10:39 PM

917

Maybe the front signage could stay

2/28/2022 10:35 PM

918

Unique historic shape and color

2/28/2022 10:34 PM
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919

The Art Deco architecture, being above ground. It has character.

2/28/2022 10:34 PM

920

The above ground feature and the front door art

2/28/2022 10:28 PM

921

I just wanted to have pools close enough for my kids to go to. And now my grandkids.

2/28/2022 10:21 PM

922

The whole thing. It's a staple in the neighborhood

2/28/2022 10:18 PM

923

Not sure maybe Location

2/28/2022 10:09 PM

924

Art deco entrance

2/28/2022 9:54 PM

925

The front art deco welcoming!

2/28/2022 9:50 PM

926

I don't care about the historic features.

2/28/2022 9:50 PM

927

The pool is historic and critical to Boise

2/28/2022 9:48 PM

928

The outside front

2/28/2022 9:47 PM

929

Every single part of it. All of the original features. You want history? There was a young man of
color that was a friend and neighbor of mine that spent all of his summer days there. He had a
very young mind and loved the high dive. He would sneak up there every chance he got. The
problem was he did a belly flop every time so he was not allowed up there. It was the highlight
of his life. He lost his life diving from that high dive. I know he would do it again if he could.
The joy it gave him would make him laugh so hard! That pool made him so happy. He died
doing what he loved and you cant take that away from him. If it seems sad or weird, it is only
because you never saw the smile on his face when he made it to the top of that historic high
dive. All the money wasted on schools and technology, and all the taxes that I pay for a
broken system, It won't hurt anyone to leave one small piece of history.

2/28/2022 9:43 PM

930

All of them. Please do not consider leaving some sort of ghoulish remnant as was done at
South Junior High. Boise needs to learn how to preserve and repurpose its historic fabric in
neighborhoods outside of downtown (well…and downtown, too, for that matter).

2/28/2022 9:39 PM

931

All of them. Love love love tje look

2/28/2022 9:36 PM

932

The whole thing

2/28/2022 9:34 PM

933

The Art Deco exterior

2/28/2022 9:32 PM

934

The Art Deco look and history behind the pool.

2/28/2022 9:26 PM

935

None

2/28/2022 9:24 PM

936

I think a way to keep the pool is most important to our community and neighborhood. It offers
an opportunity that many in our community may not get.

2/28/2022 9:23 PM

937

The outside appearance, it has character.

2/28/2022 9:22 PM

938

All of it

2/28/2022 9:19 PM

939

I like the front but that could be saved and used elsewhere

2/28/2022 9:18 PM

940

No historic features are important to me, I just want a pool to remain there. There's not many
pools in boise, and that's in a great location.

2/28/2022 9:17 PM

941

Just the façade keep that and get rid of the rest of the pool to make a more all ages pool.

2/28/2022 9:17 PM

942

The enterance.

2/28/2022 9:16 PM

943

Please keep the entrance--same design & color.

2/28/2022 9:16 PM

944

The design

2/28/2022 9:12 PM

945

The shape of it

2/28/2022 9:12 PM

946

Entrance

2/28/2022 9:08 PM

947

The entrance and elevation

2/28/2022 9:07 PM

948

The facade should be incorporated in some way into the new design

2/28/2022 9:06 PM

949

The shape and entrance

2/28/2022 9:04 PM

950

The art deco style

2/28/2022 9:01 PM

951

Original design elements

2/28/2022 9:00 PM

952

Entrance, above ground design

2/28/2022 8:59 PM

953

Exterior design

2/28/2022 8:58 PM

954

Keep as much as you can of the history. It is important for a town to retain historical
landmarks for others to learn from and feel a sense of belonging.

2/28/2022 8:58 PM

955

Architecture of the entrance

2/28/2022 8:57 PM

956

Love the look and the text. Keep that retro design when updating.

2/28/2022 8:51 PM

957

The blue front piece

2/28/2022 8:49 PM

958

time period design

2/28/2022 8:48 PM

959

not really any

2/28/2022 8:47 PM
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960

Above ground Art deco

2/28/2022 8:45 PM

961

Look and feel

2/28/2022 8:43 PM

962

I don't think my neighbors and I care much about the historic features, except for....keep it
open.

2/28/2022 8:41 PM

963

Look

2/28/2022 8:40 PM

964

It’s Art Deco above ground style. It’s unique

2/28/2022 8:40 PM

965

I like the front of the building.

2/28/2022 8:38 PM

966

I grew up going there

2/28/2022 8:35 PM

967

None

2/28/2022 8:35 PM

968

I love the Art Deco entrance and the oval shape.

2/28/2022 8:35 PM

969

The Art Deco style should be preserved!

2/28/2022 8:33 PM

970

The architectural elements and design of the front entrance.

2/28/2022 8:31 PM

971

all of it

2/28/2022 8:21 PM

972

The entrance.

2/28/2022 8:20 PM

973

The original pool shape and depth as well as the Art Deco front entry.

2/28/2022 8:19 PM

974

All of it!

2/28/2022 8:14 PM

975

The exterior

2/28/2022 8:14 PM

976

the entrance is cool and the history of the area. Boise really needs more pools in the summer.

2/28/2022 8:12 PM

977

The total look and style are rare and valuable. What a treasure!

2/28/2022 8:08 PM

978

Exterior

2/28/2022 8:06 PM

979

None

2/28/2022 8:06 PM

980

N/a

2/28/2022 8:04 PM

981

It’s exterior

2/28/2022 8:03 PM

982

Its façade, particularly the front entrance.

2/28/2022 8:02 PM

983

Entrance/ design

2/28/2022 8:01 PM

984

I grew up at south pool. I'm 43 years old

2/28/2022 7:58 PM

985

I love the façade, but I would be more sad to lose an entire neighborhood pool than an art deco
façade.

2/28/2022 7:58 PM

986

Art Deco facade.

2/28/2022 7:57 PM

987

Being above ground.

2/28/2022 7:56 PM

988

The art deco design as well as the historic layout and fixtures. My grandkids like it and we
always talk about how it was when I went there it the 1950's and 60's. They appreciate my past
and stories of growing up and this pool helps bring our past alive for them!

2/28/2022 7:52 PM

989

The physical front look of the building with raised above pool. Maybe keep that as the children
pool and add an adult pool in the back

2/28/2022 7:51 PM

990

Everything

2/28/2022 7:49 PM

991

The facade / entryway.

2/28/2022 7:48 PM

992

The entrance

2/28/2022 7:48 PM

993

The front mural and the shape of the pool. I also appreciate that it’s unique in the aspect that
it’s above ground but I understand that this creates an accessibility issue and could overlook
any modifications to this as long as some of the other structural components (ie the entrance)
could be maintained.

2/28/2022 7:48 PM

994

The architecture is lovely

2/28/2022 7:45 PM

995

ALL OF THEM.

2/28/2022 7:45 PM

996

Art Deco features

2/28/2022 7:43 PM

997

The facade is so beautiful

2/28/2022 7:43 PM

998

none

2/28/2022 7:40 PM

999

Name and location

2/28/2022 7:38 PM

1000

Sign and structure

2/28/2022 7:37 PM

1001

It is one of the very few "neighborhood" pools in Boise and is affordable for lower income
families.

2/28/2022 7:35 PM

1002

It’s structure

2/28/2022 7:35 PM

1003

Design; location

2/28/2022 7:34 PM
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1004

There is history, but if changes are made that include some of the architectural structure that
would be goid

2/28/2022 7:33 PM

1005

Lap swimming and accessibility

2/28/2022 7:30 PM

1006

Our History as a community

2/28/2022 7:30 PM

1007

Simply the fact that it has been a well loved and well utilized fixture of the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 7:29 PM

1008

All of them

2/28/2022 7:25 PM

1009

the outside facade is most important!

2/28/2022 7:22 PM

1010

All of it, from the archway to the locker rooms below the pool to the above ground pool.

2/28/2022 7:18 PM

1011

All of it

2/28/2022 7:16 PM

1012

I while I usually appreciate historical buildings, the pool has become an eyesore and I think
better swimming opportunities can be made. A nice display of the history of the pool in a new
pool would be fine.

2/28/2022 7:16 PM

1013

All of it

2/28/2022 7:14 PM

1014

I love the look of South Pool. Would be great to keep it

2/28/2022 7:14 PM

1015

The outside look

2/28/2022 7:13 PM

1016

The facade, diving board

2/28/2022 7:13 PM

1017

Facade

2/28/2022 7:11 PM

1018

The pool overall

2/28/2022 7:06 PM

1019

Keeping the theme of the original design.

2/28/2022 7:03 PM

1020

Exterior architecture

2/28/2022 7:02 PM

1021

none

2/28/2022 7:01 PM

1022

The history of the South Pool is great

2/28/2022 7:00 PM

1023

The entrance is iconic and a well known landmark

2/28/2022 6:48 PM

1024

The face

2/28/2022 6:40 PM

1025

Exterior

2/28/2022 6:36 PM

1026

Love the Art Deco entry

2/28/2022 6:29 PM

1027

The whole thing.

2/28/2022 6:29 PM

1028

The exterior design is an important historic feature. It is a unique feature of the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 6:26 PM

1029

From your article about the 2 pools, you never mentioned that the structure should be
replaced. As a kid growing up in the bench neighborhoods, South is a place I would go to
swim. I also managed South for one summer and started my lifeguarding, teaching swim
lessons and knew how important these 2 pools were to the kids in the neighborhoods. Adults
can even have a wonderful lap swim at the pools even with their oval shape.

2/28/2022 6:26 PM

1030

I love that it is one of only a couple above ground pools. It’s very unique. I’d love to see it stay
that way.

2/28/2022 6:25 PM

1031

The whole mid-century modern look

2/28/2022 6:21 PM

1032

The facade and the fact that the pool is above-ground.

2/28/2022 6:21 PM

1033

Deco facade, location.

2/28/2022 6:20 PM

1034

I love the exteriors. Could be updated and refreshed. Keep with the Art Deco look.

2/28/2022 6:18 PM

1035

The entrance

2/28/2022 6:17 PM

1036

The design

2/28/2022 6:16 PM

1037

The Art Deco design!!!

2/28/2022 6:16 PM

1038

I love the aesthetics but I know it’s not very user friendly

2/28/2022 6:16 PM

1039

The entryway

2/28/2022 6:10 PM

1040

?? Not sure but it looks cool

2/28/2022 6:08 PM

1041

Just the overall unique look.

2/28/2022 6:04 PM

1042

Front facade

2/28/2022 5:59 PM

1043

The entrance

2/28/2022 5:58 PM

1044

The entrance and glass tile.

2/28/2022 5:56 PM

1045

None

2/28/2022 5:45 PM

1046

architecture

2/28/2022 5:44 PM

1047

My grandmother went there when she was a child too.

2/28/2022 5:38 PM
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1048

Really important to keep the outside front appearance at a minimum. The pool experience is
historical and different than traditional pools. Let’s keep this historical experience. It’s our
Roman bath of the 50’s. How sad if all the Roman baths were torn down.

2/28/2022 5:35 PM

1049

General architecture, feel, it can be modernized without loosing its character.

2/28/2022 5:34 PM

1050

The front entrance. If there was even a way to just save that aspect that would be perfect!

2/28/2022 5:32 PM

1051

facade

2/28/2022 5:29 PM

1052

The history/story itself. If significant structural changes are made, it’d be nice to see an
interpretive plaque or kiosk installed to share this info and photos.

2/28/2022 5:23 PM

1053

history and uniqueness that new pool couldn't replicate

2/28/2022 5:22 PM

1054

There is a charm the the pool being above ground the way it is. The view is spectacular and it
also helps the water stay warm enough to swim in throughout the day. Think about all the kids
and families that have swam at south pool over the many years it’s been around. All those
happy memories.

2/28/2022 5:18 PM

1055

It's so unique to have two of these pools in our city, and I'd hate to see Boise's history of
"upgrading" historic buildings being used for profit to continue. I recall that Boise High was
considered to be a dilapidated eyesore in need of being torn down when I went there in the 90s.
What would the City have lost if we'd given into tearing down that school like we have so many
others in this town? South Junior High being one of them? In this case, there are so few of
these pools left across the country and it's such a unique piece of our local history... The Art
Deco style, the wraparound locker rooms... If we can't keep this as a pool, how about as a
skate park?

2/28/2022 5:17 PM

1056

Art Deco design

2/28/2022 5:12 PM

1057

The entrance

2/28/2022 5:11 PM

1058

The entrance.

2/28/2022 5:09 PM

1059

Entrance

2/28/2022 5:07 PM

1060

maybe keeping the post modern design flair or the entry arch with updated amenities.

2/28/2022 5:06 PM

1061

None

2/28/2022 5:03 PM

1062

front facade

2/28/2022 5:02 PM

1063

keeping in the neighborhood & open.

2/28/2022 5:01 PM

1064

Not important to me

2/28/2022 5:00 PM

1065

The structure; the above-ground pool.

2/28/2022 4:59 PM

1066

Facade

2/28/2022 4:58 PM

1067

Entrance

2/28/2022 4:58 PM

1068

None. 1950s isn't historic to me.

2/28/2022 4:57 PM

1069

All. How do you choose which piece of history can be trashed.

2/28/2022 4:57 PM

1070

See comment above

2/28/2022 4:55 PM

1071

The entrance and the classic bowl shape

2/28/2022 4:55 PM

1072

Art Deco style

2/28/2022 4:54 PM

1073

The designer

2/28/2022 4:54 PM

1074

The art deco front, the above ground pool.

2/28/2022 4:52 PM

1075

Its above ground

2/28/2022 4:50 PM

1076

Architectural

2/28/2022 4:49 PM

1077

The way it works and how it’s raised up the fact that it’s by a beautiful old school and a
beautiful church school probably the prettiest one in Boise it’s right in the heart of the north end
Acura up on Sunset so I was right there and the historical houses in pools in buildings need to
be kept because they’re slowly all going away please don’t get rid of them all or cities already
being destroyed by all these people that keep coming here

2/28/2022 4:49 PM

1078

The architecture

2/28/2022 4:47 PM

1079

None.

2/28/2022 4:41 PM

1080

Look of it

2/28/2022 4:39 PM

1081

The front facade, that’s it.

2/28/2022 4:39 PM

1082

The facade

2/28/2022 4:37 PM

1083

If there are only a limited number of these pools left shouldn’t we do our part to persevere the
history

2/28/2022 4:36 PM

1084

The location of the pool. I do not think the pool structure itself is worth preserving.

2/28/2022 4:35 PM

1085

Entrance

2/28/2022 4:32 PM
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1086

The entry facade.

2/28/2022 4:32 PM

1087

Well certainly the front design. We don't have to ruin all historic designs Boise has enjoyed for
many generations. South Jr. High Schools old library save was a brilliant idea!

2/28/2022 4:32 PM

1088

Maintaining it's original design as much as possible

2/28/2022 4:31 PM

1089

The Art Deco facade

2/28/2022 4:30 PM

1090

I love the original historic art deco style it’s nice to have things around our town that have
originality

2/28/2022 4:29 PM

1091

Lol, I learned to swim there in the early 60's. I just want it to remain in Boise's history, for
family's to enjoy.

2/28/2022 4:28 PM

1092

It’s just a cool structure.

2/28/2022 4:26 PM

1093

Maintaining architectural integrity and opening it!

2/28/2022 4:22 PM

1094

The front Art Deco! But the pool itself is different than most pools.

2/28/2022 4:22 PM

1095

just the front

2/28/2022 4:21 PM

1096

The only feature would be the entrance. I appreciate this feature over at south by keeping the
original entrance and library wall for the outdoor amphitheater.

2/28/2022 4:20 PM

1097

The architecture.

2/28/2022 4:19 PM

1098

Historic Features not important. having a pool there is.

2/28/2022 4:19 PM

1099

The outdoor sign.

2/28/2022 4:17 PM

1100

boise is KNOWN for razing structures - these 2 pools are so unique, so historic, so cool..... our
city needs to respect its past by never getting rid of buildings of significance and these pools
are DEFINITELY a treasure for the whole united states, not just the treasure valley! quit
demolishing out past and allowing horrific block multi resident housing projects to go through!
boise is an eyesore - keep the past alive!!

2/28/2022 4:17 PM

1101

Art Deco mid century look and the simplicity of the facility

2/28/2022 4:16 PM

1102

The "look" from the outside

2/28/2022 4:15 PM

1103

The outside facade.

2/28/2022 4:15 PM

1104

The front facade and the light blue color.

2/28/2022 4:14 PM

1105

Its Art Deco entrance

2/28/2022 4:11 PM

1106

Design

2/28/2022 4:06 PM

1107

None

2/28/2022 4:05 PM

1108

It’s funky design.

2/28/2022 4:05 PM

1109

Exterior

2/28/2022 4:00 PM

1110

None

2/28/2022 3:56 PM

1111

The facade is neat. A pool for the kids is tremendously more important.

2/28/2022 3:54 PM

1112

I love the logo

2/28/2022 3:53 PM

1113

Just memories

2/28/2022 3:53 PM

1114

The doors, color, and font. Art deco design.

2/28/2022 3:49 PM

1115

The "art deco" front facade is pretty cool... should be maintained.

2/28/2022 3:49 PM

1116

Swimming

2/28/2022 3:48 PM

1117

N/a

2/28/2022 3:45 PM

1118

The entire thing. It's so beautiful and unique.

2/28/2022 3:44 PM

1119

The fact that it is a floating pool

2/28/2022 3:44 PM

1120

Don’t really care, no offense. Just would appreciate a nice pool that is easy to maintain.

2/28/2022 3:44 PM

1121

All of it. It’s unique just needs to be updated with fresh paint and mechanical needs

2/28/2022 3:40 PM

1122

Overall Art Deco design.

2/28/2022 3:36 PM

1123

The modern-ness

2/28/2022 3:33 PM

1124

The location is fantastic, and I think preserving the aesthetic if possible would be a great way
to honor our past.

2/28/2022 3:33 PM

1125

The location and the pool itself

2/28/2022 3:33 PM

1126

The entirety

2/28/2022 3:26 PM

1127

The front entrance sign

2/28/2022 3:25 PM

1128

maintaining the cool architecture

2/28/2022 3:23 PM

1129

The Art Deco front and entrance are beautiful and must be retained. Kids from the Bench have

2/28/2022 3:19 PM
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been swimming here for years.
1130

All

2/28/2022 3:14 PM

1131

Striking a balance between preservation and ensuring its viablity longterm is important

2/28/2022 3:14 PM

1132

None

2/28/2022 3:13 PM

1133

The front entrance is a gem.

2/28/2022 3:13 PM

1134

I love the art deco styling of the pool. It's a historic Boise treasure, and I want it to stay in my
neighborhood!

2/28/2022 3:11 PM

1135

None

2/28/2022 3:11 PM

1136

The facade and overall structure

2/28/2022 3:07 PM

1137

It’s old and should be restored

2/28/2022 3:07 PM

1138

I love the entrance to it :)

2/28/2022 3:07 PM

1139

The exterior for sure.

2/28/2022 3:06 PM

1140

The front of it.

2/28/2022 3:04 PM

1141

Just that we have a pool in the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 3:02 PM

1142

The entrance and round shape.

2/28/2022 3:01 PM

1143

it's nice it's not gigantic

2/28/2022 2:58 PM

1144

The facade is somewhat Iconic and certainly brings back lots of fond memories. It would be
neat if the new facility could incorporate some element of the original entrance although it
would be fine with me if it did not as it's not particularly attractive.

2/28/2022 2:58 PM

1145

The art deco design of it. Plus, it's a great pool for swimming.

2/28/2022 2:56 PM

1146

All the historic features.

2/28/2022 2:56 PM

1147

The facade. The ADA improvements should not detract from this design element.
Improvements can be made in the back of the pool.

2/28/2022 2:55 PM

1148

none, these are too old to update. Need to start over. maybe keep parts of the front, similar to
how the boise schools did with the library part of the old south junior high

2/28/2022 2:48 PM

1149

The front outside.

2/28/2022 2:46 PM

1150

all of it! This is an art deco inspired design that needs to be respected for it's historical
significance.

2/28/2022 2:39 PM

1151

Being above ground

2/28/2022 2:37 PM

1152

All of them! I love the Art Deco look of the entrance. Please do not change this incredible
feature!

2/28/2022 2:37 PM

1153

The front art deco design.

2/28/2022 2:37 PM

1154

Front, and the raised pool

2/28/2022 2:37 PM

1155

The entrance, the above ground design,

2/28/2022 2:35 PM

1156

It’s a cool structure

2/28/2022 2:34 PM

1157

I like it just as it is. :)

2/28/2022 2:29 PM

1158

All of it!

2/28/2022 2:28 PM

1159

Shallow end for littles!

2/28/2022 2:26 PM

1160

Entrance Art Deco

2/28/2022 2:20 PM

1161

Love the artwork and its structure

2/28/2022 2:15 PM

1162

The art deco styling.

2/28/2022 2:15 PM

1163

unique design

2/28/2022 2:14 PM

1164

Art

2/28/2022 2:12 PM

1165

Design

2/28/2022 2:05 PM

1166

Exterior look

2/28/2022 1:57 PM

1167

Municipal pool logo

2/28/2022 1:57 PM

1168

The art deco frontage and the elavated pool are unique beautiful and an icon on the bench.

2/28/2022 1:57 PM

1169

N/A

2/28/2022 1:53 PM

1170

Architecture

2/28/2022 1:50 PM

1171

The front area with its deco modern look

2/28/2022 1:49 PM

1172

The design, the spectator area. I was a lifeguard at South pool in the early early 70's. Taught
swimming lessons and loved the uniqueness. My family had summer passes. ($10.00 per
family)

2/28/2022 1:49 PM
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1173

All

2/28/2022 1:46 PM

1174

Keeping as true to how it originally looked as possible

2/28/2022 1:45 PM

1175

see above

2/28/2022 1:45 PM

1176

The outside of the building

2/28/2022 1:44 PM

1177

All

2/28/2022 1:44 PM

1178

The art deco style and colors are awesome, but need a modern face-lift and new coat of paint

2/28/2022 1:43 PM

1179

The exterior

2/28/2022 1:42 PM

1180

Love the Art Deco style

2/28/2022 1:40 PM

1181

Architecture

2/28/2022 1:38 PM

1182

Perhaps keep the sign and some other momentos. Otherwise, I think the pool needs to be
demolished and rebuilt.

2/28/2022 1:38 PM

1183

IT IS ONE OF ONLY TWO REAMING MONUMENTS OF THE ORGINAL SCHOOL

2/28/2022 1:35 PM

1184

Entrance area

2/28/2022 1:32 PM

1185

The aesthetic fits the neighborhood so well. It features charming, timeless architecture.

2/28/2022 1:31 PM

1186

The entrance

2/28/2022 1:30 PM

1187

Facade architecture color

2/28/2022 1:28 PM

1188

Architecture.

2/28/2022 1:28 PM

1189

I love everything about this pool. Preserve what you can.

2/28/2022 1:27 PM

1190

The exterior.

2/28/2022 1:26 PM

1191

Aesthetics, style, rich in character

2/28/2022 1:25 PM

1192

The entire pool (Design, materials, feeling, association, location, workmanship, and setting).

2/28/2022 1:23 PM

1193

It is a link to another time and era in Boise, the architectural details are of a bygone era, it
builds a link between current and past generations.

2/28/2022 1:21 PM

1194

All if you're able to preserve safely for pool users

2/28/2022 1:20 PM

1195

I love how these pools look but understand they aren't accessible for all, it would be sad to see
them gone.

2/28/2022 1:20 PM

1196

It’s location

2/28/2022 1:17 PM

1197

physical building

2/28/2022 1:14 PM

1198

Appearance

2/28/2022 1:11 PM

1199

It’s an amazing and iconic structure in our neighborhood. I appreciate and value the historic
nature of the structure. However, I want a community pool in our neighborhood that is safe and
all inclusive of family needs. I don’t want to see this pool close without a replacement or
needed improvements. This is a great community amenity.

2/28/2022 1:11 PM

1200

The facade

2/28/2022 1:10 PM

1201

That its one of very few left and should be preserved

2/28/2022 1:10 PM

1202

The front architecture/design must be kept!

2/28/2022 1:09 PM

1203

Entrance

2/28/2022 1:08 PM

1204

The fact that it is above ground and the entrance

2/28/2022 1:06 PM

1205

The location is the most important part.

2/28/2022 1:05 PM

1206

The front facade.

2/28/2022 1:04 PM

1207

design, the fact that there are not too many left in the country

2/28/2022 1:03 PM

1208

The appearance and structure itself

2/28/2022 12:59 PM

1209

Would love if there was a way to honor the original design.

2/28/2022 12:58 PM

1210

The unique structure of the pool is cool but if there are ways to make it better and more
updated I think that should be the priority.

2/28/2022 12:58 PM

1211

The above ground pool design is unique.

2/28/2022 12:57 PM

1212

Design

2/28/2022 12:56 PM

1213

None

2/28/2022 12:56 PM

1214

the sign, the location of the pool

2/28/2022 12:55 PM

1215

None it’s a pool it needs to be completely updated to last.

2/28/2022 12:55 PM

1216

The look and feel. The design is quintessential to the Bench

2/28/2022 12:53 PM

1217

None

2/28/2022 12:52 PM
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1218

The color and entrance

2/28/2022 12:52 PM

1219

The facade, but more than that — it could be restored and part of a full system of accessible
and modern pools...

2/28/2022 12:50 PM

1220

The look. The story

2/28/2022 12:49 PM

1221

The outside facade.

2/28/2022 12:47 PM

1222

None

2/28/2022 12:46 PM

1223

All of them.

2/28/2022 12:46 PM

1224

The Art Deco entrance.

2/28/2022 12:45 PM

1225

The look and design, it's a treasured asset to Boise, historically important to try to keep and
bring up to code without loosing the historical pieces to it.

2/28/2022 12:45 PM

1226

The facade seems to be the part that's most important to everyone. The overall design of the
above ground portion doesn't offer too many benefits and only makes accomodating people
with disabilities harder.

2/28/2022 12:45 PM

1227

Design

2/28/2022 12:43 PM

1228

None really

2/28/2022 12:42 PM

1229

1. Above ground community pools aren't something you see across the country, and we have 2
that were build by someone who's work continues to be taken down. It's important to preserve
such land marks to show our children and to remember where we came from. Boise is being
taken over population wise. There isn't a lot we can do about that and there are pro's and con's
to both sides. One thing we need to do as a generational community is try to preserve some of
that which we grew up with. These pools are 2 of the remaining things we have in the valley.
They deserve to be restored and enjoyed my our future generations.

2/28/2022 12:41 PM

1230

Art Deco exterior and glass blocks. If only a few of these pools are still in existence, I would
like to either 1) preserve this pool in its present form or 2) demolish it and replace with inground pool while preserving historic features. Acceptable to me if South and Lowell pools are
not ADA accessible if all other Boise city pools are ADA compliant because of Art Deco style.

2/28/2022 12:41 PM

1231

The facade

2/28/2022 12:40 PM

1232

Part of historic school, which my mother went to when it first opened. It especially works well
with the preserved library facade. Also, it’s next to tennis courts to make it more open to a
family excursion.

2/28/2022 12:38 PM

1233

None

2/28/2022 12:37 PM

1234

The facade

2/28/2022 12:35 PM

1235

historic features are irrelevant if they are stopping access for ALL citizens

2/28/2022 12:35 PM

1236

The Art Deco entrance, and above ground feature.

2/28/2022 12:34 PM

1237

The pool should not be used to help the residents feel better about. It is a pool and should be
used as a pool.

2/28/2022 12:33 PM

1238

Na

2/28/2022 12:32 PM

1239

The entrance should be kept.

2/28/2022 12:32 PM

1240

entry way part of jr high

2/28/2022 12:31 PM

1241

The exterior is most important.

2/28/2022 12:29 PM

1242

I don't care if the pool looks historic. I just want a place where the neighborhood kids (and
adults!!) Can cool off....a place within walking and biking distance. I want a place available for
teenagers to have their first job. I want a healthy place for teenagers to socialize and
congregate that encourages movement and interaction.

2/28/2022 12:29 PM

1243

The pool is historic, and really cool. I also recognize it's not serviceable and think it's time for
total replacement. Maybe keep the front facade if possible.

2/28/2022 12:28 PM

1244

Entrance

2/28/2022 12:28 PM

1245

the whole entrance design -

2/28/2022 12:26 PM

1246

Love the entry way and I think it’s neat how it was originally built. It’s interesting to look at and
it makes you look at it when you go by.

2/28/2022 12:23 PM

1247

The front entry is cool... but not significantly important

2/28/2022 12:22 PM

1248

The outer look.

2/28/2022 12:21 PM

1249

The front of the pool, I'd like to see that stay the same.

2/28/2022 12:21 PM

1250

The front of the building is very timeless and recognizable!

2/28/2022 12:17 PM

1251

Entrance

2/28/2022 12:14 PM

1252

The facade

2/28/2022 12:14 PM

1253

Art Deco facade and architecture

2/28/2022 12:14 PM

1254

Icon for Boise.

2/28/2022 12:14 PM
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1255

the pool's facade should be saved, a new pool would be more efficient and cost effective for
the city

2/28/2022 12:13 PM

1256

The outside architecture

2/28/2022 12:09 PM

1257

none

2/28/2022 12:07 PM

1258

Naturally, it’s architectural, vintage, low-tech style

2/28/2022 12:07 PM

1259

I grew up on the bench and I swam at South's pool all of my childhood.

2/28/2022 12:06 PM

1260

the appearance of the structure

2/28/2022 12:05 PM

1261

Since I've never been inside, it would be the art deco entrance.

2/28/2022 12:05 PM

1262

The Art Deco entrance. The fact that filmmaker David Lynch tried to blow it up when he lived in
Boise in the 60s.

2/28/2022 12:05 PM

1263

There are only handful of these pools in the United States. We have 2. Leave one. I have
always loved this pool. Don't be Like Butch Otter and tear down historic Idaho and Boise
buildings. We shouldn't cater to new Boise citizens!!!!!

2/28/2022 12:05 PM

1264

All of them - the significance of being a landmark within the communities and the bigger
importance of being one of the few functional pools of this design within the country. We are
fortunate to have these pools within our city and should do what we can to preserve their
presence in our community.

2/28/2022 12:02 PM

1265

N/A

2/28/2022 12:01 PM

1266

facade

2/28/2022 12:00 PM

1267

The colors

2/28/2022 12:00 PM

1268

It's a neighborhood pool that brings a lot of families together in the summertime. I especially
appreciate the front facade of the building and believe it should be saved.

2/28/2022 11:58 AM

1269

None

2/28/2022 11:56 AM

1270

Structure and accessibility

2/28/2022 11:56 AM

1271

Nothing.

2/28/2022 11:55 AM

1272

Entryway and glass tiles.

2/28/2022 11:54 AM

1273

The front facade

2/28/2022 11:54 AM

1274

The location

2/28/2022 11:53 AM

1275

I have always loved the entrance and design overall of an above ground community pool.

2/28/2022 11:53 AM

1276

The entire pool and its surroundings.

2/28/2022 11:50 AM

1277

The outside front entrance.

2/28/2022 11:50 AM

1278

None

2/28/2022 11:49 AM

1279

Art Deco

2/28/2022 11:48 AM

1280

The design and the fact that just 12 or so are left. Many of us grew up using that pool and
continue to use with our grandchildren.

2/28/2022 11:46 AM

1281

Design

2/28/2022 11:45 AM

1282

Art Deco

2/28/2022 11:44 AM

1283

The entrance and Art Deco aspects

2/28/2022 11:44 AM

1284

n/a

2/28/2022 11:44 AM

1285

the front façade

2/28/2022 11:40 AM

1286

Art Deco elements.

2/28/2022 11:37 AM

1287

The entrance

2/28/2022 11:37 AM

1288

The above ground aspect and the beautiful front entrance.

2/28/2022 11:37 AM

1289

I would love to see as much of the original design as possible maintained as the south pool
has so much charm. Perhaps an alternate accessible entrance to pool and locker rooms/
bathrooms could be designed?

2/28/2022 11:35 AM

1290

Look

2/28/2022 11:35 AM

1291

The front facade is beautiful. I love how the front of South Jr. High library was maintained and
turned into an amphitheater. Would love to see the front incorporated into a new more modern
and accessible design.

2/28/2022 11:33 AM

1292

Don’t know

2/28/2022 11:29 AM

1293

The main entrance is iconic to Boise. I have lived here my whole life and love seeing those old
pools. Bring them back!!!

2/28/2022 11:29 AM

1294

I've used the pool since I was a teenager

2/28/2022 11:26 AM

1295

The facade and top of the pool area.

2/28/2022 11:25 AM
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1296

None

2/28/2022 11:25 AM

1297

Location and the art deco look and feel.

2/28/2022 11:23 AM

1298

The art out front as the above ground pool

2/28/2022 11:22 AM

1299

The art-deco facade definitely fits with the neighborhood and should be incorporated or inspire
any replacement design.

2/28/2022 11:21 AM

1300

I don't mind including historical information and details to bring community together, however, I
don't think it matters. I think the present use of the facility and the future use are what matter
and should be the focus.

2/28/2022 11:21 AM

1301

Most

2/28/2022 11:20 AM

1302

The building as a whole!

2/28/2022 11:20 AM

1303

Love the mid century look

2/28/2022 11:19 AM

1304

Architecture

2/28/2022 11:19 AM

1305

All of them

2/28/2022 11:18 AM

1306

Entrance.

2/28/2022 11:17 AM

1307

The front facing

2/28/2022 11:17 AM

1308

keeping the outside as is

2/28/2022 11:15 AM

1309

face of building

2/28/2022 11:15 AM

1310

Front

2/28/2022 11:10 AM

1311

Maintaining the outside of the structure

2/28/2022 11:10 AM

1312

The outside façade, text, and design

2/28/2022 11:08 AM

1313

The front of the pool, visible from Shoshone.

2/28/2022 11:08 AM

1314

n/a

2/28/2022 11:07 AM

1315

The entrance should be kept with the remainder being demolished for an new updated pool to
replace.

2/28/2022 11:07 AM

1316

Keeping it! Part of the city history

2/28/2022 11:02 AM

1317

Exterior facade

2/28/2022 11:02 AM

1318

The entranced and Mid century feel.

2/28/2022 11:01 AM

1319

Keep the front facade, integrate it into the new pool bath house, drop the entire pool and
increase the size and put it below ground.

2/28/2022 11:01 AM

1320

The design

2/28/2022 10:59 AM

1321

Art deco entrance

2/28/2022 10:59 AM

1322

Look & feel of the original

2/28/2022 10:58 AM

1323

The art deco entrance. I also love that the locker room areas wrap around the edges of the
pool's interior. To me the pool is as much a landmark as it is a popular recreational facility.

2/28/2022 10:58 AM

1324

All of it

2/28/2022 10:57 AM

1325

Entryway - visual appeal.

2/28/2022 10:55 AM

1326

It's the soul of the Depot Bench Neighborhood.

2/28/2022 10:47 AM

1327

The exterior

2/28/2022 10:47 AM

1328

Not important, it's old and underserves the community

2/28/2022 10:46 AM

1329

It’s design.

2/28/2022 10:45 AM

1330

I like the vintage look of the above ground pool and signage.

2/28/2022 10:45 AM

1331

The exterior façade.

2/28/2022 10:40 AM

1332

If it is possible to convert it into a skate park or something useful and retain the historic
features, that would be great, but a usable pool for the community is far more important to me
in this part of town.

2/28/2022 10:38 AM

1333

The façade.

2/28/2022 10:34 AM

1334

The design - I'd love to see it look as original as possible

2/28/2022 10:33 AM

1335

that it is a beacon of a time long ago where the city was a community. nostalgia to the predivided nation that had pride in itself.

2/28/2022 10:25 AM

1336

I don't care about historic features, although cool, as much as having pools available to
residents. Most older neighborhoods in Boise don't have homeowner associations with pools
and the city pools are the only access those children have to swim. Also, let's not crowd the
pools left. I think that leaves more kids with the same amount of lifeguards and more
opportunities to drown.

2/28/2022 10:24 AM
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1337

The facade of the pool is what people most enjoy and should be preserved, but there is no
reason why the pool should remain in its current dilapidated state. It's falling apart, dark, dingy,
lacks accessibility for everyone and not well used.

2/28/2022 10:11 AM

1338

Love the art deco feeling of the exterior

2/28/2022 9:48 AM
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Q15 Thinking about the future of South Pool, which one of the following
scenarios would you most like to see become a reality?
Answered: 1,777

Skipped: 376

Retain the
pool exactly...
Renovate the
pool to addr...
Renovate the
pool to addr...
Renovate and
re-open the...
Take down the
existing poo...
Take down the
existing poo...
Take down the
existing poo...
I need more
information ...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Retain the pool exactly as it is today as a historic structure and make no changes – the pool could not reopen in this
scenario.

2.25%

40

Renovate the pool to address deficiencies and reopen the pool with minimal structural changes – this scenario would
retain as much of the historic structure as possible while still allowing for the pool to reopen. ADA (access for people
with disabilities) updates would still be required which could alter the structure.

29.66%

527

Renovate the pool to address deficiencies and add additional amenities like a larger back deck, zero depth entry and
more accessible entrances, potentially at the rear of the structure. This scenario would require substantial alterations to
the facility, but the historic front of the pool could possibly be retained.

32.47%

577

Renovate and re-open the pool by any means within the city’s budget. This option indicates a preference for opening
the pool regardless of what changes need to happen to the existing structure.

8.95%

159

Take down the existing pool and build a new neighborhood pool at the current location. This scenario would create an
updated pool at the existing site, which would be constrained by the size of the property.

10.75%

191

Take down the existing pool and build a new neighborhood pool at a new location that would potentially allow for a larger
pool with more amenities.

6.75%

120

Take down the existing pool and completely reimagine the space. The reimagined site could be anything from a park, a
community garden or other public place.

4.73%

84

I need more information to decide.

4.45%

79

TOTAL

1,777
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Q16 Why did you choose the scenario you selected? What do you like
about it? What additional ideas would you like to share with the
engagement team regarding your selected scenario?
Answered: 1,212

Skipped: 941

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

History

3/28/2022 7:38 AM

2

I want to see this pool remain as close to its original design as possible.

3/27/2022 10:52 PM

3

I would like the pool to be usable but want to see the historic structure unchanged

3/27/2022 4:29 PM

4

Nostalgia

3/27/2022 3:57 PM

5

It’s probably more cost effective and the existing structure does not allow ease of access to
everyone which makes it difficult to enjoy to pool

3/27/2022 12:28 PM

6

Retain the history and modernize the use.

3/27/2022 11:20 AM

7

The historical significance needs to stay intact (especially the front face), but updating to be
current to general needs is important.

3/27/2022 10:04 AM

8

It's doable, and quicker, and would serve present needs.

3/26/2022 11:18 PM

9

Keeping this pool and keeping the community keeping the memory that many of us have made

3/26/2022 6:44 PM

10

Keep the history and current use. If ADA demands a change for a historic pool, so be it. There
is already another pool in the area at Borah. Put city dollars into a pool South of the freeway.
Southwest Boise has had minimal city services. A swimming pool in that area has been
needed for decades.

3/26/2022 3:50 PM

11

I want it to look like it now does but with a sprucing up. Keep the fine character it has.

3/26/2022 2:56 PM

12

I think the scenario would work for both the city and the community

3/26/2022 1:22 PM

13

I think it would be nice to have some new features but also in the same spot

3/26/2022 1:17 PM

14

I like the pool because it’s close in my area unlike most peoples and it’s near my friends and
we can go swimming together

3/26/2022 1:17 PM

15

That it is there. I don't have to swim in it to value it. As you know, we have lost so much
architectural history in Boise. I don't even recognize most of central Boise any more. These
pools are gems, should be rehabilitated and celebrated as working pieces of art and history.

3/26/2022 8:16 AM

16

Everything old becomes new again at some point, if we protect what we have. Why reinvent
the wheel? This approach provides not only recreation, but a unique piece of history and a
source of neighborhood pride.

3/26/2022 8:15 AM

17

Boise architectural history needs to be preserved.

3/26/2022 6:54 AM

18

This vision maintans the neighborhood quality of size and doesn't require more space.

3/26/2022 4:40 AM

19

If you are going to do it, then do it right. This is part of Boise history. Let’s not Lise it. Offer
some ways that the community can help fund it like is done with Shakespeare and other
culturally significant structures. Find creative ways to fund the project and pool (the Natetorium
is still going)

3/26/2022 12:50 AM

20

I want it to be saved as a working pool. But if this isn’t feasible, I’d be for the structure
remaining. Perhaps it could be reimagined as a garden.

3/25/2022 11:12 PM

21

I think the historical value should be retained as much as possible

3/25/2022 11:07 PM

22

I would like to see the pool brought up to current code, but do not want it torn down.

3/25/2022 10:06 PM

23

Take down existing pool and rebuild with better amenities and make the old pool a skateboard
pool.

3/25/2022 9:29 PM

24

I don’t have information about how popular the pool was before it closed, or what repairs are
needed for its safe functionality before I can offer an informed opinion.

3/25/2022 5:50 PM

25

It's keeps the history of the pool and fits the area

3/25/2022 3:59 PM

26

The front entrance is the really fun part to save and I think if we could keep that entrance look
that adding a safer newer pool would be the best option for families in Boise. It's like the best
of both worlds.

3/25/2022 3:08 PM

27

It is an historic site that could be preserved for the community and Boise!

3/25/2022 2:33 PM

28

It's a very cool looking building that adds a lot of value with its look.

3/25/2022 2:14 PM

29

A community exists as the past, the present and the future. Maintaining historical structures
within a community adds to the communities prominence and place and sense of being

3/25/2022 12:48 PM

30

Anything more than to renovate the pool to address deficiencies will take away from its history.

3/25/2022 12:00 PM
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Also, if the city does any thing more than they will take down the pool and put in the cheapest
option. That will take years and might not ever happen. To build trust with community
members, the city must take action to save the pool, no matter the cost.
31

Our current closest pool, Borah, is very small. Having a larger pool with more amenities would
be beneficial for the neighborhood. It is frustrating that the nicest pool in Boise is in a wealthy
neighborhood.

3/25/2022 11:45 AM

32

I believe repairs and ADA compliance can be achieved without significant change. If a wall had
to come down, I don’t see why the design couldn’t be replicated while making improvements.

3/25/2022 10:54 AM

33

Neighborhood pools are valuable to a community. I grew up learning to swim, swimming with
friends, taking lifeguard and safety courses, and working at the public pool. I feel the history of
the pool is also important and with Ivywild and Natatorium both within 3 miles that the south
pool can remain a basic pool without all the bells and whistles.

3/25/2022 10:52 AM

34

I don't want to see the facade altered.

3/25/2022 10:25 AM

35

Bridging modernization while maintaining the most historical significance possible.

3/25/2022 9:23 AM

36

I’ve supported building the new South Junior high on the condition of installing playground
equipment in Bowden Park. That was about 15 years ago. We are just now installing that
equipment. My son will never use that equipment because he’s going to graduate high school.
I see the same scenario with the pool. We should tear down the old pool, install a new one like
the Borah Pool (and yes there are logistical and traffic issues), etc. but that is the best solution
for this neighborhood. I just don’t think it will happen. The Cassia Street bike corridor was a
waste of time and money. The pavers are already chipping away. Unfortunately, despite my
misgivings and my surveys, I knew that would happen. And I believe my input about south
pool doesn’t really matter.

3/25/2022 8:11 AM

37

We need more local pools for families to go that isn’t too crowded. The city is growing so
keeping it will just cost more $ down the road trying to maiming such an old pool.

3/25/2022 3:39 AM

38

I think keeping aspects of the pool while also reimagining what it could be otherwise skatepark, community garden, etc

3/25/2022 1:02 AM

39

Boise is terrible at maintaining historical interior Ty of the city. We need to stop thinking about
how we can progress when we are erasing history of our city in order to have “progress.”

3/25/2022 12:05 AM

40

Historic places are important and the city needs to be an advocate for saving historic features
as the city grows. Leadership in historic preservation needs representation at the top.

3/24/2022 9:11 PM

41

I like that it retains the Art Deco front entrance and adds updated features to the swimming
area. ADA accessibility is also very important and any other features to entertain kids. This
pool is an important neighborhood resource for a fun summer activity within walking distance
from our home.

3/24/2022 8:50 PM

42

This scenario would update the pool to fit the desires and meeds of the community, while also
maintaining the historical connection that it holds in many peoples hearts.

3/24/2022 8:49 PM

43

I think it is important to remember the history of our city. I also value using what we already
have and giving life to new things. I think we should make the pool fit our needs while
preserving the character and using the bones of the structure as best we can!

3/24/2022 8:31 PM

44

The pool needs up dated

3/24/2022 8:00 PM

45

Just don’t like Boise destroying its history markers and making everything brand new!

3/24/2022 6:40 PM

46

Accessibility is important and so it history - is there a way to have both without breaking the
bank?

3/24/2022 6:12 PM

47

I’d like to see the facade saved. But the area is too small for a similar facility.

3/24/2022 6:03 PM

48

Preserving the historic quality of the pool is most important to me. While additional amenities
may be nice, I do not think they are necessary and worry that they would significantly alter the
character of the pool.

3/24/2022 4:52 PM

49

My choice would be the most economical choice for the option of a potential reopen of the
pool.

3/24/2022 4:34 PM

50

Retains historic pool and allows accessibility and keep its national register of historic places
status.

3/24/2022 3:33 PM

51

I don’t think it should be a swimming pool, rather a skate pool. Save the structure, address the
safety concerns with regards to opening it, and resurface/renovate it into a skate pool.

3/24/2022 1:54 PM

52

I live right next to South and would like the most enjoyable option for my kiddo to spend their
summer days :)

3/22/2022 9:05 PM

53

Even keeping the front of the pool design as a back drop or other key feature would be
fantastic within a pool feature if using the existing structure is not an option.

3/22/2022 9:01 PM

54

The presence of a pool at the South Pool location is the primary objective.

3/22/2022 3:56 PM

55

While I like the historic value of the existing pool, it seems far more practical and forwardthinking to preserve its memory/history, i.e. like preserving the art-deco facade, and to build a
new, modern pool with better access, safety, etc. Also to make sure that future maintenance is
funded. The South Junior High area, with the tennis courts, nearby Bowden Park, and the
grassy area is a wonderful neighborhood asset, and a new South Pool would add greatly to the
quality of life in our neighborhood.

3/22/2022 10:57 AM
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56

It is important to the neighborhood. The kids and community like it as is but additional ADA
access for more people is needed.

3/22/2022 7:53 AM

57

I would prefer to keep some of the historical aspects of the original pool, however, I understand
that it might end up being cheaper/better to just start with a blank slate as opposed to working
around the old infrastructure of the original pool.

3/21/2022 12:16 PM

58

That it represents my childhood growing up. In Boise south pool is still a significant place for
the neighborhood and it gives all a place to gather and enjoy just fun

3/20/2022 4:55 PM

59

My main desire is to have a pool in this location. The decision as to renovate the existing
versus build new should be based on cost-benefit considering capital and long-term operating
costs. Historic aspects are insignificant.

3/20/2022 4:43 PM

60

entryway is classy and retro

3/20/2022 2:06 PM

61

OF ALL CHOICES IT SEEMED TO BE THE BEST

3/20/2022 1:33 PM

62

I'd be okay with renovations in place as well, but I'd like to see a well updated pool that people
will want to use for decades to come

3/20/2022 12:36 PM

63

Preserves history but prepares for next generation

3/20/2022 11:24 AM

64

I would like the pool structure to be improved so that it is safe and accessible to the
community-- while retaining the front entrance of the pool as much as possible. If other parts of
the pool structure need to be altered to make it safe, that would be fine. But definitely make it
a priority to preserve the architectural and mid century design.

3/20/2022 11:06 AM

65

Utilize the structure there with funds available to reopen and have structurally sound
improvements.

3/20/2022 10:05 AM

66

The neighbors deserve a healthier Pool

3/20/2022 9:21 AM

67

Having a pool in this area is very important, due to proximity. There are no indoor pools/gyms
on the bench, and very few nice amenities in this area compared to other areas. We need to
keep a pool in this area for families and children to walk to, and enjoy.

3/20/2022 9:14 AM

68

I want our neighborhood to have a pool.

3/20/2022 7:57 AM

69

I love the way it looks as is but would be happy just to see a pool there again

3/19/2022 7:23 PM

70

I say rebuild unless a complete renovation would save significant money

3/19/2022 3:38 PM

71

I'm hoping there will be a pool in the current location. I don't care if it is an entirely new pool or
fix the old one without having more information about which is the best option.

3/19/2022 3:18 PM

72

I think the historical significance of this style of pool is very important, but so is keeping a
functioning neighborhood pool and making it more accessible to all.

3/19/2022 1:33 PM

73

I think pools are environmentally unsustainable. I would like to see the money directed towards
regenerating (not just preserving) our natural resources for humans to enjoy (like rivers,
"natural pools", etc.). As climate change makes summers hotter, I think we need to consider
cooling options for people beyond chemical-saturated pools.

3/19/2022 11:57 AM

74

To give access to others to be able to use the pool as well as give more comfort level, but with
also maintaining the pools history and design. A little bit of new and a little bit of old

3/19/2022 10:16 AM

75

The location of this pool encompasses a large area of access for the Bench neighborhoods
and kids can easily bike to it. So don't move it.!!!!

3/18/2022 2:46 PM

76

The public need to see the history of Boise. The city has changed so much in the last 10
years and not always for the better.

3/18/2022 2:18 PM

77

I wish to keep the historical pool as is. I don't understand why the pool was operating just fine
pre-2020 and because of the shutdown now is unable to re-open without ADA updates. This
lacks common sense as there are other public pools that have ADA access. If you take down
the pool completely then the ADA community still wont have access to a pool at this location.

3/18/2022 10:51 AM

78

The historic part would remind of my youth and the fun the pool provided and encourage me to
use it as a Baby Boomer.

3/17/2022 7:36 PM

79

I would like to see this historical pool retain its current design. If major changes need to be
made, possibly build an adjoining new pool, designed to complement the existing structure,
while providing some of the necessary changes.

3/17/2022 7:28 PM

80

The location is most important to me. If we can have a better pool, then I think that's more
important than it's historical features.

3/17/2022 3:47 PM

81

It is very important to maintain historic building using todays technology to adapt to current
standatds

3/17/2022 2:12 PM

82

I think it is important to preserve some of Boise's history through it's architecture.

3/17/2022 1:28 PM

83

Allows the pool to be used while preserving historic significance and features

3/17/2022 1:13 PM

84

I would like South Pool to be listed on the National Register. For this reason minimal changes
to the structure are preferred so the pool maintains its integrity, allowing for the pool to be
legally protected. I think interpretive materials such as signage should accompany changes
made to communicate the historic value of the pool.

3/17/2022 12:50 PM

85

Not enough info (cost analysis) for each scenario.

3/17/2022 11:18 AM
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86

If no changes are made and it is designated as a historical site, what would that mean
exactly? Would it be left to deteriorate? And if changes are made to make it accessible, safe
and also potentially improve amenity offerings how would the historical integrity/originality be
maintained?

3/17/2022 12:31 AM

87

The history of the pool needs to be considered. It would be a shame to destroy such an
historic facility. It needs to continue to be used as a pool so that this style of pool doesn't
disappear.

3/16/2022 9:03 PM

88

This option would retain the pool in the neighborhood, keep a portion of the historical feature,
and still be assessible for everyone

3/16/2022 6:14 PM

89

Same but better

3/16/2022 3:30 PM

90

I’d like to see history preserved, but accessible for all/most to enjoy. I think my option
selection does just that.

3/16/2022 1:36 PM

91

I think it’s important to preserve the facade for its architectural significance but further updates
on the opposite side make sense

3/16/2022 12:53 PM

92

The design of the pool is just too beautiful to change! It’s history is something very special &
should be preserved.

3/16/2022 12:10 PM

93

A large neighborhood amenity like a big pool and clubhouse would be great

3/16/2022 10:14 AM

94

Retaining as much of the old front as possible while allowing renovations on the back side
brings a true sense of progress building from what we have while allowing more people to
participate.

3/16/2022 8:25 AM

95

Don’t tear it down.

3/16/2022 7:07 AM

96

Keeping the history while still moving forward. Introducing more generations to the history of
the pool and history of Boise

3/15/2022 9:02 PM

97

The pool should be accessible to all but still maintain some of the historic structure and Art
Deco style while also adding some nice benefits like a larger deck

3/15/2022 9:02 PM

98

Dog parks and the like is a better use of space. I see it as just increasing our taxes to
maintain. It’s a money pit.

3/15/2022 3:43 PM

99

It would keep the same feeling for so many of us from the bench who have great memories,
but it would be safe and accessible for those who can't use it now.

3/15/2022 1:05 PM

100

I like to have a shaded area

3/15/2022 11:18 AM

101

I think it is a great location in the central bench. A new one could be enlarged a bit by making
it longer vs. wider. It would be nice to include a few simple water features in a small shallow
wading pool.

3/14/2022 12:53 PM

102

A pool is very important for that neighborhood

3/14/2022 12:09 PM

103

It deserves to be kept. Got an pool is just a pool, but South's is history, and should be kept
above ground.

3/14/2022 11:04 AM

104

A new space could incorporate some structural elements like the sign. Ultimately, please don't
hang on to this pool just because it is old though! Communities are growing and need newer,
more accessible amenities.

3/14/2022 10:55 AM

105

It seems evident that changes are needed if the pool is going to remain open and continue to
add value as a community gathering place for future generations. This is normal, structures
need renovation and upkeep to remain usable and to meet the current needs of the
neighborhood. I think the art deco style does add a lot of character to our neighborhood, so
retaining as much of it as possible, while making the pool safe, equitable, and usable is my
preference. However, if a decision had to be made to either keep the pool usable and open, or
to keep the architecture, I would certainly hope we would opt to have a functioning pool.

3/14/2022 10:08 AM

106

Retains historic front of the building while providing accessibility.

3/14/2022 9:33 AM

107

the pool is way too small

3/14/2022 1:25 AM

108

We would rather have a pool at that location, than not. Although we appreciate the value of
historical components, not if that meant no pool. That area is where all the elementary
students that eventually feed into South Junior High meet and get to know each other for that
important transition in their life. Great job opportunities for the old-enough adolescents in this
area. South Junior high and the attached green spaces are already a wonderful central meeting
place, so the pool fits naturally in that context.

3/13/2022 5:01 PM

109

Soccer part could be used year round by lots of kids

3/13/2022 4:45 PM

110

I LOVE the pool the way it is, but also want it to be ADA compliant. If it can be brought up to
compliance and improved in other ways and still maintain some of the character of the WPA
era pool, better! But I do love the upgrading to make it more inclusive. I say throw a bunch of
money at the project! Make it fabulous. This neighborhood doesn't have access to a lot of
activities, the kids have fun anyway, but I the pool is a very important part of so many kids's
childhoods - including film-maker David Lynch who lived across Shoshone St and once set off
a bomb in the pool! https://exclaim.ca/music/article/david_lynch-dark_meditations

3/13/2022 4:04 PM

111

As stated in an earlier query, the historic nature of South is not important to me. Its value lies
in its availability.

3/13/2022 1:28 PM

112

It retains it's historic value while still updating it.

3/13/2022 10:56 AM
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113

It would keep pool open , allow for handicapped but maintythe historic aspect

3/13/2022 10:07 AM

114

I would support any of the options to take down the existing structure which I think could just
become a money pit. I would rely on the closer neighborhood to determine if a pool is the
greatest need or if a larger facility in a different location would serve the neighborhood better.

3/13/2022 8:41 AM

115

Don’t know how much any of these cost.

3/12/2022 9:46 PM

116

I value The historic nature of this pool and think it should be preserved.

3/12/2022 8:31 PM

117

I would like to keep a neighborhood pool but am not really stuck on keeping it at the same site.
If the current site was reimagined it would be nice to have a playground- it’s a mile from my
house to a playground. Maybe keep part of the front facade as an entry?

3/12/2022 8:09 PM

118

Keep the as much of the pool as possible. Please stop ruining places important to people's
memories.

3/12/2022 5:42 PM

119

Neighborhood kids

3/12/2022 5:15 PM

120

Want it in the same place

3/12/2022 3:26 PM

121

Current location best accommodates The neighbor hood. The structure is too old to try to
maintain.

3/12/2022 12:17 PM

122

I like more space around the pool, like accessibility and zero depth entry

3/12/2022 10:09 AM

123

Retain this historical treasure and valuable asset to the community. I have lived just a few
blocks away for 64 years. I grew up with that pool. Went to South Jr. High and would meet all
my friends there all summer long. It is located in a centralized portion of that Bench area.
Provides immediate access to all the children in the area. They can simply ride or walk to the
pool without needing to be driven somewhere. How great is that? See question #13 above.

3/12/2022 9:53 AM

124

I think having spaces for people to cool off in our ever increasingly hot summers is important. I
think we'd be a greener and more community oriented society if we relied on community pools
rather than everyone having their own private pool (not to mention the fact that the majority of
people can't afford their own private pool anyways). I don't think we need to start from scratch
and build something new, but I do think all municipal amenities and services should be
expanding with the expanding population of the city, including community pools.

3/12/2022 7:25 AM

125

This is a great location for a community pool, and since the City already owns the property
more money will be spent on the pool instead of purchasing another site.

3/12/2022 5:10 AM

126

Looking for a win-win between keeping vintage vibe and making sure the neighborhood has a
safe, functional pool.

3/11/2022 8:21 PM

127

I believe it is important to have a pool in both of those locations. A pool should be available to
all neighborhoods without a trip across town.

3/11/2022 6:12 PM

128

The current location has potential for more active spaces like the tennis courts. A memorial in
form of the preserved facade wouldn't take much space. It would be great to design a smart
pool that has zero depth entry yet doesn't compromise potential for lap and swim team style
swimming. Something that facilitates a longer season like indoor but with big bay doors or an
outdoor pool with a cold season bubble. Seriously, if you build a pool, why not make it the best
one possible?

3/11/2022 5:58 PM

129

Boise gets so hot in the summer time public pools are needed. Nice to have one in most
neighborhoods. Otherwise the other pools get too busy. And local swim lessons are needed.

3/11/2022 5:54 PM

130

We need homes in Boise not pools. Kids are sleeping in cars in Boise. Working people can’t
afford anywhere to live

3/11/2022 4:04 PM

131

I think the historical architecture is important. I think it is important to have clean, safe pools
for neighborhoods to keep more people out of Esther Simplot Park ponds and other natural
areas that are getting too much use and too polluted.

3/11/2022 3:49 PM

132

I probably should have more info, but I think the pool was very popular and serviceable before
and that it would be most cost-effective to use this option.

3/11/2022 1:46 PM

133

The pool is a snapshot into the past and demonstrates how far we have advanced in
accessibility and inclusion. It would be best to turn the pool into a museum with photographs
and displays from Boise City Recreation's history of providing recreation benefits to the
population of the city.

3/11/2022 12:40 PM

134

South pool is a valuable part of this neighborhood, and there is no other pool within walking
distance to this part of town. The limited space is not a problem, as a large, drive to, pool
complex is not what I believe would be a good fit, or what this neighborhood is looking for.

3/11/2022 12:39 PM

135

The pool needs to be rebuilt larger cleaner and safer.

3/11/2022 11:42 AM

136

Learn from the lessons of the short-sighted destruction of historic buildings in downtown Boise
in the 1980s. There is value in retaining the history of this neighborhood pool, which makes
choices about this pool more than a purely cost/economics decision.

3/11/2022 11:41 AM

137

I want to see the city invest a little more in our history. So many buildings are being torn down
to make way for new/bigger/more modern. Places like this are what gives a community like
Boise character. It's the kind of thing people move here expecting.

3/11/2022 11:11 AM

138

It sounds like win-win considering keeping some historic structure but making updates and
renovation for safety and additional amenities.

3/11/2022 10:12 AM
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139

Keep the original stucco entrance but redo EVERYTHING else in the same location. Keep the
pool in the community and accessible by all the local families.

3/11/2022 10:02 AM

140

I would vote to renovate if the cost is not excessive and is justified by the number of people
expected to use it.

3/11/2022 10:00 AM

141

Too much change and growth as it is in Boise. We need to be keeping some of the original
things that make it special. Us natives grew up here and actually understand this significance.
Please stop ruining my home town with "growth and improvement" that is really just
destruction and eradication of Boise.

3/11/2022 9:38 AM

142

We are losing a bit of the history of Boise as it grows. This would be a loss for the people that
love and support Boise.

3/11/2022 9:32 AM

143

I love the architecture and think the neighborhood needs a community pool.

3/11/2022 8:49 AM

144

I want access to swimming facilities in my neighborhood. A new facility seems safer, cheaper,
and easier to manage into the future. More sustainable.

3/11/2022 8:26 AM

145

There are several pools in the South pool area within biking distance, but there are no pools on
the west side of Boise. West Boise is often overlooked when spending city money, and this
should be changed.

3/11/2022 7:41 AM

146

This pool serves a low income population and is much needed. I worked as a lifeguard there in
the past and this facility is so important to the neighborhood community.

3/11/2022 6:17 AM

147

Please open the pools, I don't want my children to drown

3/10/2022 10:42 PM

148

Modernization is key to updating historic public facilities like the South Pool; however, a piece
of history must remain to tell the story. Keep some, update the rest.

3/10/2022 10:00 PM

149

I think it would be too difficult/expensive to renovate. It might be cheaper to rebuild

3/10/2022 9:16 PM

150

Seems to be the routine it should be modernized including new amenities.

3/10/2022 8:52 PM

151

I loved that old pool!

3/10/2022 8:13 PM

152

Unique and beautiful pool. Love the space in a neighborhood. Classic art deco style. Keep as
much as you can!

3/10/2022 8:12 PM

153

Even though I have young kids, we just made adjustments to use the pool. There are other
pools available that are more kid friendly, and I don't believe they all need to be.

3/10/2022 8:04 PM

154

It’s a beautiful addition to this part of Boise.

3/10/2022 8:01 PM

155

Changes will need to be made for safety and accessibility upgrades.

3/10/2022 7:04 PM

156

The pool needs updates Try to keep the historical entrance

3/10/2022 5:44 PM

157

The pool has historically memories

3/10/2022 5:41 PM

158

Preserve, restore, maintain.

3/10/2022 5:27 PM

159

Keep costs financially reasonable and keep the public pool as an option for the neighborhood

3/10/2022 5:14 PM

160

I believe neighborhood pools are an essential part of community recreation facilities.

3/10/2022 5:04 PM

161

Children don’t care about historical significance. They should have a neighborhood pool.

3/10/2022 4:51 PM

162

Live near. Historic important.

3/10/2022 4:46 PM

163

We do not want to have the pool disappear, and given the age of it, it does seem to need
serious updating. If it is less costly to reopen with changes to existing structure - then go for it
!

3/10/2022 4:43 PM

164

I'm not an expert but this option appears to me to be the cheapest while preserving the original
design and adding ADA options.

3/10/2022 4:35 PM

165

Make the choice that provides the best facility for the money invested. It's not an iconic
facility, but a place for our residents to enjoy.

3/10/2022 4:30 PM

166

value of historic structures

3/10/2022 4:26 PM

167

This is a special local landmark providing much needed recreational opportunities for
neighborhood kids and residents. I once rented the pool during a slow time for an adult birthday
party and we were all 10 years old for the day. Such fun and a frequent story when I see these
friends. More programs and special events would increase usage. Lifeguard programs are life
changing and a matter of great pride for kids who participate. Hard to beat the old swimmin'
hole!

3/10/2022 4:26 PM

168

Keeping a pool at this location is most important, but if there is a way to save the original
design that would be ideal. My children took swimming lessons here. This pool serves the low
to moderate income community. The next closest pool is Borah which is pretty far.

3/10/2022 4:17 PM

169

keeping the history of the building is important to the history of the city

3/10/2022 3:55 PM

170

I want a pool at South (and Lowell!), but understand if it needs to be modernized. Keeping the
original façade with the updated amenities would address both these things.

3/10/2022 3:52 PM

171

Above ground pool without shade is not practical.

3/10/2022 3:45 PM

172

I like the historic front of the structure, so it would be great to keep something of that in
whatever gets developed. I'd be fine with building something new if it can retain some

3/10/2022 3:40 PM
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relationship to the art deco style. I don't know enough about the neighboring area to know
whether it should be rebuilt somewhere else. Accessibility is a huge concern, probably
outweighing anything, even historic significance. Hard to accept 1952 is historic (given my age
:-))
173

Appearance and charm maintained while addressing access issues

3/10/2022 2:31 PM

174

We need the pool there just make it bigger and up to date for our current generation and
accessible to everyone

3/10/2022 12:46 PM

175

Save the historical front, make it safe, add shallow areas for small children.

3/10/2022 11:23 AM

176

We are looking forward to reconnecting with community after two years of pandemic isolation.

3/10/2022 11:13 AM

177

Places like the South pool are historical and when we tear them down, we can't get them back
(the Game, Fish, & Rec building comes to mind). I am also tired of hearing, "we have one kid
in the entire school allergic to peanut butter, so NO ONE in the entire school can eat peanut
butter....EVER!" mentality. That is what you are doing quite often when you get rid of historical
things in the name of "inclusivity." Thank goodness they haven't done this in Europe with their
thousands of years of history.

3/10/2022 11:08 AM

178

It's a neighborhood Gem! Keeping it "as is" as possible is what I'd like.

3/10/2022 10:27 AM

179

It's IDEAL. I retains history and includes even more of our precious community, even more
safely. Opening by nay means would be my second choice. NOT reopening or "taking down"
the pool feels sad and less "green"; I'd rather care for what we have than trash it for something
brand new...but if taking it down and starting over is somehow a more cost-efficient AND
greener solution, I could support that.

3/10/2022 9:48 AM

180

Maintain the historical nature of the pool while adding additional amenities/community value.

3/10/2022 9:13 AM

181

My previous statements are the reasons I chose this option. I understand with change, comes
unforeseen problems, but with the correct mindset of saving this historical building for future
generations, it can be done, we can have it both ways and all children and adults can witness
the beauty of the old with the convenience of the new. Thank you

3/10/2022 8:54 AM

182

KIds and families benefit from exercise. swimming such an important skill to learn early.

3/10/2022 7:43 AM

183

I love this pool for us and the community and would love to see it stay

3/10/2022 6:56 AM

184

Why hasn't anyone considered building a below ground pool next to them for the Ada
compliance and keep the original pool as is?

3/9/2022 11:07 PM

185

Historic preservation is what makes any city unique. A lesson should have been learned after
the “Taj Mahal of the West” was demolished.

3/9/2022 9:17 PM

186

The historic facade is magnificent. If, however a much larger pool nearby is possible that
would probably be better still.

3/9/2022 6:32 PM

187

The location of the pool is important, i would like it to stay at south. Expense is also important
I would like them to keep the pool while keeping expenses as low as possible.

3/9/2022 5:41 PM

188

It's a neighborhood pool, one that serves an area with many children, refugee and underserved
population. Nothing against ADA, but there are many other public and private pools that can
provide enriching experiences for them. It doesn't make sense to spend a ton of money or shut
down a pool for a very small % of the population while the vast majority suffers having no pool
at all.

3/9/2022 4:29 PM

189

It feels important to keep the look of the structure but to make it more accessible and fun for
families.

3/9/2022 3:49 PM

190

Year round access with an indoor soccer facility. The current pool has limited access
especially when Borah pool is so much better on many levels. The indoor soccer facility would
engage the diverse bench neighborhood.

3/9/2022 3:47 PM

191

Create a new pool, possibly at Whitney, and make this a meeting room structure with murals
outside representing historical moments of the past 100 years. Will fit many needs, placate
multiple constituencies, and at a reasonable cost.

3/9/2022 3:06 PM

192

Swimming is a life long sport....unlike many that may be used if "reimagined" Swimming
lessons to make Idahoans safe, around the abundant waterways in our state, are priceless!

3/9/2022 2:11 PM

193

Final product is the most important, whatever can provide better accommodations for the
community is best even if that includes relocated the pool and turning the former location into
another public space. Since there are two pools needed renovation, maybe one can be
preserved and the other one redone.

3/9/2022 1:39 PM

194

Important to keep the historic facade while adding a larger deck will allow for more people to
visit, serving more of the neighborhood.

3/9/2022 12:27 PM

195

I would like it ADA accessible and bigger so more people would use it. I would like a smaller
pool for younger children. I want more deck space.

3/9/2022 12:02 PM

196

I love the pool and the aesthetic. But much like when I refinish a piece or furniture, sometimes
a complete teardown and rebuild is required. And we can rebuild with class.

3/9/2022 11:55 AM

197

It's always frustrating to see City money spent on projects such as tearing down, then
rebuilding places. Try fixing some stuff instead doubling or tripling the cost

3/9/2022 10:18 AM

198

While a fancy new pool always sounds nice, our family loves the South pool just the way it is.
The pool was one of the key features we loved about moving into this neighborhood and our

3/9/2022 9:59 AM
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close proximity to the pool. Our family has been so disappointed to not have this amenity the
past couple of summers.
199

maintain the uniqueness of the facility while making it once again usable.

3/9/2022 8:23 AM

200

I would like to see a new pool located in the South Jr. High neighborhood.

3/9/2022 7:38 AM

201

The best thing to do

3/9/2022 7:23 AM

202

Maintaining historic structure. It’s unique

3/9/2022 6:20 AM

203

I like the idea of it being more accessible with a zero depth entry, and it could definitely use
more deck space. I would be in favor of any option that keeps the pool open, but it would be
better to have improvements.

3/8/2022 11:21 PM

204

I think it's a good start.

3/8/2022 11:03 PM

205

This scenario strikes a middle ground as far as cost.

3/8/2022 10:43 PM

206

Larger , more modern, separate kids area

3/8/2022 10:30 PM

207

Where possible historic facilities should be preserved and maintained for their original purpose.
Clearly ADA regulations must allow for access changes but other then that I don’t believe
superficial changes to the deck area need to be made. Sometimes we just need to appreciate
what we already have!

3/8/2022 10:11 PM

208

If the facade could be preserved, I would like to see some renovations to make it more “little
kid” friendly. I don’t support taking the existing pool down completely. Maintaining some of the
city’s history is important - similar to what was done at South Jr High

3/8/2022 10:08 PM

209

It feels like a good compromise between maintaining its historic past and allowing the most
access for current day patrons.

3/8/2022 8:25 PM

210

Boise needs more year round out door recreational facilities including and especially for hugely
popular sports such as soccer and pickleball.

3/8/2022 8:10 PM

211

A soccer facility such as the ones built by Urban Soccer Park would serve the community
much better than a pool! https://www.urbansoccerpark.com/social-programs/

3/8/2022 7:42 PM

212

It would be nice to keep the feel of the pool and it’s authenticity.

3/8/2022 6:48 PM

213

We need a pool here, add parks and community gardens on other spots, we need those too!

3/8/2022 6:28 PM

214

We don't have any neighborhood facilities let's not lose what little we have, the kids in this
neighborhood can be highly destructive they need something to do

3/8/2022 6:06 PM

215

I like the shape of the pool and the creativity in it but I want it to open

3/8/2022 4:26 PM

216

I have a high regard for historical structures.

3/8/2022 3:06 PM

217

Boise is the only city in the country with two of these pools. A rare find and a jewel we should
preserve. Neighborhoods surrounding both pools are some of the hottest real estate in Boise.
A historic neighborhood pool is definitely an additional asset to the historic preservation of the
history and style of both the Depot Bench and the North End. To be cost effective the pool
must have attendance. The surrounding neighborhoods are morphing into the next generation
of young families. Access and deck space are necessary to encourage and support use.
Programs only enhance that. Updates would hopefully include some of the deficiencies, not
just repairs and ADA compliance. Although I personally don't use the pool I have a string of
grandchildren who will!

3/8/2022 2:46 PM

218

Historical use and make the pool ADA accessible

3/8/2022 2:26 PM

219

I think it's important to retain the unique historical front and neighborhood feel of the pool while
still updating the site with modern amenities and accessibility features.

3/8/2022 2:02 PM

220

I’m for the two taking down scenarios and saving the face

3/8/2022 1:58 PM

221

2.4 million is a lot of zeros

3/8/2022 1:56 PM

222

I think more kids would show up if it was a bigger and better pool

3/8/2022 1:48 PM

223

There is another use for the pool which has not been addressed in this survey. The look of the
pool with historical significance can remain the same, but it can be used for skateboarding. A
neighborhood skatepark would be a convenience for neighborhood skateboarders of all ages to
drop into without going the distance to Rhodes or Veterans Park. It could be used many more
months per year than the pool and would add an additional recreational activity on the bench
along with the tennis courts next door and the large South Junior High Field.

3/8/2022 12:42 PM

224

We need to hold onto historical structures in Boise while we can!

3/8/2022 12:41 PM

225

I understand that the pool plumbing, etc is probably in bad shape after 70 years of use. I am
an architect and have refused to do pool projects because of the liability associated with the
chemicals deteriorating the structure. I believe the front iconic entrance element should be
saved but an at grade dressing room and pool facility be constructed. I would rather have my
tax dollars spent on something to give youth and adults to do, rather than on alternatives when
they get into trouble. Any study should include cost for enclosing the pool so it can be used
year round.

3/8/2022 12:17 PM

226

If you could put a new pool but leave the original front look I think that would make everyone
happy it might address all the possible problems.

3/8/2022 12:12 PM

227

I really like modern things but feel like we can keep the entrance etc. - the history of South

3/8/2022 11:15 AM
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Pool intact but at the same time bring it up to today's standards.
228

Why WASTE money on seldom used "Bike Lanes" all over the city and let an asset that the
entire neighborhood uses go to waste.

3/8/2022 10:29 AM

229

I'm just interested in having a neighborhood pool. I don't have a preference on if it's original,
new, or remodeled.

3/8/2022 9:43 AM

230

Make a Urban Soccer Field

3/8/2022 9:13 AM

231

The pool has been a part of this neighborhood as long as I can remember. It allows many a
good means of summer fun. DONT CHANGE JUST TO CHANGE !

3/8/2022 8:47 AM

232

This area of town needs a pool like Ivywild or the Nat.

3/8/2022 7:47 AM

233

Retaining the older appearance gives the pool a type of flair that is positive in community. New
is not always better.

3/8/2022 7:30 AM

234

I would like the pool to be kept in the neighborhood. During the summer when the pool was
open, I saw children there all the time. There are many children in my neighborhood.

3/8/2022 7:22 AM

235

Updates and makes pool accessible without losing facade

3/8/2022 7:03 AM

236

I chose to totally reimagine the pool because I want the pool to become a soccer field. There
are many people who would love to play soccer around the south area, and this might just be
what they need. And I’m pretty sure the people would love this improvement and change.

3/8/2022 6:42 AM

237

We need park or indoor basketball or soccer field more useful for the community

3/8/2022 2:13 AM

238

This option seems to be the best of both worlds as it retains parts of the historic pool, but also
adds amenities that would bring it up to date and better meet the needs of current users.
Tearing down the pool and building a new one in a bigger location to meet the needs of the
community is also a good option.

3/7/2022 11:06 PM

239

I would like to see something else building in the space that is more accessible to everyone,
such as a soccer park.

3/7/2022 10:53 PM

240

Community pools are needed for the youth of today socially as well as personally. I grew up
with enjoying community pools and it made a difference in my life in positive ways.

3/7/2022 10:04 PM

241

The way the facility sits maintains sentimental value for me. I grew up in this pool and would
hate to see it go away.

3/7/2022 9:46 PM

242

I would like to see the usage numbers for the pool. If the pool is being used and the number of
swimmers is high enough, then I would support renovation. But if we are only talking about just
a few hundred swimmers per season, it's time to take the pool down. Borah pool is close
enough to take South's place. Historic preservation is somewhat important, but not important
enough to justify spending millions of taxpayer dollars for just a few hundred swimmers per
season.

3/7/2022 9:40 PM

243

I would like the maintain the unique pool design and "feel." I also think the "renovate the pool
to address deficiencies and add additional amenities" could also work depending on the
designs. That said, if all that is retained is the historic front (and possibly only), I would be
dissatisfied with this outcome. It's the pool design itself—how you move through it and its twostory structure—that makes it so wonderful, not its skin.

3/7/2022 9:37 PM

244

Watching throngs of kids go back and forth to the pool is wonderful and it would be too bad to
take that away. A full scale remodel would take too long and the pool would lose its historic
character. There are other pools in Boise with more amenities and better ada accessibility.
While accessibility is important, doing the minimum so all users can enjoy is best option

3/7/2022 8:52 PM

245

Time to move on and update to modern amenities

3/7/2022 8:44 PM

246

Because Nobody really goes in that pool so it’s better if they remove the pool and turn it into a
soccer field

3/7/2022 8:41 PM

247

I like the location of the pool near the central location of South Jr. high and making better and
more accessible while still being in that locations seems like a perfect match.

3/7/2022 8:16 PM

248

Maintain the historical spirit while adding modern improvements.

3/7/2022 7:40 PM

249

Where I grew up in Illinois we belonged to the local Lions Club pool that was tucked into the
woods where we often played. From 3rd grade to 7th I could easily tell you how many times we
did NOT go to the pool. It was usually about nine days: seven were vacations away from home
where we swam in a lake and two days we missed for some random reason. I became a very
water-oriented adult: US Navy, sport scuba diver, ocean swimmer where I average .9 miles
more than 200 times, crewed on racing sailboats and commercial fishing boats in Alaska. I feel
sure my love of lakes, rivers and oceans came from my joyful summers at the pool. Our
community pool was very important to me. My three nieces grew up across from South Jr High
and were at the pool very often and they all now live within a mile of South buying there own
homes and have kids. One bought the home they were raised in. As much as I like the look
and feel of the pool, I think it would be more practical to replace it with a pool of similar size if
not a little larger.

3/7/2022 7:39 PM

250

I would love to keep the facade and incorporate it in a new pool design

3/7/2022 7:33 PM

251

I love the pool as it is and I have never seen it not accomodate all that come to the pool and I
live in the neighborhood. It would be a travesty if the pool did not reopen. There is nothing for
these neighborhood children to do in the summers, for some kids that pool is their summer.

3/7/2022 6:54 PM
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252

Important to have increased safe access balancing preservation of the historic features / front
entry design.

3/7/2022 6:52 PM

253

might not be able to cram a modern facility into the existing space. if that were possible to
everybody's satisfaction, the current location is fine.

3/7/2022 6:50 PM

254

I like having a pool within walking distance. If South Pool had more space to hang out there it
would be better for me. If it was more accessible it would be better for others. Right now it is
structured for swimming and not as a destination for the afternoon like Ivywild is. Doesn’t need
to be that fancy or have that many features though.

3/7/2022 6:44 PM

255

I think having a pool in this space is best for all. Children and families get a lot out of having a
pool in the neighborhood. Moving the location or reimagining the space does not feel like an
equally good option for the purpose the pool currently serves in our community.

3/7/2022 6:22 PM

256

I chose it because I want it to reopen ASAP. We miss it so much and I don't want to see the
architectural integrity diminished. I do like the idea of a zero depth entry, however and a bigger
deck would be nice, but we can live without it.

3/7/2022 5:53 PM

257

I feel like the city is likely just going to demo this pool. I like that it is within walking distance
to my house but also recognize it is quite old and likely not worth retrofitting...

3/7/2022 5:47 PM

258

It is important to make sure bench residents still have a close, neighborhood swimming option.
I like the idea of historical preservation, but not at the expense of this area having to go
completely without. I personally do not use pools for various reasons but feel having one is a
very important neighborhood amenity. My neighbors/fellow residents need an affordable
summertime activity that is easy to access - from both a proximity to their home and ADA
perspective.

3/7/2022 4:57 PM

259

I would like to know more about the cities plan for the facility before making my decision.

3/7/2022 4:50 PM

260

I chose based on the word possible in the third and frankly preferred scenario. As a contractor
I know the danger of the word possible as in what is possible is usually a function of short
sightedness someone else’s profit motive and lack of civic responsibility colliding in a perfectly
acceptable and nearly expected fashion.

3/7/2022 4:45 PM

261

Do not make this a park because druggies and bums will use it.

3/7/2022 4:12 PM

262

South & Lowell Pools are historical structures that deserve to be maintained and perhaps
adapted to meet modern needs !

3/7/2022 4:08 PM

263

Pools are super expensive and have a very limited operating season. They serve a small slice
of the public for a short period of time. I think this community is well served by the pool near
Borah High School... continue to invest in that facility and reimagine this space for broader use
around a longer season.

3/7/2022 4:00 PM

264

Have it be a space other than a pool that the community can use

3/7/2022 3:53 PM

265

Borah Pool is nearby and the space that South Pool is on is not big enough for a new pool. I
feel the space can be used for other needs that the neighborhood could use

3/7/2022 3:06 PM

266

I think I would prefer a bigger pool in a new location, but that would depend on what locations
are available.

3/7/2022 2:54 PM

267

Too many structures with historic value are being or have been eliminated in Boise. Let's
continue to prize our history.

3/7/2022 2:49 PM

268

I think the pool is a valuable neighborhood and city asset. Having it able to serve even a larger
number of people would be great.

3/7/2022 2:27 PM

269

fix it up and keep the historical look.

3/7/2022 2:18 PM

270

I just want the most economically sound solution to keep the pool up and running.

3/7/2022 1:23 PM

271

We love the historic structure, but we'd like to have the pool in the neighborhood more than
anything.

3/7/2022 1:22 PM

272

The cost of updating and maintaining the current pool would be better spent on a new pool. It
would be nice to incorporate the classic architecture in a new pool.

3/7/2022 12:52 PM

273

must have good ADA accessibility

3/7/2022 12:51 PM

274

Please don't move the pool away from our neighborhood! We already don't have a city
playground in our neighborhood. The pool is historically significant and charming, but could use
some updates. I would be open to any option that keeps the pool at the location.

3/7/2022 12:49 PM

275

I chose "need more information" because none of these answers are all that good and they
indicate that you guys have already made a decision and are just going to run it around until
you cultivate the "outreach" data that supports your pre-assumed decision

3/7/2022 12:35 PM

276

I would like to see the pool reopen no matter what. If the option I chose does not work, I think
the city should find a way to reopen.

3/7/2022 11:59 AM

277

We have a multi cultural neighborhood an ideal place to Grow up keep the kids in the
neighborhood. Please don’t take six years having meetings

3/7/2022 11:46 AM

278

Preserve appearance of historic structure. Modern designs are brutish, childish, or have no
clear architectural identity.

3/7/2022 10:43 AM

279

If there are significant investments by the taxpayers for this scenario, then do the updates
right and make these updates last into the next generation and beyond

3/7/2022 10:40 AM
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280

I think the pool should be relocated to Whitney Elementary, corner of playground on Overland.

3/7/2022 10:29 AM

281

Do not re-make a space that has been fine and good for the neighborhood in which it exists.
Just fix it so people can use it safely.

3/7/2022 10:24 AM

282

I know that budget is always an issue. In my scenario, we would all get to use the pool as
soon as possible while preserving the historical significance for Boise

3/6/2022 2:05 PM

283

Mostly likely method to assure there is a pool for middle to low income yoyh

3/6/2022 12:51 PM

284

I feel that we are loosing the history of Boise and this would help preserve some of it.

3/6/2022 11:46 AM

285

Is there opportunity to maintain portions of the structure and remained it to a different function?
(Skate park, play structure, some kind of common area, something else?

3/6/2022 9:56 AM

286

Due to it needs a lot of updates and we still want it to remain open in that location. We can
keep the some of the infrastructure to keep historical front.

3/6/2022 7:50 AM

287

The pool has served well for generations, it needs to be retained but updated as necessary for
current regulations

3/5/2022 5:28 PM

288

I don't think the pool should move, I think the location is important. It sounds like putting an in
ground pool in is an option, however it would be smaller. I think this is an important investment
in the neighborhood

3/5/2022 5:11 PM

289

I think it would be really sad to lose this beautiful pool! Whatever would be built in its place
would probably be ugly since designers don't really prioritize aesthetics the same way
anymore. I hope it gets to be reopened and retained

3/5/2022 11:19 AM

290

Because you might as well keep this pool with minimal changes AND build another community
pool in another location in South Boise.

3/5/2022 10:19 AM

291

We have a hot summer and need as many places for families to cool off as possible. Larger
with more amenities will accommodate future growth.

3/5/2022 9:42 AM

292

I want Boise’s history to be preserved.

3/5/2022 9:10 AM

293

Because it’s the best fit for preserving pool’s historical value and design while still meeting
todays code/needs for use.

3/5/2022 8:03 AM

294

I'm tired of seeing so many of Boise's historical places go by the wayside. I've lived in Boise
since I was just turning 10 (64 & 1/2 years). I wouldn't mind seeing more space, for people who
aren't swimming, to sit, sunbathe, whatever. I just want it to be safe, yet maintain a semblance
(at least) of what it has always been.

3/4/2022 9:16 PM

295

I like the pool and I want to keep it. But we shouldn’t spend money if we don’t have it.

3/4/2022 6:37 PM

296

I believe this would be the least cost and re-open the pool for community use!

3/4/2022 4:47 PM

297

It allows for a fully updated, modern pool with modern amenities.

3/4/2022 3:44 PM

298

Because I want a pool to remain at the existing South Pool location, either a refurbished South
Pool or a new South Pool at the same location.

3/4/2022 3:38 PM

299

At least the facade remains

3/4/2022 2:44 PM

300

I would like the pool to be able to be used by the community while keeping it a historic
structure of Boise.

3/4/2022 2:36 PM

301

I think rebuilding an updated pool at the existing site may be most cost effective as far as
making it accessible for all

3/4/2022 2:35 PM

302

I enjoy the look and nostalgia of the current structure but making changes to my increase
accessibility for disabled people is incredibly important.

3/4/2022 1:29 PM

303

Bring it to today's standards, but keep the overall old school look of it.

3/4/2022 12:20 PM

304

I would love to see the front of the pool stay is beautiful self. While updating the accessibility
for disabled and special needs individuals. I enjoyed south pool to the fullest as a child and
would love to see even more individuals enjoy it the way I have. ❤️

3/4/2022 12:18 PM

305

There should definitely be a pool and probably more pools so that kids all over Boise have
easy and safe aaccess.

3/4/2022 11:38 AM

306

I value historical structures and don't feel all remodels need to look like new facilities

3/4/2022 11:28 AM

307

I like preserving the uniqueness of the pool while making it more functional and less crowded
on a hot summer day. The zero depth entry and more accessible entrances would make it a
pool anyone can come to no matter your disabilities. A completely new pool on the restricted
lot size couldn't be much larger than what is already there. Adding a facilities bldg etc will take
up a lot of space too. The city is all about preserving it's historical heritage in many other older
areas of town. These 2 pools are a snapshot in our history and should not be torn down.
Updating and making them more accessible is the best case scenario. This area of town is
pretty much neglected when it comes to making decisions that are historically wise. Do
something good for us for a change. I specifically have not appreciated the infill aspects of
construction up here on the Bench that has turned our neighborhoods into a majority of rentals
over the past 10-15 years. This has not been a good thing. Many have voiced their opposition
but no one has listened. So many single-family homes have been torn down and multiple
family dwellings built or 3 homes on a lot that had 1 home. Money and property tax revenues
have driven so much of this and it is breaking the hearts of us long-term residents. Do

3/4/2022 10:57 AM
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something good for this neighborhood for a change. Thanks for giving me an opportunity for
input.
308

I love the historic feel of our little Boise. I would like to keep it that way, while also adding use
for our community. I’d like to fix what we can, leave the face as is, and add on to compliment
what we can.

3/4/2022 10:43 AM

309

The structure needs to be restored and left as is. It has served this community since the
1950s and it is historic. Unfortunately with historic buildings they are not always accessible to
everyone. If this was a new build I would demand it be accessible but this is an historic
preservation. There are many acccessable pools near by that people can use, this is an
exception. People of this city are tired of the demolition of what makes Boise great only to be
replaced by uninspired achritecture. Perfect example is the tearing down of South Junior High.

3/4/2022 10:03 AM

310

I prefer an updated pool thst retains its art deco facade. We need that pool to serve the needs
of families in the Vista neighborhood.

3/4/2022 9:08 AM

311

History and community are important to keep alive in boise with al this gentrification happening

3/4/2022 9:03 AM

312

Because what matters is not the structures of the pool but the pool itself and the location. If it
can be enlarged by buying adjacent properties then that would be fantastic however the
existence of it continuing to serve the community is what I am most interested in.

3/4/2022 8:42 AM

313

Improving accessibility while repairing deficiencies, adding functionality while extending useful
life for next generations.

3/4/2022 8:29 AM

314

Too many building have been torn down and forgotten about. I think remodeling it and
preserving what is there says we care about our community.

3/4/2022 7:35 AM

315

If it were to be where children play, right next to a busy road is not the best or most relaxing
option for parents.

3/3/2022 10:43 PM

316

I like it because it retains the historical parts but my friends who are disabled can still go. Plus
it seems like it’s cheaper than the one that adds amenities

3/3/2022 10:34 PM

317

Save the historic front aesthetic while upgrading and reopening!

3/3/2022 10:31 PM

318

The history and beauty of the pool makes it unique

3/3/2022 9:10 PM

319

I don’t want to just demolish all of Boises charm and history. I understand the need to fix
things but demolishing structures for new ones isn’t always the best solution.

3/3/2022 9:00 PM

320

All swimming pools have a functional lifespan. This pool has exceeded its functional lifespan,
and it's time to be replaced. We can't let nostalgia get in the way of progress. The cost
required to repair the pool is not worth it. It would be better to apply that cost to a new facility
that all people can access and enjoy.

3/3/2022 8:29 PM

321

This is such a beautiful structure that I would love to see maintained but obviously needs
updates and additional amenities to allow for everyone to enjoy it!

3/3/2022 8:04 PM

322

As long as the front facade and the unique and historical aspects of the pool are maintained, I
would love to see it improved so that it is more accessible and user friendly with more deck
space. I think maintaining the front facade is key to maintaining its historical integrity.

3/3/2022 7:56 PM

323

I like the idea of keeping the front the same, old school, historic south pool, but making it more
open to public and those with physical disabilities

3/3/2022 7:32 PM

324

History is important to retain in our community, especially today with the inundation of outside
populations. This pool is iconic and has imprinted the lives of so many local families and
should continue to provide the same memories for future generations similar to ours.

3/3/2022 7:08 PM

325

It is important to make the improvements while retaining the historic design of this recreational
landmark.

3/3/2022 6:12 PM

326

You could make it into a meditation garden, like the one in Ruth Hardy Park in Palm Springs.

3/3/2022 6:08 PM

327

To maintain the unique design and features while creating accessibility.

3/3/2022 5:48 PM

328

Garden or park area

3/3/2022 5:41 PM

329

Keep the design and the history, just fix what is broken.

3/3/2022 5:38 PM

330

It's easy to keep the pool and its special design as is and make it useful while adding another
"pool for everyone" as the new Boise blow-ins like to say. Plenty of space, plenty of money
just quit wasting it on fancy riverside projects for the north enders. The city has done very little
for the Depot Bench and other adjacent neighborhoods. Here's a chance to start paying back
the citizens who watch you plow money in pet projects in "new" areas of town while protecting
the north end.

3/3/2022 5:30 PM

331

I believe that the city should seize the opportunity to reimagine the South Pool at a location
that would serve the neighborhood in the best way, and to reimagine the space that the current
pool sits on.

3/3/2022 4:49 PM

332

It's iconic, at least for the neighborhood. Keeping the part of the library that they did at the
school was a smart way of nodding to the past while allowing space for a total rebuild.

3/3/2022 4:03 PM

333

I understand money is always a detergent. I think you could add historic touch if you
redesigned the pool as you see fit. I think having a pool somewhere on the bench for the
community would be a great asset.

3/3/2022 3:39 PM

334

I would like the pool to be accessible to everyone, but would also love to see the structural

3/3/2022 2:51 PM
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features remain close to the original
335

SE Boise could benefit from a new pool location that could still be valuable to those who utilize
South Pool. While kids and families that depend on the pool (at times for child care) should be
communicated to directly and given information on public transportation to help them continue
to access a public pool for their families. But the site doesn’t seem fit for a pool any longer and
renovating an outdated structure seems like a futile effort. Although a renovation with new
amenities could be a good back up option. We do still need to value public pools and their
positive impact on our communities.

3/3/2022 2:48 PM

336

Pools have Improved a lot.

3/3/2022 2:36 PM

337

I know a lot of people want to keep the historical structure so I believe this is the best of both
worlds.

3/3/2022 2:16 PM

338

I would really really like to see a pool that is accessible and usable by more people families
etc.

3/3/2022 2:07 PM

339

Accessibility is important, but a nod to the past (facade) is important too.

3/3/2022 1:11 PM

340

Need to preserve the historic features of the pool. Also need to keep up with annual
maintenance and have a long term maintenance and update plan.

3/3/2022 12:37 PM

341

I think a community pool in this area is important to give youth and families a safe and
wholesome place to go. To hang out with and meet others that live in the area. I like the idea of
keeping the historic front of the pool while allowing for updates to be made to the space to
make it more usable by everyone.

3/3/2022 10:43 AM

342

Because none of these options addressed a reimagining of the space that didn’t also include
ripping it down or keeping it a swimming pool. A skatepark would be amazing here!

3/3/2022 9:23 AM

343

Keeping the pool as is.

3/3/2022 8:24 AM

344

Again, past my skating years, but a skate park.

3/3/2022 8:13 AM

345

Seems like it would get the most traction. I’d say out more money into it if there’s a good track
record of people using it.

3/3/2022 7:54 AM

346

The pool is a bench staple and is a great place for kids to visit as is. No reason to do major
changes if minimal fixes can get it open and going.

3/3/2022 7:45 AM

347

Either keep the iconic front facade as it is or demo the current format and create a new pool at
the current site

3/3/2022 7:44 AM

348

Parking and perhaps food and beverage

3/3/2022 7:37 AM

349

Renovate the pool to make it functional instead of just sitting. Or another option is to make it
skateable for skateboarders and roller skaters etc.

3/3/2022 7:35 AM

350

Put your time and energy into other needs like low-income housing and homeless people. The
pool will be fine.

3/3/2022 7:22 AM

351

I value keeping this historical structure as intact as possible and also being able to open the
pool so the community can enjoy it, make it more accessible and ADA compliant

3/3/2022 7:12 AM

352

I like the zero depth entry and keeping the historic front

3/3/2022 7:08 AM

353

Historic structure could be preserved and also function as a pool

3/3/2022 3:00 AM

354

It includes people with disabilities, but allows the architecture, history to be preserved…. I
would also share that I would love to see more lap swim timeframes at the public pools and
possibly an extension of the open season for the pools (with weather consideration) so that
adults can utilize the pools for lap swimming when kids are back to school

3/3/2022 2:48 AM

355

Boise desperately needs more pools. While you can hardly get into the Nat, Ivywild on a
weekend, South was always under capacity. It's just not a great pool anymore.

3/3/2022 2:21 AM

356

Because I think it may be more feasible to demolish the parts of the structure that would be
the most expensive to rehabilitate for better accessibility, maintenance, etc. And build a new
facility that incorporates and is adjacent to the old. HOWEVER, I think the historic architecture
should be preserved AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE. I think preserving that neighborhood history, is
important for the community values, and culture.

3/3/2022 1:45 AM

357

Keep as much of the integrity & “cool” factor of the pool as possible but make sure it’s
structurally sound and DEFINITELY make the pool accessible to EVERYONE!

3/3/2022 1:11 AM

358

Want it to retain as much of it's original look as possible.

3/3/2022 12:20 AM

359

Pools are important, but let's build a new, updated, modern pool wherever there needs to be
one. (West end would be nice!)

3/3/2022 12:00 AM

360

As previously stated the pool is really right sized for the neighborhood it sits in. Aesthetically
and functionally. We should be able to continue to have a quirky yet functional facility that
belongs in the neighborhood as opposed to a new facility that has little character. (South junior
high, Franklin and Cole schools are examples of the "new is better" mentality that has
drastically altered neighborhoods and we're all done despite fairly loud preservation efforts.

3/2/2022 11:22 PM

361

Do the necessary repairs keep it true to its original state but update accessibility. Everything
needs an upgrade as years pass. What ever you do don’t knock it down. It’s my family’s
favorite place to go in summer time. With so many changes in the valley, It would be nice for a
few things that we love here, to remain familiar and feel like it’s still our home.

3/2/2022 11:15 PM
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362

It is historical structure.

3/2/2022 10:53 PM

363

I’m a swimming pool builder and remodeler of old pools.

3/2/2022 10:05 PM

364

History deserves to exist, not overtaken by newer infrastructure

3/2/2022 10:04 PM

365

Too often are historical buildings destroyed and lost to rebuilds (South Jr high *cough cough*).
Starting from new is not always the best solution. Let’s continue to pass on the memories of
historic pool to the future generations of Boise.

3/2/2022 9:58 PM

366

i love the pool and the nostalgia that come with it

3/2/2022 9:55 PM

367

It’s more about having a neighborhood pool and less about the historical significance of the
current pool. Moving the pool to a new location misses the point.. local kids need a
neighborhood pool even if it is small. Bigger isn’t always better.

3/2/2022 9:52 PM

368

I like the idea of a neighborhood pool that’s affordable for those who live in the neighborhood

3/2/2022 9:48 PM

369

I would like the pool to be retained and reimagined as a place for locals to skate.

3/2/2022 9:45 PM

370

I think part of the reason it is so admired is because of its structure and the shape.

3/2/2022 9:42 PM

371

History is important. The historic aspects can be kept while making the legally required
alterations.

3/2/2022 9:28 PM

372

Interested in the best possible use of money, features, functionality, maintenance, and use of
a pool at this location. I have no attachment to the current structure.

3/2/2022 9:03 PM

373

It’s part of history.

3/2/2022 9:01 PM

374

Skate park would retain the historical structure

3/2/2022 8:56 PM

375

History is important, removing that will erode Boise's Beauty. Some structures just need to be
saved.

3/2/2022 8:55 PM

376

It keeps the most historic elements of the existing pool and enhances the pool for those with
limited abilities.

3/2/2022 8:51 PM

377

The design is part of the value of the pool. I’d pay 10x the amount to keep it in its current state

3/2/2022 8:46 PM

378

I liked the nostalgia.

3/2/2022 8:44 PM

379

We should keep the history going. It’s a beautiful thing.

3/2/2022 8:42 PM

380

the structure and history is the most appealling

3/2/2022 8:37 PM

381

It’s key to keeping the front deco and updating

3/2/2022 8:33 PM

382

We love the location of the pool. If a location very near could be secured, I would be okay with
a larger pool with more amenities there, but ideally the current location is best. Maybe cassia
park could be converted to pool and the current pool location could have the soccer fields?

3/2/2022 8:17 PM

383

There is a private project already funded to provide a state of the art facility for the community.
This will reduce the time, cost, and effort the boise community. Recommend partnering with
the Greater Boise Aquatic Center to meet community goals.

3/2/2022 8:13 PM

384

When I think of the South Pool I think about the design of the front of the building. The height
of the building is so striking and unexpected it sticks in my mind. When I would talk with
friends about it we always commented on how high up it was! So incredibly cool from a kiddo’s
perspective! However, I remember there not being many places to sit and the building wasn’t
user friendly for everyone. Making upgrades is appropriate but please consider the beauty of
this design. Thank you!!

3/2/2022 7:58 PM

385

Need neighborhood pools for swimming lessons and childrens safety. Don’t need a larger pool
or a different pool. Rotate hours that people could be there. Stop wasting money on Covid
testing and use the money for something worthy.

3/2/2022 7:56 PM

386

It is important to keep our historical buildings but also to provide a facility that is accessible,
safe and enjoyable.

3/2/2022 7:53 PM

387

City properties need to be accessible and safe for all, but if the appearance of the pool could
remain, it would help with the historic appreciation / nostalgia for many.

3/2/2022 7:52 PM

388

Like the current location but it is too small for an ideal in ground pool. The above ground pool
was not a good idea and shouldn’t be fixed for historic relevance.

3/2/2022 7:48 PM

389

We live in a complicated socioeconomic neighborhood. There are many kids who immigrated
here as refugees that desperately need a place to go in the summer. If the location moves, or
it becomes elitist, many of those children would not have access. The pool needs to reopen as
quickly as possible.

3/2/2022 7:46 PM

390

I want a community pool!!

3/2/2022 7:43 PM

391

History is important and being erased for aesthetics.

3/2/2022 7:35 PM

392

I am most interested in having a neighborhood facility.

3/2/2022 7:29 PM

393

Keep the historic front, but make it more accessible and enjoyable!

3/2/2022 7:11 PM

394

I feel that area of town can use a pool.

3/2/2022 6:50 PM

395

I have an appreciation for historic neighborhood structures and there seem to be dwindling.

3/2/2022 6:43 PM
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396

I want more people to have access to the pool. I think we need to make it more accessible for
disabled and elderly people so they can enjoy it too. While also holding the history of it

3/2/2022 6:19 PM

397

We should produce the best possible facility for the community in the right location. I do not
believe the historical significance of a pool should be a meaningful decision maker.

3/2/2022 6:10 PM

398

It would be cool as a skatepark and cheaper probably to change it into one

3/2/2022 5:56 PM

399

I hope a pool is able to be available in this location or another one within walking distance

3/2/2022 5:56 PM

400

It keeps the beautiful art deco design, which is historically significant, and makes modern
modifications.

3/2/2022 5:43 PM

401

Historic preservation. This is a piece of history and where Boise came from - how the
neighborhood developed. As mentioned in some literature I read, attendance may be lower
here but there are fewer amenities here as well. This is not meant to be a pitch for building
more amenities at this site, but is in support of the attendance numbers. Additionally, if there is
money to tear it down and build bigger or buy other property and build bigger elsewhere, then
part of the plan instead could be to rebuild pool as is with ADA compliance, and purchase a
smaller neighborhood site with other amenities. This building is beautiful (at the least the art
deco entrance.) Do NOT destroy that.

3/2/2022 5:36 PM

402

It adds to the existing structure making it accessible and safe for all while retaining the historic
facade

3/2/2022 5:20 PM

403

It would greatly benefit the community if The space were turned into a skate park. The pool
itself could just be turned into a bowl for people to skate into and only having to invest some
money for the rest of the skate park.

3/2/2022 5:16 PM

404

The historic nature of South Pool would be realized through the iconic front of the pool and
allow for accessibility for range of abilities and ages. This is a win-win

3/2/2022 4:51 PM

405

I love the design of this pool because it has great amenities and a large size pool in a small
space. I think tearing down the pool and building a new one would result in a small,
disappointing neighborhood pool. I think adding to the back could work.

3/2/2022 4:35 PM

406

We have the money and it is a part of our history especially us locals

3/2/2022 4:23 PM

407

We love the pool as is but getting it up to code is important

3/2/2022 4:22 PM

408

I think either this pool or the Lowell pool should be opened with minimal changes other then
those need for accessibility. The other pool could be modified to add extra amenities and such.

3/2/2022 4:11 PM

409

neighborhood pools are such a treasure. they provide reprieve from the heat, a place to spend
time with family and friends INEXPENSIVELY. they allow for a community to build and connect
within surrounding neighborhoods.

3/2/2022 4:02 PM

410

The pool is a historical landmark and I love the design. Keep the Lowell and South Pools
operating. Allow adults only nights in the summer with outside alcohol permitted and charge
high admission fee (i.e. $25 or more/person).

3/2/2022 4:01 PM

411

Offers opportunity to both keep the pool open and improve it.

3/2/2022 3:58 PM

412

There are other places I can go if I want a different pool experiences, like the YMCA. But the
nostalgia and history of municipal pools is what I love the most about them. It would be a
shame to lose these historic gems.

3/2/2022 3:41 PM

413

There’s a Hugo quote, something like ‘a century is old for a house of man, but young for a
house of god’. We need to keep some of the old architecture alive other than old churches, if
only so kids don’t grow up thinking every building needs to look like a gorram prison or parking
garage.

3/2/2022 3:29 PM

414

I support the idea that this location would make a skate park site that’s both historically
preserving the architecture and area, is cost effective, and is within the locals’ public interest
and entertainment

3/2/2022 3:22 PM

415

We need to learn to live with what we have.

3/2/2022 3:15 PM

416

Its a beautiful historical piece of the community please keep it

3/2/2022 3:15 PM

417

The Greater Boise Aquatics Center appears to be designed to meet community needs. Why
not support that project or ask them for assistance on how to do this the right way. If you don't
employ the experts, then you're doing the constituents a disservice

3/2/2022 3:13 PM

418

Keep what’s their for historical value and add to accommodate more.

3/2/2022 3:02 PM

419

It’s a very popular pool. Who cares that it’s vintage. No body wants a park. Update the things
that need updated but keep the rustic appeal of the front of the pool

3/2/2022 3:00 PM

420

I think the pool should become a skate park

3/2/2022 2:42 PM

421

This pool and having this space is SUPER important for this neighborhood! We have nothing
else like it for the kids around here (pr even adults) and I would love to walk by and hear the
laughter and chattering once again. It brings joy to everyone around, even those not using the
pool. I was very fortunate to experience this kind of life while I was growing up and think every
kiddo, teenager and adult should be able to experience it as well.

3/2/2022 2:40 PM

422

This is a very unique structure and Boise has a rich history of maintaining and preserving
historic buildings. The same should go for this pool.

3/2/2022 2:40 PM

423

Love the idea of keeping the historical looks with new improvements. I definitely want to have

3/2/2022 2:39 PM
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424

I love the historic look and the retention of sentimental value. But I also understand that the
pool needs to be improved upon and given more amenities

3/2/2022 2:38 PM

425

I think that the South Junior High neighborhood needs a place for kids to cool off. I think the
old pool is a train wreck. If people want large pool they can drive to another location. If kids
just need a summer activity a smaller pool is just fine.

3/2/2022 2:24 PM

426

Retaining some historical factors while making necessary improvements. Focusing the use for
young children

3/2/2022 2:12 PM

427

Hybrid solution - keep historic significance while improving safety and accessibility

3/2/2022 2:07 PM

428

Because i think making it a skatepark would be a great decision and would cost less then
tearing it down and relocating it

3/2/2022 2:06 PM

429

I would like this spot to be open as a skatepark

3/2/2022 2:06 PM

430

Boise doesn't have enough public swimming pools. We should keep this one and make it
functional. We should also add more pools in growing residential areas.

3/2/2022 1:55 PM

431

Privatize this facility into a non-profit funded by grants, donations, and membership fees.

3/2/2022 1:52 PM

432

Too many of the historical aspects of the city have been destroyed. This area is not served by
any other pools nearby and is a reasonable fee for local families.

3/2/2022 1:32 PM

433

We need to stop demolishing history instead adapt it to the current times. We can do better
than tearing down and forgetting the past but instead renovate so that all people can enjoy this
historical land mark.

3/2/2022 1:16 PM

434

I think preserving our city’s history while still being able to use and enjoy it is very important

3/2/2022 1:07 PM

435

I think the pool can go where it best serves the community, whether that is the current site or a
different site. We need more pools, not fewer. Whatever works to get it going.

3/2/2022 1:02 PM

436

Neighborhood pools are few and far between in Boise and it would reduce crosstown travel to
get to places like IvyWild or the YMCA.

3/2/2022 12:40 PM

437

There may be a better location but I don't know where. You may be able to add other uses but
the current use is almost perfect.

3/2/2022 12:36 PM

438

We should not put a cost on history and memory's future and past. The city has the money.

3/2/2022 12:35 PM

439

I want the pool to be close to my home on the bench. Also there are lots of children in that
neighborhood and I want them to have a pool close by

3/2/2022 12:21 PM

440

I think the site is sufficient for a reasonable size pool that kids can bike or walk to. But again, I
would rather have a well maintained old pool than no pool at all.

3/2/2022 12:21 PM

441

The Borah pool is pretty close to this one, so I'd rather funds go into making the Borah pool
better. This space would be an awesome community garden that maybe the middle school can
help with/have gardening classes at South.

3/2/2022 12:18 PM

442

This feels like the most workable option that would allow everyone to enjoy the pool. While
also preserving some of the historic significance, which I really want.

3/2/2022 12:15 PM

443

I don’t think we need to get rid of another piece of our historic architecture. Boise is losing its
soul in this way. Why not reimagine it for a fraction of the cost and make it into a
skateboarding pool? Reusing the beautiful design that’s already constructed, creating
recreational spaces for all ages and the love you’d receive from the community for not
removing the structure, it’s a win win situation.

3/2/2022 12:14 PM

444

I think the historical structure of the building it important, but I feel having a community pool is
necessary. I would also support the south pool being maintained as a historic structure if
another community pool was built in the area at another site.

3/2/2022 12:10 PM

445

Maintains the Mid Century charm but makes it more accessible for all. Safer for families that
have kids with with different swimming capabilities. Which ultimately would increase the
amount of visitors and create a greater sense of community in the neighborhood. And hopefully
bring in more money to recoup those costs to renovate

3/2/2022 11:56 AM

446

I would love to see a pool in that spot that is more accessible to small children.

3/2/2022 11:49 AM

447

We need our neighborhood pools and if this one was to close, Fairmont and Borah would be
too crowded

3/2/2022 11:48 AM

448

I think kids enjoy a pool with slides, splash pad, park, etc. Parents can make a day of it with
these features.

3/2/2022 11:40 AM

449

Turn the pool into a skate park! A great activity for young kids and their families to enjoy
throughout teenhood and adulthood. Essential part of Boise youth culture that cultivates
creativity, friendship, and work ethic. SKATING is IMPORTANT to the people of Boise!

3/2/2022 11:39 AM

450

I love the history of things and am sad so much gets destroyed.

3/2/2022 11:37 AM

451

I want to keep the pool as original as possible.

3/2/2022 11:33 AM

452

I like that the main entrance would be preserved and it would be more accessible allowing the
renovations to produce income by opening the pools again

3/2/2022 11:24 AM

453

I think that Boise could retain the Lowell & South pools with their structures intact as possible,

3/2/2022 11:17 AM
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as we have several other pool facilities.
454

As much as I believe in historic preservation, this community has an incredible lack of
facilities that accommodate lap/competitive swimming as well as kids. Kid pools should be
separate and there should be more lap swim availability that a mere 1-2 hours a day. This
community desperately needs an outdoor, 50-meter pool(s).

3/2/2022 11:16 AM

455

I think the pool is an important part of the community, and I’d think there’s two options: A.
Renovate the pool for use, maintaining the front for all of the families which used it prior. B.
Move the pool elsewhere for a larger space and fancier structure, but re-use the space as an
extension to the park already behind South Jr High. My preference is A cause I love that pool,
but the second option would be nice for my walks.

3/2/2022 11:15 AM

456

I would want to hear about where and how a new location would be selected, what that would
look like design-wise, and what the area would be repurposed for. My second choice would be
to renovate with historic front of the pool OR build a new pool with a design that pays homage
to the original

3/2/2022 11:07 AM

457

Turn it into a skatepark

3/2/2022 11:04 AM

458

It is special and unique set up, we don’t have a lot of the past left as everyone is in a hurry to
destroy the past in favor of modernization. At what point do we just do the cost effective and
logically sound thing and choose to preserve some of our historical buildings? For once I hope
the city council chooses to do what is fiscally responsible in fixing only what needs repaired,
and choose to preserve our happiest childhood memories by leaving it as is. To renovate abs
make that accessible would be fiscally irresponsible and sad for preserving its place in history.
You’ve torn down most of the old schools, why not let this one be? You’d likely spend less
money finding a site and building a new all accessible pool than to reimagine this one.

3/2/2022 11:02 AM

459

The front is really what makes it and keeps the essence of the original. It would be nice to
have it updated to today’s standards while keeping that part alive!

3/2/2022 11:00 AM

460

I really, really would like to see at least one of the two pools preserved because hey are very
unique and Boise residents value our history

3/2/2022 11:00 AM

461

They are historic buildings that should be preserved, maintained, and used.

3/2/2022 10:53 AM

462

Skate park

3/2/2022 10:51 AM

463

We need more skatepark and it would keep us skatepark rats off downtown property more
since it's such a "issue"

3/2/2022 10:48 AM

464

I want to develop a skatepark/bowl for the community to enjoy! We already have so many
recreational water activities like the lake, River right through town, water park, etc. why can’t
we make it a nice community park/skatepark to raise some of the best Olympic athletes and
the new dogg town as I would call it

3/2/2022 10:46 AM

465

It has great history

3/2/2022 10:46 AM

466

I would love for it to be a skatepark, as a kid I always dreamed of skating it

3/2/2022 10:43 AM

467

The historical significance is part of the appeal of this neighborhood. Completely revamping the
structure takes away the nostalgic feeling. By all means make it usable, disabled, 2 of my kids
are. I want it to be accessible to all, but keep as much as you can while doing so.

3/2/2022 10:42 AM

468

I want to retain as much historic value as possible. Newer isn't always better.

3/2/2022 10:40 AM

469

If it is more advantageous and cost efficient to build a new pool in a new location but keep and
repurpose this pool while maintaining most of its historical features is an option to be
presented and considered also. Could it be turned into a skateboard facility open to younger
kids? Could it be repurposed into a fun conservation site? I would be willing to look at all
possibilities for both pools but do not want to demolish them since Old Boise seems to be
disappearing.

3/2/2022 10:40 AM

470

I think keeping as much historical integrity as possible while keeping it functional is the best
option

3/2/2022 10:39 AM

471

I would like to keep the existing character and structure of the pool as possible while still being
able to reopen it. Both the historical structure and accessibility to a pool i our neighborhood are
very important to me!

3/2/2022 10:38 AM

472

I went to this pool as a teenager with a bunch of my friends during the summer. I would hate to
see there NOT be any historical features to it. A lot has changed already. Keep some things
the SAME!!!!! I miss the pool and would like there to be some changes but keep the historic
look of the pool.

3/2/2022 10:34 AM

473

I chose that as my opinion because I can’t stand to have history torn down and tampered with.
Keep it as it is, but make it more beautiful to be around.

3/2/2022 10:32 AM

474

We should keep the structure but build a skatepark inside of it, it will not cost much and will
bring people together there.

3/2/2022 10:31 AM

475

great pool

3/2/2022 10:22 AM

476

I grew up with a public neighborhood pool and that is where we were safe to play without
parental supervision. Nostalgia is critical to keep Boise wholesome, yet safety updates are
needed for very young and old.

3/2/2022 10:21 AM

477

I think it has a lot of promise and there's so much opportunity in that space, especially to turn
it into a skatepark.

3/2/2022 10:19 AM
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478

No need to not use what is still working today.

3/2/2022 10:16 AM

479

I think keeping the historic front to the pool is important but update ADA to the rear or side of
the structure.

3/2/2022 10:16 AM

480

My choice seems to achieve goals of access to all and honor the past generations that
conceived and build the pool

3/2/2022 10:14 AM

481

A swimming pool adds so much to a neighborhood—lessons, activity, place for kids to meet
friends. Even if a new location is the best choice, a pool is worth having.

3/2/2022 10:11 AM

482

It seems more efficient and cost effective to build a new pool in that space but I think that area
of town needs a public pool. If it is less expensive and easier to modify existing pool than go
that route.

3/2/2022 10:07 AM

483

Preserving history is very important. That pool is one of a kind.

3/2/2022 10:05 AM

484

I would love a pool there but also know it would be expensive to build and maintain so if there
are options that would be a lower cost and be used more I would be open to hearing about it.

3/2/2022 10:01 AM

485

Boise's historic pools are delightful and usable if properly maintained. Updates are warranted,
with more modern filtering, amenities and safety measures, but it would be nice to maintain
some of the historical aspects.

3/2/2022 9:59 AM

486

If there's not enough room to build an updated facility at that site, consider other sites in the
area.

3/2/2022 9:59 AM

487

Retaining the historical appearance of the pool but improving it supports the uniqueness of the
Depot Bench neighborhood. A cookie cutter pool would diminish the character and history of
this neighborhood and overall quality of the city.

3/2/2022 9:59 AM

488

I chose this option because I think Boise needs to embrace its history and repurpose/recycle
important and beautiful structures like this instead of tearing things down and making
everything new

3/2/2022 9:59 AM

489

I DO NOT want the historic nature of the building to be sacrificed.

3/2/2022 9:56 AM

490

Too many of the older structures in Boise have been and are still being destroyed. We need to
update for safety and keep as much of the old structure as possible

3/2/2022 9:55 AM

491

A new pool closer to meridian would be nice. The only pool in Boise closer to eagle road is just
a lap pool

3/2/2022 9:54 AM

492

My personal priorities would be retaining the historic structure and improving accessibility. This
scenario prioritizes these two improvements. If this were not possible, I would choose to retain
the pool as a historic structure without updates.

3/2/2022 9:54 AM

493

Renovating it to the best of your abilities while keeping the historic significance preserved
seems like a good middle option

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

494

I think ensuring accessibility/meeting health and ADA standards and adding space/amenities
to accommodate Boise's growing number of residents is most important. Save and incorporate
as much as possible into a new design, but it's totally understandable that a pool from the
1950's can't stay as-is to be accessible and safe for everyone.

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

495

I like the location, the history and design but also realize there must be some updates to make
code

3/2/2022 9:47 AM

496

Keep the view of the building from the street (curb appeal) as original as possible. change the
backside as needed for compliance

3/2/2022 9:45 AM

497

I like that it would maintain the front entrance and improve upon what already exists

3/2/2022 9:44 AM

498

I like that historic front will be retained and that accessibility is being addressed.

3/2/2022 9:44 AM

499

This option seems like the most middle-of-the-road, keeping the historic and sentimental front
entrance of the pool but also upgarding the pool itself for greater accessibility to a greater
community.

3/2/2022 9:43 AM

500

Keep the structure historic but upgrade as needed for safety.

3/2/2022 9:41 AM

501

location

3/2/2022 9:40 AM

502

It is important to keep Boise's history intact as it continues to grow exponentially. It is nice to
see pieces of our history throughout the city.

3/2/2022 9:40 AM

503

I think it’s important to maintain some ties to the past for our upcoming generations

3/2/2022 9:40 AM

504

I have little kids and would love to have a pool close by that is safe for them. Eventually,
things like this pool become outdated and unsafe and it makes sense to renovate or replace.

3/2/2022 9:39 AM

505

I think it would be great to keep the existing structure for it's historical significance as much as
possible, while also still being able to use the pool as originally intended.

3/2/2022 9:39 AM

506

Inclusiveness and preservation could very well be maintained. Look at BAM and the State
Museum. They both include the old building within their new ones.

3/2/2022 9:39 AM

507

Hopes to maintain as much as possible while remaining accessible for all

3/2/2022 9:38 AM

508

Best possible outcome

3/2/2022 9:27 AM

509

I’ve been getting told the pool would be repurposed as a new pool, skatepark, playground since

3/2/2022 9:26 AM
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the 6/7th grade, I’d love to see a brighter / safer environment for teens and children from the
neighborhood to experience.
510

The look of the pool ads so much charm and character to the neighborhood. I’d hate to see
them put up a new, ugly modern building

3/2/2022 9:26 AM

511

The neighborhood needs the pool. The art deco is nice, but it is not worth saving, if it is
cheaper to get rid of it and start over. We don't want another fiasco like the South Junior High
outdoor auditorium that is always locked, too expensive to use, and had incredibly
uncomfortable seating. Use common sense.

3/2/2022 9:25 AM

512

The pool adds value to the neighborhood and reflects the midcentury modern era that is part of
the roots of the area. To lose that would be a shame.

3/2/2022 9:21 AM

513

I think leaving it as a "historic" structure and leaving it vacant would just create an eyesore.
Either fix it up so kids can use it, or tear it down and build another one.

3/2/2022 9:16 AM

514

Just keep the arch.

3/2/2022 9:08 AM

515

I think the facade is important to retain as it is the most visible and noticeable historical
feature of the pool.

3/2/2022 9:06 AM

516

We have TV shows of things being restored. It would mean a lot to those that went here to
keep the pool as it is as much as possible. We can restore things and this pool is one thing
that shouldn't be replaced with something modern and cheaper.. We are running out of
trademarks in cities and this pool is one for many souls who have gone here and lived in this
neighborhood! This peice of history has made it this for a reason. There can be a way to
restore it while maintaining the original above ground theme. A park would be nice but would be
free. Souths pool income will help fuel schools and students hopefully with the money earned
through the pool. A lot of the houses that surround that area are old and have history it just
wouldn't do justice to put in a new pool. That would be the laziest choice. Preserve history as
we do not have much left. Someone will be able to show their kids picutes of them in that pool
and then generations later continued.

3/2/2022 9:04 AM

517

I can see both sides. I’d love to see the pool stand.

3/2/2022 9:01 AM

518

I would like to see updates without completely redoing it and having to change the history of
the building.

3/2/2022 9:01 AM

519

Sounds cool

3/2/2022 8:58 AM

520

I would love for the pool to be reopened but still remain it’s historic charm.

3/2/2022 8:39 AM

521

I'd like to see the buildings renovated and maintained for historic and cultural significance and
possible multi functions use in the future. I would like to see the pool itself removed and
replaced with a splash pad type of water feature that the public physically interact with. I would
like the splash pad to be free to public use (similar to the one set up near the Boise conference
center 8th and front). Nice park like landscaping with additional trees particularly would benefit
the space and usability during summer.

3/2/2022 8:34 AM

522

A new pool at new site would allow the city to better accommodate the growing population. A
new pool with updated amenities would serve a larger population (i.e. handicapped; elderly).

3/2/2022 8:29 AM

523

I chose reimagine the space because it would be great to see the pool turned into a skatepark.
It would take little resources to convert the pool into a skate bowl.

3/2/2022 8:10 AM

524

As mentioned in the survey, South pool is one of a dozen of its kind left. It must be preserved

3/2/2022 8:09 AM

525

Please don't tear it down! The Bench is often considered a place without history, and this is not
true! Make the pool into a venue or a skatepark! Just please don't tear it down.

3/2/2022 8:02 AM

526

It is a historic site that should be preserved, but if it’s a much bigger historical asset if it is still
functional

3/2/2022 7:59 AM

527

I think the pool needs to be maintained for high level of safety and utilize economical energy
strategies. I do not believe every pool under the city's control needs to be completely
accessible. A percentage can be accessible since not everyone in the community is disabled.

3/2/2022 7:57 AM

528

These pools are small and neighborhood specific, a bigger more inclusive pool would be great!

3/2/2022 7:53 AM

529

Improve access for community members while preserving the historical significance of the
structure.

3/2/2022 7:51 AM

530

i don’t want it to be completely changed

3/2/2022 7:49 AM

531

It would likely cost less to reimagine the current facility as a skateboard park then to renovate
or rebuild it as a pool. Doing so would create even more opportunities for youth and adults to
engage in skateboarding and further Boises presence in the larger skateboarding community. It
also allows the city to reimagine a historical property at a relative bargain with minimal
maintenance requirements (concrete and drainage 😀)

3/2/2022 7:49 AM

532

I enjoy the connection between past and present… Once these historic places are gone they
are gone for good. Bringing the pool up to code and making it more accessible would allow for
people to enjoy something today but still feel connected to its history.

3/2/2022 7:28 AM

533

Although the design is historic, given climate change, greater disparity in family wealth and
fewer affordable options for swimming, a new pool would likely benefit the community most.
However, I feel concerned about potentially moving the location if the move would alter
accessibility to the location for the community it serves.

3/2/2022 7:20 AM
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534

I would like to see options designed by a professional with experience in renovations.

3/2/2022 7:14 AM

535

I think this is one of those situations where we accept the historic value of the structure and
modify it enough to keep it safe and accessible. But realizing it contributes to the
neighborhood in a different way than other newer pools. That comparing South Pool to newer
pools is not a comparison and that keeping bits of historic places around Boise is important to
the residents of that area.

3/2/2022 7:13 AM

536

I like that it takes into account necessary changes such as a larger deck and handicap
accessibility but keeps the historical front wntrance

3/2/2022 7:13 AM

537

I am a lifelong Boisean and have watched some incredibly special historic places go the way
of the wrecking ball over the years. Growth is inevitable, but we should try not to lose the soul
of our city in the process. I believe demolishing this pool would be short-sighted. Keeping it as
close to its original imagining (while allowing for improvements) would show intentionality and a
respect for this city’s history.

3/2/2022 7:11 AM

538

Renovations can make it accessible to all and still keep the historical significance it has
provided to our community.

3/2/2022 6:53 AM

539

I think public pools are antiquated. The historic appearance would make an attractive park
entrance however.

3/2/2022 6:48 AM

540

Skatepark

3/2/2022 6:46 AM

541

Like the pool the way it is especially the historical structure/ entrance

3/2/2022 6:03 AM

542

I think at this point it would be best to just keep it as a historic landmark. I would also say we
should build another pool to accommodate this one closing as a historic site. We have a lot
more people in the valley and thus it puts a strain on the other community pools.

3/2/2022 5:38 AM

543

Enhancing the pool experience for everyone. Is there any way it could be tied into the park
behind it?

3/2/2022 5:28 AM

544

Waste of money. Plenty of private pools in Boise. Spending taxpayer money is not justified.

3/2/2022 5:12 AM

545

NA

3/2/2022 4:15 AM

546

The historical and sentimental significance of the pool.

3/2/2022 1:48 AM

547

Seems like a skate park in that side of town would allow more people the opportunity to learn
and give local skaters another established location to skate without having to go all the way to
Rhodes or fort boise

3/2/2022 1:21 AM

548

The pool is a part of Boise history,it needs to stay.

3/2/2022 12:37 AM

549

We’re tearing down too much of Boise’s history. Let’s save what we can!

3/2/2022 12:19 AM

550

i think boise needs to keep its historic buildings as close to their original state as possible.
changing integral structures erases history

3/2/2022 12:03 AM

551

The selected reflects a more affordable and renovative approach to sustaining the pool and
offering more access to a wider variety of patrons. It may cost much more to demolish,
remove, relocate, plan, create foundation, and build a brand new South swimming pool with
amenities given.

3/1/2022 11:51 PM

552

I feel too many projects today are tear down all the old and put up new cheap things. Keep the
old historic look and just bring it up to code.

3/1/2022 11:48 PM

553

That pool is part of Boise’s history and a very unique experience that will be forged in many
childhood memories.

3/1/2022 11:48 PM

554

Skate park

3/1/2022 11:28 PM

555

Turning it into a skatepark would be a more affordable way of bringing community together. The
skate community welcomes all ages and backgrounds to support each other.

3/1/2022 11:12 PM

556

It seemed best fit for what I personally had in mind, keep the building and as much of the
original architecture of the building and pool but make it accessible for skateboarders, this
could bring the community back together, keep the historic building, and be cheaper then
demolishing the pool and/or making a new pool.

3/1/2022 11:11 PM

557

There are plenty of other pools that have added amenities, let's keep this one as structurally
sound as possible and make it accessible to those who'd like to use it

3/1/2022 10:53 PM

558

Keep most of the existing structure but renovate it to be a skatepark/skate spot

3/1/2022 10:49 PM

559

Historical, accessible, and unassuming—like the Bench :)

3/1/2022 10:47 PM

560

Mainly because the memories I have of my whole neighborhood spending their summers there.
The smaller size gave the kids a chance to meet new friends. I always felt the size and shape
made it easier for the lifeguards to be aware of what was happening in the pool area.

3/1/2022 10:39 PM

561

Use the shape and make a Skatepark please

3/1/2022 10:37 PM

562

Let’s get a skatepark going and build some interesting culture around Boises growing
skateboard community.

3/1/2022 10:33 PM

563

I think beyond a pool it would make a great skatepark. we don’t have any in our neighborhood
and it is an amazing sport that allows people of all ages to participate. skating is a great form
of exercise and community and it is a pretty cheap past time.

3/1/2022 10:26 PM
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564

Skatepark Pool like Dogtown and Z-Boys had. That would be ill and a draw to our city! Get with
it Boise!

3/1/2022 10:22 PM

565

I think there is a lot of info needed to make a good decision.

3/1/2022 10:02 PM

566

Open the pool or pools as a skate spot this would mean minor renovations

3/1/2022 9:53 PM

567

Boise is growing too fast we need a bigger pool or it will be over crowded or having to have
wait lists to get in

3/1/2022 9:38 PM

568

Is there a way to make the pool useful / usable for South Jr. High or does that building have a
pool?

3/1/2022 9:37 PM

569

Do not destroy history. If one wants different amenities, then they could choose a different
Boise City Pool. Once it is gone, it can not be brought back.

3/1/2022 9:31 PM

570

Because it's cool and part of the history of the city that is unique and worth celebrating. Keep
Boise's soul!

3/1/2022 9:30 PM

571

.

3/1/2022 9:23 PM

572

A larger pool is better for everyone in the neighborhood

3/1/2022 8:56 PM

573

You could always turn the pool into a skate park and open a new pool nearby.

3/1/2022 8:45 PM

574

Skatepark

3/1/2022 8:41 PM

575

My kids' childhood summers are centered around the South pool. We still love it. It's one of the
only things that has remained the same over time.

3/1/2022 8:37 PM

576

It makes the pool more accessible while retaining the character of the structure.

3/1/2022 8:35 PM

577

Keep historic feature but add needed updates. A little of both sides

3/1/2022 8:28 PM

578

Skate park

3/1/2022 8:25 PM

579

I think my previous comments on scenarios address this pretty well but the combination of 1)
neighborhood access to swimming is really really critical, especially in a state with a high
drowning rate but 2) if the super cool historic pool structure can be preserved and serve a more
financially sensible use, and a new plan needs to be made for swimming in the neighborhood
to bring in more patrons to a modern facility… do that. Don’t demolish if possible, keep
swimming accessible to the South neighborhood/Bench area. Rooting for you and this great
piece of my high school memories!

3/1/2022 8:20 PM

580

It allows the pool to remain in the neighborhood, repairs to be completed and more additional
amenities.

3/1/2022 8:19 PM

581

I have always wanted to fight for the cute retro pool, but as a user of the pool, I know it has
problems and no accessibility. If a new one was built, more adults would use for lap swim and
safer for swim lessons and swim teams. My suggestion is to keep the cute existing front of
the pool for the entrance and tear down the rest.

3/1/2022 8:13 PM

582

I think there are a lot of opportunities to provide an excellent and safe place for families to
enjoy. With a new facility, many families can enjoy it for many years to come.

3/1/2022 8:09 PM

583

I feel it's the best compromise for all. Renovations for accessibility and ADA are absolutely
necessary, and minimal structural changes may mean smaller cost, also helping preserve the
historic features of the pool.

3/1/2022 8:06 PM

584

I do believe it is a good location and could make for a potential safe place

3/1/2022 8:00 PM

585

It is perfect as is.

3/1/2022 7:57 PM

586

Turn into a skatepark

3/1/2022 7:56 PM

587

It would be nice to see it in better condition

3/1/2022 7:48 PM

588

Some of it could stay and be used as part of a skate area

3/1/2022 7:44 PM

589

I love the history

3/1/2022 7:41 PM

590

I think it is important to keep as many historical buildings in Boise as we can.

3/1/2022 7:40 PM

591

Would like to see it maintained as is and children be able to enjoy it as we did as children
without the additional renovation costs. Just regular upkeep for safety.

3/1/2022 7:40 PM

592

There are very few examples of art deco still standing in the city.

3/1/2022 7:33 PM

593

Taking it down will make you guys create stupid ideas such an LED light and will Forget the
whole main idea

3/1/2022 7:26 PM

594

Because it is a valued part of this neighborhood. Shared history and memories makes us
strong.

3/1/2022 7:24 PM

595

Cost vs historic structure

3/1/2022 7:18 PM

596

Updating it while keeping the historic features are important to me.

3/1/2022 7:07 PM

597

You could reimagine the space as a skate park pool!

3/1/2022 6:52 PM

598

As a parent of a child with mobility issues and multiple special needs accessibility is of
outmost importance

3/1/2022 6:23 PM

599

I think it’s important for this neighborhood to have a public pool

3/1/2022 6:23 PM
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600

Turn into skatepark

3/1/2022 6:21 PM

601

The old pool has so many deficiencies, it does need a major overhaul. I would hope that more
than just the front could be saved, and if that's the only part that would remain I'm torn between
this option and keeping it as original as possible.

3/1/2022 6:12 PM

602

I think we need to think about the future and make it accessible to everyone and have updated
amenities. But the bench area still needs to be used so we don’t lose our pool!

3/1/2022 6:04 PM

603

Bigger is not always better. It is a neighborhood pool, not a destination aquatic center.

3/1/2022 6:01 PM

604

I have an old house in the South Boise Village neighborhood, built in 1942. Let me tell you,
renovating older construction is not worth it. Better to just start new, get a more modern facility,
lower maintenance = better service for all.

3/1/2022 5:47 PM

605

Is there anyway it could be repurposed? Skate park? Garden? Why are theses the only
options? Can we try to be a little creative?

3/1/2022 5:39 PM

606

The current location is central to the area.

3/1/2022 5:37 PM

607

Seeing change can be hard, but I want the pool to be open and accessible

3/1/2022 5:37 PM

608

The pool isn't torn down and it is more accessible to all.

3/1/2022 5:28 PM

609

I love the history this pool has. The design alone is my favorite part. I agree it needs some
renovation and updating, but to keep the original architecture as closely as possible is by far
my favorite option.

3/1/2022 5:28 PM

610

History is important and a few update to bring it up to modern times would be great!

3/1/2022 5:25 PM

611

With the growth of Boise, the population here could really benefit from having more aquatic
options. Swimming is a life skill and a form of exercise that can be done for a life time. It
would be wonderful to offer access to a safe, affordable option for everyone in the community.
South Pool as is, very much restricts the swimmers who are able to use it. I think a new
facility that met the needs of all ages would greatly benefit the community and would be well
worth the investment and use it would get over the years.

3/1/2022 5:07 PM

612

Make it safe and accessible

3/1/2022 5:03 PM

613

There just needs to be pool there. The city has taken way to long and it’s been closed way to
long. Boise is about having public spaces for its residents to enjoy. Get the pool open. Stop
dragging your feet. There’s already a park near by, this needs to be a pool. Tired of driving to
the pools.

3/1/2022 5:03 PM

614

Public Pools are a necessity for the growth and development of our kids and an essential life
skill. I would hate to see the number of pools in the valley take a hit - we need more of them.
But they have to be user friendly or we are just wasting tax payer money if they don't get used
or serve their intended purpose.

3/1/2022 4:50 PM

615

I chose this option because I believe it's important to maintain our history and the feelings it
can bring. This is beautiful pool and a fantastic spot for it. I see great potential for children
after school and for people abroad

3/1/2022 4:45 PM

616

This pool is very unique & should have special considerations about its usage & renovations in
its existing location regardless of costs. This is about preservation too.

3/1/2022 4:43 PM

617

Neighbors deserve a nice functioning pool. It is a critical part of summer fun and comfort on
hot days for children, particularly those of limited means. The only other option is to leave the
neighborhood to swim in the river, which can be dangerous and not feasible for very young
ones.

3/1/2022 4:42 PM

618

I thought that this choice might be more cost effective if renovation costs would run close to
costs of new. But there needs to be a pool in place for summer 2022.

3/1/2022 4:37 PM

619

I think a town meeting with mock-ups and project cost estimates would provide enough info for
a voter to decide/respond.

3/1/2022 4:33 PM

620

If the history can be saved I’m for it but the community could really use a pool there so I
believe the planners know best.

3/1/2022 4:33 PM

621

Photographs of the interior spaces show a design principle unlike anything I have seen on land
outside of Hoover Dam. There is something exciting about knowing that there is a giant pool of
water looming behind your locker/changing area! It really stimulates the imagination re:
functional and beautiful architecture on a human scale, for human recreation.

3/1/2022 4:25 PM

622

The history and uniqueness. Adds to the lovely neighborhood feel.

3/1/2022 4:16 PM

623

I think there are better uses of the space, whatever they may be.

3/1/2022 4:15 PM

624

Skate park!

3/1/2022 4:10 PM

625

I chose retaining the site exactly as it is with the caveat of re-surfacing the facility for
skateboarding. The facility would appear in its original condition for the character of the
neighborhood, but would also add value to the community by offering a place to recreate.
Skateboard parks have the highest usage per square foot of any style park in the city, state,
and nation.

3/1/2022 4:09 PM

626

They could build a new neighborhood pool somewhere else.

3/1/2022 3:51 PM

627

I think it should be turned in to a skate park or a place where kids can skateboard with others!

3/1/2022 3:51 PM
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628

The visual style of the pool is important to me. But also upgrading it is obviously needed to
help it continue to operate. I think preserve as much of the original pool as possible, while
incorporating the new design changes to match the Art Deco design of the pool. Destroying the
pool would be out of the question.

3/1/2022 3:50 PM

629

A pool in that bench neighborhood is needed. I don't think that the current location is large
enough for a bigger swimming pool. So a new location needs to be found. Maybe somewhere
along Federal Way. If a bigger area can't be found, then the current pool should be brought up
to standards and maintained.

3/1/2022 3:42 PM

630

There is no reason to change this historic structure. If functional adds are needed, address
them as simply as possible and add them in a very subtle or subterranean way so as not to
degrade this historic structure. Keep it simple.

3/1/2022 3:38 PM

631

The South & Lowell pools should of been updated a long time ago. It's a shame they have
been neglected for so long. I was born and raised here and the pools used to offer swimming
lessons, swim teams, night swimming. It was great.

3/1/2022 3:21 PM

632

i would like to see it turned into a skatepark

3/1/2022 3:06 PM

633

Because there’s opportunity for positive change in our community. Youth need free places to
play and explore and learn and a skatepark is a perfect example of that.

3/1/2022 3:05 PM

634

Pool is fine. Space for people inadeqate and disfunctional.

3/1/2022 3:03 PM

635

It would be a nice idea to preserve them historically but re-open them as city skateparks.

3/1/2022 3:01 PM

636

As a valuable part of Boise history, keeping it open is part of its history. What's the point of a
pool that isn't used? So it needs to be retrofitted to the point of use-able, while not altering it
significantly beyond that. If it doesn't meet the needs of Boise residents, another pool should
be opened in the vicinity.

3/1/2022 3:01 PM

637

Just like collectable cars, this is a piece of history. Current history that can still be used and
appreciated. It's integrity should be kept intact with the only exception being handicapped
accessible. This is pool is huge to property values of neighboring homes. Mid century modern
is what the neighboring homes were designed by.

3/1/2022 2:58 PM

638

I would like to see this pool reopened with minimal changes to the historical structure.

3/1/2022 2:55 PM

639

TURN IT INTO A SKATEPARK!

3/1/2022 2:48 PM

640

A nice community pool is an asset to the neighborhood

3/1/2022 2:42 PM

641

I think it is important to keep our historic areas and buildings intact.

3/1/2022 2:38 PM

642

Instead of tearing down the pool structure, turn it into a small skatepark for the community to
enjoy. This would be cheaper than many of the other options.

3/1/2022 2:32 PM

643

I think adding a few extra obstacles to make it a proper skate park would be wonderful and it
would still keep the beauty it once had. but now people are able to visit almost year round
instead of just in summer months.

3/1/2022 2:31 PM

644

Creating a local community skate park for bikes, scooters, roller blades, skateboards etc

3/1/2022 2:27 PM

645

Are we going to retain nothing outside of touristy venues (ie: the penitentiary) that truly
preserve any of the charm or history some of Boise's neighborhoods once had and are trying to
hold onto?

3/1/2022 2:27 PM

646

Because renovation in the pool could be as easy as waxing the bowl if you take the skatepark
route

3/1/2022 2:26 PM

647

I like the location

3/1/2022 2:25 PM

648

It fits the answers I gave earlier in the survey.

3/1/2022 2:25 PM

649

Could a water park be added with the current pool. So many of the Bench’s historical
architecture are being torn down, including South Junior High. It was be nice to keep the flavor
of South pool and add additional amenities that would keep our kids entertained in the summer
months.

3/1/2022 2:20 PM

650

Keep old pool for historic porpoise. New is better. Indoor year round use would be ideal.

3/1/2022 2:14 PM

651

Keeping it as original as possible

3/1/2022 2:13 PM

652

I'd rather keep the pool there in some form than have it moved away from the neighborhood
entirely. I don't think a community garden is a good idea for that location. A playground would
be a better option if it can't be a pool.

3/1/2022 2:05 PM

653

Still want a pool there, should be as good/big as city can afford, even if not keeping existing
structure.

3/1/2022 2:04 PM

654

Renovating is putting lipstick on a pig. The current structure is minimally significant from a
historical perspective except for the art deco entrance. Build a facility that is more accessible,
more easily maintained, and better overall.

3/1/2022 1:56 PM

655

the opportunity to keep some aspects and turn it into a skatepark

3/1/2022 1:56 PM

656

It would be lovely as a pool and new parts at the back would be neat, the front should not
change though! I also like the idea of it being a skatepark

3/1/2022 1:53 PM

657

it is too old to repair or remodel young children and parents need shade structures a splash
pad would be nice too

3/1/2022 1:44 PM
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658

I think it’s important to try & maintain historic structures that community cares about, but that
is functional, safe & makes sense monetarily to keep!

3/1/2022 1:40 PM

659

I want to see it stay

3/1/2022 1:39 PM

660

I believe a skatepark would be amazing at this location. Giving kids on the bench a secure and
close place to skate. Also growing the Boise skateboard community. A community that grows
immensely year by year. For me, skating growing up gave me everything, community, friends,
growth, a safe space, and it kept me out of trouble. This would be an amazing place to
creatively turn into a skatepark while not having to extremely go overboard on demolishing the
current structure. The pool could be reconstructed into a sweet bowl. And possibly a indoor
space for skaters in the winter?

3/1/2022 1:39 PM

661

Boise gets HOT in the summertime, and kiddos and families need a place to find relief that is
accessible, safe and affordable, regardless of where they live.

3/1/2022 1:38 PM

662

The pool has historic value to the city of Boise and this option makes it accessible by retaining
that value.

3/1/2022 1:36 PM

663

I love how it looks

3/1/2022 1:36 PM

664

I would like to see it stay the same and be used as a skatepark

3/1/2022 1:31 PM

665

I would like to see the pool preserved for historical reasons. Maybe it would be too costly to
update it so it can serve as a pool. We should look at turning it into a skatepark instead.

3/1/2022 1:15 PM

666

There needs to be an option for renovating the pool to accommodate a skate park.

3/1/2022 1:08 PM

667

I don't care if it isn't ADA accessible. I like it the way it is.

3/1/2022 12:58 PM

668

I think expansion with a nod to the past is the best balance. If that's crazily expensive, starting
over on the same site would a satisfactory second choice.

3/1/2022 12:57 PM

669

It seemed to be the better option from what was offered.

3/1/2022 12:57 PM

670

it updates the pool to be more accessible and with more features, but keeps the historic front
entrance.

3/1/2022 12:56 PM

671

As much as we love nostalgia, there isn't anything so beautiful about this pool's original
architecture that would be a shame to tear down, like a cathedral or an old castle. Keeping it
how it is to be an ugly historic structure isn't a very good use of public funds or space.

3/1/2022 12:51 PM

672

I want to keep the historic front, but make the pool more safe and functional for all.

3/1/2022 12:50 PM

673

South pool was meant to serve the depot bench neighborhood. It doesn’t need to be huge, just
a great place for neighborhood kids to swim. Hoping it doesn’t relocate as we walk there with
towels around our shoulders all through the summer!

3/1/2022 12:46 PM

674

Of the options you listed, this one aligns most with my values. However, the school district did
a wonderful job of incorporating the original corner of the old South Jr. High into the
amphitheater. If if was possible to retain the art deco feature but build and entirely new pool
structure on the same location, I would favor that option.

3/1/2022 12:33 PM

675

If it is still in the neighborhood, this seems like the biggest bang for your buck.

3/1/2022 12:29 PM

676

Although I do like the current pool there is little room to do anything unless you are in the
water. There is little space for chairs, lounging, walking around. It would be nice to landscape
the area with a shade tree as well as native drought tolerant plants found in southern Idaho. It
could be a showpiece for future landscape possibilities and ideas for both public, residential,
and commercial properties. Think of a resort in Arizona or Palm Springs!

3/1/2022 12:28 PM

677

Build a park keep the front facade in place as a historical marker

3/1/2022 12:21 PM

678

I’ve seen too many of historic buildings demolished in Boise. Keep some of the history alive. It
makes for a unique city.

3/1/2022 12:19 PM

679

The historic pool is important to retain. If ADA integration, particularly ramps or lifts is
problematic, an adjacent ADA compliant pool might need to be considered, perhaps using the
historic pool for adults only.

3/1/2022 12:18 PM

680

I like that there would be a swimming pool in the same location, retain the historic front while
making updates to the rest of the structure to modernize. Keeping a pool in that location is my
highest priority.

3/1/2022 12:17 PM

681

The site is historical but creating a more accessible environment is a higher priority. Its a nice
area with a large park so kids can play at both locations. An old building isnt historic because
it's old. it's historic because of the community that gathered there and used that space. If you
have to construct a new pool try and keep it in the same location for the sake of the
community that was built around it

3/1/2022 12:14 PM

682

This pool has not been utilized. Kids and family's do not spend their time the way they did in
the past. Pools are a maintenance and upkeep drain, not to mention the liability and manpower.
Remove the pool's and leave the area open.

3/1/2022 12:11 PM

683

I could have easily picked the choice before and after my selection, would be happy with all
those options, I would just like to see the pool reopen in this same neighborhood/location. It’s
such an important part of the Bench neighborhood and part of childhood memories. It’s
secures safe and engaged recreation for neighbored kids during the summer when they’re out
of school.

3/1/2022 12:11 PM
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684

I think it addresses both issues. However, since there are two pools, lowell and south- can we
only keep one?

3/1/2022 11:59 AM

685

I would honor the history but make enhancements. This is why I love Boise! Amazing historic
buildings kept in tact but reused into shops. Do not change this! Just renovate what’s needed
but keep the entrance or something honoring history.

3/1/2022 11:53 AM

686

This scenario keeps a lot of the structure history. But also leaves room for improvement to
make it accessible to all.

3/1/2022 11:48 AM

687

The entrance is really the most iconic part of the space and its possible to design a new
facility that preserves it (even if the entrance structure itself needs to be relocated to allow for
more space).

3/1/2022 11:41 AM

688

I believe the city should make the necesary updates for safety and accessability but I just
really want a neighborhood pool open close to home. My son will be 12 this summer, spending
his last summer at a Parks and Rec Playcamp. He is an only child and the thought of him
riding his bike all the way to Borah pool alone, even with the Cassia Bikeway upgrades,
honestly makes me nervous. I really want an option for him to do something fun in the summer
close to our house.

3/1/2022 11:41 AM

689

I think it's important to keep the overall historic looks

3/1/2022 11:37 AM

690

A pool in that neighborhood is important to the community. Either replacing the pool with an inground pool at the same location or finding a new location for one would be beneficial. Remove
that old pool and go ahead with something useful for everyone.

3/1/2022 11:32 AM

691

I selected build a new pool in this location but I would be happy with building a new pool in a
different location as well. I would like to see a neighborhood pool on the Central Bench that is
cost effective or affordable, serves as many residents as possible, accessible to all individuals
and has modern day amenities.

3/1/2022 11:29 AM

692

Obviously, something needs to be done. Retain the historical character and improve upon it.

3/1/2022 11:25 AM

693

No idea if it fills to capacity but smaller neighborhood pools closer to population served should
be the goal, not less pools of larger capacity which force children and families to travel farther.

3/1/2022 11:19 AM

694

Family time and history of boise

3/1/2022 11:17 AM

695

I believe the City will not look at replacement, either at the current site or elsewhere, due to the
cost of building a pool of any size these days. Therefore, this option seems the most feasible.

3/1/2022 11:17 AM

696

I like that is preserves the history of the pool but makes it more accessible to all people in the
neighborhood

3/1/2022 11:16 AM

697

Important to me that much of the historic structure is preserved. Suggest adding ramp for
wheelchair access but if zero-depth pool required for some with disabilities, would suggest
other larger pools in area that already have that feature are available for use instead.

3/1/2022 11:16 AM

698

We love the location and just want it reopened. It doesn't have to be fancy

3/1/2022 11:11 AM

699

The state is bragging about having all sorts of revenue. Use some of it here.

3/1/2022 11:09 AM

700

It is the best way to preserve historic significance and make it more accessible to all.

3/1/2022 11:08 AM

701

I was born and raised in Boise, used this pool for many years, and would like at least some of
Boise’s history saved during this time when city government is doing NOTHING to slow the
detrimental “growth at any cost”.

3/1/2022 11:07 AM

702

I like the concept of a neighborhood pool, I'd like to use it, but we should make it safer and
better for everyone to use.

3/1/2022 11:01 AM

703

We need larger year around facilities to serve a growing population.

3/1/2022 11:01 AM

704

its a sentimental memory for us. as is South school

3/1/2022 10:58 AM

705

Keeping the pool with minimal changes

3/1/2022 10:55 AM

706

I personally feel like there are plenty of options of public pools around the city. And others that
have more opportunity for renovations and growth. It seems a little unnecessary to have that
many average to below average pools when resources could be used to have a few above
average pools. But again, I'm not a parent yet and don't know what is appreciated by families
when it comes to pool options.

3/1/2022 10:54 AM

707

Would be nice to have a larger, better, accessible facility.

3/1/2022 10:53 AM

708

I would like the pool to be available and understand that the most ideal solution is not always
financially feasible. I trust the city to use sensitive judgment in the final analysis.

3/1/2022 10:32 AM

709

The central location of this pool serves the area well. Renovating the pool will leave you an old
pool renovated, not large enough to serve the current growth of Boise.

3/1/2022 10:31 AM

710

You need another option: Reopen the pool as is and build another pool nearby that meets
identified needs.

3/1/2022 10:30 AM

711

i like the look of the front of the building. reminds me of my childhood! i think making it
accessible for more people would be amazing

3/1/2022 10:28 AM

712

keep the pool and reopen it

3/1/2022 10:28 AM

713

I think a public pool is a waste of money and water resources. The space should be
reimagined into a park or community garden

3/1/2022 10:24 AM
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714

I chose this because I'd like to see some of the history of Boise retained. Please do the work
in the off season so the pool can be open this summer.

3/1/2022 10:24 AM

715

The fact that there are around a dozen of these uniquely designed pools in the nation makes it
imperative to try and preserve the two pools we have in Boise. There are many pools in the
Boise area that are easier for a broader range of people to access. People have choices when
deciding what pools to go to, and it is wonderful to chose pools based on differences rather
than make all the same.

3/1/2022 10:23 AM

716

I appreciate the historical significance of the pool and think that it should be saved. There are
not many public buildings (or really private buildings) from this era left in Boise.

3/1/2022 10:13 AM

717

South and Lowell pools are historic gems and provide a wonderful swimming experience. They
must be reopened without changing that experience.

3/1/2022 10:08 AM

718

This area needs a new pool while I considering keeping Lowell pool as a historic feature in an
already historic area of town.

3/1/2022 10:08 AM

719

Rebuilding the entire pool would be a huge expense, if doing necessary renovations is more
cost effective go they way and add in any additional features.

3/1/2022 10:08 AM

720

Can the structure be retained exactly as is and be repurposed? Skate park?

3/1/2022 10:05 AM

721

It's a great get away for the kids.

3/1/2022 10:03 AM

722

I like the idea of adding a childrens area (splash pad, shallows, etc). Not possible with the
existing structure but maybe next to it if rennovaions and space allow?

3/1/2022 9:47 AM

723

I like the history of the pool

3/1/2022 9:42 AM

724

I need close access to a local pool to do pool therapy several times a week. Limited budget ..
cannot afford memberships.

3/1/2022 9:42 AM

725

It would be great to have additional amenities, but at a minimum I would love for it to be
opened up so we can enjoy it, regardless if amenities are added, or it's just as it is.

3/1/2022 9:38 AM

726

I think a pool should remain in this location and would love to see the structure remain or some
of it. I am open to renovating and changing it so long as some historical pieces can remain.

3/1/2022 9:37 AM

727

I don't want to see this important neighborhood amenity closed permanently.

3/1/2022 9:33 AM

728

Keeps the historic pool as-is, improves accessibility, and minimizes cost.

3/1/2022 9:32 AM

729

None

3/1/2022 9:30 AM

730

Maintaining the historical front of the pool is extremely important to me.

3/1/2022 9:18 AM

731

I think the location should be renovated. Additional pools should be planned in the future but I
think it would be best if one pool was updated then a second newer one be planned in the
future so families can still enjoy the activity.

3/1/2022 9:17 AM

732

The aesthetics of it. It represents the history of boise

3/1/2022 9:15 AM

733

Everyone should have the opportunity to enjoy swimming in the 90+ degrees of summer.
Mayor's decision to keep them closed for 2 summers is not beneficial to our youth but I would
question how many on city council can swim and enjoy the water??

3/1/2022 9:15 AM

734

This choice would best serve the community and allow the pool to be built from the ground up
with design and technology made to last.

3/1/2022 9:13 AM

735

This pool has been important to many generations of my family. Times have changed but not
everything has to

3/1/2022 9:11 AM

736

I believe it is important to retain the historic architecture of city owned properties to the
greatest extent possible while making necessary improvements for safety and functionality.
Historic preservation should be an important consideration along with preserving such
important neighborhood recreational opportunities. This area desperately needs more
accessible recreational opportunities and it is crucial that this property be preserved and
utilized for the area residents.

3/1/2022 9:08 AM

737

I feel that Boise has a lot of history that is valuable and as much as possible historic
structures should be preserved and updated leaving as much historic structure as possible

3/1/2022 9:05 AM

738

I like the above ground enclosed pool with some modifications and updates but keep the same
building idea.

3/1/2022 9:05 AM

739

I took swimming lessons there in the 60s.

3/1/2022 8:57 AM

740

Because this structure needs to stay in tact for its historical significance. A new site should be
determined for an updated community pool. Perhaps add a garden on the grounds of the
existing site with some informational signs would be a nice way to create context

3/1/2022 8:55 AM

741

Fix the safety issues and preserve the face of it. It has functioned well the way it has been for
years, no need to tear it down and destroy it to. Leave it the way it is and make it function the
way it is. It has worked this way for years and can continue to. No need to completely destroy
it and do something fancy. It is fine the way it is.

3/1/2022 8:54 AM

742

because I think the city should pay whatever needs to be paid to reopen the pool

3/1/2022 8:53 AM

743

It keeps the important historic pieces, but also adds new and needed features and upgrades

3/1/2022 8:53 AM
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744

The material is all outdated. If changes are made than material should be updated to last
another 20-40 years. And keeping location is significant to childhood memories and regular
meet up spots.

3/1/2022 8:49 AM

745

I think preservation of historic architecture is important, even if only the entrance is preserved.
This pool is an important community access point for an underserved area.

3/1/2022 8:49 AM

746

The neighborhood kids need a pool! And in that spot.

3/1/2022 8:41 AM

747

Structures like these are what make people walk by and smile and wonder about earlier days!
I’m begging you not to start tearing down great old structures like this and others

3/1/2022 8:38 AM

748

If historical sites can be upgraded safely but still have the history behind it. Makes for a good
learning place of how things where so people don’t forget the past.

3/1/2022 8:32 AM

749

Because the pool should remain a small neighborhood pool.

3/1/2022 8:31 AM

750

I hate seeing historical buildings torn down.

3/1/2022 8:30 AM

751

I think a combination of a few options could be ideal-- finding a way to maintain some piece of
the current pool while reimagining the current space, and placing a new and more functional
pool in a new location (still in the neighborhood!).

3/1/2022 8:30 AM

752

I always liked it’s small size and unique attributes. I completely understand that it needs
updating

3/1/2022 8:28 AM

753

We lived close to the pool for 21 years, had three children grow up there. The pool was the
highlight of summer. Meeting friends at the pool, making new friends, being able to walk or ride
their bike...being able to be a kid and being a little independent. That is something that has
been taken out of childhood... the pool lets kids be kids!

3/1/2022 8:27 AM

754

least change as possible keep existing structure

3/1/2022 8:26 AM

755

I appreciate the history and design of this pool. Although a new pool may had additional
features and amenities, it will likely not bring the character and small town feel this pool has
currently. I think that need is being met by Quins pond, the nadatorium, and other improved
pools on meridian and near Borah High

3/1/2022 8:26 AM

756

The pool was put next to the scool for a reason...its a great location for a community pool. I'm
sure the developers are chomping at the bit to get that piece of our public land...in the name of
affordable housing that No one serviced by this pool could afford or moving the pool to
somewhere else that would now serve a community purchasing new living space around the
pool.

3/1/2022 8:24 AM

757

I’m all about making it accessible and inclusive, but at the same time I think if we keep
making huge changes… it’s going to prevent humans from making some changes they need to
in their life. Some of the things we keep altering is for the accessibility of people unwilling to
keep themselves healthy and “maintained” as well.

3/1/2022 8:23 AM

758

Renovation keeps the history and achieves the safety objectives. I don't think the cost is an
issue.

3/1/2022 8:21 AM

759

I wish to keep a neighborhood pool at that location - that is my highest priority. Depending on
what the redo would look like, I might support it being completely redone, but would like to
keep the neighborhood pools that are able to be walked to.

3/1/2022 8:21 AM

760

Retain and honor Boise history while making adjustments and modernization in areas of the
structure to maintain longevity

3/1/2022 8:12 AM

761

I would like to keep the pool just as it is, but a larger deck would be nice. This would be my
best scenario if the project is a go. However, I think it’s very important to open the pool as
soon as possible with minimal changes, so, I am ok with also just fixing the issues without any
optional additions. This pool is so important to the neighborhood. Please consider these
options.

3/1/2022 8:10 AM

762

As long as the outside is preserved, the location of South pool makes South Jr HS a safer
community.

3/1/2022 8:10 AM

763

I love the front but realize that when it was built there weren’t accessibility requirements like
there are now. If the back deck was expanded and improvements made while keeping the
historic look….that would be ideal.

3/1/2022 8:07 AM

764

I grew up in Boise and seeing one more historical structure demo’d breaks my heart. These
two structures serve a needing public, preserve history, and remain a sense of community
pride. It deserves to remain a part of the community.

3/1/2022 8:06 AM

765

Pools are safer than canals

3/1/2022 8:05 AM

766

To best serve the community, a neighborhood pool needs to be adequate in size to
accommodate the community.

3/1/2022 8:00 AM

767

I would like to learn more about the rebuilding and relocation plans and how those plans would
impact and serve the surrounding neighborhoods

3/1/2022 8:00 AM

768

Make the appropriate updates and keeping the historic fun front!

3/1/2022 7:59 AM

769

The seems like our historical structures are removed everywhere in the valley. When will we
start to retain our history.

3/1/2022 7:59 AM

770

I would like to have chosen to renovate the pool and protect the historic design regardless of
cost, but realize that this may be cost-prohibitive, so I made my decision based on flexibility to

3/1/2022 7:56 AM
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promote getting the project completed in the best preservation way, keeping inclusion and
safety in mind. Please consider holding events there to generate income & interest for the
project!!!
771

History

3/1/2022 7:54 AM

772

Our community is growing and although the pools do have historical value they need an update
to accommodate a larger more inclusive population.

3/1/2022 7:53 AM

773

By renovating and updating the city could recoup any long term debt or cost by not only
charging admission but using the space for events. I would encourage the city to build new
pools at both sites and then put events as the focus of income for the newly renovated pools

3/1/2022 7:52 AM

774

Like the historic nature. Less expensive to redo..

3/1/2022 7:47 AM

775

Improve the facility as much as possible without removing the cultural and historical
significance

3/1/2022 7:45 AM

776

Would like to see additional access options implemented while maintaining a modicum of
historic nature

3/1/2022 7:35 AM

777

We need to preserve our historic buildings but still be able to use them.

3/1/2022 7:27 AM

778

Keep it simple. Keep the pool or tare it down and build one comparable with the necessary
updates to be in compliance with the American Disabilities Act.

3/1/2022 7:24 AM

779

It has historical significance and too many buildings in Boise have been destroyed and many
buildings these days lack character or depth. They are extremely bland architecture. Perhaps a
donation pool could be started for those who want to retain and restore the old historic pools.

3/1/2022 7:20 AM

780

It's a middle ground to maintain the historic but to also allow for updates

3/1/2022 7:16 AM

781

my family would still love to participate in the pool. we acknowledge that changes have to be
made to make it safe but feel it would be worth it in end!

3/1/2022 7:16 AM

782

Compromise between historical value and function.

3/1/2022 7:15 AM

783

I think it’s important to keep the front of the pool the same.

3/1/2022 7:15 AM

784

Featuring the pools historic nature is integral to maintaining the character and culture of the
Boise Bench. Updating and restoring the pool for use will allow future generations to enjoy this
space the way our grandparents, parents, and we did before them. I had hours of wholesome
fun at South Pool in my childhood, adolescence, and adult life in it’s current state. I can easily
see my children and grandchildren one day enjoying it just as much as I did without any major
changes. Structural integrity and accessibility are important in establishing this landmark as a
keystone summer recreation site for years to come.

3/1/2022 7:13 AM

785

I want the city to know that I think the pool is important and I trust them to make the right
decision on updating the pool.

3/1/2022 7:07 AM

786

I’m open to completely reimagining the pool area and keeping the entrance. And even moving
the pool (keep The entrance where it is) as long as the pool is within 1-2 miles of current
location

3/1/2022 7:02 AM

787

I think the city could always use more parks and gardens. Please do not get rid of it and turn it
into more luxury apartments that no one can afford.

3/1/2022 7:01 AM

788

There’s no since in repairing an old, not practical facility especially at the cost that it would
require to do so

3/1/2022 6:50 AM

789

I love the front entrance to the pool. It reminds me of a simple joy in life. And I highly value
access for all so addressing those needs in addition to safety and quality while retaining the
front entrance would be my preference. Thank you for asking us!

3/1/2022 6:44 AM

790

This historic structure needs to remain while being accessible for future generations to create
new memories.

3/1/2022 6:40 AM

791

It seems like that option strikes the best balance between equitable access, use value to the
neighborhood, and historical preservation.

3/1/2022 6:38 AM

792

This pool is so important to us in the Depot Bench.

3/1/2022 6:35 AM

793

Community pools are good for neighborhoods and folks to get together. Prefer to use the
existing pool but chose a rebuild only because it seems the fixes needed are substantial for
the existing one. If I’m mistaken then fixing the existing would be the better option…but more
space is needed.

3/1/2022 6:35 AM

794

I don't want to see the pool torn down

3/1/2022 6:30 AM

795

I think the possibility to update AND keep the historical elements would be amazing. I love the
charm of south pool but am also disabled and would like easier access to the pool.

3/1/2022 6:21 AM

796

Practicality and affordability. I realize that designs and structures have a life span as well.

3/1/2022 6:16 AM

797

It seems like the most responsible decision.

3/1/2022 6:14 AM

798

Very sad thing they can’t reopen the way it is

3/1/2022 6:13 AM

799

Want it to retain its historical look, plus reopen it to kids.

3/1/2022 6:10 AM

800

I feel strongly a pool needs to remain in the neighborhood. This area has a lot of low income
families that may be unable to travel outside the Bench!! I have preference for historical

3/1/2022 6:08 AM
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retention, but most important is the amenity itself located and available to kids on bikes!
801

Less costly but makes it usable

3/1/2022 6:07 AM

802

A pool is a good idea. The dopey mayor closed the pools using covid as a convenient excuse the pool was a dangerous place to hang out. Time for a good pool with an indoor component.
And then price a summer pool pass for ALL city pools at about the cost of roaring springs.

3/1/2022 5:38 AM

803

We absolutely love the historic value this pool brings to our neighborhood, however having a
pool in the neighborhood feels even more important. Please open the pool for all to enjoy and
please do not relocate. Thank you!

3/1/2022 5:37 AM

804

So much of Boise's history is being torn down and it's our history that is being removed.

3/1/2022 5:34 AM

805

Location and needs of people on central bench.

3/1/2022 5:31 AM

806

There has to be a way to keep the facade and make the pool accessible. If you were to
maintain the face of the structure and have an architect make a new body that exactly
matches the old body aesthetically but can be expanded to fit the new accessibility
requirements, that would be the best bet.

3/1/2022 5:17 AM

807

history matters

3/1/2022 4:56 AM

808

The pool fits within the site. Make it better and let the next generation learn swim in there
neighborhood.

3/1/2022 4:56 AM

809

Would like to see the pool reopen in the same location . Walking distance from our house .

3/1/2022 4:54 AM

810

Keep the pool the same. There are plenty of pools for disabled people to go to. Make the hours
of ALL pools 9am to 9pm with any downtime like other states and cities manage to do.

3/1/2022 4:52 AM

811

It is one of a few left remaining. We need places like this to remember our history. If it can be
done do what we can to save them without changing the historical value

3/1/2022 4:47 AM

812

Unfortunately cost is going to be a factor, I would just like to have a pool for the community

3/1/2022 3:48 AM

813

It seems like maybe the most likely one the city would go with. The most affordable. Get what
needs to be done to get it reopened. Also fundraisers. So many are passionate about this pool
I bet you could do a fundraiser and raise enough to get the work needed done.

3/1/2022 3:35 AM

814

I do think a pool that is more accessible in that space would be nice. One of the reasons we
bought our home was it’s location and ability to access a local pool for our kids.

3/1/2022 3:20 AM

815

It’s important too keep the pool as close too how it was originally built but updated so it will be
structurally safe.

3/1/2022 3:03 AM

816

Maybe tearing it down and starting over would be cheaper (you know how renovations go) but
whichever way of remodeling the pool and reopening it to the public (new, clean, inviting!)
would be great for the public, especially for low income kids

3/1/2022 2:42 AM

817

I think we should maintain this beautiful, historic structure so that this and future generations
can enjoy it.

3/1/2022 1:28 AM

818

I think keeping the historic front is a good idea, but worth forgoing if needed for accessibility for
everyone and possibly a larger pool

3/1/2022 1:27 AM

819

The pool needs to reopen but as much historic parts need to be retained. Once this is gone,
it's gone. We lament the tearing down of historic buildings downtown.

3/1/2022 12:46 AM

820

I don’t understand why the city maps I have seen for other reasons show a new Owyhee bench
pool blocks away. As if our responses don’t matter and decisions have already been made.

3/1/2022 12:29 AM

821

I think maintaining as much of the historical structure as possible is good for the feel of the
neighborhood, but I also want more people to enjoy the pool that might not be able to with the
current design.

3/1/2022 12:19 AM

822

Would be sad to see it torn down and it's such a shame if it was not restored

3/1/2022 12:18 AM

823

I want to keep the history of the pool while continuing to have it serve many more generations.
My husband grew up going to that pool and it is our dream that our kids will have similar
memories.

3/1/2022 12:06 AM

824

HISTORICAL PRESERVATION! stop sledgehammering out history!!!

2/28/2022 11:58 PM

825

I like the old school feeling

2/28/2022 11:46 PM

826

You have responsibilities to offer and maintain amenities with in your budget area that improve,
maintain and enhance the pulled good.

2/28/2022 11:45 PM

827

It preserves the history while updating and addressing issues such as handicap accessibility.

2/28/2022 11:42 PM

828

I think it would be ideal to maintain as many historic elements as possible while prioritizing
safety and accessibility for all.

2/28/2022 11:38 PM

829

I already shared some of my opinions before. Why is this even a survey, you should have
renovated the pools with minimal changes years ago and been done with it. You're making
enough money from our property taxes and with all of the insane development you have also
encouraged and allowed I'm sure you have enough money to do it. I am so sick of this, FIX
THE POOLS!

2/28/2022 11:37 PM

830

I would like to see some of the historical aspects saved, but feel it needs to have updated
features

2/28/2022 11:32 PM
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831

Ultimately any option that allows the pool to be open would be best, but preserving the front
would an amazing bonus!

2/28/2022 11:27 PM

832

It’s a great location and there are kids in need of a safe place to play.

2/28/2022 11:22 PM

833

Reimagining the space and starting with a blank slate is intriguing but I would want to know the
concrete plan. If it was a community garden, I’d want to learn more about that plan. The pool is
already there. Seems logical to improve the existing structure/activity that can already take
place in that space.

2/28/2022 11:12 PM

834

History and innovation combined.

2/28/2022 11:06 PM

835

Allow communities to have recreation accessible to the kids

2/28/2022 11:04 PM

836

we want the location to stay where it is.

2/28/2022 11:01 PM

837

It retains the original architecture, removes the hazardous material, renovates/repairs the
structure, and allows for ADA compliance/inclusion. New construction for access would have
Art Deco elements/style to blend with the existing structure. Let's not bulldoze our historical
structures, please.

2/28/2022 10:56 PM

838

I really like the location of the current pool and would prefer to keep it there in some form. My
second choice option would be to renovate the pool to address deficiencies and add additional
amenities. A pool for the Depot Bench community is a priority to my family.

2/28/2022 10:47 PM

839

The pool is a symbol of the neighborhood

2/28/2022 10:45 PM

840

Because it really needs an update but it should keep that historical entrance ans should really
be re opened for people to enjoy

2/28/2022 10:40 PM

841

Let's do whatever creates the safest most affordable option for the most neighborhood
residents

2/28/2022 10:37 PM

842

I think the pool needs updates and needs to be kept in good shape but it is a rare and unique
design that is historical to Boise and it is a necessary public space for those on the bench who
don’t have a lot of options.

2/28/2022 10:31 PM

843

It's a historical landmark that fills a real need!

2/28/2022 10:21 PM

844

It's a historic landmark in the area. If it cant reopen I hope it remains as is

2/28/2022 10:19 PM

845

I like the idea of current location but I like the idea of making it larger to serve more & make it
wheelchair accessible.

2/28/2022 10:11 PM

846

Most cost effective. Why are only a few remaining in the USA. It’s because they were smart
and moved on. That’s life. But keep it here. All the nice things go to the North End (where all
the council happens to live! )

2/28/2022 10:07 PM

847

Love art deco

2/28/2022 9:56 PM

848

It should be left as is because it could not be modified to accommodate special needs without
major structure modifications that would destroy what it is. There are many other pools in the
valley that can accommodate special needs people. It is not about money. The mayor finds
money for everything she wants to do, so make it work. She will tear it down anyway just like
she has done with the rest of our city.

2/28/2022 9:54 PM

849

Update it for the modern day but keep the historic front

2/28/2022 9:51 PM

850

I think this area is better served by a multi-use facility or something like a community garden.

2/28/2022 9:51 PM

851

South pool was a crucial part of my childhood and the building is unlike any other. It’s so cool
why change it? Just make a ramp

2/28/2022 9:49 PM

852

It's the historical piece of the building that you first see. Just like South Junior High. They kept
the front piece of the library.

2/28/2022 9:49 PM

853

These options make it obvious the City wants to tear the pool down. This would be a
regrettable loss in yet another historic piece of Boise’s neighborhoods, and demonstrates a
shocking lack of creative thinking for how the structure could be integrated into a reimagined
park and pool.

2/28/2022 9:43 PM

854

It will meet the needs imho

2/28/2022 9:38 PM

855

I like the central location and that the pool serves the neighborhood. Our income was much
lower when our kids were little — one parent stayed home with kids — and in those years
when it would have been so lovely to have a neighborhood pool within easy walking/biking
distance, it was not geared for young kids.

2/28/2022 9:37 PM

856

Preserving historic buildings helps Boise maintain its uniqueness.

2/28/2022 9:29 PM

857

It makes sense to utilize a bigger space with more amenities to accommodate more of the
community. Usability and function are more important than historic value in this scenario.

2/28/2022 9:27 PM

858

As a native I think it's important to keep Boise's history.

2/28/2022 9:25 PM

859

I went to school at south and the pool was a huge draw for the entire community.

2/28/2022 9:25 PM

860

I think a way to keep the pool is most important to our community and neighborhood. It offers
an opportunity that many in our community may not get.

2/28/2022 9:24 PM

861

Not real interested in the history of the pool. We are desperate for pool resources and lives are
at stake - get a pool open and teach people how to swim.

2/28/2022 9:22 PM
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862

We are a family of five and swimming is one of our favorite summer time activities, but as it
stands right now we have to go to the other public pools because we have a toddler and south
pool is not toddler friendly. We have over twenty kids 14 and under just on our little
neighborhood. We would be at south everyday if it was toddler friendly and so would our
neighbors. Please keep it a pool it’s so important to our amazing bench neighborhood. Just
make it toddler friendly as well as assessable to all people. Thank you!

2/28/2022 9:22 PM

863

I'd prefer a newer updated pool over the current one.

2/28/2022 9:21 PM

864

Keeping the history, yet integrity, is important to the Bench

2/28/2022 9:20 PM

865

I debated the answer I chose and the one for building in a new location but feel like the bench
needs access to a pool and I am not sure where else you might build.

2/28/2022 9:20 PM

866

The pool is vital for this neighborhood.

2/28/2022 9:17 PM

867

The design and historic nature of the pool is worth preserving, but it would would be better if it
were a little bigger and catered to young kids

2/28/2022 9:15 PM

868

It’s part of the history of the area. Love the look. Try to preserve it as much as possible
please.

2/28/2022 9:13 PM

869

We would like to see the pool opened as quickly as possible.

2/28/2022 9:11 PM

870

I like that the original design wouldn’t be completely lost. I understand the need to make it
more accessible- so making an alternate entrance to the top side of the pool seems like a
good compromise. Other pools in Boise might end up being better options for ADA regulation in
general though but this pool is a fun historic piece of the community.

2/28/2022 9:09 PM

871

We need a functional neighborhood pool and the current site is inadequate

2/28/2022 9:07 PM

872

The location is most important

2/28/2022 9:04 PM

873

The historic building is important. Accessibility is important. I could support additional
amenities or updates if the front was maintained and accessibility for everyone was addressed.

2/28/2022 9:04 PM

874

It's clear the pool needs updated and needs to be suitable enough to make a profit or have a
reason to keep the doors open. It will still keep its historical look with upgrades to encourage
the public to come.

2/28/2022 9:03 PM

875

I would want to see the costs of the different options. Also I would likely be in favor of
preserving one pool, and not both depending on cost and ability to build a more functional pool

2/28/2022 9:02 PM

876

I like the location and historical character of South pool, but agree renovations are necessary
to make it accessible. Potentially preserve the front of the pool, but build a new single level
pool facility behind it similar to the remodel at South Jr High that kept part of the original
building as an outdoor stage.

2/28/2022 9:02 PM

877

Saves design and improves functionality

2/28/2022 9:00 PM

878

Community center Places like the YMCA will be down for a period of time and would be a great
time to add a rec/senior/community center to facilitate the lack of the private sector. Could pay
for itself.

2/28/2022 8:57 PM

879

I would love to see updates and even more space but I love the front design. It's so fun and
different and I feel it fits the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 8:53 PM

880

I want a pool for the existing neighborhood. I want a guarantee that the neighborhood would still
have a pool. I grew up in Boise and I'd like to keep some "old Boise".

2/28/2022 8:53 PM

881

It’s too small of space to be a good, safe pool with access to all

2/28/2022 8:49 PM

882

Maintain local neighborhood integrity

2/28/2022 8:47 PM

883

It provides flexibility to update and add features that would increase its use while preserving
the historic character

2/28/2022 8:45 PM

884

The neighborhood values the pool, not necessarily the structural component of the pool. There
are so many children that have benefitted and can benefit from this location.

2/28/2022 8:42 PM

885

I would just love to have a pool at that location to serve the community. I don’t know if it is
cost effective to renovate or tear down. It doesn’t matter, but I know many students that live in
the area that missed having access to a pool. It is a healthy activity for the community and the
bench neighborhood is growing. We have a whole new group of young children and future
generations that would enjoy the pool.

2/28/2022 8:42 PM

886

It’s nostalgic to me, so I want it to continue to function

2/28/2022 8:41 PM

887

Historical value to city

2/28/2022 8:39 PM

888

While I wanted to select the “by any means necessary” option, I don’t feel like that is very
realistic. I think the next best option is the renovating and bringing up to code. There is some
additional space to make the necessary improvements, I’d rather see the space change a bit
than lose it entirely. I definitely don’t want the pool closed permanently/relocated.

2/28/2022 8:38 PM

889

I like to be reasonable and rational. Pools are nice but not worth an excessive amount because
of history.

2/28/2022 8:37 PM

890

It would be ideal if the pool could be reconstructed with more accessible entrances but
maintain the overall historical feel of it. If the front entrance could be restored but maybe the

2/28/2022 8:37 PM
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actual pool could be reimagined/reconstructed to be more inclusive and functional. Mix modern
touches in with historical details.
891

We need a neighborhood pool

2/28/2022 8:36 PM

892

The history and art could be lost forever - it would be a tragedy.

2/28/2022 8:34 PM

893

I like that the pool front could be retained.

2/28/2022 8:24 PM

894

There is plenty of space where the pool is located to significantly expand the facilities and
start from scratch and keep the entrance architecture as some sort of water feature with
splash pad.

2/28/2022 8:23 PM

895

I think it’s the most realistic option to allow the neighborhood to keep the pool.

2/28/2022 8:21 PM

896

I think just mainly getting it back up how it was may not spark more visitors but if it’s opened
new and improved, more people will come to see what’s been done. It’s a way to stay relevant.

2/28/2022 8:17 PM

897

A pool needs to be there, but keep that cool lookin entrance part.

2/28/2022 8:14 PM

898

I think the renovations and ADA upgrades are necessary. But, I also think there is value in
preserving the unique historic design as much as possible. Save these two treasures. New is
not always better. I know this will be expensive, but IMO, well worth it.

2/28/2022 8:13 PM

899

Keep the historic charm of the Bench!!!!!!

2/28/2022 8:08 PM

900

Park

2/28/2022 8:07 PM

901

A back deck and amenities to the rear would be nice. I don't see a need for a zero entry; other
facilities in Boise have that. South Pool serves citizens from a wide range of abilities,
backgrounds and socioeconomic statuses, and it has been a fixture in Boise for many
decades and I would love to see it be updated and still retain its uniqueness and charm.

2/28/2022 8:07 PM

902

It seems like it would be the least expensive way to get it back up and running.

2/28/2022 8:07 PM

903

The pool needs to be compliant with ADA standard but should remain as close to original as
possible to keep as as close to originality as possible. I enjoy looking at how unique it looks
from outside and looks so different than any other public pool I’ve ever seen.

2/28/2022 8:06 PM

904

It’s a great pool- make it ADA compliant so all can enjoy

2/28/2022 8:04 PM

905

Keeping the historic significance preserves the charm of the neighborhood. I do believe having
a functional amenity nearby would be a huge value to the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 8:04 PM

906

Iconic historical sites need maintained by kept.

2/28/2022 7:59 PM

907

The most important thing to me is keeping a pool in the neighborhood in that location.

2/28/2022 7:59 PM

908

Because moving the pool would likely mean that the city would decrease the number of pools
available. And also likely move the pool closer to wealthier areas. We’ve seen this before
(library as mentioned above).

2/28/2022 7:59 PM

909

If these are the "only" options, I would rather have a pool that might be a bit smaller than no
pool at all. I like having a pool in the neighborhood, instead of driving to a pool a couple of
miles away that could be at "capacity".

2/28/2022 7:59 PM

910

I want my daughter to be able to enjoy the pool this summer. Soon she will be to old and it’s
been a part of all of her summers until COVID.

2/28/2022 7:58 PM

911

I would like to retain and keep the pool as is as much as possible but reopen it.

2/28/2022 7:57 PM

912

Location is ideal

2/28/2022 7:55 PM

913

Renovate old pool and put some lipstick on it. Build bigger pool behind. Have one for adults
and one for children

2/28/2022 7:52 PM

914

The depot bench must keep its history or become just another subdivision. South pool is one
of the places that truly make it a neighborhood. I can hear the screaming of kids having good
clean fun from my house. My sons and grandkids learned to swim there. We go twice a day
when it’s hot! All the kids in the neighborhood miss it!

2/28/2022 7:52 PM

915

Access is important to the public. To make the pool usable again will require creative thinking
and additional amenities to make it a desirable place for residents to visit.

2/28/2022 7:51 PM

916

I think it’s important to keep this historical landmark in the community as it has brought much
joy to people all over the treasure valley. I believe that it’s important to make this structurally
sound and all around accessible and I would be comfortable seeing some of the structural
aspects go away as long as the nostalgia and location of the pool stayed the same.

2/28/2022 7:51 PM

917

To many historical sites have been destroyed.

2/28/2022 7:50 PM

918

It needs to stay where it is

2/28/2022 7:49 PM

919

I love having points of architectural interest in Boise

2/28/2022 7:47 PM

920

Because accessibility is important- but Boise has a TERRIBLE track record of massacring
historical buildings when it comes to “improvements” and “additional amenities”.

2/28/2022 7:47 PM

921

I feel this pool is a neighborhood gem worthy of preservation and upgrade

2/28/2022 7:44 PM

922

It would keep the pool where it is and upgrade it for all to use. Plus keeping the historic look is
important.

2/28/2022 7:37 PM
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923

Retention of design with code updates.

2/28/2022 7:36 PM

924

We would like an additional pool facility by any means. Renovate, move locations, I do not
know what is the best value. It's clear we either need an enhancement or a new facility to bring
this similar value to other neighborhood pools. I really appreciate the public pools but there
aren't enough of them open right now. Please prioritize adding capacity back however it is
possible.

2/28/2022 7:33 PM

925

Keep pool in same neighborhood but make bigger for more uses. Design with some
architectural details that pay tribute to the old pool

2/28/2022 7:32 PM

926

More info

2/28/2022 7:32 PM

927

The importance of the central location for the area.

2/28/2022 7:30 PM

928

adds accessibility and safety while maintaining the historic, desirable front

2/28/2022 7:24 PM

929

The pool could still be renovated without destroying any of the historical value. Build a
separate pool for ADA compliance. I'm disabled and but still believe that South pool should be
maintained, and OPEN for swimming, just as it currently sits without any gentrification.

2/28/2022 7:22 PM

930

That current space is pretty small. But wherever a new city pool is built should still be close to
this area and available year round.

2/28/2022 7:18 PM

931

Leave it historical please

2/28/2022 7:16 PM

932

It’s unique and small and historic. Cmon Boise. You’ve got the money.

2/28/2022 7:16 PM

933

The preservation of this wonderful historic building is important while improving ADA
accessibility!

2/28/2022 7:16 PM

934

I would like to keep the art deco look but the pool needs some serious updates. Would like to
keep the original entrance if possible like they did with the original SJH entrance.

2/28/2022 7:16 PM

935

Upgrade as necessary but don't over do it. Keep the original structure and look if possible

2/28/2022 7:14 PM

936

I want the pool too exist in its current location, retain at least some of it s historical charm,
while also being brought up to code and safe.

2/28/2022 7:09 PM

937

It fixes the deficiencies that need to be done for the safety and future use, but still retaining
the historic design.

2/28/2022 7:07 PM

938

I feel like this scenario is like updating a historic ballpark. You try to keep the nostalgia while
making the park more suitable for today's standards

2/28/2022 7:03 PM

939

n/a

2/28/2022 7:02 PM

940

I love the location. I do love the historic piece of it. However what ever is most cost effective
seems to make sense.

2/28/2022 7:01 PM

941

No need to reinvent the wheel. Pools can always be opened elsewhere if necessary. Revamp
what people are already comfortable with, add some amenities and keep it simple.

2/28/2022 6:50 PM

942

Boise needs pools in all areas of town. We should modify the pool as needed to reopen and
remain fiscally responsible. Saving the historic front would be desired.

2/28/2022 6:49 PM

943

I think that you could honor the history in some way while providing a more modern and usable
pool for future generations.

2/28/2022 6:46 PM

944

I have some sentimental attachment to the pool but honestly as long as there is a good,
accessible neighborhood pool on the bench that would be super with features and capacity for
our current population growth it makes sense.

2/28/2022 6:44 PM

945

I like the location and look but understand the needs to update it

2/28/2022 6:37 PM

946

Because it’s needed for generations to come.

2/28/2022 6:32 PM

947

I like that this option addresses the current needs of the pool with minimal impact to the
historic structure. If it is not possible I would pick option to renovate and reopen the pool by
any means necessary. This neighborhood does not have other swimming nearby. Keeping a
public pool at this location is the most important option for me.

2/28/2022 6:30 PM

948

Renovations make since. I also assisted in handicapped individuals at the Natatorium. Use
some creative thoughts with your renovations.

2/28/2022 6:30 PM

949

I’d like to keep it as an older person pool. The other pools are great for the younger children.
Keep Lowell and South for those who don’t want to have to be around small children while they
are swimming and cooling off in the hot summer months that we have here.

2/28/2022 6:29 PM

950

If money is going to be spent, it might as well be redone so it is available to all

2/28/2022 6:27 PM

951

You cater to kids. Give time for seniors only or leave it closed.

2/28/2022 6:26 PM

952

I love the front facade and above-ground structure. It is a real gem of the Depot Bench
neighborhood. However, I do think the pool should be renovated to provide access to everyone,
so that everyone can enjoy it. My selection is predicated on the facade and above-ground
structure remaining... none of this "possibly be retained" business. :)

2/28/2022 6:26 PM

953

My first voice was new pool, but second was keep the pool where it is with minimal changes .
The location is critical to the neighborhood

2/28/2022 6:25 PM

954

It makes the most of future possibilities for the pool with regard to what makes the pool

2/28/2022 6:22 PM
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special.
955

Again the Art Deco architecture is classic. I would love to see that maintained with some
obvious refreshes and modern touches. Keep it funky! Make it a place that people want to visit
to even just get pictures. Make the amenities nice and again stick with the Art Deco theme.
The pool is historic why change it to a run of the mill pool. Keep the aesthetic of old Boise.
There are many ways this can be done. Maybe there should be an architecture competition to
reimagine the space!

2/28/2022 6:22 PM

956

I personally feel it would be the best

2/28/2022 6:18 PM

957

I like the location. There is not another pool or very many outdoor areas such as parks with
swings and outdoor play equipment very close.

2/28/2022 6:18 PM

958

It’s the best of both worlds: updated but keeps history intact

2/28/2022 6:17 PM

959

It’s important for the neighborhood to have a pool kids can go to

2/28/2022 6:14 PM

960

I think the space could become a splash pad and that a new large indoor pool with more
amenities could be added elsewhere in the city.

2/28/2022 6:13 PM

961

Let’s make it a destination pool and once again have a no kids day and we will pay big dollars
for it

2/28/2022 6:10 PM

962

Open a new modern pool nearby and accept the fact that this monolith of concrete was not
built to modern design standards. Don’t make it a stranded, wasted asset.

2/28/2022 6:06 PM

963

The pool is beautiful, unique and a part of the neighborhood. It should be preserved and loved
by generations to come

2/28/2022 6:05 PM

964

Tear it down and be done. The only "neighborhood" pool in my area of town is the private
YMCA which charges a fortune. Why do we have to subsidize pools and amenities in other
neighborhoods while the city neglects our neighborhoods on EVERY LEVEL. Same comment
for Lowell.

2/28/2022 6:05 PM

965

Because we want to retain the classics look/character of the pool in the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 6:02 PM

966

The pool is a staple in our neighborhood, with all of the renovation and high rise apartments
going up, it is important to retain some of the iconic landmarks in our community. I would love
a safe and expanded option, while keeping the front entry/facade as is.

2/28/2022 6:01 PM

967

We need a pool on the bench, however, this one is not the kids favorite. If a new location
would mean bigger, than that’s cool.

2/28/2022 6:00 PM

968

Nostalgia runs deep in my veins, keeping the pool as close to its origin is crucial for us to
appreciate the true nature of this art form.

2/28/2022 5:58 PM

969

I had a hard time deciding between substantial renovations and putting a new pool in, but as
long as the pool serves all people and is accessible, I think it would be great! It’s awesome to
have a pool so close to my house that is easily biked to, and I want to make sure it supports a
range of users (ADA accessibility matters!)

2/28/2022 5:56 PM

970

Our neighborhood has grown. Having a pool that would be fun for all ages is important. Our
family would love something like Ivy Wild close... and close enough to walk or bike. We have
to drive to the other side of town to access a fun pool.

2/28/2022 5:48 PM

971

I would like to retain the original design and make the pool accessible to all.

2/28/2022 5:46 PM

972

Make it safe for the community but keep it intact esthetic wise. This one of the last remaining
landmarks the Boise Bench still has.

2/28/2022 5:39 PM

973

The south pool is a cultural part of the community. New is not better. There are lots of other
pools that are modern and new. Keep this historical part of Boise.

2/28/2022 5:37 PM

974

This or the minimal structural change option. The pool should be functional for the long term,
with as much character intact as reasonable. We should also look to add more new and
modern community facilities, just not at the expense of our culture.

2/28/2022 5:37 PM

975

Upgrade but keep the front.

2/28/2022 5:34 PM

976

Both ADA wise and non-ADA (kids), the zero depth entry is really key, and this site just
doesn't have it. City can relocate the incredible facade and create a modern facilities for safety
of all users, lockers for safe keeping valuables, and maybe even an "olympic" sized pool for
lap swimming during certain hours of the day.

2/28/2022 5:33 PM

977

Accessibility is important as Boise seeks to repair and renovate public spaces. There are
creative ways to both meet accessibility and code standards, while honoring the history of our
community sites.

2/28/2022 5:25 PM

978

newer isn't always better. There is value in its uniqueness.

2/28/2022 5:24 PM

979

I like the idea of the pool staying open, but I’d also like it to stay as close to the original as
possible. I think accessibility can be achieved without changing to much of the actual layout.
A zero debt entry area sounds like a good idea but it would detract from the area people can
actually swim in. The upper deck doesn’t have very much excess space as it is.

2/28/2022 5:22 PM

980

You've got to keep the front as is!

2/28/2022 5:18 PM

981

I think that option makes the most sense. I like retaining the front entrance, but mostly want
the location to stay the same. To be clear, I want the pool to stay at the same location. Adding

2/28/2022 5:14 PM
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amenities would be great. But if you come back with an argument as to moving the pool to a
new location, I strongly disagree.
982

Maintains history while improving access

2/28/2022 5:13 PM

983

I think maintaining the historical significance is important. It is an architectural gem and adds
character to our city and neighborhood. I recognize the need to stay current and maintain,
though, but think those should be done within constraints.

2/28/2022 5:13 PM

984

The above ground is not as people friendly for access and pool deck is small and not friendly
for watching kids and and the shallow end is too deep for younger kids. I like the idea of
redesigning the area to provide a functioning pool to the neighborhood. It is a great location
near schools. I would hate to lose the neighborhood pool feeling. It was always our home pool,
where we walked or biked to lessons and had playdates with friends.

2/28/2022 5:11 PM

985

There are very few amenities in this neighborhood and many children in the are who would
benefit from having an activity available within walking distance in the summer

2/28/2022 5:09 PM

986

Preference for re-opening the pool at its current location within budget limitations. Addressing
deficiencies, adding amenities, renovation, or a new pool are all acceptable with a new pool or
complete renovation preferred.

2/28/2022 5:06 PM

987

Reach out to other groups in other areas that are facing similar issues . It appears that the
Bintz pools are aging out all across the country . A group effort of sharing information about
the way grants are written so that they are approved. We all know that the money is out there.
How can we find donors,. how do we write successful and legal "Go Fund Me' pages. etc

2/28/2022 5:06 PM

988

Would like it to remain intact and open. It's a cool pool--I wouldn't like to see the building
destroyed or changed significantly. I researched the designer and the pool and how so few of
the pools are still open. Wouldn't want this to happen in Boise. If it's too much to update both
pools, I would definitely want to see the structure not torn down and actually used in a creative
manner.

2/28/2022 5:05 PM

989

I would be open to all of these options except not reopening the pool. I would love to see it
stay the same with minimal changes ... but if more people would use it and keep the cost
down for refugees.

2/28/2022 5:05 PM

990

Having a new accessible pool

2/28/2022 5:04 PM

991

I like the location. When you suggest a new location I figure that will be further out of the
neighborhood.

2/28/2022 5:04 PM

992

I like the pool as is. There is definitely some maitenece to be done.

2/28/2022 5:01 PM

993

I think I’ve addressed this in earlier response.

2/28/2022 4:58 PM

994

Expand the pool size and services

2/28/2022 4:57 PM

995

I believe preserving the architecture is important but it should have some form of renovation
that makes it friendlier to younger kids.

2/28/2022 4:57 PM

996

History keeps our communities great, and also ties generations together. It's important to our
Boisean history to keep this pool open & available for generations to come.

2/28/2022 4:55 PM

997

I would love it it was a more family friendly neighborhood pool.

2/28/2022 4:53 PM

998

Im torn i Believe in historic value and look but would also think it would be more practical to
have a inground larger more accommodating pool For more practical use!

2/28/2022 4:53 PM

999

Because there are no pools or parks near my area in South Boise (Lake Hazel and Cole) and it
would be great to have something closer to our home.

2/28/2022 4:51 PM

1000

We shouldn’t be tearing down our historical items we should be building them up and keeping
them one day 100 years from now will have a 200 year old pool just the way it was that people
can come and swim out and enjoy and our ancestors will look back and thank us for keeping
this part of our history it’s crazy how old it is already like swimming in an antique that’s so cool
let’s fix it thank you please my families lived in Idaho 180 years and my family selling off all of
our land and inheritance just like like. Boise is being taken away too

2/28/2022 4:51 PM

1001

Make it safe and accessible but keep location and current design

2/28/2022 4:50 PM

1002

I would like to see a much larger pool on ground level. Ideally in the same location, but if that
is not feasible, some place near the original location. The Vista, Depot Bench, Hillcrest and
surrounding neighborhoods have outgrown the size of this pool and need to have a much larger
pool in the same vicinity. I grew up in this neighborhood and I spent a lot of time at this pool
because it was close to where I lived. I would like to see children and adults in these
neighborhoods have a public pool that they can go to that is in their neighborhood. I'd rather the
neighborhood children have someplace to swim and play rather than in the Ridenbaugh or New
York canal.

2/28/2022 4:47 PM

1003

I would like to keep a pool in this location. Lots od low income families use it.

2/28/2022 4:43 PM

1004

We love the neighborhood access. A new pool would ensure future generations the same
privilege. I think Mimicking what they did with South Hr. High would be great. The history was
preserved but a new facility was a huge improvement to the community.

2/28/2022 4:43 PM

1005

Move the South Pool location closer to Whitney Elementary where the age demographic fits
better and convert the existing structure to a skatepark. This could also save money.

2/28/2022 4:42 PM

1006

I want to persevere the history as much as possible and allow everyone accessibility.

2/28/2022 4:39 PM
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1007

Just love the historical front of the pool, but if it has to be changed, then we have to change in
order to to provide swimming for local families. Even if it does require reimagining the site or
even moving to a different site to accommodate more people. Comparing costs for all
scenarios, then deciding on the path is my advice. Proposing/sharing this information with
Boise, so more can have input on costs and how to pay would be welcome also.

2/28/2022 4:37 PM

1008

Keep it original with changes to accommodate everyone

2/28/2022 4:36 PM

1009

Keeps the historical front while making the pool nicer.

2/28/2022 4:35 PM

1010

Love the current look but update to make easier to maintain

2/28/2022 4:33 PM

1011

I chose the scenario I did because it will maintain some of the historic significance of the
South pool while still allowing for it to be functional well into the future. It also addresses the
issue of the pool not being ADA accessible at this time.

2/28/2022 4:33 PM

1012

I would like to see the pool be renovated and be more accessible and safer but also retain the
front entry façade

2/28/2022 4:31 PM

1013

Bring the structure up to code with minimal change and cost.

2/28/2022 4:28 PM

1014

I like where the pool is located. Having it in the depot bench neighborhood is where it should
stay.

2/28/2022 4:24 PM

1015

I think there should still be a pool in this location. I think it would be great to try to preserve the
front, but I don't think it'll be easy if other improvements are being made. A new pool may take
a lot longer to accomplish, but it may be more beneficial in the long run. A new pool may
require less repairs/improvements, while a 70 year old pool may require multiple renovations in
the future. I hope this neighborhood gets their pool back asap.

2/28/2022 4:24 PM

1016

Love the history behind this pool

2/28/2022 4:23 PM

1017

I want our neighborhood to have cherished landmarks and maintain accessibility integrity.

2/28/2022 4:22 PM

1018

I think this is the best scenario to keep the current building but also making sure the
community can use it again.

2/28/2022 4:21 PM

1019

these pools are beyond wonderful! they need to be renovated without altering significantly at
all. Boise has been known throughout the us as a city that loves to raze its historical buildings
- let's stop that now! i remember marching in front of Egyptian theater in 76 when Boise wanted
to raze it! historical architectural buildings MUST be saved and revered!

2/28/2022 4:20 PM

1020

I think that scenario best maintains the historical significance of the pool while still making it
accessible to more members in the community.

2/28/2022 4:18 PM

1021

I think it's important to preserve historic spaces while also making our community safe and
accessible for all community members

2/28/2022 4:17 PM

1022

The front to me is of historical significance and should be maintained. However, the pool
should be updated to be more safe and accessible to all community members.

2/28/2022 4:16 PM

1023

To retain it’s character above all.

2/28/2022 4:16 PM

1024

New pool at existing site (may be long and narrow) and incorporate Art Deco facade.

2/28/2022 4:14 PM

1025

Historical design should be honored

2/28/2022 4:08 PM

1026

Historic structures add to our community in so many ways. We love our pool and hope with all
our hearts that it reopens soon!

2/28/2022 4:07 PM

1027

Reason stated above

2/28/2022 4:01 PM

1028

Boise chose a tree program and an open space imitative over the Senior Center, Libraries, and
sports venues (including Idaho Ice World). Compared to similar sized cities we have done a
poor job putting our public recreation facilities first. Countless other municipalities are able to
budget, build and maintain these facilities. Boise is trying to lease them out to private
interests. We are moving backwards and clearly are valuing the agenda of the aging population
over the future. We live in a city that put a tree program over seniors and libraries. Shameful.

2/28/2022 3:59 PM

1029

I think that the location is perfect. I don’t think that there is any reason to keep the existing
structure of it is not safe, accessible, and suiting to the needs of the community

2/28/2022 3:55 PM

1030

It’s unique but just like the nat things need updates

2/28/2022 3:54 PM

1031

Frankly, although I'm sympathetic to citizens with disabilities, I don't believe the city should be
forced to make these historic, uniquely-constructed pools ADA compliant. How much of that
$2.4 million estimate involves ADA upgrades? (My guess - $2 million.) If it weren't for the ADA
updates, I would've selected "option 2," above.

2/28/2022 3:53 PM

1032

The pool “as is” was down for maintenance often and has limited space around it. Also
somewhat unsafe for kids as there is not a shallow area for toddlers to play. Rebuild an in
ground pool that has an area for toddlers and a decent sized area for grown ups to swim.

2/28/2022 3:51 PM

1033

I think the front of the pool is really important to the character of Boise, but it needs to be a
pool that is accessible to ALL. The location is great next to SJHS.

2/28/2022 3:50 PM

1034

Holding onto the historical beauty but also updating it with the times is a good compromise

2/28/2022 3:47 PM

1035

I just want to keep the building mostly the same but modernize it so future generations can
enjoy it but still preserve the history of the older generations

2/28/2022 3:46 PM

1036

Best option

2/28/2022 3:41 PM
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1037

Historical usable pool should be the priority.

2/28/2022 3:39 PM

1038

We never learn from the past if we constantly change it.

2/28/2022 3:34 PM

1039

Would be great to update and make the pool more accessible while honoring our past.

2/28/2022 3:34 PM

1040

History and the memories

2/28/2022 3:34 PM

1041

These pools have been around forever, its part of Boise and plays a part in keeping this town
beautiful. If the city is left to redesign them completely it will probably end up looking like
generic dogshit tbh

2/28/2022 3:28 PM

1042

I like keeping the historic front entrance. However, the historic front entrance doesn’t matter
much of the pool isn’t safe, welcoming and accessible to all.

2/28/2022 3:27 PM

1043

I understand the constraints of the city's budget. I really hope the pool can be repaired and
brought up to modern ADA standards. The most important thing is to keep the pool a pool and
accessible to its community, allowing it to reopen, and use all possible means to allow ADA
compatibility.

2/28/2022 3:25 PM

1044

Idaho needs more aquatic options year round, a new location could include the option of an
indoor pool that people can use year round.

2/28/2022 3:22 PM

1045

It could open the pool quickly address the accessibility problems & retain the history. Win, win,
win.

2/28/2022 3:22 PM

1046

I like the idea of utilizing the historic elements of the pool and making it safe and welcome to
the public.

2/28/2022 3:21 PM

1047

Needs of the city and residents may have changed significantly. City pool is for public use and
not just for nostalgia. If there can be a better use of the city budget to make a pool available
for residents throughout the year, I think that money can be used for a new pool at same or
another location, hope it can can be a heated indoor/outdoor pool so it can be used year
around. A nominal use fee maybe charged as long as everyone is able to use the facility with
such a fee.

2/28/2022 3:17 PM

1048

Our city already suffers from an extreme lack of planning, often at the expense of historic
structures. These are the very things that make our neighborhood unique from any of the
hundreds of new developments.

2/28/2022 3:16 PM

1049

South Pool is a historic gem and deserves to be renovated and retained for its unique
character and the joy it gives to neighborhood children and teens. We already lost the beautiful
architecture of South Junior High (except for the weird little facade that is left)--please don't
take away South Pool, too!

2/28/2022 3:14 PM

1050

It is the best of both worlds. Keeping some of the historical, modifying to improve, and making
the kids happy to have a pool.

2/28/2022 3:09 PM

1051

I think it’s important to preserve Boise’s history as best as possible.

2/28/2022 3:08 PM

1052

Boise’s unique spaces should be preserved and it feels like better fiscal management to
renovate an existing pool.

2/28/2022 3:07 PM

1053

I chose this option because the pool matches the neighborhood at present time but it needs to
be renovated.

2/28/2022 3:07 PM

1054

I want a four season pool like the Nat was on Warm Springs. South could use it for PE. Parks
could give kayak lessons, accommodate swim meets, ....

2/28/2022 3:06 PM

1055

The original structure and equipment is obsolete and the cost of maintenance will continue to
increase. The pool is out-dated in its design, features, accessibility. A nicer, more accessible,
easier and cheaper to operate pool would be more beneficial to the community - preferably
something that could be used year-round.

2/28/2022 3:02 PM

1056

keeps a pool in the neighborhood, which is the key point--access for children and families to
quality fitness and fun opportunities

2/28/2022 3:00 PM

1057

That area needs more things for the children/teens and families to do together

2/28/2022 2:59 PM

1058

This addresses the retention of historic elements and addresses the pool's need to be
modernized. Need to work with the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) regarding this.
Do not make a decision in a vacuum...involve your historic preservation planner (Nathan
Halam) and the Idaho SHPO! They are experts!

2/28/2022 2:59 PM

1059

To retain it's historic character and functionality.

2/28/2022 2:58 PM

1060

I like the pool as it is as far as looks and functionality.

2/28/2022 2:57 PM

1061

The location of the current pool is very critical. There are low income students and families in
the area that would benefit from a pool in this location

2/28/2022 2:50 PM

1062

I am a fan of historic structures. I think if it can be modified just enough to meet ADA code,
that is enough.

2/28/2022 2:44 PM

1063

I live right next door to the pool and want to know exactly what the pool would be replaced with
it it isn’t restored as a historical site. Anything done in this location is going to directly effect
my property value and privacy. I like the idea of a neighborhood garden!!! While keeping the
historical facade as a possible entrance or sculpture. Similar to how a the school kept the
historical library facade.

2/28/2022 2:44 PM
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1064

The restoration within the cities budget is the best option. It may take longer than 1 year to
complete the renovations, but it would preserve history that the city is too prone to do away
with. New pools are expensive to build and a total restoration will most likely cost less than a
new pool

2/28/2022 2:43 PM

1065

because these pools have great historical significance to the city of boise.

2/28/2022 2:40 PM

1066

I chose this option because it still remains what most people know as “south pool” such as the
structure and looks of it but also becomes more inclusive to all people.

2/28/2022 2:39 PM

1067

We need this pool for the neighborhood. What ever it need is a great start

2/28/2022 2:35 PM

1068

We like having neighborhood pool. It’s so close and so affordable. We’ve taken advantage of
swimming lessons and it so convenient. I look forward to meeting new neighbors and finding
community at the new and improved South pool!

2/28/2022 2:33 PM

1069

This pool has served generations of my family. My children find great pride in it and show a lot
of respect for it and the community around it.

2/28/2022 2:31 PM

1070

Time for new pool. They don’t last forever

2/28/2022 2:25 PM

1071

It's a central location. I would be open for a relocation in the back around the corner in Bowden
park. but I Do like it's the current location. The parking lot nearby for the school can be used
during the summer when school's out.

2/28/2022 2:20 PM

1072

fix what's broken and open the pool

2/28/2022 2:16 PM

1073

I like the classic and simple design/aesthetic

2/28/2022 2:06 PM

1074

As stated, the South pool is an important landmark on the bench. Too many unique things
have been removed for "growth" with no thought to the value added in the community. Some of
us still miss the pool/colored fountain at Ann Morrison replaced by ugly concrete blocks. Just
one of many examples of not valuing the history of Boise.

2/28/2022 2:06 PM

1075

Our history is important to protect and the pool serves as a visible and functional reminder of
Boise's. As the city leadership has already chosen to sacrifice so much of what has made our
city unique for the sake of economic gain, the choice to demolish yet another space that is
sacred to Boise natives for no other reason than to probably continue to build more
unaffordable housing and increase appeal to people moving here from out of state would truly
be a tragedy. How the question of whether or not to maintain the integrity of this landmark is
even a question is a sign of how disconnected our leadership is becoming to what is cherished
by Boisians. My grandmother grew up in this neighborhood and used this pool. Many others
have their own familial, sentimental ties to it. Yes, adaptations and modifications should be
made to make it more accessible, but using that as an excuse to demolish the whole thing is
deceptive. Build another pool somewhere else if you want, but please let this piece of history
live on so that more families can continue to make powerful memories here. We don't want a
cookie cutter city with identical overpriced apartment complexes, McMansions filling up our
hills, and overly manicured public spaces. We want the historical homes and public spaces to
remain and bring character and inspiration to our town, as a symbol of the mindset and spirit of
the unique individuals that live here.

2/28/2022 2:01 PM

1076

I like the idea of keeping the historic elements where possible, but upgrading the facility so it is
more accessible and more attractive to the community.

2/28/2022 2:00 PM

1077

There are very few historical structures in Boise. It would be nice to retain some history of the
city. Really try to incorporate supporting the refugee community. Help avoid people drowning.

2/28/2022 2:00 PM

1078

I feel like south pool is a historic piece of Boise but an update is definitely needed. Especially
for those with disabilities and those with younger children who don’t have a kid zone or shallow
end.

2/28/2022 1:55 PM

1079

Our greatest desire is to see the pool re-opened. We are fortunate enough to be surrounded by
many green spaces on the central bench, but easy access to pool in the summer is not
available. This area of Boise would thrive with pool.

2/28/2022 1:55 PM

1080

Even if you could somehow keep the front as just an entrance arch like you kept the corner of
the old South High as an amphitheater but put in a new pool with a larger area around the pool
then it would be better for easy access

2/28/2022 1:54 PM

1081

I know this pool could be renovated with the architecture kept inn tact

2/28/2022 1:53 PM

1082

South Pool needs to stay. Fix what needs to be fixed. The Bench deserves to keep their
"history" alive. South Pool is beautiful. Please just fix our beautiful pool.

2/28/2022 1:53 PM

1083

The city has wanted South and Lowell pools gone for many years. Nothing the community
says will change this. Keep a new pool at the same location to serve those on the bench who
still want an accessible neighborhood pool.

2/28/2022 1:50 PM

1084

It’s a part of our history. We don’t need to modernize everything, keep us close to our
ancestors

2/28/2022 1:46 PM

1085

It keeps part of the history in place but updates the pool to be more accessible to all.

2/28/2022 1:46 PM

1086

That area needs a pool

2/28/2022 1:43 PM

1087

The current pool isn't on par with the other facilities creating inequity and perhaps causing the
better pools to be overburdened.

2/28/2022 1:42 PM

1088

Allows for both functional and historical factors to be addressed.

2/28/2022 1:40 PM
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1089

HISTORY IS A STORY AND THEY STORY OF THOSE THAT COME BEFORE AND AFTER
US SHOULD BE ABLE TO LEARN FROM IT

2/28/2022 1:37 PM

1090

It may cost more to renovate the existing structure, but it is a small price to pay in updating a
timeless structure with modern amenities. I do not care about how faithful the renovation is to
the original, historical design. It would just be a shame to see some new, generic pool go up in
its place. That said, I would rather see a new pool in the same location than demolishing South
and putting in a new pool somewhere else.

2/28/2022 1:36 PM

1091

We need more places to swim in Boise.

2/28/2022 1:34 PM

1092

The Bench is tired of being ignored when it comes to parks and improvements. Finish Bowden
Park- it's disgusting how long a simple bathroom has taken to complete. Fix and preserve the
pool. I'm worried if you decide to do any vast improvements, it will be another decade or two
before we see a completed project.

2/28/2022 1:32 PM

1093

I did not see the option I would like: keep the old pool and turn it into a skate park. Build a new
pool near the same site.

2/28/2022 1:30 PM

1094

Because no matter what municipal pools are important to the community fabric and children's
lives particularly growing up.

2/28/2022 1:29 PM

1095

The city can rehabilitate the pool by adding a rear locker room, deck access with a lift for
those with mobility issues while still retaining much of the historic pool. I do not think a zerodepth entry is required for a person with mobility issues. I used to be a lifeguard and a lift is
sufficient in many cases for someone to access a pool. A splash pad may be an option next to
the pool.

2/28/2022 1:28 PM

1096

Need a larger area with more parking and more opportunities for different amenities

2/28/2022 1:27 PM

1097

While the pool is an architectural delight, structures have an expected lifespan, and these
pools have outlived theirs. Given the grown in Boise -- and the Bench in particular -- there
needs to be a pool with adequate size and amenities to meet the population it serves.

2/28/2022 1:26 PM

1098

Allow us to keep the charm and historical significance of old Boise, yet it is imperative to allow
all Boiseans to enjoy the facility without hindrance.

2/28/2022 1:24 PM

1099

Maybe less costly for the city and allow the pool to reopen sooner.

2/28/2022 1:22 PM

1100

It preserves the historic features and adds valuable, exciting improvements.

2/28/2022 1:22 PM

1101

I would love to keep the historic front of the pool but make it more accessible and updated for
all ages and abilities to enjoy

2/28/2022 1:22 PM

1102

As long as there’s still a neighborhood pool in that location

2/28/2022 1:18 PM

1103

It is important to modernize but retain the "vibe" of the original

2/28/2022 1:15 PM

1104

I am all for additional changes to make the space more accessible for all. I just love being able
to keep pieces of art and history while inevitable change and upkeep need to occur.

2/28/2022 1:15 PM

1105

I would like the facility to be upgraded and opened as soon as possible. This is such a great
community resource that has been missing for some time.

2/28/2022 1:13 PM

1106

Local neighborhoods can really rally around the pool as a community gathering place

2/28/2022 1:12 PM

1107

The facade is one of the iconic boise features but new amenities would help make the space
more useful for a larger number of residents

2/28/2022 1:12 PM

1108

The pool is currently within walking distance for kids attending south, Whitney, Owyhee,
Monroe and Jefferson schools giving access to kids. There is no other pool on the depot
Bench

2/28/2022 1:10 PM

1109

Minimal disruption to our neighborhood and get back to using it soon. Retaining the charm

2/28/2022 1:08 PM

1110

I think the look of the pool is one of the most unique and important factors that needs to be
preserved.

2/28/2022 1:05 PM

1111

I believe the youth in that area need a low cost, neighborhood pool. If you take it out I doubt
the City of Boise cares enough to provide a neighborhood pool anywhere else for at risk youth.
There is no land available. The land would be sold to some developer with many giveaways
and the bench area would again be sold out.

2/28/2022 1:03 PM

1112

It addresses the needed changes but maintains the historic value

2/28/2022 1:01 PM

1113

I think it's good to keep South Pool at the current location so it can serve the people of that
area. Unless, there is a better location in the same area.

2/28/2022 1:01 PM

1114

Turn it into a park

2/28/2022 12:58 PM

1115

The pool is at South Jr High. Give them a good pool to utilize for a swim team & let others use
it. Like Borah Pool.

2/28/2022 12:58 PM

1116

Cost and ADA compliance

2/28/2022 12:57 PM

1117

kids on the bench deserve a nice pool like ivywild or the natatorium that is accessible for
everyone

2/28/2022 12:57 PM

1118

It's been two years since we've had a neighborhood pool. It is so critical to the kids in our area,
especially with how hot the summers are now!!

2/28/2022 12:53 PM

1119

Outdoor pools are a potential hazard and are only usable part of the year. It would be better to

2/28/2022 12:48 PM
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take the space and re-imagine what the city could do with it.
1120

Spend the money to address the updates needed while maintaining the historical aspects of
the design. Give neighborhood kids something fun, and cool to look at. Save the culture of the
Bench neighborhoods.

2/28/2022 12:48 PM

1121

Pools are an important community focal point that are unfortunately plagued with a history of
exclusion. Swimming is important, no only as a potential survival skill, but as a method of
recreation and exercise.

2/28/2022 12:48 PM

1122

I like to keep Boise’s history alive.

2/28/2022 12:46 PM

1123

I really feel the entire pool could be below ground but the front shoot retain its classic vibe

2/28/2022 12:45 PM

1124

They need updating... however there are ways to update a structure while maintaining the
original architectural design. I would have selected the lower option but the "historic front of the
pool could possibly be retained" doesn't provide much confidence. if you are updated the back
side of the pool you should be able to maintain the front.

2/28/2022 12:45 PM

1125

Maintains the style but adds more access and perhaps more in the budget

2/28/2022 12:44 PM

1126

With many younger families living of the Bench, its a perfect location.

2/28/2022 12:44 PM

1127

This style of pool is rare in USA and therefore worth retaining. I checked option #2 but also
would welcome #3.

2/28/2022 12:43 PM

1128

I agree it does need to be accessible, but not every pool needs that to be the main focus.

2/28/2022 12:42 PM

1129

History is important, we can’t stop erasing history for the Karen’s. People complain but people
also admire this piece of history. Their voice may not be as loud but their hearts would be so
broken if you destroyed it. South is a great school and that area has a very good vibe, that
pool is the heart of that neighborhood. People will forever be bitter and sad if it was changed
completely.

2/28/2022 12:40 PM

1130

It is better for kids, handicapped people and old people.

2/28/2022 12:38 PM

1131

I enjoy the pool facade and it's history within the neighborhood. There are other huge swim
facilities being built on the bench that address the needs of the larger community and sport
minded. Can't we still just have a great neighborhood pool?

2/28/2022 12:37 PM

1132

the option to add inclusive amenities for ALL. Make sensory areas for autistic kids/teens.
Make a toddler splash pad area. Make it wheelchair accessible. Provide SHADE.

2/28/2022 12:36 PM

1133

It is in a great location but the area has grown and needs to be reimagined.

2/28/2022 12:34 PM

1134

Borah pool is boring for kids unlike ivywild and the nat. The bench needs a pool for families,
small kids, and teens.

2/28/2022 12:34 PM

1135

already have existing land

2/28/2022 12:32 PM

1136

The south pool is very important to our community. It gives kids an affordable place to swim in
the neighborhood. Keeping the historical structure is important so we can remember the roots
of Boise.

2/28/2022 12:32 PM

1137

I want this to remain a pool. With that in mind, I would want to see potential options for pool
layout compared with the price. I believe in fiscal responsibility but I also think the city should
very much prioritize this neighborhood meeting place.

2/28/2022 12:32 PM

1138

I’m concerned about erasing Boise’s history. The exterior of this pool tells a story and I would
be heartbroken to see it destroyed.

2/28/2022 12:31 PM

1139

A new pool with new amenities would be amazing.

2/28/2022 12:29 PM

1140

History in Boise is important - in a world where we are constantly losing beautiful historical
structures we should be better working to preserve them

2/28/2022 12:28 PM

1141

I think the pool should stay open. Bring it up to code. Keep as much structural/ historical
integrity as you can and then add more to bring the people back.

2/28/2022 12:25 PM

1142

I love the vintage look, pools don't need to be fancy, fix what has to be fixed and leave the rest
as is.

2/28/2022 12:24 PM

1143

Interested in a big pool!

2/28/2022 12:23 PM

1144

The pool is a neighborhood staple. Going back generations. We can't get rid of it

2/28/2022 12:22 PM

1145

Bigger pool allows for the growth that is predicted . Turn the existing area into a park maybe a
smaller / Same size pool and then make a bigger pool in another area if able

2/28/2022 12:21 PM

1146

As a Boise native, the neighborhood pools were ans are part of the identity of the neighborhood
community. My mom grew up going to the South pool. I grew up going to the Lowell pool. I
want to see this tradition continue. It's what made Boise great and it's lacking as our
community continues to grow.

2/28/2022 12:21 PM

1147

Most importantly, this neighborhood needs a pool that is usable and in this location. There are
a lot of nearby parks already so I don't value that as a use of the space. The front of the
building is cool and I'd love to see it retained for nostalgia and historic purposes, but mostly
want the pool to be safe and updated for kids today.

2/28/2022 12:19 PM

1148

I like the location of this pool and historical significance.

2/28/2022 12:16 PM

1149

Historic and rare. Once it’s gone, it’s lost forever.

2/28/2022 12:15 PM
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1150

Renovation is just as expensive as a new one.

2/28/2022 12:11 PM

1151

Because I would like the pool to be more accessible, but keeping the historic value is
important as well.

2/28/2022 12:11 PM

1152

Of course the city should not spend just any amount. I don’t like the word ‘possibly’ in the third
option. All 3 ‘take down’ options are no for me, therefore, my checked choice.

2/28/2022 12:10 PM

1153

I think expansion, more amenities like saline lap pools, children splash pads and kiddie pools
would be more attractive and engaging for the community. But we have to keep it affordable for
everyone and accessible.

2/28/2022 12:09 PM

1154

I would love to have a large neighborhood pool on the central bench/depot bench. If south jr
high isn't a big enough location, I'd be pleased with another location in the same neighborhood.
It would be great to preserve some aspects of the old art deco pool.

2/28/2022 12:09 PM

1155

I love the history of the pool. But if it can't be updated, then a new pool and the same location
with increased accessibility would be great. This neighborhoods needs this.

2/28/2022 12:07 PM

1156

History of Boise! Please , pleaee don't tear down a piece of Boise Idaho History!

2/28/2022 12:07 PM

1157

I think a new, bigger pool in a different location would best serve our neighborhood. I would like
to see the old pool site retain the front facade of the building for history and nostalgia sake at a
minimum. I think it ties nicely into how part of the old South building was retained when the
new school was built. I would like to see the old pool site reimagined into a park or something
to benefit the neighborhood. Maybe it could be a handicap focused playground since the area
has not been kind to those with mobility issues all these years. Or, keep the structure and turn
it into a city skate park. Our area is lacking in things for kids to engage in. I think a skatepark
at that site would be full with kids and adukts and help keep the neighborhood kids out of
trouble. I currently have an 8th grade son at South. The pool site is only being used for fights
and smoking right now. It would be nice to see that area change into a positive place rather
than one where the kids go to be sneaky.

2/28/2022 12:07 PM

1158

It’s the best of all scenarios, it preserves the historical importance of the structure while also
continuing to provide and serve its purpose to the community.

2/28/2022 12:05 PM

1159

Ivy Wild, West YMCA, Nadatorium, and Fairmont are all pools that I have been to. Never
South or Lowell. Fairmount is adjacent to my home, so that is why I have been there. The
other 3 have large options (diving and slides) the make them good "community destinations"
and areas of recreation that pull people of other communities. With public pools, geographic
spacing seems very relevant. Each location should have a large water feature that makes it
playing, not just swimming. The information I'd want to see is what is the city's vision for
pools, parks, and public locations for community gathering? Pools specifically. What is the city
attempting to provide the specific areas? How are there visions get executed over times?

2/28/2022 12:00 PM

1160

I think a fresh start would be best. 1950s era history does not need to be retained just so old
people can feel good about a pool looking the same as it did when they were kids. The sooner
we clear that out the less we have to keep around at huge expenses.

2/28/2022 11:59 AM

1161

I am ignorant of the number of people that participate in the pool and we always got there early,
but the pool always seemed the right size and I really like the design and construction. The
only thing I though it lacked was an updated filtration system.

2/28/2022 11:58 AM

1162

They should be ada accessible but if prices will go up with the other options, its not worth it.

2/28/2022 11:57 AM

1163

The city needs more pools so eliminating one is not an option. However, retaining the existing
structure would be way too costly especially for making it accessible under ADA requirements.
Tear it down and build a modern facility.

2/28/2022 11:55 AM

1164

Maintains the structure but allows for more accessibility, plus maybe less cost for additional
amenities?

2/28/2022 11:55 AM

1165

Since Boise is determined to tear down or modify what was unique to our city- South Junior
High as an example- we then keep a piece of it for display like the downtown park in 5th street.
Or painting murals depicting homes on an ugly cheaply built apartment building after tearing
down the actual historic homes. Allowing the art deco apartment building to be torn down was a
sad day for many Boiseans. Allowing St. Luke's to expand and tear down an historic
neighborhood- with a concession of moving them. I'm beginning to think we could build a
museum of Boise out in the desert. And put all of our unique buildings and homes out there
and charge admission.

2/28/2022 11:53 AM

1166

I was born in Boise and have seen too many of our historic structures lost. We're smarter than
we used to be about this issue, I hope. Save historic buildings. They are unique to our city and
invaluable.

2/28/2022 11:52 AM

1167

I like the idea of the upgrades. It would only make it better without changing the entrance.

2/28/2022 11:51 AM

1168

I've got kids and I want them to swim often. Taking it down and rebuilding seems like cheapest
and fastest way for that to happen

2/28/2022 11:50 AM

1169

Imagining reasons why people wouldn't go to the pool. This option seems to alleviate some of
the barriers with a lower overall cost than some of the other options.

2/28/2022 11:48 AM

1170

We must keep this pool. It’s historically significant and the neighborhood needs it. Kids are
losing outdoor options and the city must do what’s right by it’s community and keep the pool

2/28/2022 11:46 AM

1171

I’d like the front, most deco part, kept as close to original as possible.

2/28/2022 11:46 AM

1172

Preserving our history and architecture is important.

2/28/2022 11:46 AM
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1173

Lots of neighborhood kids go there in the summer

2/28/2022 11:44 AM

1174

n/a

2/28/2022 11:44 AM

1175

I feel we have lost too many of our historical buildings and this neighborhood appreciates the
look of the pool, and would like to see the entrance saved with renovations to make it safe and
usable for the community.

2/28/2022 11:40 AM

1176

I think it is important to retain as much character of the existing pool as possible. It is one of
few above-ground pools remaining of its style.

2/28/2022 11:39 AM

1177

As Boise grows it’s important to preserve some of the historical character that made Boise
such a great place to grow up.

2/28/2022 11:39 AM

1178

It would allow for original intent of the pool to be maintained, which is to provide a space for
recreation, while keeping the historic value of the front of the building. If this option is selected
it would be wonderful to have signage throughout about the historic significance of the space.
Living in the neighborhood keeping the current location is important to me as there are tons of
children nearby and multiple schools and churches but no nearby public facility/park for play.

2/28/2022 11:37 AM

1179

My mom used to swim at south pool when she was a child. It is also fun to swim in a public
pool that isn't like all the others. Keep the charm! : )

2/28/2022 11:36 AM

1180

Everything has a cost. Maintain the essence that is our city. This is a great way to help
strengthen the community and neighborhood for generations to come.

2/28/2022 11:32 AM

1181

I believe it would be cheaper to repair and update then building a new pool at the same location
and definitely cheaper then a new location

2/28/2022 11:28 AM

1182

Modern facilities

2/28/2022 11:27 AM

1183

I think it is possible to retain some of the important aesthetic elements as well as the location
of the pool while expanding its footprint. Programming opportunities should be prioritized just
as highly as the architecture. My child would attend swim team and swim lessons at the South
pool, if available.

2/28/2022 11:26 AM

1184

Keeping a simple and safe pool in the current location is important. People in the neighborhood
who go to the pool go because it is affordable and accessible. Those should be the primary
objectives for a replacement. I would support a new location within a couple of blocks of the
current location, but probably not more than half a mile from the current location.

2/28/2022 11:24 AM

1185

Pools are really important to the community. The existing pool just doesn’t make sense for so
many reasons including accessibility, safety and size. If there is another location that the city
could build a new, larger pool, I definitely think this is the way to go. Boise has grown so much.
We need more pools that are friendly for children especially because Ivywild is overcrowded.

2/28/2022 11:24 AM

1186

I think the pool should be kept AND another one is built elsewhere. The city needs more of
them everywhere.

2/28/2022 11:22 AM

1187

I love the history and architecture of the pools, but Boise has grown. we need to be able to
support the increase in population and desire for children/families to go swimming.

2/28/2022 11:21 AM

1188

These pools look pretty cool, and have history to them. Let's fix what we can but try to stop
modernizing everything

2/28/2022 11:21 AM

1189

I would like to see a few updates but not detract from what makes it unique

2/28/2022 11:20 AM

1190

we have been without a neighborhood pool for too long. the kids need a place to play

2/28/2022 11:16 AM

1191

Most reasonable

2/28/2022 11:11 AM

1192

The location is huge for me. And having a pool there made my childhood what it was. I would
like to take my kids to that location, regardless of how similar in structure it is. I also went to
the old Jr high there (last graduating class in the old building) so it means a lot

2/28/2022 11:11 AM

1193

The look of the pool from Shoshone is priceless.

2/28/2022 11:10 AM

1194

Keeping the historic front of the pool is important.

2/28/2022 11:10 AM

1195

The historic front has a history for every generation in this valley and is the center price for
many childhood memories for family and friends and should be kept

2/28/2022 11:04 AM

1196

Keeping costs low to use the pool would be my only concern

2/28/2022 11:03 AM

1197

This community space is a critical component to the Central Bench and should be treated as a
high priority. The Central Bench is one of the lowest income neighborhoods in the City and
should be prioritized for investment over areas such as the North End and East End.

2/28/2022 11:03 AM

1198

Move to another location to increase the size of the pool, or keep the front facade, integrate it
into the new pool bathhouse, drop the entire pool and increase the size and put it below
ground.

2/28/2022 11:03 AM

1199

Even though I love the history and current pool, I think having any pool in this location is
beneficial to the neighborhoods it serves.

2/28/2022 10:59 AM

1200

I liked that this option allows for renovation, more deck space, accessibility and maintains the
historic front of the pool.

2/28/2022 10:59 AM

1201

I strongly feel the pool needs to remain for easy access to a pool on the Boise Bench. A pool
like Ivywild would be amazing.

2/28/2022 10:57 AM

1202

It is important to me that the city of Boise maintains and protects it’s history. The growth has

2/28/2022 10:51 AM
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already seen to many landmarks destroyed.
1203

Keeping part of Boise history is important. There are other places that a new look pool can be
built.

2/28/2022 10:50 AM

1204

I would love for it to retain as much historical value and presence as possible while also
allowing for more inclusivity

2/28/2022 10:49 AM

1205

I want better water recreation in my neighborhood. Currently I need to drive out of my
community for quality facilities

2/28/2022 10:48 AM

1206

As much as I love this old pool it would take an incredible amount of money to make it what it
needs to be to meet today’s needs. If a new one is to be built it needs to stay in this area.
Kids in this area are mostly low income and can not afford Roaring Springs or other fun
activities.

2/28/2022 10:48 AM

1207

I like that it keeps the historic look of the pool while adding needed access and amenities that
are found at other facility pools.

2/28/2022 10:48 AM

1208

Because I have younger kids that can not swim in the big pool and would like to seem a more
variety in Boise of toddler or small kid areas

2/28/2022 10:47 AM

1209

There is enough room to make this change. It would keep the pool, but also improve it.

2/28/2022 10:36 AM

1210

Good combo of cost and nostalgia. Could have a sign explaining PROWAG and difficulties /
cost of providing services in a modern world.

2/28/2022 10:29 AM

1211

My most preferred scenario is a pool stays in this location, but it is rebuilt to modern standards
with some modern conveniences but retains the entrance and facade that people enjoy.
Nobody likes the underground locker room and narrow deck that prevents those in wheel chairs
from accessing it, but they enjoy the 1950s style entrance. That's what should remain.

2/28/2022 10:13 AM

1212

I think its important to preserve the historical features of the pool whenever possible, but
update to make it more historical. If that is not feasible, I would hope we could rebuild another
public pool in the same location.

2/28/2022 9:50 AM
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Q17 On a scale of 1 to 10, please indicate the level of funding priority you
believe the city should give each of these renovations and potential
improvements for South Pool. 1 being ‘this is a low priority and should not
receive significant funding’ and 10 being ‘this is a very high priority that
should receive all the funding necessary for completion'.
Answered: 1,694

Skipped: 459

Preservation
of the histo...

Preservation
of the above...
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A VERY
LOW
PRIORITY
FOR
FUNDING1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A VERY
HIGH
PRIORITY
FOR
FUNDING10

NO FUNDING
SHOULD BE
SPENT ON
THIS
IMPROVEMENT

TOTAL

Preservation
of the
historic front
and exterior

9.30%
157

2.55%
43

3.85%
65

3.08%
52

7.40%
125

4.62%
78

8.05%
136

9.35%
158

7.52%
127

41.50%
701

2.78%
47

1,689

Preservation
of the above
ground, twostory pool
style

19.07%
321

3.80%
64

5.76%
97

4.69%
79

9.45%
159

5.64%
95

7.72%
130

7.84%
132

6.00%
101

26.32%
443

3.68%
62

1,683

Preservation
of the Art
Deco facility
entrance
and lettering

7.32%
123

2.44%
41

2.56%
43

2.08%
35

5.89%
99

4.64%
78

5.47%
92

7.38%
124

7.97%
134

51.52%
866

2.74%
46

1,681

Highlight the
history of
South Pool
through
interpretive
elements
and signs

12.78%
214

4.60%
77

6.57%
110

5.38%
90

12.01%
201

7.95%
133

9.44%
158

9.62%
161

7.23%
121

21.74%
364

2.69%
45

1,674
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Q18 On a scale of 1 to 10, please indicate the level of funding priority you
believe the city should give each of these renovations and potential
improvements for South Pool. 1 being ‘this is a low priority and should not
receive significant funding’ and 10 being ‘this is a very high priority that
should receive all the funding necessary for completion'.
Answered: 1,671

Skipped: 482

Improvements
to the locke...

Updates that
make the poo...
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A VERY
LOW
PRIORITY
FOR
FUNDING1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A VERY
HIGH
PRIORITY
FOR
FUNDING10

NO FUNDING
SHOULD BE
SPENT ON
THIS
IMPROVEMENT

TOTA

Improvements
to the locker
rooms and
restrooms

4.20%
70

1.20%
20

2.46%
41

3.60%
60

12.79%
213

8.41%
140

13.33%
222

16.16%
269

9.31%
155

26.01%
433

2.52%
42

1,66

Updates that
make the pool
easily
accessible for
all residents

3.13%
52

1.80%
30

2.58%
43

1.98%
33

6.79%
113

4.39%
73

8.53%
142

12.62%
210

9.92%
165

45.43%
756

2.82%
47

1,66

Family
friendly
improvements
for all ages
and swimming
abilities

4.52%
75

2.29%
38

3.38%
56

3.02%
50

9.59%
159

6.51%
108

9.95%
165

12.30%
204

9.17%
152

36.37%
603

2.90%
48

1,65

Additional
pool
amenities
(splash pad,
slides, diving
boards,
fountains,
etc.)

16.76%
278

4.88%
81

7.47%
124

6.09%
101

13.14%
218

7.23%
120

8.02%
133

8.80%
146

5.79%
96

17.36%
288

4.46%
74

1,65
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Q19 On a scale of 1 to 10, please indicate the level of funding priority you
believe the city should give each of these renovations and potential
improvements for South Pool. 1 being ‘this is a low priority and should not
receive significant funding’ and 10 being ‘this is a very high priority that
should receive all the funding necessary for completion'.
Answered: 1,648

Skipped: 505

Expansion of
the pool dec...

Land
acquisition ...
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Landscaping
improvements...
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4
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A HIGH
PRIORITY
FOR
FUNDING10

NO FUNDING
SHOULD BE
SPENT ON
THIS
IMPROVEMENT

TOTA

Expansion of
the pool deck
to allow for
additional
uses/users

8.79%
144

2.81%
46

3.54%
58

5.06%
83

12.45%
204

8.30%
136

12.39%
203

14.64%
240

7.69%
126

20.62%
338

3.72%
61

1,6

Land
acquisition for
a new pool
site

37.12%
605

7.91%
129

5.95%
97

4.66%
76

8.77%
143

3.80%
62

3.50%
57

3.19%
52

2.33%
38

9.94%
162

12.82%
209

1,6

Landscaping
improvements
at the pool
site

18.25%
297

5.65%
92

10.02%
163

8.54%
139

17.82%
290

9.59%
156

7.68%
125

6.58%
107

4.06%
66

7.81%
127

4.00%
65

1,6
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Q20 Do you have any additional thoughts you would like to share with the
City of Boise’s pool engagement team?
Answered: 598

Skipped: 1,555

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Keep a pool on the Bench

3/27/2022 3:59 PM

2

Convert old pool structure into admin, changing rooms an access to an adjacent new pool
area.

3/27/2022 11:31 AM

3

Improving both of these pools where they are at will benefit you more than it will tearing it down

3/26/2022 7:17 PM

4

We moved into our house off S Maple Grove in 1984. We heard that there was land for a new
school nearby (now West JH). We started our family, and they all grew up left home before that
school was built. There were no amenities in our neighborhood. There is one park with very few
amenities now (can't imagine why there isn't a pool at Molenaar). South has had a pool for
decades. My wish is that you keep the historic pool, and wisely use any funds you are
considering for bigger, better, wider and divert them to the needs in the Southwest community.
We've waited for them for more than 35 years.

3/26/2022 4:09 PM

5

This pool was my childhood and I would love to see it restored and make more memories

3/26/2022 1:22 PM

6

Borah pool should be expanded to 10 lanes with an option for coverage during the winter for lap
swimming and swim lessons for children and youth.

3/26/2022 12:04 PM

7

That it is there. I don't have to swim in it to value it. As you know, we have lost so much
architectural history in Boise. I don't even recognize most of central Boise any more. These
pools are gems, should be rehabilitated and celebrated as working pieces of art and history.

3/26/2022 8:17 AM

8

No, but thanks for allowing our input

3/26/2022 8:17 AM

9

Just save the pool where it is!!!

3/26/2022 8:06 AM

10

Don’t go off in the weeds. Stay focused on the critical objectives. Look for creative ways to
save money. Look for creative ways to increase revenue.

3/26/2022 12:59 AM

11

Please preserve both South and Lowell pools for future generations. I think both pools are
immensely important, especially for low income children who don’t have access to other
swimming facilities.

3/25/2022 10:11 PM

12

A pool that provides services for all residents is more important than making a crumbling
structure temporarily usable for some residents.

3/25/2022 11:47 AM

13

I always thought a section outside the pool could be designated for a picnic area. Like a
gazebo at ground level in the back or a deck addition. The pool area can get crowded, it’s be
nice to get some reprieve from the crowd and sun.

3/25/2022 11:13 AM

14

No

3/25/2022 8:14 AM

15

skatepark or community garden would be beneficial to the community and require MINIMAL
budgeting whereas rebuilding it as a pool would be significantly more extensive and expensive

3/25/2022 1:04 AM

16

Do NOT destroy our historical fixtures! Please preserve this!

3/25/2022 12:06 AM

17

Having our neighborhood pool at this locations is very important. The mixed incomes in our
neighborhood mean that South pool is a place for older kids to walk to and hang out when
parents are working. It’s the only healthy youth activity we have in the neighborhood. Bowden
park will be an awesome improvement for younger kids. But as awesome for all ages as you
can make South pool the better, since this is a central feature of our neighborhood.

3/24/2022 9:29 PM

18

Go for it ,needs updated

3/24/2022 8:03 PM

19

It should have been done earlier.

3/24/2022 3:36 PM

20

Skate bowl. Would entertain the idea of a splash pad In addition to retain the water aspect.
Plus young kids love splash pads

3/24/2022 1:56 PM

21

I am an interior and exterior designer and would love to work on the project. We would consider
helping fund a portion as well.

3/24/2022 1:20 PM

22

Thank you for opening this survey to the public! We look forward to your decision and to
hopefully having a new and improved pool for our kids to enjoy all summer

3/22/2022 9:07 PM

23

I hope the City will strongly consider keeping South Pool (whatever its configuration) in our
neighborhood. I'd be willing to donate money in addition to my city-related taxes in order to see
either a much-improved or totally new pool become a reality.

3/22/2022 11:04 AM

24

Swimming is an excellent activity for families to share, for exercise, for safety in watersports,
and for development of our youth. Boise's well-spaced network of public pools is important to
the fabric of this community.

3/20/2022 4:51 PM

25

As our population grow, we will need to bring this experience to more and more children

3/20/2022 2:09 PM

26

GOOD LUCK TO YOU RESTORING SOUTH JUNIOR HIGH POOL

3/20/2022 1:40 PM
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27

Would love to see this done well

3/20/2022 12:38 PM

28

I think these pools are really special and if they were functioning currently, they would add so
much life and quality to the neighborhood. Architecturally, they are gems-- they are beautiful
and fun to look at. The historical value of these spaces are invaluable. There should be some
sort of exhibit showing old photographs and perhaps old stories collected from their
neighborhood residents.

3/20/2022 11:09 AM

29

Very much hope the City finds a way to preserve the pools that are both historic and relative to
the era of house in area built.

3/20/2022 10:09 AM

30

Build a pool like Fairmont or Borah

3/20/2022 9:23 AM

31

Please don't destroy this important historical landmark. Too many of our historical buildings
have been destroyed over the years. If we wanted to live in a brand new cookie cutter
neighborhood then we would move to one in Meridian. Keep us unique.

3/18/2022 10:53 AM

32

I want to see the South campus provide diverse summer activities, such as swimming, tennis,
baseball, open fields to fun and play.

3/17/2022 7:41 PM

33

Every day we lose a little more of our historical past. This pool is an important part of that past
that needs to be preserved before we have nothing left to remember it. That history is an
important part of our neighborhood and who we are as Boiseans and Idahoans, that needs to
be preserved for our children, grandchildren and generations beyond.

3/17/2022 7:39 PM

34

Let it be a feature and benefit to the community where we can feel like going just because the
mood strikes, rather than needing to be something that's planned & coordinated in order to
enjoy.

3/17/2022 3:50 PM

35

Save the pool, to many historic building have been destroyed

3/17/2022 2:16 PM

36

I would like to make additional comments here that I was not able to when then question was
asked back at the beginning of the survey. I think access to a public pool facility should not be
restricted due to gender, race, income, etc. However, I do think that physical ability does have
some restrictions. I think it might be too cost prohibitive to make all pools fully ADA compliant.
Some pools should have amenities for the more severely challenged but not every
neighborhood pool. I would very much like to see neighborhood pools remain a part of our
environment. The pool provides a good activity for children, all children should be able to swim,
and is an excellent social environment. I think that many smaller facilities that are accessible
by bike or foot within a neighborhood are preferable to one large facility with lots of amenities.

3/17/2022 11:58 AM

37

Building additional public pools would potentially help lessen the great burden that is being put
on the Greenbelt and the river during peak summer heat season.. which negatively impacts the
wildlife that depend on the river and surround greenbelt for survival. I strongly support funding
going toward local public pool developments for this reason.

3/17/2022 12:35 AM

38

Just that I love it!

3/16/2022 6:52 PM

39

My daughters really enjoyed spending time at this pool with their friends. This location is
convenient, in a low traffic area and provides a place for great memories to be made. If nothing
else please try to retain a pool at this location.

3/16/2022 6:19 PM

40

More shade in the deck area would be amazing.

3/16/2022 4:52 PM

41

Not at this time.

3/16/2022 1:38 PM

42

Please save the pool! I know firsthand how it can improve the lives of children—it certainly
influenced me. After 6 summers of swimming at South pool, I went on to be a waterfront
counselor at several different camps.

3/16/2022 12:20 PM

43

Tear it down build back better

3/16/2022 10:16 AM

44

Please stop raising our taxes. Boise City taxes are at least 3x any other city in the Treasure
Valley. Pools are money pits.

3/15/2022 3:46 PM

45

Boise is unique and inclusive be thoughtful please.

3/15/2022 3:27 PM

46

None

3/15/2022 11:23 AM

47

With mid century modern being a desirable style at this time, I think a new pool could
incorporate a few aspects of the entrance area in a new updated design.

3/14/2022 12:59 PM

48

Please keep the pool open and accessible to the public. In the summer, it is always busy. So
many neighborhood kids hang out outside the pool, it is a real community meeting place. In a
time when kids and adults spend so much time looking down at their phones, this is a place
where technology is set aside. It adds so much value and character to our neighborhood. It
would be so sad to see it torn down or sitting idle, out of commission.

3/14/2022 10:11 AM

49

I've been to some very nice municipal pools. While these pools may be historic, they are
inadequate.

3/14/2022 1:30 AM

50

I feel that the two story pool design also serves the purpose of safety and security that would
be made more difficult with a ground level design.

3/13/2022 5:08 PM

51

Repurpose space for a soccer park

3/13/2022 4:48 PM

52

This pool is a treasure and has been for generations. Keeping it accessible to more people
should be a very high priority for the City of Boise. The neighborhoods where all the people are
rich have access to many activities for their children. This is such a beautifully mixed socio-

3/13/2022 4:13 PM
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economic neighborhood, it should be the highest priority for activities like this. I also love the
idea of maintaining the historical architectured (and the David Lynch connection).
53

The city needs to make recreational activities/physical facilities available to ALL residents of
the City, not just the north and east ends.

3/13/2022 1:34 PM

54

This we need more soccer fields. We have the river that is free.

3/12/2022 8:44 PM

55

Having a local pool is a great asset to the neighborhood.

3/12/2022 12:19 PM

56

Not more than all ready mentioned. However, I would like to thank everyone for this opportunity
to provide input. And acknowledge how important it is to protect this "monument" to the early
days of the Boise Bench area.

3/12/2022 10:02 AM

57

As a 26 year season pass holder at Boise city pools and one who uses the pools at least 4
times every week, I would be interested in participating in this team. I feel swimming is very
important skill and activity for everyone. All 3 of my children have accumulated 12 years of
lifeguarding, coaching, swim instruction , and pool management. One reason we live where we
do is because of proximity to a city pool.

3/12/2022 9:44 AM

58

No thank you.

3/12/2022 7:27 AM

59

This is such a key anchor amenity for families to recreate together near their homes. Investing
in neighborhoods is the best way to communicate the value of these families, and especially
our children and teenagers, to our city. And the historic significance and quirky architecture
makes this pool particularly special to our community.

3/11/2022 8:26 PM

60

Please save this pool.

3/11/2022 6:26 PM

61

I think the decisions that are made should make the pools available to neighborhoods and to
either improve existing or build new facilities.

3/11/2022 6:16 PM

62

If it gets torn down, maybe do a big Block Party/Decommissioning Ceremony.

3/11/2022 6:14 PM

63

Would really like to keep the location the same.

3/11/2022 5:57 PM

64

Let’s take care of people before pools

3/11/2022 4:05 PM

65

The mayor needs to stop all the photo ops and green bullshit. She needs to manage the basic
services a real city provides

3/11/2022 1:46 PM

66

I know there have been private donations to update South Pool in the past. My family, and I
think many others, would be willing to contribute funds to keep South pool (updated or new)
open in the same location, if the city determines the cost to be prohibitive. In hot, dry, Boise,
opting for a "park" would be a sad and discouraging vision for the future of our established
neighborhoods in the city.

3/11/2022 1:00 PM

67

I would like to see the existing pool preserved as a historic site. I would like to see a new pool
built in the same neighborhood, within view of the existing pool.

3/11/2022 12:53 PM

68

I think the pool needs to be rebuilt expanded with some capture of the art deco design
duplicated

3/11/2022 11:45 AM

69

None

3/11/2022 10:15 AM

70

Fix the deficiencies, but use our taxes wisely.

3/11/2022 10:05 AM

71

Keep the true natives in mind. We are in fact the ones that shaped this city to make it so
desireable for out of staters to come and exploit. Please remember those who made Boise
what it is - awesome!

3/11/2022 9:42 AM

72

This pool is such a classic. Altho I've never used it, I drive past it frequently and especially
enjoy the art deco entrance. I think it's needed for the neighborhood.

3/11/2022 8:53 AM

73

As a black family in Boise my children need to learn to swim. If they drown the city should be
held responsible for them not been allowed to practice swimming

3/10/2022 10:44 PM

74

City pools are needed and valuable to the community

3/10/2022 9:19 PM

75

These are unique places. With some updating and improvements to access for those with
disabilities, and maybe with some warm water on cold days, this pool could once again thrive!

3/10/2022 8:15 PM

76

Upgrade it as needed but keep what it means to the city.

3/10/2022 8:06 PM

77

Keep Boise for families.

3/10/2022 5:46 PM

78

South pool is in a good location for all ages on the bench

3/10/2022 5:46 PM

79

i believe upgrades should be made to maintain the pool, but not necessarily "improved" to
accommodate all swimming abilities to preserve the historic value. And a separate modern
pool would be nice, and built on new land.

3/10/2022 5:34 PM

80

Just keep a pool open in that neighborhood

3/10/2022 5:16 PM

81

Let’s get this pool for the kids!

3/10/2022 4:54 PM

82

Ultimately, we want the pool to remain in the neighborhood

3/10/2022 4:50 PM

83

This is a wonderful complement to the South Junior High stage that was preserved when the
new school was built. Many of our new neighbors grew up in this neighborhood and are now
returning because of these special features of the Bench. These amenities make the Bench

3/10/2022 4:31 PM
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one of the most desirable neighborhoods in Boise. We don't need to try to make it into another
new subdivision attraction.
84

Please reopen the pool in the same location.

3/10/2022 4:22 PM

85

new bigger pools as the population is growing and neither of these pools fit the needs

3/10/2022 4:03 PM

86

maintaining some of the past makes up more appreciative of the past and the present

3/10/2022 3:59 PM

87

Please do not take these much needed neighborhood pools away from the people who need
them most.

3/10/2022 3:54 PM

88

safety is the highest priority. site accommodations should incorporate features to help prevent
child sexual abuse.

3/10/2022 3:45 PM

89

This is a fantastic location for a public pool and it would be a shame to see it go away. Let’s
not destroy Boise’s history and character.

3/10/2022 11:30 AM

90

Please get the pool open this summer

3/10/2022 11:16 AM

91

Once it's gone It's Gone! It's a Historical Beauty as it is. Special Needs access should be built
using creative ideas. No

3/10/2022 10:33 AM

92

I think volunteers would show up to help if possible, or potentially fundraise.

3/10/2022 9:52 AM

93

I'm glad you put this to the community instead of just bulldozing through (literally or
figuratively) with a decision sans input.

3/10/2022 9:16 AM

94

Please save what you can and make it better, all children need to see that we do not have to
be a throw away society. Builders, architects, designers of the past were brilliant, let their Art
live on and inspire the future! Whew!

3/10/2022 9:08 AM

95

A good neighbrhood pool has great worth to the community

3/10/2022 7:47 AM

96

More options to keep the old and also add new around the pool to keep everyone happy would
be a win win and make everyone happy.

3/9/2022 11:16 PM

97

Please do not destroy important historical landmarks such as Travis Building. Also important
to note that developers and real estate agents on the city council have enabled destruction of
historic landmarks in many cities. Don’t do it to Boise.

3/9/2022 9:26 PM

98

There is adjacent park/green space. Could it be used to expand the pool without having to
“acquire” additional land??

3/9/2022 6:35 PM

99

Keep South Pool the same as much as possible. Spend funds for the SW quadrant of Boise
that has no pool at all.

3/9/2022 4:31 PM

100

I think the south pool improvements can be instead put to other pools in the area.

3/9/2022 3:52 PM

101

Create a new pool, possibly at Whitney, and make this a meeting room structure with murals
outside representing historical moments of the past 100 years.

3/9/2022 3:08 PM

102

With the growth of Boise to have less than the current 6 pools seems like not an okay way to
go. We need more, not less pools to accommodate our growing population.

3/9/2022 2:14 PM

103

This is a great opportunity to make a fabulous public facility that will really benefit the entire
community.

3/9/2022 1:44 PM

104

Turn it into indoor soccer fields if you have to tear it down.

3/9/2022 1:29 PM

105

Thanks for the opportunity to think about this and provide input. In a city such a Boise pools
are an excellent amenity in the summer that enhance our quality of life and provide safe, fun
places for kids. I hope we can have the spatial distribution of pools in the city make it possible
for most people to enjoy one.

3/9/2022 12:57 PM

106

Keeping the pool at its location is important as well as keeping our Boise history alive and not
just bulldozing it over.

3/9/2022 12:30 PM

107

Ask local residents to volunteer for landscaping and minor cleanup. If you offer a season pass
I'm sure you would have many people to pick from.

3/9/2022 10:20 AM

108

Keep the pool. If you need a "new" big and shiny pool do it as a different project/funding.

3/9/2022 9:02 AM

109

No

3/9/2022 7:28 AM

110

I love that this pool is in a neighborhood and allows access for kids who may not have
transportation.

3/8/2022 11:24 PM

111

No

3/8/2022 11:05 PM

112

These historical sites in our community are what make Boise what it is. Keeping and
preserving Boise landmarks are of utmost importance as the city’s growth continues to
expand.

3/8/2022 10:52 PM

113

Many of the children who live in the area in which South Pool is located are refugees who don't
know how to swim and never visit the pool. A soccer facility would attract everyone and would
serve as a community gathering place for all kids and their families. If it was a covered facility,
it could be used almost year round, unlike a pool which is used only during the summer
months.

3/8/2022 7:57 PM

114

What about the other park space that's not of any use and isn't even safe can we re envision
that? We do not need a splash pad we live in an arid environment but a swimming pool with

3/8/2022 7:09 PM
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more hours and times that just non little kids can go would be great
115

I understand the need for upgrade, but, maintain the historical value while improving function.

3/8/2022 3:10 PM

116

You cannot undo failing to preserve historical parts of a community...Look what urban renewal
of the 1970's took from downtown.

3/8/2022 2:59 PM

117

Look at the big picture. Since there is a tennis court, basketball court, walking and playing area
keeping the pool with ADA access makes it part of the family environment

3/8/2022 2:29 PM

118

This area needs an all purpose pool like the other larger pools. My wife and I ,being seniors
use the larger pools 3-5 time a week for laps, relaxation and health benefits. The seniors need
more time and lap lanes at these pools. Thanks

3/8/2022 2:16 PM

119

you have already said improvements to make ADA accessible will be made or not reopen. so
will 2.4 million build a new pool in that location? not enough information or is already decided.

3/8/2022 2:01 PM

120

If the cost to update the pool for swimming is prohibitive, I suggest that it be used for
skateboarding.

3/8/2022 12:49 PM

121

the bench needs this pool!!

3/8/2022 12:21 PM

122

no - I just think it's really important that kids get to swim in the summer. They need to learn to
swim and there is no greater joy for a kid than a pool. City pools HAVE to be affordable so that
there is no reason not to let your kids swim. I thought it was tragic when the pools closed and
am happy you are making the effort to get them back open

3/8/2022 11:19 AM

123

I think a soccer field would be a great idea!!

3/8/2022 9:17 AM

124

Thank you for taking the time to look at these historical pools opposed to just taking them
away. Public pool access is important for kids to learn skills of all kinds.

3/8/2022 9:08 AM

125

No

3/8/2022 7:49 AM

126

I appreciate how South Jr. High preserved the front of their old school library.

3/8/2022 7:28 AM

127

No

3/8/2022 2:16 AM

128

More people

3/7/2022 10:43 PM

129

I would hate to see history dissappear. We already tore down the schools i went to to rebuild
them to be better which i understand. But don't take away all of my childhood memories.

3/7/2022 9:56 PM

130

Good luck, this is not going to be an easy task.

3/7/2022 9:49 PM

131

Love this two-level oval pool.

3/7/2022 9:41 PM

132

Let's go!

3/7/2022 8:46 PM

133

Nope

3/7/2022 8:43 PM

134

Good luck! It's a worthwhile project.

3/7/2022 7:44 PM

135

The pool is the priority, not the bells and whistles.

3/7/2022 7:03 PM

136

It would be wonderful if Boise were one of the few cities dedicated to preserving the remaining
dozen pools of this type.

3/7/2022 6:58 PM

137

public pools are essential to a neighborhood identity

3/7/2022 6:57 PM

138

Thank you!

3/7/2022 6:47 PM

139

Please reopen South Pool soon! We love it and miss it very much! It is a very special asset to
our Depot Bench neighborhood and one of the reasons we bought our house on Shoshone
Street.

3/7/2022 5:57 PM

140

Can my answers for this pool be applied to the the Lowell Pool?

3/7/2022 5:19 PM

141

Just let there be a pool. A simple usable affordable pool. I know you’re itching to screw over
the neighborhood and and sell the land to some benevolent developers but just once do the
right thing!

3/7/2022 4:49 PM

142

I would be interested in knowing demographically whether this neighborhood needs a pool or if
the existing facility near borah high is adequate. Seems like it may not be critical.

3/7/2022 4:04 PM

143

A neighborhood pool is wonderful, but we all have cars or bikes to get over to Borah pool or
take the bus to the Nat. So let's make these the best they can be.

3/7/2022 3:12 PM

144

Offer water classes unique to the site. Offer water aerobics for all ages.

3/7/2022 2:53 PM

145

We love having it in the neighborhood!

3/7/2022 1:24 PM

146

Please don't move our neighborhood pool away.

3/7/2022 12:53 PM

147

there is a lot you can do with that site and the bench needs the care and attention put into our
historic significance that the North End has.

3/7/2022 12:40 PM

148

Get er dun

3/7/2022 11:48 AM

149

It is important that we as a community provide and promote both family and individuals access
to healthy and easily accessible activities

3/7/2022 10:46 AM

150

Just fix it so it can be used.

3/7/2022 10:25 AM
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151

No

3/6/2022 11:49 AM

152

Please put a priority on historic structures!

3/5/2022 11:21 AM

153

Do both. Keep and maintain historic pools AND build new pools.

3/5/2022 10:20 AM

154

I have been a Boise resident for 42 years, my 38 year real estate career focused on the bench
and north end transactions and the preservation of our history and uniqueness; while hopefully
AND successfully combining the conveniences of todays modern technology. I think this can
be accomplished here. I believe it’s desired by many or this survey would not exist. Let’s
maintain some of Boise’s history we love and combine it with todays modern conveniences for
our future generations. Don’t kill the past, enhance it. 🙏🙏

3/5/2022 8:17 AM

155

South pool is important to the community!

3/4/2022 5:05 PM

156

Reopening a remodeled, historic South Pool at the existing historic location is important. If not
feasible to renovate, build a new ground level, rectangular, enclosed lap pool at the existing
location while preserving & incorporating the existing Art Deco facade at the entrance of a new
South Pool. DO NOT turn the existing South Pool into a skateboarding facility (which would be
right next to "No Skateboarding" signs at the contiguous South Junior High. DO NOT abandon
the existing South Pool and build a new pool at Whitney Elementary School.

3/4/2022 4:17 PM

157

N/A

3/4/2022 3:45 PM

158

Boise is about diversity and inclusivity so please make the pool more accessible to disabled
persons.

3/4/2022 1:32 PM

159

no

3/4/2022 11:41 AM

160

Please save some of the Americana that Boise has. Our history is being nibbled to death from
growth and newcomers

3/4/2022 11:30 AM

161

I put all my thoughts in a previous question. Please read.

3/4/2022 11:03 AM

162

Please respect the history of this pool. I strongly belive everyone should have access to public
amenities but this is an exception due to it being an historic preservation and not a new build. I
have grown up going to this pool along with my kids. I now find myslef unable to attend due to
physical limititations but there are so many options for me close by. Please respect the love
people have for stuctures in Boise as they are, so generations don't have to say "it use to be
so much better before they changed it".

3/4/2022 10:13 AM

163

If the city of Boise can find money to buy acres of foothills it can also find money to improve
and keep neighborhood pools. Historic preservation is low on my list because it makes it a
museum piece and well something to look at and not use. However a pool should be used and
friendly to the community.

3/4/2022 8:46 AM

164

While I strongly support existing pool renovation and reopening, I would support rebuilding a
below surface pool if it was less expensive and more efficient in long run.

3/4/2022 8:36 AM

165

South Pool should be a children's pool site and the other two should be separate as laps and
recreational.

3/3/2022 10:46 PM

166

One thing that makes Boise cool is we don’t just tear things down. Let’s stay cool.

3/3/2022 10:36 PM

167

Somethings are worth preserving, a swimming pool is not one of them. Most swimming pools
are not designed to last forever… It's time to replace this one and move on.

3/3/2022 8:31 PM

168

Please keep the pool here and please just simply improve it for all to use!

3/3/2022 8:09 PM

169

The South pool is basically the ONLY swimming pool available to kids in my neighbourhood. It
is one of the only places that provides activities for kids, especially kids that are in lower
income families.

3/3/2022 8:03 PM

170

No

3/3/2022 6:16 PM

171

We'd love to have this pool open on Sundays.

3/3/2022 5:51 PM

172

Communities need their pools.

3/3/2022 5:44 PM

173

The city I used to live in is drastically changing at a very fast pace. If we can preserve the
qualities for those that grew up there I know it would be greatly appreciated. We are a very
nostalgic group of people.

3/3/2022 5:41 PM

174

At least keep the front.

3/3/2022 4:07 PM

175

I hope they can come together to open the pool in a safe and historic way!

3/3/2022 3:40 PM

176

I worked at South Pool and saw the unique value it added to the neighborhood. But I also know
how difficult it is to maintain and that it might not be much of a wide ranging value to as many
people as it could be if it were ground level or in a new area.

3/3/2022 2:55 PM

177

I LOVED THE TWO HOUR TIME SLOTS!! So Awesome! Also I think it would be great to
maybe offer the $15 passes again--if possible:)

3/3/2022 2:28 PM

178

Thank you for considering public comments.

3/3/2022 1:13 PM

179

Best to fix the pool and keep it operational for our neighborhood.

3/3/2022 12:43 PM

180

Not every pool needs to be like ivywild. Traditional pools help focus on the importance of
learning to swim and not just recreating. Splash pads and fountains could be added to another
park if that is a demanded feature.

3/3/2022 8:28 AM
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181

All that is needed is a functioning pool for the neighborhood to enjoy.

3/3/2022 7:47 AM

182

Please maintain our historical buildings!

3/3/2022 7:15 AM

183

Love the idea of a new site if there is not room on the property, but, keep it in the central bench
area! Morris Hill Park could be an amazing location. Please consider lanes for all day lap
swim...it's so needed in Boise!

3/3/2022 2:28 AM

184

Take some great pictures, videos, etc, then demolish it and build something more useful.

3/3/2022 12:07 AM

185

The choice to neglect an aging public asset that results in deficient conditions that are then
used to justify closure or demolition are inexcusable. For years the residents in the
neighborhood have asked for the pool to be maintained properly and be available for use. The
prevailing opinion from the city was "it's old and too expensive to fix" it's now older and more
expensive but the general feeling I get from people in the neighborhood is that there is a
preference to have the existing facility updated versus being replaced

3/2/2022 11:28 PM

186

Contact me about remodeling the pool. Nick Scott - Spartan Pools

3/2/2022 10:07 PM

187

no

3/2/2022 10:05 PM

188

Our taxes keep going up… seems like we should be able to keep this pool open

3/2/2022 10:03 PM

189

No

3/2/2022 9:47 PM

190

Don’t ruin this pool.

3/2/2022 9:31 PM

191

Neighborhoods need recreational areas for families.

3/2/2022 9:06 PM

192

Keep south pool!

3/2/2022 8:52 PM

193

With all the growth we need to keep some of our treasures and south pool is one of those. It
would compliment the awesome job down with keeping South Jr high front entrance

3/2/2022 8:38 PM

194

There are a LOT of rich people in Boise now and a fundraiser could help pay. Also LEGALIZE
MARIJUANA, IDAHO! Use the taxes to pay for extras like saving historical places.
Additionally, there is enough land to build a bigger family friendly pool that is part of the park
district and charge to use historical pools. Make them special!

3/2/2022 8:26 PM

195

Excited to see what comes of it.

3/2/2022 8:20 PM

196

Please consider partnering with Greater Boise Aquatic Center. Believe the cooperation of
private and public interests will best serve the Boise community.

3/2/2022 8:16 PM

197

When I was swimming at South Pool as a kiddo I loved the unique experience it offered my
friends and me. Honestly, I didn’t care too much about the landscaping or if there were pretty
flowers growing. I wanted to know I could lock my bike up and swim where there weren’t a ton
of people. With the explosion of growth in Boise and the surrounding areas families may only
be interested in the pools with all the bells and whistles, but I also believe there are families
looking for a place to swim and don’t need anything but water.

3/2/2022 8:16 PM

198

I feel the same about Lowell.

3/2/2022 7:57 PM

199

Please reopen the pool in 2022. It is important to have inexpensive recreational activities for
the kids in our neighborhood.

3/2/2022 7:50 PM

200

More pools, more better!

3/2/2022 7:45 PM

201

No

3/2/2022 6:53 PM

202

Make it a skatepark it would be so rad

3/2/2022 5:58 PM

203

We must fully fund projects like this rare asset that provides many community benefits.

3/2/2022 5:47 PM

204

Do not tear this down. Do not change the art deco elements.

3/2/2022 5:39 PM

205

Please keep the existing Lowell and South Pools as historical landmarks, still open for
swimming. Expand to adults only events. Find a new site for a modern pool.

3/2/2022 4:04 PM

206

I have been swimming at some very well-known facilities across the nation for to school and
work. I despise the facilities available locally, and it is glaringly obvious why Boise doesn’t
produce swimmers- there is nearly no access other than a few Y locations. I don’t mean we
need to regularly have divers called up to the olympics, but it would be cool if local kids had
exposure to the things you can do in aquatics- polo, diving, artistic swimming- or at the very
least had an economical and close location to just learn not to drown.

3/2/2022 3:33 PM

207

I would encourage the City of Boise to preserve this site as best as possible even if it means
repurposing the area into a park or skate park; growth to the city is good, however, it should
not come at the cost of historic preservation

3/2/2022 3:25 PM

208

get help! ask the experts! talk to the people doing the new people in SE Boise? Why didn't you
agree to help them in the first place?

3/2/2022 3:15 PM

209

Na

3/2/2022 3:03 PM

210

Please don’t remove the pool or change the Art Deco in the front.

3/2/2022 3:03 PM

211

Would love to continue to hear more about this and be kept in the loop as someone who
resides in the neighborhood but might not be kept up to speed on neighborhood happenings

3/2/2022 2:42 PM

212

Thank you for doing this. We want a pool to remain here.

3/2/2022 2:42 PM

213

I think that there needs to be a pool in that neighborhood. In my opinion there are not many

3/2/2022 2:29 PM
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options to purchase land for a new pool in that neighborhood. We will have to work with what
we already have even if it means a smaller pool with less amenities.
214

Don't let cost be the only factor. You have gotten rid of too many historic structures by just
looking at cost. Do the maintenance you should have been doing all along and leave this pool
standing as it looks now.

3/2/2022 2:19 PM

215

Let’s keep a neighbor pool for kids and families in South school district

3/2/2022 2:17 PM

216

no

3/2/2022 2:08 PM

217

Since the City has significantly expanded its boundaries but fails to provide equal amenities,
and most likely can't afford to ever add more pools to the NW and SW edges of the city limits,
I believe the current pools should be privatized into non-profits funded by grants, donations,
membership fees and volunteers, rather than public money.

3/2/2022 1:55 PM

218

Keep the history. Update to be accessible.

3/2/2022 1:18 PM

219

The most important factor is to get pools up and running for the community in a sustainable
way. That may mean tearing down a historic structure (I think it does in this case). Keep the
art deco façade and incorporate it into the new pool!

3/2/2022 1:07 PM

220

This is an important part of Boise's history worth savings.

3/2/2022 12:43 PM

221

I really hope that a pool can be provided for the neighborhood. As the city approves more
density they should also make investments in making it more livable. Having a pool that young
people of limited means can bike to is one way to show confidence in our neighborhood. As a
long time resident I really want to support having a pool, not a historical site in the
neighborhood. While I think the design is cool, the structure has been problematic for years. I
think a pool that is bid enough for swimming laps would be nice. A splash pad would be fun
and a slide. The high dive was especially fun when I was a kid. But I don’t think in our litigious
world we can make that happen again. Do not turn this into a skate park.

3/2/2022 12:42 PM

222

Kids today need more than the kids of the past. So splash pads and slides may increase
usership.

3/2/2022 12:40 PM

223

Please consider keeping this structure alive. Life is dull without the history and memories that
we all share in the buildings and community spaces we share.

3/2/2022 12:22 PM

224

New facility, save the front like we saved the front of South Jr Hi.

3/2/2022 12:04 PM

225

Spend your money on improving and expanding open spaces that are not so usage specific.
Look at it as an opportunity to save our taxpayer money and not fund feel good projects that
have limited

3/2/2022 11:58 AM

226

No.

3/2/2022 11:50 AM

227

Maybe keep some of the historical looks or pictures but update completely, like the Natatorium
downtown.

3/2/2022 11:38 AM

228

I would thank the city for operating the Natatorium last summer with lap lanes (finally!!!) I'd
love to see early morning swim reinstated, but have two full hours last summer was amazing.
We need more lap swim availability as a whole.

3/2/2022 11:20 AM

229

Good luck, and thanks for taking this on!

3/2/2022 11:16 AM

230

We are a larger family that uses Boise pools. South is closest to us but one of the worst pools.
I’m so excited that this is being given the attention it deserves.

3/2/2022 11:11 AM

231

Leave it as is. Fix only what needs repaired to reopen it.

3/2/2022 11:09 AM

232

Save the pools.

3/2/2022 11:03 AM

233

Make a skate park

3/2/2022 10:50 AM

234

Make it a skatepark! If you build it, they will come! I have many connections as a local in the
community to make it a great space

3/2/2022 10:48 AM

235

The pool could possibly function as a skatepark. The historical elements would be preserved
but with a new amenity to the city in this scenario.

3/2/2022 10:41 AM

236

Yes, although it would be great to have this pool back, it would also be amazing to see it be
turned into a all ages skate park.

3/2/2022 10:34 AM

237

Keeping the pool close to current location important for residents

3/2/2022 10:27 AM

238

get building asap

3/2/2022 10:25 AM

239

Not really, I just hope you turn this pool into a skatepark real bad.

3/2/2022 10:21 AM

240

I believe in preservation but not at a higher cost to new development.

3/2/2022 10:20 AM

241

No pool, skatepark, Park, bball court, baseball field, bocceball courts, something else that
could get more people we lived without a pool there for a while, we dont need it. Whatever
happens here make it very nice the bench needs it.

3/2/2022 10:03 AM

242

Keep the neighborhood pools! Do not turn them into parks or skate parks. We have quite a few
parks but way too few pools.

3/2/2022 10:03 AM

243

The skatepark idea is the best i’ve heard outside. I’m also largely involved in the Boise music
scene and the back idea could help establish and area for musical performances and events.

3/2/2022 10:03 AM
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244

Prior to Covid 19, South pool was enjoyed daily by children (swimming lessons, safe place to
spend time with friends and families afternoons and evenings

3/2/2022 10:01 AM

245

Thanks for the sensitive approach to finding a solution for the pool...seems like it's a touchy
subject, understandably, with no incredibly easy solution for everyone's needs/wants.

3/2/2022 9:56 AM

246

Bigger, better, faster, stronger

3/2/2022 9:55 AM

247

I hope that we are able to keep this historical place with improvements.

3/2/2022 9:54 AM

248

The South and Lowell pools are so unique and interesting. They hold so many fond memories
for a large number of Boise residents. It would be a shame not to continue those memories for
the youth of our city.

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

249

None

3/2/2022 9:49 AM

250

Use BAM and the State Museum for inspiration on how their historical structure was
incorporated into their new, more accessible building. Retain the front of the pool and bring
beatification into the mixture.

3/2/2022 9:43 AM

251

N/a

3/2/2022 9:40 AM

252

We need the pool. Summers are long and hot. We need improvements. We don't need a new
location, slides or fountains. We don't need to waste money on landscaping or preserving art
deco. We need it to be functional and up to code.

3/2/2022 9:30 AM

253

If there's not money in the budget to renovate and reopen the existing and no money to tear
down to build a new one. Turning the area into a little park or something would be nice. I'm
NOT a fan of turning it into a community garden.

3/2/2022 9:20 AM

254

If we can make an area like the new parks on maple Grove with a pool near south it would be a
well needed area of kids that would prosper from community fun!

3/2/2022 9:08 AM

255

I think there could be a best of both worlds. Like at Borah; leave the pool… add a splash pad.

3/2/2022 9:04 AM

256

A skatepark in this location is a good idea

3/2/2022 9:00 AM

257

Boise tears down too many historic structures

3/2/2022 8:54 AM

258

If the decision is made to acquire land and build new, offer citizens and businesses the
opportunity to donate and receive recognition at the new pool.

3/2/2022 8:40 AM

259

None

3/2/2022 8:36 AM

260

These pools are just as important as the Egyptian Theater and preservation of Hyde Park.

3/2/2022 8:01 AM

261

These pools provide a unique attraction for the neighborhood. We don't use the pool but it has
been a magnet and a fun destination for our neighbors. We would love to see this unique
structure maintained and access improved

3/2/2022 7:54 AM

262

Just remember that these structures are important to many people because of the charm and
vibe they offer the neighborhoods. They cannot be compared to new pools and probably don’t
fit everyone’s needs but they are still important to Boises historic neighborhoods.

3/2/2022 7:16 AM

263

The idea of a public indoor pool would be nice. That way the community could swim year
round. The cost of keeping these guys up and going could go towards this instead.

3/2/2022 7:14 AM

264

Skatepark

3/2/2022 6:48 AM

265

Please keep the pool.

3/2/2022 5:37 AM

266

There are tons of private pools open to the public in Boise. Taxpayer money could be better
spent on schools and roads.

3/2/2022 5:15 AM

267

It would be cool to see as much of the original building as possible while converting it into a
skate park.

3/2/2022 1:24 AM

268

I think both pools should be renovated and reopened.Keep Boise history.

3/2/2022 12:42 AM

269

None at this time.

3/2/2022 12:25 AM

270

No

3/2/2022 12:22 AM

271

Thank you for even considering keeping and improving this site despite the millions of other
projects Boise City could be working on.

3/2/2022 12:17 AM

272

Please keep the existing facility. Bring it up to code. Do not tear it down. Things like this make
boise cool and unique in many of our neighborhoods.

3/1/2022 11:51 PM

273

I would just like to express how impactful not tearing down the historical pool could be but
instead transforming it into a skateboarding facility, keeping as much of the original historical
pool and architecture of the building could be beneficial, just to have the reminder and memory
of the original pool but the aesthetic as well, but transforming the pool and perhaps adding
more small obstacles for skateboarders may be cheaper then demolishing the pool and
relocating or designing a new pool, it can also bring the community back together weather it be
skateboarders or people simply wanting to revisit the old pool.

3/1/2022 11:17 PM

274

Please don’t destroy more of Boise’s historical buildings.

3/1/2022 10:46 PM

275

Skatepark please

3/1/2022 10:38 PM

276

Keep Boise accessible by humans, not just humans with money.

3/1/2022 10:33 PM
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277

Skatepark would be dope!

3/1/2022 10:24 PM

278

Open the pool as a safe spot skate spot

3/1/2022 9:56 PM

279

Don't tear down South's pool.

3/1/2022 9:34 PM

280

Please don't change the depths. We like it that it's deep all throuout.

3/1/2022 8:43 PM

281

Skatepark

3/1/2022 8:42 PM

282

Skatepark bowl.

3/1/2022 8:31 PM

283

The city should reach out and try to get ALL kids in our city swim lessons. We can't lose
another kid to drowning

3/1/2022 8:31 PM

284

This is a tough challenge and I commend you. Maybe a walkability/bike-ability/patron analysis
of where Bench area citizens go to swim (my guess is Ivy Wild or South) versus Borah (closer
to Capital/Borah neighborhoods as Cole/Fairview make South beyond the distance a lot of
Borah kids can travel by bike. I love historic structures, but I love more making sure kids can
access a place to learn to swim and hang out with their friends safely growing up. That was the
best part of my childhood, hands down. Pool rat for life.

3/1/2022 8:26 PM

285

This area where South pool is has absolutely no other pools close to the neighborhood where
the kids can just walk to. Also if you made it a year round pool kids could swim year round.

3/1/2022 8:17 PM

286

I think that Boise has amazing community resources. I really want to see that continue to grow
as our community grows.

3/1/2022 8:12 PM

287

My dads from boise ive grown up in WA and there, love what the city does with skating and
would think this would be an awesome opportunity for something new

3/1/2022 7:59 PM

288

Turn it into a skatepark

3/1/2022 7:58 PM

289

Please save this pool.

3/1/2022 7:58 PM

290

Please save these historic landmarks just as they are.

3/1/2022 7:35 PM

291

Keep the pool!!

3/1/2022 7:26 PM

292

Please keep them

3/1/2022 7:18 PM

293

skatepark!

3/1/2022 6:55 PM

294

Not everything is accessible to everybody! That's a reality. You cannot go into a swimming
area wearing a cast. Families with 4 kids aren't going to a pool where they have to climb a
ladder to access the pool! They are going elsewhere. A splash pad area addition is a good
compromise for those unable to utilize the swimming area.

3/1/2022 6:19 PM

295

I just want to see the bench retain a pool in the area that EVERYONE can use that is updated
to future standards and amenities!

3/1/2022 6:09 PM

296

I noticed this past summer it got soooo hot. We really relied on going to the pool to cool off in
the evenings. I fear that "cooling centers" like a public pool will be more important in the future.
Therefore it makes sense to invest in them now.

3/1/2022 5:51 PM

297

Spending a ton of money on updates or tearing things down are not the only two options in
every situation

3/1/2022 5:42 PM

298

I think it is so important to carry on the history and architecture of these places. If the pool is
unable to be funded and reopened, I think reimagining the space vs, tearing it down would be
appreciated by the community. So many landmarks have been removed over the years,
robbing people of their memories and from being able to experience such things in the future.

3/1/2022 5:41 PM

299

No

3/1/2022 5:39 PM

300

My friends and I grew up coming to this pool, and we would love for our kids to experience it
as we did.

3/1/2022 5:36 PM

301

I believe I stated my reasoning for my thoughts on the previous page. I'd love to see a more
usable pool for the community!

3/1/2022 5:14 PM

302

Whatever you do, make sure there is a pool there. It’s part of the many reason we love Boise.
Born and raised here. Stop dragging your feet. Get the pool open or build a new pool at this
site.

3/1/2022 5:08 PM

303

No

3/1/2022 5:05 PM

304

Far more people benefit from updated usage of a pool facility than tennis courts & shot put
site. Think about redesign of that space.

3/1/2022 5:00 PM

305

Please consider a daily use fee rather than forcing residents to buy a $15 pass even if they
only want to use the facility a few times. That alone was enough to keep my family and myself
out of the pools last summer.

3/1/2022 4:35 PM

306

Thank you or your concerns and experience to bring these pools into the public discussion.

3/1/2022 4:29 PM

307

I think it's nice that all families regardless of economic status or race can use the pool. It is
also a nice way for people without a/c to cool off and get some fun exercise and learn how to
swim.

3/1/2022 4:22 PM

308

No

3/1/2022 4:16 PM

309

Just the idea of working with the Boise Skateboard Association about changing the use from a

3/1/2022 4:16 PM
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swimming pool, to skateboard park. We have already had a builder give an estimate for both
sites that would cost less than tearing down the site to resurface the pool for skateboarding.
310

Skate park!!

3/1/2022 4:13 PM

311

A skate park or a “Safe Spot Skate Spot” for my daughters to roll around at. The skate park
under the freeway is too contested and this would be perfect for my little ones!!

3/1/2022 3:54 PM

312

Good luck and I hope that if at all possible South Pool will be restored.

3/1/2022 3:46 PM

313

Do not alter this important piece of pride in an otherwise low-income neighborhood. Updating it
would be a slap in the face to all those with limited means in this area, and would underscore
that the neighborhood "isn't keeping up". This idea is all wrong. Keep it as is. Older structures
are BETTER than new.

3/1/2022 3:40 PM

314

Get to WORK! THE KIDS NEED IT.

3/1/2022 3:25 PM

315

I do not value a pool as a historical landmark. Perhaps the art deco lettering and a historical
plaque could commemorate the history of the site. A pool should be a structure that is modern
enough to function in a clean, safe manner. Public pools are an important attribute to a
community, especially with the scorching, hot summers that we have.

3/1/2022 3:19 PM

316

turn it into a skatepark

3/1/2022 3:08 PM

317

Turn it into a skatepark! Please :)

3/1/2022 3:07 PM

318

No

3/1/2022 3:06 PM

319

Both South and North pools are a look back not only historically but socially. Memories of
great childhood engagements, fun and family togetherness. What better gift to the future, than
this?

3/1/2022 3:04 PM

320

Again: this pool is getting some love over at:
https://www.reddit.com/r/AccidentalWesAnderson/comments/t4e078/south_pool_boise_idaho/

3/1/2022 3:02 PM

321

please consider skateboarders

3/1/2022 2:34 PM

322

Boise has so few truly charming features, and South Pool is one of them.

3/1/2022 2:31 PM

323

Make it a skate park

3/1/2022 2:30 PM

324

The Bench desperately needs engaging recreational opportunities for our children. We have a
high concentration of low income families and the recreational opportunities would go a long
way to assisting those families with low cost recreational activities. Everything must be
accessible and welcoming.

3/1/2022 2:28 PM

325

I firmly believe turning the pool into a skatepark/ bowl would be the easiest and cheapest way
to maintain the structure and spent the least amount of money while still making it functional
and preserving it

3/1/2022 2:24 PM

326

skatepark!

3/1/2022 1:58 PM

327

Boise needs less apartments and more pools and parks

3/1/2022 1:46 PM

328

pools are the life blood of the city in the summer!!! So much safer than pushing kids to uses
canals and the river.

3/1/2022 1:40 PM

329

Turning into a skatepark would be cool to appreciate the historical significance

3/1/2022 1:38 PM

330

I think the structure is so significant and full of memories. I think it would get great use as a
skatepark. How cool would that be?!?!😁

3/1/2022 1:36 PM

331

Please keep this important historical landmark. The pool should be kept just like the old South
Jr High library was.

3/1/2022 1:19 PM

332

Consider options for it to be re built in to a skate park.

3/1/2022 1:10 PM

333

Please apply my response here to the Lowell questionnaire also

3/1/2022 1:09 PM

334

Please re open south so we can enjoy it. Thank you.

3/1/2022 1:00 PM

335

Thanks to the city for attempting to restore this gem on the Bench.

3/1/2022 12:59 PM

336

Please keep this pool in its current location and open as soon as possible, we would be so
thrilled!

3/1/2022 12:57 PM

337

We’re really excited for these improvements and for the pool to reopen.

3/1/2022 12:48 PM

338

Please keep it in the neighborhood, on this site if possible

3/1/2022 12:31 PM

339

Slick survey slanted to make people answer all the funding questions to force demolition. My
state's retirement system used one very much like this that cost people health insurance, cola
adjustments, etc. Sad.

3/1/2022 12:25 PM

340

A pool is just a pool to many people but for children and families it is a great place to create
lasting memories of the summer. The summers in Boise can be unrelenting with its heat. The
public pools in any community is a great way for any family to provide a space to escape that
heat. If the pool has to be demolished and rebuilt that is perfectly fine but don't go all out. Just
make it accessible to all the community and let everyone have their summer fun

3/1/2022 12:23 PM

341

As it would be nice and more inclusive to make the pool more accessible, it was fun to go to
The pool as A teenager and just be able to hang out with less older people and little children. A
group of friends could go there for the day and not be yelled at by some old lady. I also feel

3/1/2022 11:57 AM
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that the above ground pool is very unique and it holds a lot of memories. It’s not just some
community pool. It was the spot! It is also cool to be able to pass on that experience to my
nieces as they started getting into their teenage years. They eventually started riding bikes to
the pool on their own.
342

No.

3/1/2022 11:45 AM

343

Currently, Boise has a severe lack of public pools to serve our population. As Boise grows, so
does the need for more recreational and teachable water space. As it has been made clear
building new pools is not in Boise’s budget, refurbishing old pools becomes necessary.

3/1/2022 11:35 AM

344

Open the pool this summer for children who need a normal summer.

3/1/2022 11:22 AM

345

Maybe make it a natural hot spring

3/1/2022 11:21 AM

346

Please keep this historical landmark in Boise. It would be great to reopen it but if that’s not
possible maybe it can be used for something else but please in no circumstance consider
testing it down. I have never seen above ground pools like this in any other place.

3/1/2022 11:19 AM

347

The neighborhood would be ruined if you replace the pool with a skate park as talked about a
couple of years ago. This pool is a gathering spot for us all. Even those of us who don't use it
appreciate it's value. Regardless of it's design. Why did you wait so long to do it? Should have
been done long before the so called improvements to Bowden Park. It could have been done
during it's shut down for Covid.

3/1/2022 11:16 AM

348

Please save our historical South municipal swimming pool for the use and enjoyment of future
generations.

3/1/2022 11:15 AM

349

It does not seem wise to spend a great deal of money on something only used 2 1/2 months a
year.

3/1/2022 11:08 AM

350

Preserve whatever stylistic elements make sense, but make it cooler, more accessible, and
more practical for people. Lap swimming hours would be awesome for my DINK family.

3/1/2022 11:04 AM

351

we need to keep these around for the native Boiseans. Keep taking away what we grew up
with, and we won't be home anymore.

3/1/2022 11:02 AM

352

NA

3/1/2022 10:58 AM

353

Please build a new facility.

3/1/2022 10:55 AM

354

There should be an option to reopen the pool as is and build another pool nearby- or not - that
meets other needs.

3/1/2022 10:38 AM

355

Please continue to solicit community input. Also, be transparent so we might know what's
going on.

3/1/2022 10:35 AM

356

no

3/1/2022 10:30 AM

357

keep the pool and reopen it

3/1/2022 10:30 AM

358

Keep history alive! Once it’s gone it can never be rebuilt with the same significance. That’s
what makes Boise still “cool”. Please please salvage these Boise gems!

3/1/2022 10:27 AM

359

Open more city recreation facilities more fully, especially the pools. Affordable recreation has
always been important in Boise and that seems to be changing. It's very disappointing.

3/1/2022 10:26 AM

360

Get rid of it and put money into parls

3/1/2022 10:25 AM

361

Preserving the history should be number one. Beyond structure and water treatment don't try to
modify this beautiful historic pool. New pools can be built to new specs with new gizmos and
splash pads in New locations.

3/1/2022 10:12 AM

362

There needs to be a working pool at this location

3/1/2022 9:43 AM

363

Keep the pool where it is! Keep the current pool and improve on what we have.

3/1/2022 9:38 AM

364

I’d like the natatorium to stay open longer , more month for lap swim

3/1/2022 9:18 AM

365

Each person on the team should explain their swimming ability and use of a pool. Not
everyone can afford a country club.

3/1/2022 9:18 AM

366

I can speak from personal experience that as an economically disadvantaged youth, I would
not have had an opportunity to learn to swim or have a place to gather with friends had this
pool not been open. This portion of the Boise bench neighborhood has too few recreational
opportunities for children and maintaining this pool is crucial to providing recreational
opportunity to residents who would not otherwise have access.

3/1/2022 9:16 AM

367

Please don’t raze this beautiful historic structure!!!!

3/1/2022 9:13 AM

368

The unique style of this pool is why we love it so much.

3/1/2022 9:10 AM

369

Preserving historic structures continues the traditional "Home Town" feel to the neighborhood
and fits into the structures/homes in the neighborhood

3/1/2022 9:09 AM

370

Leave things alone. This pool has worked fine for years, yeah fix a few things but it certainly
doesn’t need to be torn down. Leave it as it is and fix whatever is wrong with the pool but it
doesn’t need to be completely refigured! Just leave it be and let people come swim in their
community. So obnoxious that our kids haven’t been able to swim for two summers now, and
even more frustrating you’re taking it away again and maybe even permanently!!?? Completely
disappointed with Boise City’s “priorities.”

3/1/2022 9:05 AM
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371

Keeping some history of our city alive as we transform should be a priority for the community

3/1/2022 8:58 AM

372

This would be a great change of scenery and the community would definitely continue to
gather for fun here once concerns are addressed .

3/1/2022 8:55 AM

373

Please consider the bench is very underserved as far as public recreational access is
concerned. This pool serves low income and underserved residents of the bench. Please keep
this pool open. Residents in other areas have lots of other options. Bench residents do not.

3/1/2022 8:54 AM

374

That pool has been a real addition to the neighborhood. All ages could use the pool, adults had
morning time. Families enjoyed it and the happy noise coming from the pool made summer
very nice. It was a jewel to the neighborhood!!!!!!!!!!!

3/1/2022 8:38 AM

375

Pools are the heart of summer in Boise. Don’t take this away from those neighborhoods and
families.

3/1/2022 8:34 AM

376

NA

3/1/2022 8:32 AM

377

keep the pools open

3/1/2022 8:29 AM

378

I appreciate the simplicity of it. Just a place to swim, cool down, and visit with neighbors.
There are plenty of other facilities for lap swimming, using a splash pad or a water slide.
Please keep the character of these pools unique and simple.

3/1/2022 8:29 AM

379

Thanks for putting together a survey

3/1/2022 8:28 AM

380

Please do not sell this to the highest bidder!

3/1/2022 8:28 AM

381

Swimming is a life skill. You need enough pools for the entire city. You can't eliminate sites
and justify it.

3/1/2022 8:24 AM

382

Please take very seriously the importance of this pool and it’s historic structure to the
neighborhood.

3/1/2022 8:13 AM

383

My survey answers need to apply to Lowell Pool as well.

3/1/2022 8:10 AM

384

Take into account how many ADA want to use that pool. Open a second option for ADA pool
open to all of course for equality. Again the property is large enough to make a second pool
access with awesome fountain features 0 dept entrance and keep it shallow to meet an option
for all swimming abilities. Ivy wild has a great kids side. For the bigger pool. Again during
Locker room remodel could you add a lift for ADA access. This equality mixed with historic
seems easy in the grand scheme of things

3/1/2022 8:08 AM

385

Keeping neighborhood pools available at a low cost is critical to our communities and keeps
kids safe with fun options!

3/1/2022 8:04 AM

386

Community pools should of the highest priority for in city.

3/1/2022 8:01 AM

387

Please consider holding events at the site to increase funding and interest in the project!

3/1/2022 8:00 AM

388

Save the two pools and do less statues and art work downtown

3/1/2022 7:57 AM

389

Keep the sites for community pools but update/remodel them to allow for more users.

3/1/2022 7:57 AM

390

Must make financial sense and sense for usage.

3/1/2022 7:52 AM

391

We need all pools to stay open.

3/1/2022 7:31 AM

392

Save this pool! It adds a lot to the character of the pool.

3/1/2022 7:29 AM

393

Thank you for all the work you do to share these amenities with Boise residents.

3/1/2022 7:28 AM

394

There are pools throughout the City that are accessible to everyone. Every pool does not need
to be accessible to everyone. We visit the multiple pools throughout the City based on the
experience we’re seeking. The South Pool is great for cooling down and light play and it is
ultimately geared towards our kids. It can be family-friendly but it is a neighborhood pool for
kids to hang out with other kids and not necessarily be accommodated by their mothers…

3/1/2022 7:25 AM

395

We need to keep neighborhood pools scattered across town that are easily accessible by
walking or bicycles.

3/1/2022 7:24 AM

396

i would hope you can keep the pool at the same location.

3/1/2022 7:18 AM

397

Please keep a pool in the central bench neighborhood.

3/1/2022 7:10 AM

398

Na

3/1/2022 7:04 AM

399

Please don’t get rid of this and turn it into luxury apartments that are unaffordable. Anything
else that utilities the space for public community activities would be great.

3/1/2022 7:02 AM

400

I would pay additional money to use the pool.

3/1/2022 6:37 AM

401

Na

3/1/2022 6:33 AM

402

In the end, the most important thing is to have a pool that is accessible for the whole
community.

3/1/2022 6:24 AM

403

I do not.

3/1/2022 6:16 AM

404

Don’t ruin a good thing. Ivy is not far away.

3/1/2022 6:15 AM

405

Preserve this historic property at all costs.

3/1/2022 6:11 AM

406

Please keep a pool on the Bench near bike paths!!!!

3/1/2022 6:10 AM
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407

Clean up that area of vista - Boise is not a trash dump for junkies. Pools could make money
and bring the community together, but it’s going to be hard for the public to trust the city
government after all the covid nonsense. You owe us an apology and some pools.

3/1/2022 5:42 AM

408

Please open our pool again. We miss it very much! It should stay in the neighborhood and be
updated.

3/1/2022 5:41 AM

409

Please keep the historic part of the pool

3/1/2022 5:39 AM

410

Hours at all pools should be changed to 9am to 9pm with no downtime like other cities and
states manage to do.

3/1/2022 4:56 AM

411

There are not a lot of places for children to get exercise outside in Boise, I grew up being able
to go to a swimming pool, I believe it is not only important for Physical health, but mental
health as well.

3/1/2022 3:52 AM

412

A lot of people would be distraught if you closed the pool. Some people it's the only affordable
summer activity for their kids.

3/1/2022 3:40 AM

413

I know most buildings don’t last forever, and both my elementary and jr high were torn down to
build nee structures, it would be nice to keep something with a bit of history on the bench.

3/1/2022 3:29 AM

414

None.

3/1/2022 3:08 AM

415

Please preserve and maintain this beautiful. historic, functional structure.

3/1/2022 1:34 AM

416

Why didn't maintenance and improvements happen before now. It wouldn't be as expensive.
Why not be proactive?

3/1/2022 12:48 AM

417

Please keep south pool open for the next generation.

3/1/2022 12:12 AM

418

No

2/28/2022 11:47 PM

419

These pools are small but meaningful part of what makes Boise such a unique and special
place. Uniquely styled above ground pools that are accessible for all income levels and
families. We who grew up in this city have already lost so much of what made Boise great.
Please do not take this too

2/28/2022 11:47 PM

420

Do what right not what’s popular

2/28/2022 11:46 PM

421

In the 1970's Boise bulldozed a lot of historical buildings with architectural elements/character
and replaced them with soulless boxes with little to no architectural elements, worth
mentioning anyway. The South and Lowell Pools have architecture, history, and they're unique.

2/28/2022 11:19 PM

422

I would like the option to have time for outdoor lap swimming

2/28/2022 11:11 PM

423

Give the pool back for kids to engage with each other and with adults I

2/28/2022 11:08 PM

424

No

2/28/2022 10:49 PM

425

Plant trees/landscape for shade. Global warming/too much sun exposure should be
considered. Partial shading could be provided.

2/28/2022 10:17 PM

426

Don't destroy it just because you can. Sadly we have a team of vultures hovering this project.
If you destroy this landmark, then you need to tear down a historic house in the north end too.

2/28/2022 10:08 PM

427

No

2/28/2022 9:53 PM

428

I’m really surprised a city as forward-thinking as Boise would toss aside such a unique piece of
neighborhood history. Obviously, a modern, accessible pool is needed, but this does not
automatically doom the historic structure to demolition. Please be more creative in thinking
about how the old structure could be repurposed, rather than demolished or modified beyond
recognition,

2/28/2022 9:49 PM

429

Do something good for a neighborhood that isn’t in the north end

2/28/2022 9:40 PM

430

Thank you!

2/28/2022 9:38 PM

431

I really hope this stay a pool but gets some much needed love. This pool has been a part of so
many kids summers. I hope it can continue to do so for many more years.

2/28/2022 9:32 PM

432

Move quickly and make this a priority. Boise severely lacks aquatic facilities and we need pool
resources.

2/28/2022 9:24 PM

433

Please keep this pool open. It has been terrible having it closed. The kids need a gathering
place to keep them busy and safe.

2/28/2022 9:20 PM

434

We haven’t been able to use it with Covid but I would love to visit if it reopens.

2/28/2022 9:15 PM

435

I hope that we don’t lose this fun pool!

2/28/2022 9:11 PM

436

This is a common place for kids and community to interact and build relationships. The history
of the building is important. Let's get as many people access as possible and keep our historic
buildings safe and in use.

2/28/2022 9:07 PM

437

This site should be preserved as a functional historical site.

2/28/2022 9:06 PM

438

The space is just so small, it does t seem possible to make it a new, better pool. It would be
great to have it be something that could be used more year round, for example a small turf
soccer field.

2/28/2022 8:54 PM

439

There have been enough changes to the Treasure Valley. It hardly feels like home. The area

2/28/2022 8:50 PM
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has lost it sense of place because of all the demolitions and changes.
440

I support a pool at this location!!

2/28/2022 8:47 PM

441

I am very disappointed that South Pool has historically been on the hit list. My kids were users
of South, and then employees. This type of facility is so crucial for a neighborhood.

2/28/2022 8:45 PM

442

I have two small children (4 and 1.5) and I hate the thought of them growing up without access
to the south pool. I want them to be able to take swimming lessons there, meet up with
neighborhood friends, enjoy hot summer days/evenings with them. Please keep this meeting
place available to the neighborhood! I hope the South Pool will be an important location in their
childhood/youth.

2/28/2022 8:43 PM

443

Please be fiscally responsible with our taxes.

2/28/2022 8:39 PM

444

Each pool serves different demographics- Ivywild for littles. South should not become a
second Ivywild.

2/28/2022 8:36 PM

445

Please find a way to keep our pool open! There is already a lack of kid-friendly options in the
vacinity.

2/28/2022 8:25 PM

446

Just that you need to keep the historic pools open and available for future generations

2/28/2022 8:22 PM

447

No

2/28/2022 8:21 PM

448

Historic buildings are expensive to upgrade, but these are not just structures. These are works
of art, historical monuments, and important centers of recreation and social interaction. Kids
need things to do in the summer besides playing video games in their homes.

2/28/2022 8:20 PM

449

along with keeping the existing pool sites, add more.

2/28/2022 8:16 PM

450

Thanks for being awesome. Its one of the reasons I love Boise so much is our Mayor and City
Council's efforts to get public feedback and also incorporate it into design and planning.

2/28/2022 8:13 PM

451

Please open up as many opportunities for swimming lessons as possible.

2/28/2022 8:10 PM

452

It’s important to provide swimming lessons in neighborhoods like ours.

2/28/2022 8:06 PM

453

Keeping the pool (any pool) in the current location should be the priority.

2/28/2022 8:03 PM

454

Please do not take the pool away without insight replacement. If it moves do not decrease the
number of pools. And have one located in the poor section of the Central Bench. Let the
wealthy areas buy into a club or something. Serve the Central Bench instead of disrespecting
us - the usual view of the city.

2/28/2022 8:03 PM

455

Keep South Pool in its current location. Why couldn't this have been done two years ago when
the pools were closed? Then a pool might have been open for this up-coming summer.

2/28/2022 8:03 PM

456

As someone who has been part of this community for 20+ years I think it’s extremely
important to continue funding for local pools. I worked for the parks and Rec department for 5
years and know the financial system in place isn’t the most robust. However, I personally saw
many lives be changed by the friendships and experiences people had at the pool and implore
that all that can be done is done to ensure prosperity in our community.

2/28/2022 8:01 PM

457

Certainly the pools should meet ADA standards but beyond that leave it be!

2/28/2022 8:00 PM

458

I’m excited at the prospect of having access to an outdoor pool again!

2/28/2022 7:50 PM

459

Sadly, Boise has not had a stellar record of respecting the aestetic and historical aspects of
the city, integral to a livible city.

2/28/2022 7:40 PM

460

Consider designs that allow for lap swimming. 25 or 50 meters across. Deep enough for flip
turns. Square or rectangular in shape. Rounded shapes like ivy wild reduce the number of
useable lanes.

2/28/2022 7:36 PM

461

this part of town NEEDS a family oriented recreational facility- please invest in maintaining and
re opening south pool

2/28/2022 7:27 PM

462

Stop destroying Boise's historic buildings and stop the gentrification. Boise's long time
residents have been priced out of the town they grew up in because developers and out of
state investors have been allowed to buy up a majority of the properties.

2/28/2022 7:26 PM

463

Please don’t destroy this community pool history

2/28/2022 7:21 PM

464

Spend the money. How about donations or a go fund me?

2/28/2022 7:19 PM

465

If you start tearing down all of our significant historic places, soon we will have nothing to show
our grandkids.

2/28/2022 7:12 PM

466

Please don’t relocate the pool. It is a great addition to our neighborhood and would be a huge
loss.

2/28/2022 7:11 PM

467

no

2/28/2022 7:03 PM

468

If the pools look like all the newer ones, money goes into those. Lowell and South being older,
the city doesn't see its néed to spend money on them. The idea that the pools are just a 3
month activity was never a big money maker for the City Rec. Department. I remember guards
using scuba gear to patch leaks in the floor of the pool on a as need basis. More care was
given to the other city pools. No wonder Lowell and South are falling apart. No up keep. I am
supporting both South and Lowell Pools for renovations.

2/28/2022 6:41 PM

469

As a resident and homeowner in the Depot Bench neighborhood, I would absolutely love to see

2/28/2022 6:32 PM
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South Pool remain more or less unchanged forma cosmetic point of view. But I'm excited
about he prospect of making improvements as well.
470

It's exciting that the City is considering retaining and possibly improving these special
neighborhood pools!

2/28/2022 6:28 PM

471

Hold an architecture competition get free ideas of how to change the space!

2/28/2022 6:25 PM

472

Keep the cost for entry down for our low income students!

2/28/2022 6:21 PM

473

No

2/28/2022 6:19 PM

474

Yes please have an adult day and charge a boat load.. make some cash for the bench
community!

2/28/2022 6:13 PM

475

Just so much concrete there… how do you value past carbon emissions in the future goal to
reduce carbon emissions? My thoughts are keeping the past investments/emissions useable
is better than demolishing them.

2/28/2022 6:10 PM

476

How fascinating that your survey questions are all clearly slanted to your end goal to spend
millions on these two pools. Can't spend enough in certain neighborhoods, can you?

2/28/2022 6:07 PM

477

I understand that this may seem like a low priority, but this pool is an important destination for
our neighborhood. Most residents do not have a private pool for hot summer days, and this
pool is a great place for all ages to go to in hot summer.

2/28/2022 6:04 PM

478

I'd love to see a new pool in our neighborhood!

2/28/2022 5:50 PM

479

A minimalistic in-ground pool renovation seems best public investment for ADA and kid
access unless you can relocate the facade to another better suited piece of land. As much as
we love that facade, there isn't room for accommodating 21st century amenities at this site,
and I agree that any money spent needs to accommodate everybody fairly

2/28/2022 5:44 PM

480

My family has gone to this pool for decades and my grandkids love it. Let’s keep this cultural
treasure and the unique pool experience.

2/28/2022 5:43 PM

481

We are so rapidly losing institutions that provide the character of our city. They matter, and
when we have the opportunity to give them new life, we should.

2/28/2022 5:43 PM

482

The pool doesn’t need all the bells and whistles of a water park. That in turn would only make it
less accessible to the low income people as it would no doubt drive up cost.

2/28/2022 5:40 PM

483

Once the historic elements are gone, they're gone. And please do consider incorporating the
original structure into a skate park if it can't be kept as a pool. The Bench needs one of those
desperately and South pool could make an amazing feature. If something like that happened
(South Pool structure lives on in some new form), I would be much more open to the idea of
replacing it as an actual pool.

2/28/2022 5:23 PM

484

Please keep the pool in the same location. Moving the pool will not receive my support.

2/28/2022 5:18 PM

485

It is difficult to understand how city officials would lack vision period.

2/28/2022 5:12 PM

486

Tough choice I would just make it practical historical is important but use is what we’re all
there for right!

2/28/2022 5:12 PM

487

Neighborhood pools are such a valuable resource in areas like the Boise Bench. They help
build a sense of community and provide healthy options for our youth.

2/28/2022 5:08 PM

488

No. Why is your survey so long?

2/28/2022 5:05 PM

489

No

2/28/2022 5:03 PM

490

It’s a pool. Older kids have other options. Landscape is not an important factor. If funding for
handicap accessibility is an issue there are grant funds for this.

2/28/2022 5:00 PM

491

Make improvements that you want your kids' children to be proud of in 20-30 years

2/28/2022 4:57 PM

492

I love the ivywild pool- something like that would be wonderful in our neighborhood.

2/28/2022 4:55 PM

493

Public pools are better for swimming and playing than canals or irrigation ditches.

2/28/2022 4:54 PM

494

City pools provide low cost options for families to cool off in the summer. I hold my toddler and
play when there aren’t safe options for him.

2/28/2022 4:53 PM

495

No I feel like I have said enough in my other answer I just beg you to please save this place
and not destroy it. Please

2/28/2022 4:53 PM

496

Keep the current location. It doesn’t need all the bells and whistles. It’s a part of our
community.

2/28/2022 4:49 PM

497

Use apra money for this project.

2/28/2022 4:46 PM

498

Thanks for all that you do!! I know that it’s impossible to make everyone happy!! If it came
down to it I would prefer that Boise at least keeps one of those pools in operation.

2/28/2022 4:43 PM

499

Keep our neighborhood pools.

2/28/2022 4:42 PM

500

I like the idea of a larger common area to the rear of the area. I think we might consider
connecting the pool area to Bagley Park with a path. It gets forgotten tucked away behind the
houses and football fields.

2/28/2022 4:41 PM

501

No

2/28/2022 4:40 PM
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502

People should take the pool for what it is. If you need other amenities then find a pool that
better fits your needs. Not everything has to have all the bells and whistles.

2/28/2022 4:33 PM

503

The depot bench should have a community pool and it needs to stay on the north side of
overland.

2/28/2022 4:30 PM

504

The pool should remain on the smaller side as the nearby houses could find the noise, traffic,
and parking problematic.

2/28/2022 4:28 PM

505

I think spending a bunch of $ for landscaping is not needed.

2/28/2022 4:27 PM

506

In addition to the Borah Pool, it’s vitally important that the ‘old’ Central Bench area have a
pool.

2/28/2022 4:19 PM

507

Preserve history

2/28/2022 4:11 PM

508

Thanks for engaging with the community on this!

2/28/2022 4:09 PM

509

Look to the example set by other cities. The options are endless. Build a full state of the art
facility next to Idaho Ice World. It will combine facility management in a manner proven
effective by other municipalities.

2/28/2022 4:03 PM

510

Boise has very few pools for its population. Our athletic centers don’t meet the needs for
education or fitness. Access to summer pools helps with the demand. Any time that we can
add a pool within the city of boise should be considered.

2/28/2022 3:58 PM

511

Keep the pool where it’s at

2/28/2022 3:57 PM

512

Please don’t tear down the pool

2/28/2022 3:50 PM

513

Please don't tear it down. There are so many wonderful memories hidden in those walls.

2/28/2022 3:47 PM

514

Make the pool usable while keeping the historical value. The Bench lacks historical sites. A
usable historical site will ensure future generations can enjoy it for what it is, a city landmark.

2/28/2022 3:44 PM

515

Don’t tear it down!

2/28/2022 3:37 PM

516

Dont let Mayor Mclean fun police this and end up demolishing the historic site

2/28/2022 3:29 PM

517

We all love the current Natatorium pool and slide. However, don't we all look at the pictures of
the old Natatorium and sigh? I hope we're more forward-looking than the folks who tore down
the old Nat.

2/28/2022 3:26 PM

518

The pool is part of neighborhood of families. It represents the needs of Bench in learning to
swim, have fun and stay healthy.

2/28/2022 3:25 PM

519

Let's get the neighborhood pools open asap to give kids and teens a safe and fun place to
hang out during the summer, especially in critical neighborhoods such as this one.

2/28/2022 3:24 PM

520

Please don't destroy or radically alter South Pool; so many of its neighbors value it so much,
especially for its historic character. Not everything needs to be "improved" by upgrading and
chasing the latest fads; there is value in preserving something for aesthetic and nostalgic
qualities. Please preserve the unique character of both South and Lowell pools!

2/28/2022 3:23 PM

521

Pool use should focus on year around use at same or similar cost as the budget proposed to
make the repairs on these historic pools.

2/28/2022 3:19 PM

522

Thank you for asking for input!

2/28/2022 3:14 PM

523

I'm very against having an expensive facility and using it only a few months a year - like the
new unheated restrooms at Bowden Park.

2/28/2022 3:14 PM

524

I hope you choose to preserve this little piece of history!

2/28/2022 3:09 PM

525

Kids need places to go that they don't always need be driven to once they reach a certain age;
neighborhood pools and summer swim passes help accomplish that.

2/28/2022 3:05 PM

526

These are unique features to Boise and should be retained if at all possible.

2/28/2022 3:01 PM

527

Please do the right thing! Involve people who know about historic preservation.

2/28/2022 3:01 PM

528

If the pool is relocated I am in favor of a community garden.

2/28/2022 2:49 PM

529

Save south pool

2/28/2022 2:42 PM

530

Costs less to keep.

2/28/2022 2:41 PM

531

Sad if you tear it down

2/28/2022 2:40 PM

532

Please restore at least one historic pool.

2/28/2022 2:36 PM

533

City pools are important. Spend our tax dollars wisely

2/28/2022 2:28 PM

534

Please use your time and energy to preserve what makes our community unique and
emphasize the connection that is built through the collective appreciation of historical places
and landmarks.

2/28/2022 2:05 PM

535

N/A

2/28/2022 2:04 PM

536

South Pool provided privacy for swimmers. We were high enough where there was no weird
people peering through the fence. You really need to consider this when you decide what
happens to our beloved pool. We felt safe....worth everything!

2/28/2022 2:04 PM

537

The pool serves all of us who live on the Depot Bench and it would be a shame to lose it

2/28/2022 2:02 PM
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538

Don't increase taxes to pay for this. We are already paying for too many bonds and levies.
Government should have seen / known that repairs were going to be needed and started
saving for that day.

2/28/2022 2:00 PM

539

No

2/28/2022 1:57 PM

540

Please doing destroy this pool. Neighborhood pools are important

2/28/2022 1:55 PM

541

no

2/28/2022 1:52 PM

542

Keep the front, entrance in it’s original form

2/28/2022 1:46 PM

543

Engagement could be improved as with everything the City does. You should send out
notifications in the mail to those who use the South pool (Depot Bench, Vista, Hillcrest, Central
Bench). Notifying neighborhood associations should be required. The historic preservation
commission should have been one of the first entities engaged in this conversation and it was
not. In addition, the Boise Bench has lost A LOT of historic fabric recently and this pool should
not be the next thing to go. I am tired of the City only caring about what is north of the River.
There are more important recreation facilities other than the foothills. The Bench is a resilient
and diverse community with a rich history which is reflected by the pool and its surrounding
neighborhood and that should not be ignored.

2/28/2022 1:39 PM

544

No

2/28/2022 1:37 PM

545

Thanks for asking

2/28/2022 1:36 PM

546

Please prioritize South Pool and Bowden Park.

2/28/2022 1:34 PM

547

I hate to see the charm and historical link of these pools be lost. Boise has such a delightful
character and history and I hate to see these pools be eliminated and make everything the
same. However, it is vital that we make these pools accessible to all people and to maintain
the vibrant community life of the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 1:29 PM

548

The survey was ambiguous as it tried to serve two purposes at the same time -- asking
questions about the existing pool and a new pool in the same clusters of questions.

2/28/2022 1:28 PM

549

Hoping that it can reopen as soon as possible.

2/28/2022 1:25 PM

550

make it happen!

2/28/2022 1:15 PM

551

I would love to see the entrance preserved and a new pool facility in the same spot.

2/28/2022 1:14 PM

552

There are many things like budget details, attendance, and vision for pools which I'd want to
understand better before giving answers to the city. Downtown has Lowell, Nadatorium, and
Ivywild. The bench has south and Bora. West has Fairmont and West YMCA. There is also the
downtown YMCA but I'm ignoring that now. There are the other water facilities that should also
factor into our community vision for water activities, like the boise river. From a planning
perspective, I think consideration for south of I84 is a big need. That newer area need to have
good plans from the City on the vision of Parks and Rec. I'm cheap and conservative, part of
me wants some of these large expense and extra government facilities go away but they can
make the communities we live in nicer, if well planned. I'd like to see more methodology around
the number of pools and the locations. Like I said, South of the highways seems neglected
from the perspective of public pools. The pools we fund, I want them to not just enable
swimming when it is hot, but playing in the water with extras like diving boards, slides, and
some amount of falling into the body of water. Small child areas and lanes are fine especially
when there are groups and other functions they serve, the diversity of water activity has some
value at a community level, but we ought to have a list of how the community can be using the
pools and communicating those is ways the public can see them (school districts. Are the
pools on the website? Yes. But do we do a good job guiding a visitor of boise to float the river,
go to the zoo, swim at these pools? (the layout out is really pretty good) Honestly, I don't think
the website has a good enough picture gallery at each of the pool sites. I also feel that under
the visitor tab, tourism should be tied to recreation, and vice versa. Residents don't see the
tourism options when searching for activities, the non Boise considerations for adventures.
Maybe recreation should be titled Recreation in Boise and Tourism is Tourism in Boise and
Southern Idaho (the surrounding area?, Recreation around Boise). Rec needs a link to tourism,
maybe better titles will help.

2/28/2022 1:13 PM

553

There is no land in Boise to build another pool. There is a huge need in that area of town for a
summer activity for the youth in that area. Please put the residents of the bench first. Do not
sell out one more piece of land to a developer. The bench area is being treated very unfairly by
the city. Developers and high density housing are hurting the neighborhood feel of the bench.
Keep the pool.

2/28/2022 1:09 PM

554

Thank you for your work on this front - and for being committed to a public dialogue.

2/28/2022 1:06 PM

555

Not at this time

2/28/2022 1:03 PM

556

I don’t think the pool needs to be up out of the ground or anything. I think there are better ways
to preserve the history.

2/28/2022 1:01 PM

557

Thanks for doing this. Can't be easy to see a whole bunch of contradictory opinions and have
to make sense of it all. Either way I am looking forward to seeing what happens.

2/28/2022 12:55 PM

558

Please don't move our pool!

2/28/2022 12:54 PM

559

Clinging to history for history's sake can hold us back and rob us of a better future. The design
of the pool is unique, but that doesn't make it necessarily good or worth preserving in its
current form. Maybe there is a reason that there are only a few surviving examples of these

2/28/2022 12:54 PM
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pools across the country, given that we now see the true cost of renovating the facility to make
it available to all members of the community. The importance of a pool as a community
meeting site, as well as the aesthetics of the facade can and should be honored, but a new
facility would be the best use of city funds instead of trying to drag an outdated design, kicking
and screaming (and budget overruns) into the future.
560

My kids were too small to use the pool before Covid closed it. Now that they and many of the
neighborhood kids are almost able to return to normalcy, please update and reopen this pool as
quickly as possible. Children create memories at places like this. And please preserve the Art
Deco style as it is getting so hard to find classic beauty and historically preserved locations
around Boise. Thank you!

2/28/2022 12:53 PM

561

Keep a swimming pool at this location.

2/28/2022 12:48 PM

562

These pools and how they are set up - for the most part - are wonderful as they are. They do
not need to become the next raging waters park. They are wonderful in their simplicity and
should stay that way.

2/28/2022 12:48 PM

563

Thanks for doing survey. Not every swimming pool needs to have same amenities as the
others do.

2/28/2022 12:46 PM

564

My highest priority is that the pool reopen with at least the amenities that are there now. I
would guess that most users live close enough that a smaller locker room/shower are would
suffice. For many years I could not access the pool because I had babies and young children.
Changes to accommodate a wider span of abilities would be welcome, but not if it meant the
difference between being able to open at all or not. If the pool closes, then no one would be
able to use it, which is not better than only some people having access.

2/28/2022 12:38 PM

565

My kids want to drive accross town so we can go to ivywild or the nat. Please give us a pool
that the kids want to go too.

2/28/2022 12:38 PM

566

N/A

2/28/2022 12:27 PM

567

I think it's so valuable for kids to have public neighborhood pools to access and use. It's the
first taste of "independence" for many kids growing up and was such a treat. Affordable public
pool passes are also important. The historic building is cool, but it's more important that the
pool is usable for kids today and in the future.

2/28/2022 12:27 PM

568

Please don't get rid of it

2/28/2022 12:25 PM

569

We need more pools... but I'd love to see more INDOOR pools that could be used year round.
Swimming is something my disabled son loves and we just can't afford the ymca.

2/28/2022 12:25 PM

570

Keep the pools open.

2/28/2022 12:19 PM

571

Saving the Art Deco facade is extremely important, even if it’s repurposed into something
other then a pool

2/28/2022 12:17 PM

572

Please save some of Boise history.

2/28/2022 12:14 PM

573

How about offering free swimming lessons to children, low-income families, adults like our
refugee transplants at the pool certain days/times of the week during the summer.

2/28/2022 12:13 PM

574

I'd love to see these updated, renovated - but greatest concern and priority is to make sure
these neighborhoods, families and children have access to a safe, affordable pool, programs
and lessons.

2/28/2022 12:13 PM

575

Boise need more places to stay cool outside in the summer. I appreciate your work on this

2/28/2022 12:12 PM

576

This pool has been around for 60 years. The mistake of trying to make it ADA accessible or
functional for every swimmer in the community was made a long time ago. We have other
pools near and within our city to accommodate those needs. I am STRONGLY against
removing this pool or altering its identity in any way. Please do not try using the functional
updates that need to be done as an excuse to scrape this valuable piece of history.

2/28/2022 12:11 PM

577

should be taken down and a splash pad or new pool should be put in the design is not funtional
anymore

2/28/2022 12:10 PM

578

The pool's design was very unique and without knowing if it caused maintenance issues, I
think the same design should be kept to as close to original as possible.

2/28/2022 12:07 PM

579

This survey uses language the average Boise resident will not understand. You did a poor job
designing your questions to be understood by all Boise residents yet you have so many
questions about inclusion. What were you thinking?

2/28/2022 12:01 PM

580

Please save our last remaining neighborhood pools. Adding decks etc...would make it too
crowded and ruin the enjoyment for many. Reservations could be made along with ticket sales
to keep it from being too busy and ruining the experience for many. Also safer to oversee.

2/28/2022 11:58 AM

581

I appreciate that the team is considering keeping the current structure but it isn't like the site is
truly historical.

2/28/2022 11:57 AM

582

Please open it!

2/28/2022 11:51 AM

583

Keep the pool

2/28/2022 11:48 AM

584

n/a

2/28/2022 11:45 AM

585

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input.

2/28/2022 11:39 AM

586

Get us our pool back! Thank you!

2/28/2022 11:35 AM
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587

Programming should be prioritized as much as ammenities

2/28/2022 11:27 AM

588

Let's spend more on local projects for the youth

2/28/2022 11:24 AM

589

Thank you for asking the public's opinion!

2/28/2022 11:14 AM

590

We need more usuable pools in Boise for swim teams

2/28/2022 11:07 AM

591

Don't spend money on the old pool, it is a waste

2/28/2022 11:06 AM

592

I really think the historical significance of the Bintz pool ads unique character to this well
established neighborhood. There is very little left of the art deco style architecture in Boise. I
would love to see it preserved for future generations.

2/28/2022 11:06 AM

593

No

2/28/2022 11:04 AM

594

Not everything historical is valuable. Update the whole site

2/28/2022 10:51 AM

595

A new pool would make much more sense. If you could make it a pool that could be used all
year that would be amazing. The Y is not always an option so a neighborhood pool would be an
incredible asset for the neighborhood. Swimming is a wonderful treat and lessons are always
needed.

2/28/2022 10:51 AM

596

Please don't tear down South Pool.

2/28/2022 10:49 AM

597

More the merrier! Build a rec center.

2/28/2022 10:30 AM

598

I think swim lessons and teams need to be readily available and inexpensive to get all kids
swimming well. Drowning is the leading cause of death in children. We have personally been
affected by this, it needs to be addressed.

2/28/2022 10:27 AM
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Q21 Do you have a specific story or memory about South Pool that you
would like to share with the City of Boise?
Answered: 449

Skipped: 1,704

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Summer swimming growing up.

3/27/2022 11:31 AM

2

A group of guys and kids would get together and play in water basketball that we had teams for
and enjoyed all through my years in elementary,middle school and even now on highschool

3/26/2022 7:17 PM

3

Our children were on the city's South Swim Team every summer for 8 or 9 years. We had to
drive 5 miles one way, but the city rec program was fantastic! Thanks for the great childhood
experiences, Boise!

3/26/2022 4:09 PM

4

I remember countless memories with the different events the staff put on at the pool

3/26/2022 1:34 PM

5

I met up with all my friends and swam from 12:00 to 6:00

3/26/2022 1:22 PM

6

I reneged all of my Friends and me came here and had a lot of good memories here

3/26/2022 1:19 PM

7

My friends and I spent many hours at the South pool. Took lifesaving lessons there. That pool
was always cold.

3/26/2022 10:33 AM

8

None

3/26/2022 8:17 AM

9

Summe swim team in the neiborhood has saved more lives than you know!!

3/26/2022 8:06 AM

10

I grew up across the street from South pool and it was always an affordable option for us to
use and take swimming lessons. Now my daughter is a few blocks from Lowell pool and it was
really nice that she could share in those those similar experiences. I want to keep these
affordable neighborhood pools inclusive for ALL of our kids. It helps keep them out of trouble
and gets them outside.

3/26/2022 1:27 AM

11

I learned to swim at South pool. Spent many days there in the summer. Would hate to see it
go.

3/25/2022 11:11 PM

12

I remember meeting my friends there in the 1960’s, and the water was colder than Payette
Lake.

3/25/2022 10:11 PM

13

South pool saved my siblings and I from summer boredom, and saved our mother’s sanity. We
loved going there, and sometimes went more than once a day. I’ll always remember the “pool
pass” patch that was sewn onto my swimming attire each year, which meant fun at South pool
whenever I wanted to go.

3/25/2022 6:00 PM

14

I swam in the pool throughout my childhood until high school because I did swim team.

3/25/2022 2:16 PM

15

I went to this pool as a kid and brought my niece and nephew here as an adult. I had them
convinced it was my personal pool because I knew it so well. It reminds me of the pool in the
Sandlot movie, but set in the ‘90s when I was a kid.

3/25/2022 11:13 AM

16

No

3/25/2022 8:14 AM

17

I learned to swim at South Pool in the 80s.

3/25/2022 12:06 AM

18

I remember my very first swim lessons at South Pool, and coming back after that and think
that it was my pool, and my neighborhood, and I felt a sense of belonging. It was also an
initiation almost to go to the pool with my cousins and go off the diving board. South has
always been a staple in my summers, and I would love to keep it that way. Seeing old photos
of my grandmother and her siblings in the pool also serve to remind me how significant it is for
many other families, neighbors, and especially other generations.

3/24/2022 9:45 PM

19

My mom has pictures of her as a teen at south pool.

3/24/2022 9:29 PM

20

Always had a wonderful ❤ time at South pool

3/24/2022 8:03 PM

21

David Lynch lived in the depot bench neighborhood as a child in the 60s and apparently got in
trouble for setting off a small bomb in the pool. Probably not the kind of thing that increases
the historic value of the pool to many, but it is a perfectly Lynchian story and I often tell people
about his connection to the pool when his films come up in conversation.

3/24/2022 5:01 PM

22

We learned to swim at South Pool, as did the next generation. Beyond swimming, we learned
to be independent, responsible, and social. We watched out for each other, all possible with a
neighborhood pool.

3/22/2022 9:06 PM

23

We've lived near the pool for over 40 years. Our daughter spent many happy summer
afternoons there. We did a bit of swimming there over the years. I grew up here going to the
Nat as a child, and I would like the children of this neighborhood to have the same fun as I
had.

3/22/2022 11:04 AM

24

My first job was a lifeguard at South pool where I worked for 4 summers. I participated on the
swim team and enjoyed so many great memories there.

3/20/2022 4:58 PM

25

Sure. It was where I and many others learned to swim.

3/20/2022 1:57 PM
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YES - MAYBE AT A LATER TIME

3/20/2022 1:40 PM

27

I don't personally but my dad grew up on Park Circle. I've heard hundreds of stories of this pool
site and I hope that it's the city's decision to save them.

3/20/2022 11:09 AM

28

Having grown up in Emmett, the city is currently without a municipal pool. Build new pools in
new areas of construction. Conserve pools that are historic to historic neighborhoods.

3/20/2022 10:09 AM

29

This was the first pool my dad took me to swim in. I'm thankful I wasn't one of the kids that let
go of the pool edge, whom accidentally drowned. And I was fortunate my dad was always
nearby, teaching me to swim while holding me. The South pool didn't allow me to learn how to
swim on my own. I learned how to swim at the downtown YMCA and Meridian pool, where I
could easily stand in the water. When my sister and I were able to swim better, we spent a lot
of time in the South pool, before the age of 10 years. It was a rather boring pool. And we
couldn't swim a whole lot, unless we wanted to twirl around in circles. I remember the pool was
very small, and had a weird slimy smell. It was nice to go to the local pool, but I didn't like the
South pool. I always asked my parents to take me to a nicer pool, but they usually didn't due
to work schedules, time, distance, etc. We typically rode our bikes down to the pool as a kid.
Borah was too far. Oh and the sunburns from this pool must've been the worst. There was no
way to escape the sun rays, which is one of the reasons I'm constantly getting precancerous
lesions froze off my skin. I love swimming, and want a pool to remain in this location. An
indoor pool would be fabulous, or at least a partially covered pool, with new amenities, larger
pool, etc.

3/20/2022 9:35 AM

30

I went there as a kid and took my kids until it closed. They are now 13 and 14 and would go
every day if they could

3/19/2022 7:25 PM

31

Multiple summer memories with our children using the South Pool, our kids learning to swim at
South. The Pool staff hosting theme parties -- pirate party, etc!

3/19/2022 1:35 PM

32

I "lived" at the pool as a youth, lessons, swim team, synchronized swimming, life guard
classes. I can only imagine what South Pool could offer this aging Baby Boomer.

3/17/2022 7:41 PM

33

I came to the area after my children were grown and on their own. Now it would be nice to have
a place nearby where my grandchildren can go to swim. This is the only facility nearby.

3/17/2022 7:39 PM

34

Many a summer afternnoons spent there. The smell of chloy

3/17/2022 2:16 PM

35

Went there for a high school field trip and it thought it was super cool. It would be a shame to
lose this unique structure.

3/16/2022 6:52 PM

36

No

3/16/2022 1:38 PM

37

Yes. We were the Lynch family that lived close to South pool from 1955 to 1960 & swam there
every summer day. It was a very important part of our childhood. Later, my brother David
Lynch went on to become quite a well known movie director. I have a photo of him jumping off
the high dive. If his photo could help save the pool, I will send it to you!

3/16/2022 12:20 PM

38

No

3/15/2022 3:46 PM

39

Too many to list

3/15/2022 3:27 PM

40

Sitting outside waiting for the pool to open for the day, meeting friends from the neighborhood,
laying on the concrete pad and getting warm, the sounds from our home when outside. It is
most of my years from 4-13 (water ballet, swim team, I have lots of pictures from South that
mean a lot to me. I could go on and on, but will stop. :)

3/15/2022 1:13 PM

41

None

3/15/2022 11:23 AM

42

When we first moved here four years ago, it was an initial place for our family to meet others in
the neighborhoods and kids attending school with ours.

3/13/2022 5:08 PM

43

So many, most I wasn't there for. That's one of the great things about this neighborhood - our
kids run free - "Mom, I'm going to the pool." OK - see you later! Probably my best memory is
my most recent - taking my granddaughter who lives in Jackson, MS to play in the pool. She
was 12 and determined to "teach myself to swim". She sure had fun trying! She and her dad
splashing and playing in the same pool he played in at the same age.

3/13/2022 4:13 PM

44

It was a very important part of my children's lives as they grew up through their adolescence.
The made life-long friends and memories, spending several hours each summer day at South.

3/13/2022 1:34 PM

45

No but we walk past the pool multiple times a day on neighborhood walks. The architecture
and quirky nature of the building is fitting with the neighborhood and I’d hate to see it go

3/12/2022 8:15 PM

46

To many to mention. How about sneaking in to have moon light swims in the summer with your
best friends. That pool was an essential part of my youth while growing up.

3/12/2022 10:02 AM

47

It is the only city pool I have never swum in.

3/12/2022 9:44 AM

48

No.

3/12/2022 7:27 AM

49

No, but it always makes me smile and feel nostalgic.

3/11/2022 8:26 PM

50

I have some photography of South from my time working there in 1988. This winter I read the
David Lynch biography "Room to Dream". Turns out he lived in the neighborhood during the
1950's and mentions South several times in Chapter 1. He even discloses disposing of a pipe
bomb in an empty South Pool.

3/11/2022 6:14 PM

51

Taking kids to swimming lessons there before Covid hit. And my daughter diving in the deep
end.

3/11/2022 5:57 PM
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52

My first job was as a lifeguard at South Pool. The pool is a fascinating structure and gives
insight into the era and times in which it was built.

3/11/2022 12:53 PM

53

This is the pool where my sister and I both learned how to swim. It was just down the street
from my grandparents' house, and we spend many summer days at the pool, then walking
back to their house for the rest of the day. I cherish those memories, and the South Pool is a
visible, tangible connection to my past.

3/11/2022 11:45 AM

54

None

3/11/2022 10:15 AM

55

Not the South Pool but a similar community pool. We grew up very poor without access to
swimming lessons. I learned to swim and spent many days in a community pool as a kid. I
would not like to see that opportunity lost to today's children.

3/11/2022 10:04 AM

56

LOVED going there as a kid! So cool to have a pool above ground!!

3/11/2022 9:42 AM

57

No.

3/11/2022 8:53 AM

58

My family's cooling off all summer long when the pool is open

3/10/2022 10:44 PM

59

No

3/10/2022 9:19 PM

60

My sister and I spent all of our growing-up summers at South Pool. My Dad bought a family
pass every year, and we took lessons in the mornings, swam in the afternoons and often went
back in the evenings. Our entire neighborhood of kids did the same thing. Our Dad often joined
us on Friday evenings for family swim night.

3/10/2022 8:18 PM

61

When we go to South pool, we go with friends live nearby. We love that our friends who swim
here regularly know the lifeguards and other swimmers. It really is a gem in the Bench
community.

3/10/2022 8:15 PM

62

South pool was a life saver for me. My kids could bike to the pool in the evening or I would
drop them off and pick them up and give me some quiet time.

3/10/2022 8:06 PM

63

My grandson going and being so happy that some of his friends were there

3/10/2022 5:46 PM

64

I was a lifeguard and swim teacher there during my high school and college summers. I taught
several physically & developmentally diverse students. The current design was often a
challenge for these students. I would like to see accessible pools in lower income
neighborhoods so all residents have access to learning to swim and swimming.

3/10/2022 5:10 PM

65

Both our children, all the years while growing up - had a great number of good times at the pool
! We, as a family enjoyed the 'great outdoors' and it kept our kids physically active, and helped
build them up - both emotionally/socially too.

3/10/2022 4:50 PM

66

Mentioned earlier an adult birthday party. So fun!

3/10/2022 4:31 PM

67

Swam there as a youngster and it was great - fond memories

3/10/2022 3:59 PM

68

Too many to to list!

3/10/2022 3:54 PM

69

I have enjoyed taking all of my kids here every summer until it closed down. It’s a great
location close to their Grandparents house in a great neighborhood. A simple, inexpensive
thing to do as a family on a hot day in a great location. Please don’t take that away.

3/10/2022 11:30 AM

70

no

3/10/2022 11:16 AM

71

Everyone in my family Learned to Swim there, it's structure and people are what makes it a
Special Place :)

3/10/2022 10:33 AM

72

I have been looking forward to bringing my little swimmers to this pool for years, because have
some many friends and neighbors with fond memories of the pool - both as kids themselves
AND with their own children now.

3/10/2022 9:52 AM

73

Even though I never use the pool I like having it nearby; I drive by after work each day and see
mostly young people having a good time and socializing, and parents don't have to spend a lot
for them to be there.

3/10/2022 9:16 AM

74

As I have stated previously, I have had a very long relationship with South Junior high. Having
gone to school there and cheerleading as an 8th grader and as you can probably tell, I feel my
job is to be a cheerleader once again to save and share our history for all!!!

3/10/2022 9:08 AM

75

No memory. But I see how excited the kids are to be able to swim there.

3/10/2022 7:47 AM

76

Once upon a time in the mid eighties it was common to run into nearly all your classmates in
and around the pool. Sometimes hitting both Lowell and south in a day.

3/9/2022 11:16 PM

77

When we moved into our first house, we were seconds away from South Pool. Enjoyed it
immensely

3/9/2022 9:26 PM

78

Sadly, no.

3/9/2022 6:35 PM

79

Our neighborhoods here in the Depot Bench Vista area include open canals and ditches. We
flood irrigate. Since the opening of the pool swimming lessons and a safe place to swim has
been the alternative to attractive ditches and canals. The pool hours were swimming lessons
10 until noon. Lunch. Then open swim from 1pm until 5pm. Dinner. Back to the pool at 7pm
until 9pm. A summer swimming pass (individual or family) was coveted. Kids saved allowance
money and birthday money to be able to buy a pass!

3/9/2022 4:46 PM

80

Already mentioned it earlier.

3/9/2022 4:31 PM

81

Yes we went there several times it was closed or so congested that we went to borah.

3/9/2022 3:52 PM
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82

Not yet!

3/9/2022 1:44 PM

83

Too many to share just one.

3/9/2022 1:29 PM

84

No

3/9/2022 10:20 AM

85

No

3/9/2022 7:28 AM

86

No

3/8/2022 11:05 PM

87

I was born in Boise and grew up on Annett Street. South Pool was where my Mom would drive
me to go swimming. I have many memories of being there, in that long changing area, those
rubber swim caps and always thinking that the teenaged lifeguards were so cute. Now I live on
Edson Street, right behind South and see daily how often that the grounds of South Jr High are
used by the community.

3/8/2022 10:52 PM

88

My son learned how to swim there, and spent many summers with his friends there as a child.

3/8/2022 3:10 PM

89

Two of my sister in laws were lifeguards at Lowell pool in the 50's. Great summer jobs!

3/8/2022 2:59 PM

90

Kids and grandkids have used the pool since 1992 family has also used the tennis courts,
Basketball courts, walking area, and kids and grandkids have attended south jr high

3/8/2022 2:29 PM

91

At south we used to wear sweatshirts doing tricks off the high dive just in case we missed a
flip or a big splash ( figure 4, canyon ball, watermelon, preachers seat and or the suicide dive )
😉

3/8/2022 2:16 PM

92

We used to spend many, many days there during the summer...and it used to cost us 10
cents!

3/8/2022 12:43 PM

93

I grew up taking lessons there. I had a "summer pass" every year and spend most of my
summer at the pool. All kids need the access to learn to swim and have fun!

3/8/2022 12:21 PM

94

This was a number one source of entertainment to kids for the summer. This is taking away
from our neighbor hood kids. This town is already taking so much from us we deserve to keep
our kids with some enjoyment instead of roaming the streets in the summer.

3/8/2022 12:19 PM

95

no just good fun

3/8/2022 11:19 AM

96

No

3/8/2022 7:49 AM

97

I enjoy seeing and hearing the children have fun at the pool.

3/8/2022 7:28 AM

98

No

3/8/2022 2:16 AM

99

No

3/7/2022 10:43 PM

100

As a kid, I would mow lawns around my neighborhood and deliver newspapers just to be able
to go here as well as get the 1lb burger from big jud's. Taught me that with the value of good
hard work you can get the things you want in life and this is a lesson that has stuck with me all
of my life. This pool means more to me than just a pool and I would hate for the opportunity to
disappear for the younger generation.

3/7/2022 9:56 PM

101

I was usually in the pool in the 60's from the opening time in the afternoon until closing and
then be back for night swim from about 7 pm until 9 pm. My mom always bought a season
pass for us every year until my brothers and I grew into our mid-teens. South Pool was a
community gathering place back in the 60's where we could just about always count on
meeting our friends and having a good time.

3/7/2022 9:49 PM

102

I can remember going swimming with my daughter several times as a mother-daughter outing.
Other pools simply lack that kind of intimacy.

3/7/2022 9:41 PM

103

None

3/7/2022 8:46 PM

104

No

3/7/2022 8:43 PM

105

I grew up in Boise but usually had to swim at the pool in Meridian. It would have been lovely to
have a neighborhood swimming pool.

3/7/2022 7:44 PM

106

I walk by the south pool almost daily and love seeing the art deco front.

3/7/2022 7:36 PM

107

My older sister went to South and South Pool (she's one of the people that had a horse that
the sign in south park refers to "keeping horses off of the grass"), I went to south and south
pool when I was a kid and still as an older adult, my children went to south and south park and
now my grandchildren.

3/7/2022 7:03 PM

108

My kids learned to swim at South They spent so many summers playing with friends, I would
hate to lose this facility in the neighborhood

3/7/2022 7:01 PM

109

Our kids went there when they were little and we loved that they could walk to the pool and
back. They loved the 2 story pool because it was the only one they'd ever been in

3/7/2022 6:58 PM

110

used to surf under the 8th st bridge

3/7/2022 6:57 PM

111

Nope.

3/7/2022 6:47 PM

112

it is our little boy's first public pool. We started going there when he was just a baby in 2013
and have gone there every summer ever since. The lifeguards and staff are so nice there and
we have had one of the lifeguards over to our house to see our pet bunnies.

3/7/2022 5:57 PM

113

I took my children there when they were young in the 1980s & now that they are pushing 40
they bring their little ones-My Grandkids !

3/7/2022 4:13 PM
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114

Yes... the changing rooms are awful, the water is freezing, the pool deck is up high and scary.
The lack of ingress makes it hard to get in and out of the pool itself for all but fit individuals.
Seems like the same 10 neighborhood kids were the only ones who use it consistently.

3/7/2022 4:04 PM

115

My eight children all took swimming lessons at South and I appreciated this being provided.
Adult swim was also great times as very private swim parties, it will be missed, but life goes
on.

3/7/2022 3:12 PM

116

Recognition of the arts and crafts beauty and uniqueness to the Depot Bench community.

3/7/2022 2:53 PM

117

Riding with my daughter over to the pool - she learned how to swim in that pool. Sunsets are
also very beautiful to watch from the water.

3/7/2022 1:24 PM

118

We first met some of our favorite neighbors going to the pool!

3/7/2022 12:53 PM

119

Taking my kids and now my grandkids to South

3/7/2022 10:46 AM

120

I went here as a kid with my brothers and sisters as a safe place. We didn’t have a good
family and we truly really used it as a getaway for our safety and to have fun in the community.
Truly hope this location can stay.

3/6/2022 7:53 AM

121

Learned to swim there, went to South and remember PE activities at the pool

3/5/2022 5:30 PM

122

taking photos in front of it with my partner!

3/5/2022 11:21 AM

123

There’s many summer memories of tired kids after swimming, meeting with friends and a
guaranteed good time without breaking the bank.

3/5/2022 8:17 AM

124

Watching my daughter go there, to learn to swim, & then to get together with her friends to
swim, every summer. We STILL go there to swim with my grandkids-🥰.

3/4/2022 9:19 PM

125

I bought the home I grew up in. My brothers and I all worked for City of Boise and I lifeguarded,
coached swim team and taught a bunch of kids to swim at South Pool! Lots of great memories
from there!

3/4/2022 5:05 PM

126

No specific story, but I have many memories of working full time as a Lifeguard & maintenance
at South Pool for 4 summers from 1961 until 1964, of taking Lifesaving Instruction courses
there, of working with great people like Boise Recreation Director Bill Everts, of being on a very
competitive South Pool summer swim team with two a day workouts, of five younger siblings
swimming there, of many children learning to swim there, of two of my children working
summers there including my daughter as Manager, and of many neighbors walking to South
Pool to swim.

3/4/2022 4:17 PM

127

N/A

3/4/2022 3:45 PM

128

Swimming at the pool during the summers with my school friends. We would ride bikes and
meet there to spend the day in the water.

3/4/2022 1:32 PM

129

I remember riding my bike from the Boise air port to the south pool to hang out and swim with
friends every summer for six years.

3/4/2022 12:21 PM

130

Our kids took swimming lessons at South Pool. It was very convenient and easy to sign up
since many people didn't even know of the existence of that neighborhood pool. They still have
great memories of those days before the pool was heated, their instructors and the uniqueness
of the pool design. You just don't see one like that every day. It's still fun to take people there
and explain that "yes, that's a pool sitting up there." Demolishing South Jr. High and Whitney
Elementary were sad events in our neighborhood. So much of the character of this area has
been destroyed. Do something to preserve it for a change, please!

3/4/2022 11:03 AM

131

There are so many stories I could fill a book. From swim lessons at 8 am to sunburns from
long days it the pool that not only I understand but generations through the community. This is
a place that connects and displays Boise spirit.

3/4/2022 10:13 AM

132

My husband, daughters and grandchildren have all utilized South pool.

3/4/2022 9:11 AM

133

I was on the swim team, working out at noon daily in the summer from age 9 to 16.

3/4/2022 8:36 AM

134

Growing up in the bench there were not a lot of places to go swim and this is a great place that
should somehow be salvaged.

3/3/2022 9:03 PM

135

Every last week of summer we always brought cookies for the lifeguards thanking them for
keeping everyone safe all summer!

3/3/2022 8:09 PM

136

I had my first swimming lessons at South Junior High pool along with my siblings. We used to
bike and walk there when we were kids and spend the whole day at the pool. Now I take my
own kids there. I love this pool.

3/3/2022 8:03 PM

137

I got my first kiss in that pool, in 6th grade underneath the diving board

3/3/2022 7:34 PM

138

South pool plays is the backdrop to many of my childhood memories and those of being a
mother with my children on warm summer days.

3/3/2022 6:16 PM

139

Swimming there all summer as a kiddo. It was the nearest pool to my house. I remember
knowing that space better than I knew the school when I began attending South. It was almost
a comforting image when I first started junior high.

3/3/2022 4:07 PM

140

This music video should be cataloged as part of its history. It was produced by a local “pool
rat” who grew up in the neighborhood and went on to produce videos for a living. It’s a good
example of what can come from a gathering place for young, talented people with too much
time on their hands. Enjoy… https://youtu.be/kUbv_sK6EO4

3/3/2022 2:55 PM
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141

The pool has always been unsafe for novice swimmers and children. As a child there were
several times I’d gone to the pool and people would struggle with over crowding and having to
go deeper into the pool than their ability allowed in order to have room or leave because there
was no room outside the pool. With the growth the city has had a pool of this size would have
significant issues if left the same size.

3/3/2022 2:44 PM

142

Our grandkids from Colorado have looked forward to visiting us and taking swimming lessons
and swimming at South Pool for a number of years until it was closed. We miss South Pool.

3/3/2022 12:43 PM

143

I have lived in boise my whole life and grew up in the bench near Morris Hill cemetery. As kids
we would go almost daily to this pool to swim and hang out. It was an.affordable activity in the
summers. I learned to swim in this pool. I think it's important to have access to pools for
families in the summer it would be a shame to see this historic place in boise torn down.

3/3/2022 10:47 AM

144

Many memories of growing up and visiting South! But, like many things, it's time for a change.

3/3/2022 2:28 AM

145

Fun memories of being with friends & an affordable place to go.

3/2/2022 10:57 PM

146

no

3/2/2022 10:05 PM

147

My kids grew up 4 blocks from the south pool. As a family we’ve spent countless afternoons
and evenings cooling off and enjoying the water. So many great memories. It’s our home…
And it’s such a great place to connect with friends and your neighbors.

3/2/2022 10:03 PM

148

No

3/2/2022 9:47 PM

149

Taking my kids there in the summer with their cousins.

3/2/2022 9:31 PM

150

Too many to note. It’s such an important part of the history of Boise.

3/2/2022 8:52 PM

151

A friend lived next to the pool we spent late evenings squirting water up on the diving board.
Spent a lot of time as a teenager in the pool. Learned to dive off the high dive

3/2/2022 8:38 PM

152

My boyfriend was taken there by his beloved grandparents when he was little

3/2/2022 8:26 PM

153

We took our son swimming at the south pool on his first birthday. It wasn’t the most kid
friendly pool, but it’s still a memory I’ll always keep.

3/2/2022 8:20 PM

154

No

3/2/2022 8:16 PM

155

I remember riding my bike to South Pool with my friend and the two of us jumping in over and
over and over. If I was lucky I would talk my mom into going with me in the evening. There’s
just something so cool about swimming as the sun goes down. I realize I don’t live in the
neighborhood around this pool but as a kiddo that grew up swimming at the Borah and South
Pools, I know the value these pools have for kiddos in the summer. The hours I spent in them
are countless and my memories are truly awesome!!

3/2/2022 8:16 PM

156

My now wife and I swam there throughout our relationship while attending South and Borah.

3/2/2022 8:14 PM

157

My family swam at south pool often when my children were young. I would stand in the pool
and my kids would jump off the side into my arms.

3/2/2022 7:50 PM

158

Being new to the neighborhood, it helped to build community to swim with neighbors and hear
the history of how long it has been available.

3/2/2022 7:38 PM

159

Three generations of my family have used the south pool over the past 60 years. A simple
swimming pool has been of great value in our kids learning to swim (vs playing in fountains,
etc.

3/2/2022 7:02 PM

160

No

3/2/2022 6:53 PM

161

I saw it and thought it looked nice. I imagined skating it

3/2/2022 5:58 PM

162

Watching my kids learn to swim and dare jump off the high dive!

3/2/2022 5:47 PM

163

My child hood .. I am 43 so it’s hugely important to me

3/2/2022 4:25 PM

164

riding my bike - towel over the shoulder - to meet my girlfriends at the pool. Activities included
rotating through the following cycle: swim, sunbath, read, talk, swim, sunbath, read,
talk...nostalgia for lazing away an afternoon, laughing with friends, in a quiet nook of the
bench.

3/2/2022 4:07 PM

165

My mom used to be a lifeguard there in 1964.

3/2/2022 4:04 PM

166

Going to the public pool was always a special treat growing up.

3/2/2022 3:46 PM

167

It’s one of the few architectural sites in this area, where part of my family lives, that sticks out
to me when I think of the area.

3/2/2022 3:25 PM

168

Just a fun place to swim and help kids learn to swim.

3/2/2022 3:15 PM

169

Na

3/2/2022 3:03 PM

170

My entire childhood.

3/2/2022 3:03 PM

171

Hearing the laughter every time I would walk by (while it was still open)

3/2/2022 2:42 PM

172

We absolutely love the pool. It’s one of the reasons we bought a house in this area.

3/2/2022 2:42 PM

173

It’s my childhood pool, swam there almost everyday growing up in the 80’s.

3/2/2022 2:40 PM

174

I grew up taking my swimming lessons at South Pool. Early morning lessons in an unheated
pool in Boise in June were a challenge.

3/2/2022 2:29 PM
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175

Great times with family and friends

3/2/2022 2:19 PM

176

we would go there every summer when i was a kid. i had one of my first kisses in jr high next
to south pool

3/2/2022 2:16 PM

177

just going there with my family especially my cousin will always be burned into my memories

3/2/2022 2:08 PM

178

It is where I and many friends learned to swim

3/2/2022 1:35 PM

179

We use to get to swim in the pool when I attended Jr High there. I was born in 1956. Good
memories

3/2/2022 1:13 PM

180

No

3/2/2022 12:43 PM

181

Has anyone told the story about David Lynch (the director) and some buddies setting off a
bomb in the empty pool? How about climbing up the arborvitae with skateboards when the pool
was empty? Skinny dipping after hours? Finding bats in the pool during morning maintenance?
Renting the pool after hours for parties? The smell of sanitizer for the floors at night? Swim
team? Thanks to the citizens of Boise I had the opportunity to work and play at South pool. I
made a lot of good childhood memories. I hope that some of my tax dollars can help others
children grow up in a caring community.

3/2/2022 12:42 PM

182

I learned not to talk while jumping off the highboard there at good old South Pool. My jaw hurt
for weeks.

3/2/2022 12:40 PM

183

I remember the first time walking up to the second floor to the pool as a child and feeling like I
was in a spaceship with a huge pool on the top. I used to dream of skating around in the pool
in later years and dreaming of that opportunity.

3/2/2022 12:22 PM

184

No.

3/2/2022 11:50 AM

185

No

3/2/2022 11:38 AM

186

My 8 year old brother used to wear his grim reaper and skateboard to the pool even in the
middle of July. We couldn’t convince him to take off the hot black cloak. It seemed so
important to him to skate as a representation of death. I think he was trying to remind us of the
transience of life. Things fade. Boise is changing beyond recognition. Maintaining the outer
appearance of the pool is a way to give memories a place to live. It’s a commitment now that
pays off even further in 100 years, when the city has gone through even more changes.
Forging a new Boise can’t come at the expense of the one we’ve all grown to love. Death
comes for us all, but the places we care for can last.

3/2/2022 11:37 AM

187

I met my future husband and spent the most special summers of my life there.

3/2/2022 11:09 AM

188

I wanted to skate it

3/2/2022 10:50 AM

189

When they would drain it, we used to skate it

3/2/2022 10:48 AM

190

swam there a lot in the past

3/2/2022 10:25 AM

191

Not necessarily

3/2/2022 10:21 AM

192

I grew up swimming in this pool as it was walkable from my childhood home. This area of town
needs a public pool for children and families to enjoy and grow.

3/2/2022 10:09 AM

193

My family went swimming at South pool multiple times during the week. Our neighborhood
friends spent time there also. It was and could again be a neighborhood treasure

3/2/2022 10:01 AM

194

We just love Boise Parks and Rec in general! Visit numerous city pools and utilize many rec
programs for my kids. Thank you!

3/2/2022 9:56 AM

195

Swimming is funDAMENTAL!

3/2/2022 9:55 AM

196

I grew up in this neighborhood. The highlight every summer was swimming in this pool. My
daughter swims in this pool in the summers now & I would love to someday be able to take my
grandchildren here.

3/2/2022 9:54 AM

197

I don't have one specific memory but a collection of memories from summer days spent at
South Pool. Most every day, we would jump on our bikes to arrive in time for the pool to open.
Spend all day in and out of the water with our neighbors and friends. Then head home for
dinner and more often than not, head back to the pool for evening hours. I knew my family had
"made it" when we were able to get a summer family pass. I have such a fondness for South
Pool, it was truly and integral part of my childhood.

3/2/2022 9:53 AM

198

Great memories of taking my son to the pool

3/2/2022 9:49 AM

199

I was new to the area (moved from Southern Idaho) and wanted to learn the streets and drove
past the pool (during 2020) and had to turn around to take another look because I had no idea it
existed. I told my friends and I couldn’t remember where it was or what it was called so we
drove around the area for an hour and I finally found it again and we all thought it was so cool.

3/2/2022 9:43 AM

200

My kids all learned to swim and dive there.

3/2/2022 9:30 AM

201

We’ve been going to South pool for years. It’s a wonderful addition to the Boise Bench. We’ve
also taken family photos in front of the pool for years!

3/2/2022 9:28 AM

202

A lot of us who went to South enjoyed just sitting by the building and eating lunch and
swimming ! It has a unique energy presence that you can't feel with modern buildings.

3/2/2022 9:08 AM

203

Everyday of every summer from about 1994-…. We’ve missed it these past couple summers
with my own kids.

3/2/2022 9:04 AM
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204

N/A

3/2/2022 9:00 AM

205

None

3/2/2022 8:36 AM

206

I think this is a ridiculous question when you have volumes of info available describing the
legacies of these pools. It is time boise and ada county got out of the real estate business.

3/2/2022 8:01 AM

207

The sound of laughter in the summer

3/2/2022 7:54 AM

208

Skatepark

3/2/2022 6:48 AM

209

I mentioned earlier in the survey about my learning to swim experience. I remember that the
instructor wanted us to go under water. She said to be like a cup and saucer by folding our legs
and holding our breath and sinking under water. I remember coming up crying. My mother
thought I was scared of being under water and wanted me to buck up, she was mortified when
she finally realized the water was ice cold. I didn't learn to swim there, I want the experience
for kids to be much better than mine.

3/2/2022 5:37 AM

210

Growing up through the 60's we always had a family pass at the pool. We would walk or bike to
the pool every day that it was open. Usually the pool would close between afternoon and
evening sessions. We would have to leave but would return for night swimming. Had fun
creating splashes when jumping off the diving boards trying to soak spectators. Also liked to
dive to the bottom of the pool and move the grate hiding it along the side of the pool. Generally
right below the life guard which really made them mad.

3/2/2022 1:57 AM

211

Place I would bike to to meet friends who lived in the area, solid landmark if you don't have a
car.

3/2/2022 1:24 AM

212

I always enjoyed the basketball hoop, the diving board, the memories of swimming with peers,
and the times relaxing in front of the swimming pool.

3/2/2022 12:25 AM

213

No

3/2/2022 12:22 AM

214

I fondly remember the many times driving up to the pool with my mom during the summer to
spend some quality time together as a young lad. I would always ask to visit this pool because
of its unique architecture and two story style. All kids should have the chance to swim for free.

3/2/2022 12:17 AM

215

Spent many summers here. Went to South Jr High. Love the times spent with friends and
family at this location.

3/1/2022 11:51 PM

216

Just biking to and from, and getting iced treats—great family and friend time

3/1/2022 10:49 PM

217

For many of my grade school and junior high years the pool was a daily ritual, as well as
visiting with my parents on Friday family nights. Most of my friends also spent a large amount
of time there with me.

3/1/2022 10:46 PM

218

Na

3/1/2022 10:38 PM

219

I just remember sitting under towels with some of my best friends thinking we were so slick
eating our goldfish so the lifeguards couldn’t see. so many good memories at this spot

3/1/2022 10:28 PM

220

Meh.

3/1/2022 10:24 PM

221

I loved riding bikes with my brothers from Columbus and Overland area over to South to swim
in the pool. It was a grand adventure that always ended up with a popsicle after swimming or
the occasional stop at Dairy Queen (now Chapala’s on Vista). It was an awesome pool for the
neighborhood and surrounding area.

3/1/2022 10:06 PM

222

Skating it when it’s closed ;)

3/1/2022 9:56 PM

223

I remember sitting on the edge and making conversation with the other moms there. It's a great
place to meet your neighbors.

3/1/2022 8:43 PM

224

My brother-in-law, Lyle Hoppie, was on the South Junior High swim team from 1951 to 1955.
During the swim meets there would be an intermission of sorts. He and his team mates would
entertain the crowd with daredevil dives.

3/1/2022 8:43 PM

225

Oh I think I’ve spouted enough but probably when 3 refugee kids were 25 cents short so get
into the pool and a regular family paid for them to come in for the day. They spent the entire
afternoon teaching the kids how to swim and the family, the 3 kids, and the lifeguards did a
race at the end of the day. It was all smiles, even with a language barrier. That was such a
special day to be part of as a 15 year old.

3/1/2022 8:26 PM

226

I remember coaching swim team and all of the pool rats.

3/1/2022 8:17 PM

227

Read above.

3/1/2022 7:58 PM

228

My brother and I used this pool daily in the 70's and 80's

3/1/2022 7:44 PM

229

Enjoyed as a kid, it’s fine as it is.

3/1/2022 7:42 PM

230

Spending summers there and then watching my kids do tge same

3/1/2022 7:26 PM

231

My brother and I learned to swim there in the early 60s. Loved going there.

3/1/2022 7:21 PM

232

South Pool is where I learned the very hard lesson of “Don’t Run at the Pool” as a five year old
girl in one of my first swim lessons in the early 90’s. I still have the scars on my knees to
remind me of that very important life lesson…

3/1/2022 6:24 PM

233

4 years of swimming at South Pool every summer. It's a neighborhood pool, please don't try to
make it a destination area for every resident of the Treasure Valley.

3/1/2022 6:19 PM
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234

My ex husband used to have to do the replacement of the glass block which was an expensive
fix.. need more economical windows

3/1/2022 6:09 PM

235

No I don't. But I do have one about Ivywild. When we moved here in 2006 our son was 2 years
old and we moved from a small town in Utah. Going to Ivywild was like heaven! It was so nice
with the zero entry pool. He had so much fun. It totally sealed the deal for us moving here. It
was the type of amenity we felt so fortunate to have access to. Many towns don't have public
pools like Ivywild.

3/1/2022 5:51 PM

236

No

3/1/2022 5:39 PM

237

It was the middle of summer, about half of the football team and I were running some drills with
coach on the football field at Sout. It was around 100°. We all decided to cut practice short to
go hit the pool. No one else was there, so the team and I were playing football in the pool.
Good times.

3/1/2022 5:36 PM

238

Just having a place to swim growing up. I could get there on my bike. Our kids now need a
place to swim and there is no pool close enough for them to ride to… get the pool open

3/1/2022 5:08 PM

239

It’s beautiful to look at!

3/1/2022 5:05 PM

240

Very accommodating & staff was great when we rented facility for special Birthday event. Feel
very lucky to have that available.

3/1/2022 5:00 PM

241

I live on a main street leading to the pool. I loved watching all the children and families walking
to the pool with thier smiles and towels. I also love hearing the all yhe laughter!

3/1/2022 4:22 PM

242

Mo

3/1/2022 4:16 PM

243

I live right new to the one at Lowell school, and I love the character that the structure adds to
the neighborhood. I am a 4th generation Idahoan and have always appreciated the character
those structures offer to the city.

3/1/2022 4:16 PM

244

This is an amazing space, that is close to a skate boarding land mark the board room! Seems
like a great opportunity!

3/1/2022 4:13 PM

245

NA

3/1/2022 3:54 PM

246

I enjoyed the pool after I retired. I found it a nice alternative to the busy larger pools in other
neighborhoods.

3/1/2022 3:46 PM

247

Climbing and swimming at night. Fortunately the statute of limitations is long passed.

3/1/2022 3:32 PM

248

No, just that it was always there when I worked at South Junior High and students would gaze
at it in anticipation of summer.

3/1/2022 3:19 PM

249

No

3/1/2022 3:06 PM

250

Please find a way to reopen this pool without changing the historical structure and above
ground feature.

3/1/2022 2:58 PM

251

no. thanks

3/1/2022 2:34 PM

252

We have a hundred. This pool has been a significant part of my children's childhoods.

3/1/2022 2:31 PM

253

I remember going there when I was young with school friends. And thinking it would be way
cooler to skate then swim

3/1/2022 2:30 PM

254

It's where my parents met and my brother and I grew up.

3/1/2022 2:28 PM

255

I freak up on the Bench and swam there as a kid. I raised my kids on the Bench and we went
to South pool almost every evening in the summers. It holds a special place for our family.

3/1/2022 2:28 PM

256

I spent many a pleasant afternoon at the pool in the 1970s. I learned to swim there. Important
for kids now to have the same opportunity.

3/1/2022 2:06 PM

257

nope.

3/1/2022 1:40 PM

258

Being with friends. It was a highlight of my junior high summers.

3/1/2022 1:36 PM

259

I vividly remember using both South and Lowell pools many times in my youth. Both pools
were a gathering place for kids and a great place to spend a summer day with friends. I can
imagine walking in the front entry, turning right for the boys locker room, circling around to the
stairs leading up to the pool deck and the high dive waiting for action. I also remember the
sounds and chlorine smell in the locker rooms. Obviously, If I can vividly remember swimming
and hanging out at these pools at least 60 years ago they made a lasting impression for me
and others. Lets not let more of Boise slip away

3/1/2022 1:09 PM

260

I love this place. Relaxation in the evening is the best. My kids love it.

3/1/2022 1:00 PM

261

Just hanging there with my kids; they so loved having the pool nearby.

3/1/2022 12:59 PM

262

Summer public pool passes and swimming during the hottest summer days!

3/1/2022 12:57 PM

263

Hot days, cool pool

3/1/2022 12:31 PM

264

I was fascinated when I first saw the historic pools after moving to Boise 15 years ago.

3/1/2022 12:25 PM

265

I worked and swam at the Boise Pools for many years and have always appreciated them. Not
a summer went by where I didn't visit at least one of the city pools.

3/1/2022 12:23 PM

266

First place I did a front flip off a diving board

3/1/2022 11:59 AM
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267

Taking swimming lessons. Fun summer days with my friends.

3/1/2022 11:57 AM

268

No.

3/1/2022 11:45 AM

269

My parents swam at both the south pool and Lowell pool and have fond memories of it that
they would share when we swam there as kids. It’s important to save that tradition and
memory making in our community in Boise.

3/1/2022 11:19 AM

270

Some of my neighbors who have lived here for years can tell you all about swimming there as
kids. Working there as kids. And loving the fact that their kids and grandkids can do the same.

3/1/2022 11:16 AM

271

Hours and hours and hours of summertime fun!

3/1/2022 11:15 AM

272

In the 60's it was so crowded you couldn't swim but it was a good place to cool off.

3/1/2022 11:08 AM

273

As a child, we always had passes to the pools. My uncle lived in the neighborhood of South
and we lived across town. We would ride our bikes from Fairmont to South to meet my uncle
(my mom's baby brother, same age as my brother) to swim for the whole day. Occassionally
we would meet at Borah, but South was closer for him. My uncle, and my brother both have
left this world. When I see South Pool, I see them both again.

3/1/2022 11:02 AM

274

Our 3 kids took swim lessons there every year

3/1/2022 10:58 AM

275

Sunburns, the more shade the better!

3/1/2022 10:55 AM

276

Keep it the way it is. It does not need to change as evidenced by its ability to support the
number of users and be a pleasant place to spend time. The small pool atmosphere and few
people are nice! Boise has big, accessible pools already. No one size fits all. Unique is just
that - unique, which means memorable a memorable experience :)

3/1/2022 10:38 AM

277

no

3/1/2022 10:30 AM

278

went to the pool when I was a child. now 70 years old

3/1/2022 10:30 AM

279

Definitely. I was born and raised in Boise, and my family frequently biked to come to South
because it was unique and different than other pools. We lived very close to fairmont pool, and
I remember begging my mom to take us to South. It was amazing since it usually wasn’t as
crowded, I loved the locker rooms, and it felt like I was in a tree fort. I liked the minimal
concrete and the smell. It is SUCH a cool pool, and as kids it was amazing to experience
different styles!

3/1/2022 10:27 AM

280

Cooling down on summer evenings and seeing neighbors.

3/1/2022 10:26 AM

281

I remember going to the pool as a child with my extended family. It is a unique pool with lots of
history for many families in Boise.

3/1/2022 10:15 AM

282

No

3/1/2022 9:18 AM

283

I recall riding my bike with friends the approximate 2 miles from my home to the pool on cool
summer mornings to take swimming lessons in the ice cold water. Great times and great
memories jumping off those diving boards and playing with friends.

3/1/2022 9:16 AM

284

I remember when our season passes were patches sewn to our swim suits. We biked there
everyday and just left our bikes in a pile while we swam, sometimes twice a day. We never
cared about dressing rooms bc we left wet and just got on our bikes in our suits. Never needed
food or drinks - just happy to play and cool off. Shape of the pool and style of it was especially
memorable.

3/1/2022 9:15 AM

285

Growing up there every summer it was safe to ride our bikes and spend all day there. Now with
my own kids it’s safe I can trust the kids at this pool vs others because I can see everything
all at once and one exit. Don’t change that.

3/1/2022 9:10 AM

286

I took my kids to this pool and my children went to South Junior High so I am very familiar with
this pool and would like to see it preserved and continue to be a part of Boise and the
neighborhood.

3/1/2022 9:09 AM

287

Many. But that’s probably what you want to know by asking this question— you’re probably
only getting pushback about this project from generational Boiseans. You’ve already destroyed
the Boise we all grew up loving. Just one more notch off the heart if you take this gem. Please
preserve as much of Boise as you can. Update what you can, but don’t destroy it.

3/1/2022 9:05 AM

288

Grew up here and went often as a child. May my children have the same opportunity at a pool
close , convenient and safely accessible.

3/1/2022 8:55 AM

289

I did not grow up in Boise, but my grandparents lived here. We would swim in this pool every
summer when we came to visit! Lots of fond memories swimming with cousins.

3/1/2022 8:54 AM

290

Our three boys grew up at that pool. They learned how to swim there, some worked as life
guards when they were older ...and they ALWAYS enjoyed being able to go to the pool by
themselves or with a friend and their pass. It was truly a jewel

3/1/2022 8:38 AM

291

South pool is where I learned to dive and swim laps. It’s where my grandmother swam as a
kid.

3/1/2022 8:33 AM

292

NA

3/1/2022 8:32 AM

293

I grew up there every summer from almost 4-19, there was a lot of neighborhood kids that did
the same. We’d all be in line at 1/1:30pm…we’d grab our personal hanger bag…run through the
hallway, spray a quick shower, and race up to see who could jump in the pool first. Most of us
would be back in line at 7pm for night swimming as well. I was on swim team there, jumped off
my first diving board after swimming my laps to be in the deep end, learned to dive, flip,

3/1/2022 8:32 AM
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handstand, got smashed in the face playing basketball couple times, kissed some boys, and
laid out in the sunshine to get warm after crawling out of the not very heated pool, many of
sunburns, friendships, popsicles shared, and fun times with the staff as well.
294

was on swim team there need this for more children

3/1/2022 8:29 AM

295

My mom swam there as a child when it was pretty new and now my kids use it regularly as
well. They both had birthday parties there with friends coming over and walking down to the
pool.

3/1/2022 8:29 AM

296

na

3/1/2022 8:24 AM

297

No

3/1/2022 8:18 AM

298

Growing up I had friends in that neighborhood and attended the pool with these friends. I grew
up going to Lowell Pool as I lived and went to Lowell School. I have fond memories of Lowell
as well.

3/1/2022 8:10 AM

299

Midnight swims

3/1/2022 8:08 AM

300

I learned to swim at south I conquered my fear of diving there. I spent a ton of my childhood at
that pool every single day of summer it was my outlet and I want that to be available for my
kids now again.

3/1/2022 8:08 AM

301

As a kid who grew up right next to the train depot being able to walk to South pool was a true
blessing as my parents worked and couldn’t drive us anywhere. And it was affordable as we
had no money. I want this for our kids today.

3/1/2022 8:04 AM

302

As a child, living in on the Bench, my brothers and I spent a good majority of our summer at
the South Pool. We rode our bikes over 1.5 miles to use our summer pass. Also, took
swimming lessons at the South pool, in the morning, when it was COLD……

3/1/2022 8:03 AM

303

My family was very poor in the 60’s. A summer pool pass would have been out of the
question. On the day the pool opened many kids just called out their names to indicate they
were pass holders. The next day I just called out my name and walked in. A season pass by
association.

3/1/2022 8:01 AM

304

Grew up swimming there in the 60’s

3/1/2022 7:57 AM

305

It was my favorite pool in Boise when I was young. Many great memories.

3/1/2022 7:57 AM

306

No

3/1/2022 7:52 AM

307

My kids learned to swim here and would like to see additional opportunities for new families to
have that experience. Other pools in Boise are overcrowded.

3/1/2022 7:39 AM

308

Taking my kids there each summer.

3/1/2022 7:29 AM

309

The wonderful memories I have at South Pool are innumerable. My childhood was brightened
by the warm summers glow, soaked up on towels and lathered in sun screen at South Pool.
My friends and I spent our summers there. We built strong friendships sharing otter pops on
the front lawn, entrepreneurial skills saving money for our annual passes, and memories that
will last a lifetime of gliding through the water during morning AND afternoon free swim
everyday. My eyes burned with chlorine, my skin stung from sunburn, and still I gathered my
group friends to splash and play. We affectionately nicknames our favorite lifeguards “princess
sparkly pants” and “princess fish paste”. We traded our flip flops for goggles that never fit quite
right. We swam the length of the pool to prove we were strong enough to swim in the deep end
and take turns hurling ourselves off the diving board. These memories are part of who I am
today, and I will cherish them always.

3/1/2022 7:28 AM

310

We husband has been frequenting this pool for over 40 years. He in fact learned to swim at the
South Pool.

3/1/2022 7:25 AM

311

My two children spent a lot of time at South pool. Always bought summer passes. My son
used to have diving contests with a few BSU football players that lived in the neighbourhood.

3/1/2022 7:24 AM

312

Na

3/1/2022 7:04 AM

313

One day, my husband and I were doing a huge lawn project and it was 101 degrees. Then we
remembered we could run over and take a quick dip. Best day ever.

3/1/2022 6:37 AM

314

Na

3/1/2022 6:33 AM

315

I don't.

3/1/2022 6:16 AM

316

I remember a bunch of Boise state football players coming in and playing with the refugee
kids. It was a big moment for us!

3/1/2022 6:15 AM

317

No

3/1/2022 5:42 AM

318

Three generations of my family have used that pool and I would like to see the next few
generations enjoy it.

3/1/2022 5:39 AM

319

My brother, friends and I riding our bikes almost daily to spend time in the pool and having fun
a summer day!

3/1/2022 5:25 AM

320

David Lynch (Hollywood director) once set off an explosion in the pool when he was a child
which made regional news.

3/1/2022 4:56 AM

321

No. All my kids do. I have a bunch of pictures of my kids there. A wall of pictures through the
years. That would be cool.

3/1/2022 3:40 AM
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322

I grew up running shoeless and shirtless all the way to south pool every summer from 87’ to
00’ and my dog Pepper would come looking for us and sit outside waiting because she always
knew where we were.

3/1/2022 3:29 AM

323

I grew up going to this pool. I have nothing but fond memories of South pool. The pool is in my
neighborhood, so I see it often. I cherish that the pool is still here and I hope that it always will
be.

3/1/2022 1:34 AM

324

My husband grew up spending g his summers at south pool. He would run down everyday with
his best friend and neighbor. Now they are both grown and live within a mile of where they both
grew up. And our boys are best friends and have enjoyed swimming at the pool together, but
haven’t had a chance since Covid! Bring South pool back!

3/1/2022 12:12 AM

325

Cant share

2/28/2022 11:47 PM

326

I used to go to South Pool all of the time when my girlfriend worked there and was amazed at
the diversity of people that utilized the pool and how busy it was every time I went. I realized
how important it was for places like that to exist and when I first heard that they could be torn
down I was furious. Please renovate them as they are and add ADA compliance if its required.
They serve the public and are also historically significant.

2/28/2022 11:47 PM

327

Nothing special, just had fun swimming there.

2/28/2022 11:19 PM

328

Community pools provide a positive outlet

2/28/2022 11:08 PM

329

No

2/28/2022 10:49 PM

330

I feel like I grew up there. Many happy memories. Also took swim lessons and diving.

2/28/2022 10:17 PM

331

Only many summers of swimming and entertainment for this lifetime resident of Boise.

2/28/2022 10:08 PM

332

Nothing specific. My friends and I spent many days and nights at South Pool as teenagers in
the 80s. Having a pool in that neighborhood is essential not only for families to enjoy but to
give kids something fun to do that is affordable and can help keep them doing positive things
during the summer.

2/28/2022 9:53 PM

333

I am almost 40, and grew up swimming at south pool as a kid despite it being like swimming in
the ice waters of the Antarctic. My friends and I had so much fun there in the summer and I
took swim lessons there as well. My mother (73) and her two brothers also spent their summer
swimming at south pool. It’s a part of my family’s past present and I hope future.

2/28/2022 9:32 PM

334

My daughter attended Soith Jr High and has many fond memories of this pool. We need to
keep The Bench “The Bench” and the ambiance and memories that come with it. For those
that need handicap accessible, there are many other options.

2/28/2022 9:25 PM

335

I spent my summers at South Pool from ages 8-12. I still live only one block away.

2/28/2022 9:18 PM

336

I grew up in this swimming pool. I was there everyday in the summer months from 1992 to
2000. It was the greatest place to go because it kept me out of trouble and was always a blast.

2/28/2022 9:06 PM

337

Both of my children took swim lessons at South Pool and we have enjoyed cooling of there in
the summer ever since. We have really missed the pool since it closed in 2020!

2/28/2022 9:06 PM

338

Just driving past and seeing people enjoying the pool and appreciating the beauty of the
structure. Appreciating something that HASN'T been demolished in the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 8:50 PM

339

My kids took swimming lessons with their daycare at South. When my son was in elementary
school we spent many summer evenings at the pool. It allowed me the opportunity to meet and
connect with other parents and the boys burned off lots of energy in the summer. I love that
the city offers passes for low income students. My son had many opportunities at South to
interact with children that were new to Boise from other countries. There is no language barrier
for young children at a pool. So many families in our neighborhood use this pool. It is a healthy
affordable recreation opportunity in our community.

2/28/2022 8:47 PM

340

For the five years before South closed, I collected swimsuits/trunks and towels for the
refugees and homeless that visited South so that everyone could enjoy. For my kids, the
lifeguards at South were like camp counselors....and now...ten years later they still keep in
touch. THis pool is so important to our community.

2/28/2022 8:45 PM

341

I’ve taken my son swimming there for 9 summers, up until the pandemic forced the closure.
My favorite was watching him get braver on the diving board each summer.

2/28/2022 8:25 PM

342

My brother and sister were older than I and we lived on N31st street and they always went to
the pool there off State St. As I was growing up I always looked forward to going to there and
then we moved to South Boise. Now I had the option of riding my bike to the Natatorium or to
South pool. I went to both with friends but always liked the south pool as it reminded me of my
brother and sister going to the pool and always promising to take me when I got old enough.

2/28/2022 8:22 PM

343

Just picking up my kiddo from there and seeing how happy he was. We live closest to the
Borah Pool but it’s nice to have variety and for kids on that side of the bench to have options.

2/28/2022 8:21 PM

344

I just remember the comforting sound of kids having fun in the many summers we lived less
than a block k from the pool.

2/28/2022 8:20 PM

345

Unfortunately my memory is not strong, even at my relatively young age, but I did spend
nearly every summer there with my four older siblings as we were growing up in the Vista
neighborhood. Every time I see South pool, whether it be in a photo or in person, it elicits fond
emotions of spending many a formative year at that pool. I remember the "No 'p' in pool" sign,
the rough texturing of the concrete under my bare feet down the dark and damp hall, walking

2/28/2022 8:13 PM
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toward the bright stairs to emerge in the summer sun and being able to jump right off the edge
to dunk in the cool water. And the communal urinal. That was always an experience. HA!
346

My tweens bike there consistently through the summer. It is a staple of their childhood! Please
don’t change it.

2/28/2022 8:10 PM

347

So many stories and memories! I spent every single day at South Pool for many summers (7
summers).

2/28/2022 8:03 PM

348

No

2/28/2022 8:03 PM

349

Growing up my grandma and uncle used to walk my 7 cousins and I down to south pool a few
days a week over the summer. This is where I learned to swim, where I became brave enough
to jump off of a diving board, and where I made countless memories with family members and
new friends. Years later I was employed by the city of Boise as a Lifeguard and worked at
Borah pool but filled in at South at times. I loved seeing the neighborhood kids get so excited
about coming to the pool and it made me so happy to be part of that community.

2/28/2022 8:01 PM

350

We live a block from the pool. Before we had air conditioning the pool was our best place to be
twice a day all summer. My kids and grandkids formed some great relationships with the
lifeguards and still remember them .

2/28/2022 8:00 PM

351

Three generations of my family have enjoyed the South Pool.

2/28/2022 7:40 PM

352

I loved working as a lifeguard at my neighborhood pool.

2/28/2022 7:34 PM

353

Only took a 5 minute dip to cool off on a > 100 degree day!

2/28/2022 7:27 PM

354

It's one of the first public pools that I swam in.

2/28/2022 7:26 PM

355

Lived there every day summer of my youth (1955-65), learned to swim at South pool, had
birthday parties there!

2/28/2022 7:21 PM

356

Swam there a million times with my kids cuz we could walk to it!

2/28/2022 7:19 PM

357

My best friend was a life guard there in the 80's. I remember the iconic pool from when I went
there and it just makes me happy.

2/28/2022 7:18 PM

358

Qe would go to Sounth pool every summer growing up. Both my older siblings went to the
original south Jr high as well. Many great memories

2/28/2022 7:17 PM

359

Being at the pool the first day it opened for the season and spending the whole summer every
day until it closed for the season.

2/28/2022 7:12 PM

360

i loved going there after school

2/28/2022 7:03 PM

361

South pool was my growing up pool to swim at. I worked at Lowell for many years in the 70's
as a lifeguard and swim instructor. I have been involved with city pools for decades.I believe
both pools can be saved with a lot of love thinking that thes 2 pools are worth saving. If the
attendence at these 2 pools doesn't support a new facility, do what you can to give people in
those neighborhoods some place to go. It was sad that these 2 neighborhoods had to travel far
to even get to a swim facility the last 2 years. Shame on the city. I do understand lifeguards
were few and far between for all pools the last 2 years.

2/28/2022 6:41 PM

362

Years and years of our children and their friends enjoying themselves and having fun. They all
have good memories of the pool.

2/28/2022 6:37 PM

363

I enjoy taking my students there on the last week of school each year.

2/28/2022 6:21 PM

364

Just spent a lot of time there. Kept me out of the canals and trouble.

2/28/2022 6:19 PM

365

None. I’m just a greenie who thinks that throwing things away (especially when they have a
high embodied energy) is a bad idea.

2/28/2022 6:10 PM

366

I remember when the city decided in November of 2020 that outdoor pools wouldn't be able to
open for summer 2021 because of COVID? Pathetic decision that was.

2/28/2022 5:54 PM

367

I prefer lap swimming, so that pool wasn't really for me, but facade is beautiful.

2/28/2022 5:44 PM

368

Lifetime memories with family and friends swimming, splashing and fun in the sun. The pool
transports everyone to the 1950’s when Boise was small town USA. We need to save our
historical experiences. Imagine if all the Roman pools were torn down for progress or the
structures in Greece. South Pool is Boise’s time warp to a time when Elvis was King and the
Beatles were on TV. Let’s keep this unique experience for future generations.

2/28/2022 5:43 PM

369

As a kid not being able to understand why it was already time to go home, because it seemed
like we'd just gotten there.

2/28/2022 5:43 PM

370

South Pool defines my childhood summers

2/28/2022 5:42 PM

371

This was almost 18 years ago. I believe I was seven. I was saved at South Pool. I am allergic
to bees and had the unfortunate happenstance of accidentally swimming into a bee. It stung
me square between the eyes. My sister got a lifeguard and told them I was allergic to bees and
suddenly I was scooped up and ran down stairs. They administered first aid (allergy medicine)
and removed the stinger from my forehead. The office manager personally watched over me to
make sure I didn’t have adverse reaction and didn’t need an ambulance. I remember because
he shared his lunch with me and it was the best homemade lasagna I ever tasted. The next
year there was a different manager, her name was Annie. And she was the kindest person. I
was only 8 and offered to braid her hair and the girl lifeguards hair. She insisted on paying me
for the service. I used my “earnings” to by otterpops. They all felt like family to me and my
siblings. One of the lifeguard Christine even helped me clean up a wound I sustained on the

2/28/2022 5:40 PM
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way to the pool. I’d gotten pretty scratched up when I fell off my brothers pegs on his bike.
Christine was my favorite person there. There was also a YouTube music video shot at South
Pool, it’s called “Shake it at South Pool”. That was a really fun day for me. Even though it was
just a college student doing a video project I felt like I was going to be famous. I wasn’t even
the focus of the video, just a background character. So many happy memories.
372

We had just moved back to Boise after spending a stretch of time in Colorado. My son was six
that summer and had a rough time adjusting to the move. Our times at South Pool in the
summers of 2016 and 2017 in particular were lifesavers for our whole family.

2/28/2022 5:23 PM

373

Just the great access to our neighborhood. It’s the best to see all of our neighbors old and new
there on any given summer night. Please don’t move the pool!

2/28/2022 5:18 PM

374

Just going as a kid growing up and it feeling different then other pools!

2/28/2022 5:12 PM

375

Not a South story, but I swam in the exact same pool design every summer for my annual visit
to family in West Virginia. That pool is now closed because of lack of funds-- which is a huge
bummer. But at least they have kept it and it has art on the outside walls.

2/28/2022 5:10 PM

376

My favorite thing was to walk down to the pool with my son and teach him to swim.

2/28/2022 5:08 PM

377

Mostly swimming with friends and family.

2/28/2022 5:05 PM

378

My first time in 1963. I walked right in & jumped in the pool. It was opening day but they
weren't open yet. I was so short that nobody noticed me until I was in the pool.

2/28/2022 5:03 PM

379

We have lived on the bench since 2005!! All four of our kids learned to swim via swim lessons
at south pool. My kids go to the pool at least once a day sometimes twice a day during the
summer. Our family has always enjoyed swimming at south especially on shot summer day.

2/28/2022 5:02 PM

380

I spent a lot of time at South Pool as a kid. I took swim lessons and belonged on the swim
team. I feel that having that pool in our neighborhood kept me out of trouble and kept me from
swimming/surfing the canals. I don't want to see any more children or adults drowning in a
canal for lack of a neighborhood public pool.

2/28/2022 4:54 PM

381

Yes I do

2/28/2022 4:53 PM

382

Lots of fond memories going to South as a kid. Now my kids are making the same memories.
We’ve missed having it the last two summers.

2/28/2022 4:49 PM

383

Swam at the pool every summer when i was a kid

2/28/2022 4:46 PM

384

I have taken all my kids swimming at South. They are now all adults. With the hope that one
day they can take their kids.

2/28/2022 4:43 PM

385

I went to South in the early 80's. When I had some extra money I would bike down to it on a
Saturday and hang out all day long. Then Wild Waters came along...

2/28/2022 4:41 PM

386

Already stated in prior question.

2/28/2022 4:40 PM

387

I grew up on the depot bench going to south pool as a kid. Now I live here with my children and
it has always been a favorite place to go in the summer and support our community.

2/28/2022 4:30 PM

388

As a reward for acceptable grades my brothers and I would receive a season pass for the
summer to south pool. We spent many hours there for many years. I cherish those memories.

2/28/2022 4:21 PM

389

Every summer my brothers and I spent hours at the pool for swim team, day swim and night
swim. It was our favorite place!

2/28/2022 4:19 PM

390

My daughter lived there in the summer’s growing up.

2/28/2022 4:11 PM

391

First summer pass to the pool in late 80s

2/28/2022 3:57 PM

392

When I worked there, I remember how many neighborhood kids came EVERY day. It was
almost like daycare for them. I think the location is great for families, especially those with
lower income.

2/28/2022 3:53 PM

393

I spent almost every day there as a kid- too many memories to tell. I’d like to see it
modernized but retain the original design vision/architecture/etc

2/28/2022 3:50 PM

394

Way too many to share!

2/28/2022 3:47 PM

395

The memories as a child swimming there.

2/28/2022 3:37 PM

396

no

2/28/2022 3:26 PM

397

Did not grow up here as a child or would have stories.

2/28/2022 3:25 PM

398

My ex-husband swam there as a child in the '60s, and then our daughter (born in 2003) swam
there with her friends. I love that she could enjoy the same kind of experience that her dad
had.

2/28/2022 3:23 PM

399

Most of my early childhood! Playing "wall-ball" at the entrance with the life-guards was one of
my favorite memories. Wall ball was a game someone invented that was a bit like tennis but
involved bouncing a volleyball against the wall above the entrance and it had to also bounce
once on the concrete "roof" over the entrance. You were only allowed to return the ball while in
the air. If your opponent could not return the ball, or did not get the required # of bounces on
the wall and the roof, a point was awarded.

2/28/2022 3:12 PM

400

N/a

2/28/2022 3:09 PM

401

my kids had swim passes and went to the pool nearly every day during their school years.

2/28/2022 3:05 PM
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Took almost all swim lessons there; participated in swim team. I did swim laps. This was an
absolute gem for our family.
402

I have been there both as a kid and as a parent. Hopefully as a grandparent as well.

2/28/2022 3:01 PM

403

I learned to swim at that pool through the city swimming lessons. Both my kids also learned to
swim there.

2/28/2022 2:53 PM

404

Both my children LOVED going to the pool everyday it was open and both learned to swim
there.

2/28/2022 2:49 PM

405

I worked there, my son worked there. It's amazing

2/28/2022 2:40 PM

406

My mom use to bike there as a kid to swim. She use to take us there to swim, and I've taken
my kids there to swim.

2/28/2022 2:36 PM

407

My family had seasonal passes from the time I was in grade school (1960) to (1970) when I
became a lifeguard. I remember swim lessons, swim meets and sitting in the tall lifeguard
chair. The high dive, the low dive and even saving a young boys life with my lifeguard pole.
You can't replace the best days of summer. Most importantly there was privacy for swimmers,
no one gawking through a chain link fence...you felt so safe up high!

2/28/2022 2:04 PM

408

My siblings took swimming lessons there and I was looking forward to taking my son there
when he was of age.

2/28/2022 1:57 PM

409

No

2/28/2022 1:55 PM

410

no

2/28/2022 1:52 PM

411

I went to South snd our PE class got to swim

2/28/2022 1:46 PM

412

My only recement memory is how sad it is that the City has not opened and will not open the
pool next year.

2/28/2022 1:39 PM

413

No

2/28/2022 1:37 PM

414

N/A

2/28/2022 1:28 PM

415

We moved to the area right before it closed and had very little use of it. We would love to see
it reopen as our neighborhood pool!

2/28/2022 1:25 PM

416

I’m going to the school for over 20 years don’t plan to stop

2/28/2022 1:20 PM

417

Close to South Jr High

2/28/2022 1:15 PM

418

South pool was a great resource for my kids while I was at work to meet their friends, be
active and keep busy in healthy ways, during their middle and high school years. It was also
an awesome place to see neighbors and share fun times together.

2/28/2022 1:14 PM

419

sadly no, but I look forward to my first visit.

2/28/2022 1:06 PM

420

Just that it’s uniqueness made an impact on me as a child

2/28/2022 1:03 PM

421

One of the pools I used to visit as a kid but it was never my favorite.

2/28/2022 1:01 PM

422

I used to walk to south pool and swim almost every day of the summer. it was such a great
activity and opportunity for something productive to do in the summer. It led me to becoming a
lifeguard at the city.

2/28/2022 12:59 PM

423

Our Family have used this pool since the 1950’s

2/28/2022 12:48 PM

424

I used to swim at this pool in the 90’s and both my children took there swimming lessons there
and would swim there in the summer.

2/28/2022 12:48 PM

425

I swam there as a kid and would like my children to as well

2/28/2022 12:47 PM

426

When I had 4 kids, two of them twin babies, it was very difficult to give my older daughters
normal childhood experiences. But their babysitter had us get summer passes, and were thus
able to take them with her own kids 2-3 times a week. They have lots of fond memories.

2/28/2022 12:47 PM

427

I spent my 6th-15th summer at this pool. I participated in swim lessons as well as swim team
functions here and only left when I reached a higher completion level than the pool could
provide.

2/28/2022 12:41 PM

428

I have been waiting years for my kids to be old enough to go to south on there own, as they
choose. We are finally at that age! I am most desperate for south to remain a pool and for it to
open ASAP!! I love hearing the sounds from the pool during the summer and the life and
energy it adds to the neighborhood.

2/28/2022 12:38 PM

429

When I attended South Jr High, the pools would open on the last day of school. It was a great
way to kick off the summer.

2/28/2022 12:33 PM

430

I learned to swim at South pool in the 90s! The swimming lessons were in the morning. In the
shade of the large trees around the pool the water and air were both so cold! I also remember
riding my bike or walking with friends to the pool and feeling so grown up. We would stay all
day and go home in time for dinner, usually exhausted and ready to eat!

2/28/2022 12:27 PM

431

Summers of 2002-2005 that pool is where I escaped a terribly abusive home. For very little
money I had the ability to leave my terrible home environment for the entire day. We would get
a free summer lunch in the afternoon. And hit every swim session. That pool literally saved my
life.

2/28/2022 12:25 PM
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432

All my children, nephews, nieces enjoyed this pool. Would like to see my and others enjoy it
too

2/28/2022 12:19 PM

433

Took swimming lessons there as a child. I love the history and the architecture. Why did the
city have to tear down old South JR. High!? That was a nice building too!

2/28/2022 12:14 PM

434

It was always a fun "day-trip" from our neighborhood (valley view/capital hs) to these pools in
the summer and always on the list of things to check off in the summer. As an adult, we have
taken our kids to check it off the list. Now I appreciate them for the service and amenities they
provide to families that have no other access to pool, swimming lessons, etc.

2/28/2022 12:13 PM

435

Growing up in Boise this pool is one of my earliest memories swimming. Our area has changed
so much that to lose this would be a big shame.

2/28/2022 12:11 PM

436

The fir high dive I ever went off was at South Pool when I was a boy 10. I climbed up and
down the ladder once and finally forced myself to jump. I immediately climbed the ladder again
jumped right away following with as many times as possible before my mother told me to pack
up since we were going home.

2/28/2022 12:07 PM

437

No.

2/28/2022 12:01 PM

438

I can't count the many times we swam there as kids. It was our meeting place- a safe place to
socialize during the summer. We knew our lifeguards by name- we'd see the "hoods" hanging
around getting into trouble but we didn't as we had a place to go and have fun. Many mother's
would meet and socialize too. It was a great place!

2/28/2022 11:58 AM

439

Yeah...it sucked when I went to South in the 1970's.

2/28/2022 11:57 AM

440

This pool means a lot to the residents of the depot bench. It would be a shame to get rid of it

2/28/2022 11:48 AM

441

n/a

2/28/2022 11:45 AM

442

no

2/28/2022 11:27 AM

443

I was a season pass holder many summers in a row, and going to that pool with my friends
was definitely a highlight! I lived less than two blocks away!

2/28/2022 11:14 AM

444

Throughout my childhood in the late 70's and early 80's, I spent every day of summer break at
this pool. At 53, I still have friends that I made at the pool during the summer months. It has
provided me and others with a wealth of memories and friendships. I would love for future
generations to have the same.

2/28/2022 11:06 AM

445

I have many fond memories of playing at South pool as a child and I enjoy that my children get
to have that experience as well. Having a neighborhood pool that they can easily walk to and
not have to coordinate a ride across town.

2/28/2022 11:05 AM

446

Just being a kid and being able to use the pool with friends

2/28/2022 11:04 AM

447

I don't use the pool often but have fond memories from swimming there as a child & my
children have been there a few times. We all enjoyed the "different" swimming experience than
the traditional in ground pool. Like going to a drive-in movie, sometimes the old ways are still a
fun experience.

2/28/2022 10:56 AM

448

My daughter is due in 4 weeks. I want to teach her to swim at South Pool.

2/28/2022 10:49 AM

449

none

2/28/2022 10:30 AM
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